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ABSTRACT
“Beyond Borders: Gonzalo Torrente Ballester, La saga/fuga de J.B., and the
Construction of Literary Fields” examines the formation of the concept of a national literature
by way of a close reading of the 1972 novel La saga/fuga de J.B. by the Galician author
Gonzalo Torrente Ballester. Guided by the theoretical framework of the sociologist Pierre
Bourdieu, the political, social, and cultural intersections of the traditionally unbalanced
center/periphery relationship between Galicia and its suzerain the Spanish State are assessed.
Once situated into their historical contexts, it is argued that Torrente and his novel
transcend the binaries that have been employed to define the Galician and the Spanish national
literary fields. To support this premise, an analysis of the dialectical relationship between the
historical context and the text’s formal and thematic characteristics is carried out. This
Bourdieusian theoretical approach is then employed to dismantle the exclusionary essence of
the binaries that have informed the construction of national literary fields. To conclude, this
dissertation proposes a more comprehensive approach to literary fields that accounts for the
historically mediated artificiality of their formation.
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INTRODUCTION
Gonzalo Torrente Ballester is now recognized as one of the most influential
Spanish novelists of the twentieth-century, though his meteoric rise to popularity in
the twilight years of his life was not without its complications. During the better part
of a century he wrote more than twenty-five novels, six dramatic works, reams of
newspaper articles, and a handful of books of literary criticism. He published his first
work, El viaje del joven Tobías, in 1938 and continued to write professionally until his
death in 1999. After toiling in relative anonymity for more than three decades, he
began his ascent to literary fame in both critical and popular circles alike: in 1972 he
published La saga/fuga de J.B., for which he was awarded the Premio de la Crítica;
he was inducted into the Royal Spanish Academy in 1974; he published Fragmentos
de apocalipsis in 1977, for which he won an unprecedented second Premio de la
Crítica; in 1981, he published La isla de los jacintos cortados, the last of his so-called
Fantastic Trilogy and for which he was awarded the Premio Nacional de la Novela. In
1985, he was awarded the Cervantes Prize, which honors the lifetime achievements of
the Spanish language’s most outstanding writers. His long road to literary accolades,
however, was late-in-coming due in large part to the vicissitudes of Spanish history.1
Spain throughout the twentieth-century was rife with contentious divides both
political and cultural, which reached their culmination in the bloody, internecine
Spanish Civil War (1936-39). In the wake of the Nationalist victory, Francisco
Franco’s subsequent dictatorial regime sought to unite the fractious nation. Militarism,
conservatism, Catholicism, anti-communism, and anti-liberalism were some of the
elements that permeated the rhetoric of the sole political party of Franco’s Spain, the
1
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Falange Española Tradicionalista y de las Juntas de Ofensiva Nacional-Sindicalista.
In order to curtail dissenting ideologies and justify his own authority as head of state,
Franco furthermore promoted the homogenization of a single national Spanish
identity. Indeed, “[t]he Franco Regime saw Spain as being culturally and linguistically
uniform” (Henderson 245), which in practice had the concomitant effect of repressing
Spain’s cultural diversity. In the Basque Country, Catalonia, and Galicia, Franco’s
policy agenda had serious implications, since the regions’ distinct cultural legacies,
languages, literatures, and histories were sometimes violently oppressed in the name
of national unity.2
In Galicia, where Torrente was born in 1910, the outbreak of war greatly
affected the trajectory of modern Galician nationalism, which had been percolating in
its more modern iteration since the provincialismo movement of the 1840s. As the
rexionalismo movement gave way to Galician nationalism in the second decade of the
twentieth-century, the first Irmandades de Fala began to emerge. These Galician
cultural brotherhoods “encouraged the use of Galician in literature, education, science,
and any public use, both oral and written” and founded publishing houses to provide
outlets for the publication of Galician-language materials (Henderson 242). Nós, the
most famous of these publishing houses, served as the mouthpiece for Vicente Risco,
Ramón Otero Pedrayo, and Alfonso Daniel Rodríguez Castelao, known collectively as
the Nós Generation. In addition to the group’s ethnographic, historical, and linguistic
work in the cultural sphere, the Nós Generation played an integral role in the
advancement of modern Galician nationalism on the political front. Indeed, the
Partido Galeguista coalesced in 1931 as the political arm of the Nós Generation and
2
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“was instrumental in securing the Autonomy Statute under the Republican
Constitution” in 1936, just prior to the outbreak of civil war (Henderson 245).
Nonetheless, Galicia’s newfound autonomy was eventually rendered moot by Franco’s
victory in the Spanish Civil War. Under Franco in the political sphere, “Galeguismo in
Galicia was silenced” (Henderson 245).
The Galician-born Torrente found himself ensnared in the Gordian knot that
was Spanish politics during the twentieth-century. Prior to the outbreak of war, he was
an active member of the Partido Galeguista, even serving as the secretary of a local
chapter (Reigosa 44). He was in France working on his doctoral research in July of
1936 when war broke out, whereupon he hastily returned to Galicia. Tipped off that
his past involvement with the Partido Galeguista made his presence in Galicia
potentially dangerous, Torrente abandoned the Galician nationalist movement and
joined Franco’s Falange. The fact that Torrente has ties to both Galician nationalism
and the Falange, in terms of analyzing the dynamics of Spanish politics in the
twentieth-century, transforms the Galician novelist into an insightful figure from
which to examine the intersections of politics, literature, and the construction of
national literary fields. As I will flesh out in Chapter II, his abandonment of the
Partido Galeguista constitutes a crucial inflection point for understanding Torrente’s
literary production, his relationship to the literary establishment, his literary
citizenship in the Spanish and Galician national literary fields, and the formal and
thematic characteristics of his most celebrated novel, La saga/fuga de J.B.3
Given that Galeguismo in the political sphere was sharply repressed, a rather
curious aspect of Galician nationalism throughout the first decades of the Franco’s
3
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autocratic regime was that it was forced to direct its attention to matters of the cultural
sort. The Galician writer, philosopher, and politician Ramón Piñeiro is representative
of this larger shift, given that he “epitomized the Galeguismo do interior during the
Franco years” and “his actions were characterized by the general defense of culturalist
positions and by the observance of a timid posibilismo [a strategy of incremental steps
designed to avoid confrontation] in the area of political action” (Medeiros 112). As
had occurred during the rexionalismo movement around the turn of the twentiethcentury, the regional Galician language, galego, was thrust to the forefront as a
principle coordinate for promoting Galician identity. To this end, the Editorial
Galaxia was founded in 1950 and served as the “cornerstone in the recuperation of the
written use of Galician in Galicia” (Henderson 245). Piñeiro, for his part, was its first
literary director. Galician nationalism thus survived under Franco, albeit with a focus
limited to the cultural sphere.
Piñeiro and the Editorial Galaxia faced a number of obstacles in the practical
application of promulgating the Galician language in the region, however. In the first
place, the linguistic realities at the time were such that the regional language existed
alongside Castilian Spanish, the language of the State, and the choice of one over the
other was intrinsically related to questions concerning power and identity formation in
the region. Franco’s linguistic policy agenda in Madrid was similarly problematic and
the institution of the school was on the front lines of this linguistic power struggle. If
schools were proscribed from teaching the regional Galician language, so the logic
went, then its generational reproduction would be greatly obstructed, it would decrease
in symbolic value in the linguistic marketplace, and, as a result, a greater degree of
4
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Spanish nationalism could be achieved via the homogenization of linguistic markets,
all of which were sought-after outcomes for the Spanish State under Franco.
Throughout much of the twentieth-century, when Torrente came of age as both an
adult and a writer, the politics of language use was still very much a contentious issue
in Galicia. A more thorough examination of language policy in Galicia during the
twentieth-century when juxtaposed with extant materials that provide clues to
Torrente’s own lived experiences is quite revelatory, once it is directed towards the
question of how literary fields are constructed, since language plays and has played a
crucial role in configuring their formation.4
Indeed, in terms of the construction of national literary fields more broadly,
both politics and language are integral factors to consider, particularly when the author
under question is writing during a divisive political moment and the region under
question stands upon a diglossic fault line. In her Spanish Literature: A Very Short
Introduction, Jo Labanyi tellingly remarks that “[a]n issue here is how to classify
Catalan, Galician, and Basque authors who write in Castilian,” going on to remark that
“writers who started to publish under the early Franco dictatorship, when Castilian
was the only option, inevitably write in that language” (34). She thereafter mentions
Torrente as the paradigmatic Galician example, which suggests that Torrente is a
problematic figure within the existing paradigm of national literary fields whose life
and work merit closer examination.
A literary field refers to the grouping of texts by criteria such as language or
nationality. Traditionally, language ‘choice’ has determined an author’s literary
citizenship. In Galicia, whether or not an author is classified as a Spanish or Galician
5
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writer depends solely on the language in which the author writes their literary works, a
framework that Ricardo Carballo Calero officially institutionalized in 1975 in his
Historia de la literatura galega contemporánea and which continues to structure the
Galician literary field to this day. Torrente, for his part, wrote all of his literary works
in Castilian Spanish and is thus classified as a Spanish writer, in spite of the fact that
he was born and lived most of his life in Galicia. Given the repression of regional
languages for political reasons, I argue, Torrente’s ‘choice’ to write in Castilian
Spanish was really not a choice at all, and his classification as a Spanish writer fails to
account for the extra-linguistic factors at work. As an initial gesture of what follows,
the present work seeks in part to problematize this perhaps too obvious interpretation,
to draw attention to and tease out the unbalanced power relations that contribute to the
formation and the configuration of national literary fields, and to bring into sharp
relief the critical space that Torrente, more generally, and his La saga/fuga de J.B.,
specifically, occupy in foregrounding the problematic associated with relying upon the
language criterion when classifying writers into literary fields.
It is of some use here to reflect momentarily on the notion of literary fields
more generally, for at first glance they may seem to be innocuous, unobjectionable,
and unexceptional structures used for ordering and classifying information in a logical,
heuristic way. Like most social phenomena, however, the procedures by which literary
fields are controlled, organized, and surveilled have the tendency to obscure the
unbalanced power relations that contribute to their formation. The pacifying effect that
in turn materializes creates the impression that these mechanisms are the natural order
of things. It follows then that in questioning the dynamics that order and systematize
6
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literary fields we can more clearly discern the power relations that condition their
composition in the first place. Literary fields are thus ideal entry points for analysis
because they are informative indicators of larger societal forces and constitute integral
sites for understanding the complex networks of relationships that undergird our
world. As I argue throughout, moreover, Torrente and his La saga/fuga de J.B. occupy
crucial sites both historically and literarily from which to draw attention to the
relations of power that underpin the construction of national literary fields.
It is advisable, moreover, to be cautious in not oversimplifying the relationship
between networks of power on the one hand and the construction of a national field of
literature on the other, for this opens up the possibility for accusations of determinism.
Instead of casting the construction of literary fields as somehow determined by or
derived from power structures, it is critically more productive to frame the two “as
constantly shaping and changing one another in an endless process [called] dialectics”
(Wolff and Resnick 42). There is thus a relationship of mutual interaction and
interdependence between the two. In what follows, I will thus presume that,
any event occurs as the result—the effect—of everything else going on
around that event and preceding that event. If we suppose that the
world comprises an infinite number of events, then the occurrence of
any one of them depends on the influence of all the others, not some
“essential few.” This means that since all events add their unique
effectivity or influence to producing the occurrence of any one
happening, no single event can ever be considered to occur by itself,
independent of the existence of the others. Events thus always occur
together, in relationships with one another. (Wolff and Resnick 44-5).
In implementing a non-determinist conceptual framework, a number of reductionist
interpretations that have vitiated critical inquiries concerning both the formation of
national literary fields and Torrente can be avoided. In the first place, literary fields
7
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have been traditionally organized by language ‘choice’ with the assumption being that
language has a determinative effect on literary fields that is not without its own
complications. A closer look at the dialectic relationship between power, nationbuilding, language, and literary fields will lay bare the limitations of language’s role as
judge and jury of literary citizenship. What’s more, criticism of Torrente’s life, his
works, and their intersections is beset with assumptions that suggest a determinist
causality between events of Torrente’s early childhood and his fictional output later in
life, which, as I explain in more detail below, is a gross oversimplification. The logic
of dialectics can help assuage some of these problems while at once bringing to bear
new ways for thinking about literary fields, Torrente, and his most celebrated, if
misunderstood, text: La saga/fuga de J.B.
This all begs the question: why Gonzalo Torrente Ballester and La saga/fuga
de J.B.? One reason I suggest that Torrente constitutes an ideal figure to understand
the construction of national literary fields more broadly is that over the course of the
twentieth-century the Galician novelist occupied a series of crucial sites between Spain
and Galicia—politically, linguistically, culturally, literarily, and critically. In other
words, he inhabits, and indeed seems to revel in inhabiting, a liminal space wherein it
is possible to perceive the manner in which the traditional, binary conceptualization of
the Spanish and the Galician national literary fields collapses under its own weight,
reveals its inherent limitations, and provides clues for new ways of thinking about
literary fields in the twenty-first century. In other words, the Galician novelist’s
interstitial orientation between lo castellano and lo gallego is a highly productive
vantage point from which to examine literary fields, particularly when Torrente the
8
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historical figure is conceived as a paradigmatic, centrally-located node in a complex,
dialectical network of relational forces which, when understood holistically, converge
in such a way to produce these entities called national literary fields. Spanish politics
and literary production under Franco, Galician nationalism and culture, the power
struggles germane to a diglossic fault line, Spanish literary history, and the Galician
cultural imaginary are all factors brought within the remit of consideration as I situate
Torrente in a nodal position. Torrente thus occupies a privileged space, I suggest,
insofar that through him it is possible to tease out the complexities of national literary
fields more generally.
In this way, throughout the present investigation and particularly in Chapter II,
I critically position Torrente as a historical figure whose life and literature constitute
exemplary conduits for describing the problematic surrounding the limitations of
literary fields when structured solely by linguistic considerations. To gather up these
political, literary, cultural, and critical strands in a meaningful way, to make sense of
the constellation of dialectic relations surrounding Torrente the historical figure, to
order the subjectivity of the individual with the objectivity of the collective, requires a
conceptual apparatus that not only provides comprehensible entry points for analysis,
but also a system for articulating the interdependence and interconnectedness of
individual agents, literary texts, language, and networks of power. The sociologist
Pierre Bourdieu’s General Science of Practices establishes just such a framework. The
crux of Bourdieu’s relational thinking method contends that human subjects, social
institutions, and cultural artifacts are ontologically constituted not by the attributes
germane to each, as philosophical essentialism holds, but as functions of the totality of
9
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their relationships to other socially and historically conditioned systems and networks.
In this way, guided by Bourdieu’s theoretical framework, I situate Torrente in a nodal
position and direct my gaze outwards to explore a whole network of relational forces
that contribute to the construction of national literary fields. In a sense, many of the
difficulties surrounding the binary conceptualization of literary fields becomes
distilled or synthesized in the life and work of the Galician novelist.
As a first step towards laying this type of analysis in a comprehensive and
comprehensible way, in Chapter I, I outline the triad of concepts that form the
foundation of Bourdieu’s theoretical framework—habitus, field, and capital, which
together will guide the subsequent examination of Torrente the historical figure and
his La saga/fuga de J.B. Thereafter, in Chapter II, I focus my attention outside of the
text. That is, by way of a close-reading of extant critical materials concerning the
Galician novelist, I sketch the contours and the development of Torrente’s personal
life with the aid of Bourdieu’s concept of the habitus. In “A Highly Generative
Habitus: The Case of Gonzalo Torrente Ballester,” I argue that the Galician novelist’s
habitus—that is, his subjective strategies for perceiving the world—demonstrates
itself to be highly generative, a heretofore underappreciated characteristic of his
biography that, I suggest, plays a critical role both in the composition of La saga/fuga
de J.B., in addition to his literary citizenship in the Spanish and the Galician national
literary fields. Thereafter, in “Surveying the Fields,” I explore Torrente’s historicity by
describing the contours of the various fields in which he operated throughout his
lifetime—the field of power, the linguistic field, the Spanish and Galician literary
fields. The result of this Bourdiesian field analysis is a reconsideration of Torrente’s
10
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peculiar rise to literary stardom, which occurred so late in his lifetime. Once the
contours of Bourdieu’s field positions have been outlined, in “The Master Strategist,”
I then trace Torrente’s reserves of cultural capital through the Cervantine tradition and
the Galician cultural imaginary both to contextualize the narrative discourses at work
in La saga/fuga de J.B. and to illustrate Torrente’s peculiar interactions with the
critical establishment. With the aid of Bourdieusian theory, my objective of Chapter II
is then to historically situate the Galician novelist in such a way that draws attention to
the myriad forces that converge to participate in the genesis and the evolution of the
Spanish and the Galician national literary fields. I will carry out this analysis,
moreover, by accounting for language factors—the dominant methodology for
understanding the construction of literary fields—but moving beyond them as well. In
providing a holistic account of Torrente’s subjectivity through the notion of habitus,
laying bare his strategies for capital accumulation, and delineating his relative field
positions, I will be in a more productive position to describe the limitations of the
binary conceptualization of literary fields more generally.
If in Chapter II with Bourdieu’s guiding methodology I understand Torrente
the historical figure as the central node of a complex network of relational forces and
an exemplary conduit for describing the dynamics of literary fields outside the text, in
Chapter III, I focus my attention on his most celebrated text. La saga/fuga de J.B. is a
586-page literary tour de force wherein the Galician novelist puts on display his
mastery of formal experimentation, his vast erudition, and his satirical wit, all of
which are novelistic characteristics he had been cultivating for decades. It is also an
incredibly challenging read, extraordinarily intellectual, and playfully elusive. A
11
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closer reading, I suggest, reveals a text that, like Torrente the historical figure, stands
between a series of divergent poles: it is at once an unabashed critique of life under the
repressive Franco dictatorship while evincing the ludic sense characteristic of
postmodernism; remarkable displays of intellect stand side-by-side with crude and
vulgar humor; and the overall narrative modality of the novel departs first and
foremost from the tension between the realist tenor of discourse used to describe the
utterly fantastic fictional world contained therein. For critics, it was hailed as one of
the great novelistic achievements of the twentieth-century, but it also incited one
official from Franco’s censor to write “de todos los disparates que el lector que
suscribe ha leído en este mundo, éste es el peor. Totalmente imposible de entender, la
acción pasa en un pueblo imaginario, Castroforte del Baralla, donde hay lampreas, un
cuerpo Santo que apareció en el agua, y una serie de locos que dicen muchos
disparates” (Basanta 117).
A rather curious aspect of Bourdieu’s theory, moreover, is that the French
sociologist felt his theory could with equal productivity be applied not only to specific
time periods or societal mileus, but could also be employed as a constructive prism
through which to understand the dynamics of a literary text. That is, his theoretical
model, first construed as an approach to understanding human behavior in the real
world, could enter into the fictional world of narrative. In his Rules of Art: Genesis
and Structure of the Literary Field (1992), Bourdieu examines Gustave Flaubert’s
Sentimental Education (1869) by applying his sociological conceptual apparatuses of
habitus, capital, and field to the plot of a literary text, suggesting that his theoretical
framework is not only highly productive outside of a literary text, but inside as well.
12
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Throughout Chapter III, I test the validity of this kind of sociological approach to the
analysis of a fictional world. In Chapter III, I redeploy the concepts of habitus, field,
and capital inside of the text so as to carry out an original close reading of Torrente’s
La saga/fuga de J.B. What emerges, I suggest, is a rather insightful metatheoretical
battle between the sociologist and the fiction writer, wherein Bourdieu tries to map a
text’s meaning while the Galician novelist stubbornly refuses.
In “Habitus and La saga/fuga de J.B.,” I establish the manner in which the
text’s narrative instance confounds what I call the readerly habitus to draw attention to
the narrative strategies Torrente undertakes to resist categorical interpretation. When I
examine the interlocking field positions evidenced in the present narrative in
“Surveying the Fields of Castroforte,” I call attention to the limitations of Bourdieu’s
relational theory. I argue there that the metafictional posture of the narrator José
Bastida and the fantastic elements that spring forth from him exist beyond the reach of
Bourdieu’s concept of the field, specifically when they are applied inside of a literary
text.
In juxtaposing the analysis carried out in Chapter II and III in the concluding
section of the present investigation, a number of innovative characterizations can be
made about Torrente, his La saga/fuga de J.B., and the construction of national literary
fields. First, Torrente had a heightened sense of the vicissitudes of history, a domain of
his habitus that permitted him to manipulate critical and public opinion to his
advantage, particularly as it relates to his position within the Galician literary field. He
was furthermore opposed to the attempts of literary critics, literary historiographers,
and personal biographers to assign to him a particular label—such as a Spanish writer
13
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or a Galician writer. His obstinance in this regard brings into sharp relief the
limitations of the binary conceptualizations of national literary fields. What happens to
an author that does not subscribe to the existing paradigm being imposed upon him?
La saga/fuga de J.B. is crucial in this sense as well. For, the formal characteristics
upon which the vertiginous narrative rests are themselves, like Torrente outside the
text, devised to confound the efforts of the critical establishment to ascribe a single
meaning to the text. By probing this curious characteristic of Torrente’s novel by way
of the Bourdieusian theoretical framework, Torrente demonstrated how, in a highly
rational world, literature could still overcome the inquiring eye of the critical literary
establishment.

14
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Introduction Notes
1

For biographical information on Torrente, see: Becerra, Guardo la voz; Gímenez; Gómez-Pérez;
Pérez, Gonzalo; Ponte Far, Galicia en la obra; and Torrente Ballester, “Prólogo a la obra completa,”
among others.
2
For histories of the Spanish Civil War and the Franco regime, see: Graham; Payne, Fascism in Spain
and The Franco Regime; and Preston, Franco and The Spanish Holocaust, among others.
3
See Ponte Far, Galicia en la obra de Torrente Ballester for an insightful analysis of Torrente’s
biography during the Spanish Civil War.
4
For the politics of language use in Spain, see: Beswick; Mar-Molinero, The Politics and “The Role”;
and Henderson, among others.
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CHAPTER I
BOURDIEU AND THE GENERAL SCIENCE OF PRACTICES
Philosophers since before Socrates have sought to understand the fundamental
nature of human knowledge, reality, and existence. The epistemological perspective
that is employed to clarify these philosophical notions are as diverse as the
personalities expounding them. Socrates himself favored the dialectic method. Soren
Kierkegaard and Friedrich Nietzsche, two nineteenth-century existentialists, believed
that subjective human experience was the lynchpin for understanding humans’
relationship to the outside world. In stark contrast, Karl Marx slighted human
subjectivity, choosing instead to direct his gaze towards those macro-structures that
mediate the coordinates of our consciousness. Each of these approaches is predicated
on a presumption about how best to explain the relationship between a human agent,
on the one hand, and the structures that govern human societies, on the other.
Problems arise, however, when an epistemological posture gives primacy to
one half of the agency/structure binomial. By failing to account for objective
structures, a theory that departs from a subjective posture elides an integral component
of human reality: the mechanistic, societal structures. The same can be said about a
more objective approach with regards to human experience. How can a theory
overcome this type of inherent overdetermination? Social theorists and philosophers
seeking to transcend the subjective/objective antinomy can develop theoretical
systems that account for both an individual’s subjective experience of the world and
the structures that influence that interpretation.
In a sense, all of Pierre Bourdieu’s work seeks to do just that. The form that his
16
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theoretical framework ultimately takes is constituted by three elements—habitus,
capital, and field—all of which interact relationally to provide a methodology for
describing the impetus and rationale behind human behaviors, social institutions, and
cultural artifacts. He broadly calls this type of thinking a General Science of Practices.
Before outlining the various elements of Bourdieu’s General Science of
Practices and describing how they can be employed to aid in situating Torrente’s life
and works, it is necessary to briefly describe the historical and intellectual context
from which Bourdieu’s conceptual apparatuses emerged. For, Bourdieu developed his
theories as a way of responding to the critical and theoretical deficiencies that he felt
permeated post-World War II French thought. Today, Bourdieu’s theories are used
across a vast array of intellectual fields. The inherently interdisciplinary nature of his
work is the result of both his formative training and the myriad modalities of critical
thinking and theorizing with which he engaged, criticized, and drew upon. This
background will be insightful when understanding why his theories are a productive
approach to Torrente and his La saga/fuga de J.B.
I. Subjectivist and Objectivist Modes of Knowledge
In the 1950s, Bourdieu had to come to terms with two divergent strands of
thought, which were formulated by two intellectual giants whose work defined the
very nature of the French academic and intellectual field: Jean-Paul Sartre and Claude
Levi-Strauss. It is difficult to overemphasize the influence that the existentialist
humanist and the structural anthropologist had on Bourdieu’s later work. The two
thinkers, for the young Bourdieu, would come to represent two diametrically opposed
approaches for understanding social life.
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In his lecture “Existentialism is a Humanism” (1945), Sartre explicitly
articulates the existentialist credo that existence precedes essence, enjoining the
attendees that “we must begin from the subjective” (348; emphasis mine).
Philosophically, Sartre prioritized the individual subject who, through the exercise of
an unencumbered free will, has the ability to define his essence. “Man,” Sartre
remarks, “is nothing else but that which he makes himself” (349). In other words,
Sartre rejects the possibility that outside forces influence our interpretations of reality.
Bourdieu, however, feels that there is a resounding silence in Sartre’s thinking,
a lacuna in his mode of knowledge. He writes, “Sartre makes each action a kind of
antecedent-less confrontation between the subject and the world” (The Logic 42).
Bourdieu is not convinced that subjectivist modes of knowledge like Sartre’s capture
the whole picture. This is because scientific knowledge, particularly sociological
epistemologies, is dedicated to exposing those structures of domination that operate
outside of our conscious perception.1 Since procedures for justifying, replicating, and
naturalizing hierarchies of domination are not readily identifiable in everyday thought
processes, it follows that any mode of knowledge which departs from a subjective
point necessarily tends to reproduce in a homologous manner the class hierarchy
which made its articulation possible in the first place; this is Bordieu’s principal gripe
with Sartre’s existentialism. Far from exposing unjust forms of domination, then, an
exclusively subjective mode of knowledge such as Sartre’s in fact contributes to the
reproduction of those relationships. The nature of this dialectic, Bourdieu argues, is
anathema to the spirit of scientific knowledge.
In spite of all of Bourdieu’s criticisms, however, one must be careful to nuance
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his relationship with Sartrean existentialism. This is due principally to the fact that,
while there exists a discord between the two thinker’s fundamental assumptions about
the manner in which modes of knowledge are created, Bourdieu nevertheless draws
upon Sartre’s shortcomings to develop his General Science of Practices, which can be
seen most clearly in his concept of habitus.
Standing in stark contrast to Sartre was the anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss,
who was influenced heavily by the pioneering work of the Swiss linguist Ferdinand de
Saussure. For Saussure, language is composed of a series of signs, themselves made
up of two elements, the signifier and the signified. Moreover, signs produce meaning
because of three principal characteristics: arbitrariness, conventionality, and
differentiation. For his part, Levi-Strauss integrated Saussure’s conception of language
with the study of human culture more generally.
Focusing much of his attention on primitive cultures, Levi-Strauss analyzed
myths, taboos, rituals, customs, and food preparation all as functions of a semiotic
system governed by Saussure’s principles of arbitrariness, conventionality, and
differentiation. In perhaps his most noteworthy contribution to the field of literary
studies, the anthropologist argued that myths borne out of varying cultural contexts are
in fact simply just distinct iterations of a deeper structure that is common to all human
cultures.2
In stark contrast to Sartrean existentialism, then, structuralist anthropology
“denies that the individuals whose behavior it studies are autonomous and act and
think the way they do out of free will” (Bertens 50). This is the result of Levi-Strauss’s
conception of the human subject.3 The human subject in structural anthropology is
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deceived into believing that they act according to their own free will. In fact, LeviStrauss argues, the pre-existing, deep structures act through human subjects,
manifesting the hierarchies of social domination through institutions such as
government, economics, and socioeconomic status.
For his part, Bourdieu nonetheless had parallel misgivings towards structural
anthropology as he did with Sartrean existentialism. What troubled him about LeviStrauss’s anthropological structuralism—and all of French structuralism that
followed—was the lack of attention given to the power of the human subject to create
their own reality. A theory of practices, Bourdieu surmised, clearly needed some sort
of conceptual apparatus that accounted for structural influences on the human subject,
but it also needed to integrate human subjectivity as one component of the equation as
well.
It’s worth mentioning too that the subjectivist/objectivist antinomy cleaves
through the history of philosophical thought. For Bourdieu, Sartrean existentialism,
Kantian ethics and metaphysics, phenomenology, and German Idealism fall in the
subjective camp, while Levi-Strauss, Saussure, Durkheim, Marx, and Weber theorize
from the objectivist bank. Transcending this deep and abiding subjectivist/objectivist
antinomy by synthesizing the advantages of both modes of thought into a unified
theory of practice is precisely the kind of framework that Bourdieu seeks to develop.
In this way, the binary opposition of subjectivism/objectivism constitutes a
principal theoretical preoccupation for Bourdieu, ubiquitously emerging as an
underlying theme in his philosophical, sociological, and anthropological writings.
Whether or not a mode of knowledge is subjectivist or objectivist, according to
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Bourdieu, is of utmost importance because it defines from the outset the kind of
problems that are confronted and the manner in which those same problems can
possibly be resolved. Thus, methodological principles define and place limits on the
very possibility and the type of thinking that one can conceivably do. What would
later become Bourdieu’s General Science of Practices is therefore predicated on a
theoretical concern steeped in a desire to overcome the confrontation between
subjectivism and objectivism. His concept of the habitus, the spatial conceptualization
of the field, and the notion of capital are, in a sense, borne of his desire to assuage
problems presented by the subjectivity/objectivity antinomy. In integrating subjectivist
and objectivist modes of knowledge into his framework, Bourdieu lays the foundation
for a conceptual apparatus that is broad enough to capture many of the most crucial
elements surrounding the life and works of the Galician novelist Torrente.
II. Sociological Modes of Knowledge: Marx and Weber
In addition to engaging philosophical and anthropological thought, Bourdieu
likewise drew upon sociological discourse to add to construct his theory of social life.
Like Levi-Strauss before him, who enlarged the field of operations upon which one
could carry out a Saussurean-style analysis, Bourdieu for all practical purposes
engages in a similar process of extension and expansion, this time with the modes of
knowledge developed by Karl Marx and Max Weber.
Bourdieu departs from the Marxist conception that human relations can be
defined as a function of conflict, manifested in the struggle of discrete social classes to
either ensure continued domination, or overtake the dominant class. Classical
Marxism insists moreover that the underlying determinative structure that defines the
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parameters of this social struggle is essentially economic.4 To describe how
procedures of domination are inscribed onto the human psyche, Marxist theorists
conceptualize a metaphoric duality that undergirds their thinking, which materializes
as the notions of the base and the superstructure. Broadly, Bourdieu understands the
base/superstructure binomial to be a symptom of the more comprehensive
objective/subjective antinomy, and thus inadequate. And while Bourdieu went to great
lengths to eschew the economic determinism of Marxist thought, he is clearly indebted
to Marx’s idea that history is propelled by a never-ending conflict between classes.
This presumption of conflict will underpin my analysis of Torrente and La saga/fuga
de J.B. throughout.
The German sociologist Max Weber paved the way for one of Bourdieu’s most
enduring theoretical advances: cultural capital. Weber extends the purview of Marx’s
materialist conception of human relations, specifically by applying it to the spiritual or
religious realm. To put it a different way, Weber attempts to forge a “political
economy of religion,” one where religious systems are understood to be driven
primarily by interestedness, similar to the narrative that dominates conceptualizations
of capitalism (Bourdieu, In Other Words 36). This unprecedented and innovative
strategy for understanding the inner-workings of religious practices suggests that even
those cultural institutions seemingly founded upon a purported disinterestedness, in
fact function very much like those systems that outwardly boast a functionality based
on interestedness—for instance, capitalism. Indeed, the behaviors and strategies of
religious adherents, priests and shamans of all types, and codified religious institutions
such as the Holy See are conceptualized as derivative of an inherent motivation to
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acquire capital, albeit in this case of the symbolic sort. According to Weber, symbolic
religious capital can be metaphorically constructed along the same lines as Marx’s
material capital: it can be accrued, transferred, and invested for profit. Bourdieu, for
his part, expands the field of operations of Weber’s political economy of religion to
include all forms of cultural systems. In fact, his term cultural capital is the next step
in the evolutionary continuum of the understanding of capital, which began with
Marx’s fundamentally materialist conceptualization. Bourdieu’s understanding of
social relations structured through conflict and the pursuit of capital will go a long
way to disentangling the problematic surrounding Torrente’s liminal positions.
III. Habitus
An observation that caused Bourdieu considerable perturbation stems from his
analysis of data that suggested that people from similar political, economic, or social
backgrounds tend to exhibit the same types of social behaviors and cultural tastes.5 Of
course, laws define the legal limits of a range of social behaviors, but human beings
enjoy a certain amount of freedom to choose and determine the essence of their
identity as they see fit. It follows, then, that homogeneous behaviors within discrete
groups cannot be wholly attributed to an adherence to authoritative injunctions—like
legislation, for example. Along these lines Bourdieu wonders: “how can behavior be
regulated without being the product of obedience to rules?” (Bourdieu, In Other
Words 65). To explain this peculiarity, he developed the interdependent concepts of
habitus and field. In Chapter II, an analysis of Torrente’s life experiences and
literature through the prism of the concept of habitus will go a long way towards an
innovative reading of some of Torrente’s life decisions, in relation to his La saga/fuga
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Habitus is an imprecise and extensive signifier due in part to its etymological
history, but also because of its inherent polysemic nature within Bourdieu’s theoretical
framework. His own definition of the habitus requires quite a bit of unpacking.
Habitus is a system of
durable, transposable dispositions, structured structures predisposed to
function as structuring structures, that is, as principles which generate
and organize practices and representations that can be objectively
adapted to their outcomes without presupposing a conscious aiming at
ends or an express mastery of the operations necessary in order to attain
them. (The Logic 53)
It has been described, moreover, as “a kind of «feel» of the game,” as a means for
carrying our “history within us,” and the “internalization of externality.”6
Theoretically, the habitus can be characterized as an attempt to integrate the power of
the human agent with the objective social structures that surround them, the individual
with society, or the subjective with the objective. John B. Thompson, drawing from
Bourdieu’s convoluted definition, describes the habitus as “inculcated, structured,
durable, generative and transposable,” adjectives which must be parsed in order to
understand the interlocking parts of one of Bourdieu’s most enduring, if enigmatic,
theoretical concepts (12).
It is essential to establish from the outset that Bourdieu perceives all behaviors,
decisions (mundane and extraordinary), courses of action, and cultural practices of
both individuals and institutions as strategies. Swartz points out that “[i]t is primarily
a reaction to Lévi-Strauss’s structuralism […] and its view of action as a mere
reflection of structure that Bourdieu formulates his theory of practice and his concept
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of habitus” (101). From the structuralist perspective, behavior is regulated exclusively
by the contours of the totality of the system, an approach that leaves little room for
human agency. In stark contrast to this kind of structuralist determinism, the
vocabulary of actions-as-strategy permits Bourdieu to embed human agency within the
structuralist framework, thereby at once conserving the explicative power of a
structures impact on human behavior, but without simultaneously falling into their
most egregious drawback, that of effacing human agency as an influential factor in
human conduct. It is in this way that Bourdieu “injects the language of strategy into
the structuralist model as a way of introducing agency and of marking the difference
between everyday practices and their formalized models” (Swartz 99). This theoretical
balancing act between the power of the human agent, the vocabulary of action-asstrategy, and the larger structures that govern societies will help establish a more
nuanced account of Torrente’s navigation of twentieth-century Spain.
The term habitus was first used in the Aristotelian tradition and then
subsequently by medieval scholasticism, but Bourdieu employs it in a way that is very
much distinct from its previous usages. Within the Bourdieusian system the habitus is
a “set of dispositions which incline agents to act and react in a certain way”
(Thompson 12; emphasis mine). Habitus defined as a series or matrix of dispositions
is a fundamental component to its functionality in praxis, as well as its descriptive
power in theory. In French, the signifier ‘disposition’ has a decidedly larger scope of
meaning than in English. Richard Nice remarks that “[i]t expresses first the result of
an organizing action, with a meaning close to that of words such as structure; it also
designates a way of being, a habitual state (especially of the body) and, in particular, a
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predisposition, tendency, propensity, or inclination” (qtd. in Bourdieu, Outline 214).
The matrix of dispositions that constitute an individual habitus filter social realities,
they inform the subject as to the ‘best’ or ‘correct’ course of action in a given
situation, and they surveil the boundaries and parameters of social behaviors. As such,
the habitus is determinative because it prevents or impedes certain actions, while
making others seem logical or appropriate. However, it is the leeway afforded to the
term by words such as ‘tendency,’ ‘propensity,’ or ‘inclination’ that permits habitus to
not only function in a determinative way, but also in a generative one, in the sense that
the habitus is capable of producing new types of behaviors.
Of course, the terminology of ‘best decisions’ or ‘correct courses of action’
misleadingly suggests that the agent is somehow conscious of a vast network of
possibilities that are borne out in the decision-making process, when, in practice,
according to Bourdieu, this is not the case. When making a decision as to the viability
of a course of action (say, romantically pursuing a person who also belongs to a higher
social class), the dispositions of the habitus inform the agent of the tractability of the
behavior (the habitus performs a calculation at a pre-reflective level and it ‘reminds’
the agent of the difficulty of such a maneuver by way of computing a type of ‘success
rate’). To describe this in writing, however, mistakenly suggests that this kind of
decision occurs within the bounds of temporality, that is, linearly. Thus far, the terms
‘action-as-strategy’ and ‘decisions’ and ‘courses of action’ as applied to the human
agent have suggested that the individual possesses in some sense an awareness of the
intricacies of the web of complexities in which they find themselves, consciously
weighing positives and negatives so as to make the ‘correct decision.’ This could not
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be further from Bourdieu’s intended meaning. In the present context, strategies,
decisions, and courses of action are not rational, preconceived plans that are
teleologically guided towards desired objectives. Instead, they exist as tacit decisions
made at a pre-reflective psychological level, beyond the immediate sense perception
of the individual, due in part to the fact that the habitus of an individual has no other
way of ‘understanding’ the world. “The dispositions,” observes Thompson, “generate
practices, perceptions and attitudes which are ‘regular’ without being consciously coordinated or governed by any ‘rule’” (12).
In addition to making evaluative computations at a pre-reflective level, these
decisions are carried out based upon class specific criterion, which itself comes to
fruition as the individual subject internalizes the externally located, objective
structures that mediate their reality. As one’s environment becomes learned, instilled,
or inscribed upon the body and mind of the subject by way of an accumulation of life
experiences, the internalized habitus mechanism dictates whether certain behaviors are
considered sensible and rational, or illogical and intractable. The practical application
of this position coheres with the reality that agents raised in differing social classes are
more often than not going to perform the types of behaviors germane to their
corresponding social class. As such, this class specific operation is sometimes referred
to as ‘the internalization of externality’ or the ‘subjectification of objectivity,’ because,
as the names suggest, the subject becomes endowed with the class specific objective
structures that inform their perception of reality. In the larger context of the present
investigation, Ferrol, Galicia, in the early twentieth-century—where Torrente spent
much of his childhood—had a very peculiar class structure that was mediated by the
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conflicting presence of the Spanish Navy and rural Galician values, the likes of which
had a significant impact on young Torrente’s habitus. It is against the backdrop of
twentieth-century Ferrol that much of the Galician novelist’s later strategies will be
contextualized.
The internalized, class specific criteria for perceiving the world—the
schematics of the habitus—are in the first place calibrated via the experiences of early
childhood socialization. For this reason, Thompson uses the word ‘inculcated’ to
define one constituent element of the habitus. As children, we are groomed to
understand the world in a way that is commensurate with the objective structures that
bear down upon our subjectivities.7 During childhood, for example, children of
working class parents have their habitus molded to correspond to the objective
structures that inform working class life—eating habits, work habits, leisure activities
and cultural tastes, and relationships with superior and inferior classes. This constant
drilling of class specific behaviors occurs by way of “a myriad of mundane processes
of training and learning,” and thus dispositions of the habitus “are structured in the
sense that they unavoidably reflect the social conditions within which they were
acquired” (Thompson 12; emphasis his).
It would be disingenuous to suggest, however, that the inculcation of class
specific objective structures during an individual’s formative years is a purely
psychical operation. “The process of internalization of objective structures is not only
a mental process,” Swartz observes, “but a corporeal one as well” (107). Indeed,
Bourdieu emphasizes that the objective structures inscribe themselves physically on
the body of the individual agents, which are then engendered by way of linguistic
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accents, body type, and physical posture, among others. Of particular interest to the
present investigation is the class conflict and diglossic linguistic situation in Ferrol
during Torrente’s childhood, for it is those relationships that Torrente would have
internalized, and they would have influenced the development of the linguistic
dispositions of his habitus. Moreover, language, as we shall see, determines the
contours of national literary fields and Torrente’s peculiar conception and
implementation of language in part contributes to the popularity of La saga/fuga de
J.B.; understanding the etiology of the conditions surrounding Torrente’s linguistic
habitus within the Bourdieusian framework will shed new light on Torrente’s work
and, ultimately, the construction of national literary fields.
Furthermore, in his serpentine definition, Bourdieu also speaks about the
habitus as being durable, the connotation of which is highly specific. Since early
childhood experiences enjoy the first and foundational position within the
development of the habitus, they are resultantly more likely to influence behaviors for
the remainder of an individual’s lifetime.8 This realm of the habitus is thus
fairly resistant to change, since primary socialization in Bourdieu’s
view is more formative of internal dispositions than subsequent
socialization experiences. There is an ongoing adaptation process as
habitus encounters new situations, but this process tends to be slow,
unconscious, and tends to elaborate rather than alter fundamentally the
primary dispositions. (Swartz 107)
Habits learned in childhood as a result of class specific factors are thus comparatively
less likely to be modified later in life when additional life experiences will have
unfolded in front of the subject. Thompson adds that structured, inculcated sets of
dispositions are durable in that “they are ingrained in the body in such a way that is
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pre-conscious and hence not readily amenable to conscious reflection and
modification” (13). Since the habitus lies outside of the subject’s recognition of its
existence or operationality, one cannot direct improvement measures towards it; its
status as unrecognizable thus constitutes another nuance of its durability. For the
broader purposes of this project, the fact that the habitus has a durable, structured
structure component that is inculcated in early childhood lays the foundation for the
analysis of the linguistic and societal circumstances surrounding Torrente’s early
childhood. The critical establishment, as I detail below in Chapter II, tends to give
primacy to the structured structure component of the Galician novelist’s early
childhood habitus, a critical vantage point that obscures the equally important aspects
of the structuring structure elements of Torrente’s habitus, which were developed later
in life.
If the structured structure component of the habitus looks towards the past as a
constant pre-reflective ‘reminder’ (understood very loosely) of one’s place in the
world, the structuring structure makes the habitus “generative and transposable in the
sense that [it is] capable of generating a multiplicity of practices and perceptions in
fields other than those in which [it was] originally acquired” (Thompson 13; emphasis
his). Bourdieu thus permits the individuality of the agent to come to fruition by
endowing them with the wherewithal to overcome the historically structured, classbased, durable restrictions to social mobility manifested by a social systems deep
structures. This veritable repository of potential energy can be tapped in certain cases
in order that the agent may determine the trajectory of their own destiny, in a manner
of speaking. As agents go about assimilating and reacting to different life experiences,
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some possess a more pronounced capacity to adapt to social situations, to decipher
cultural codes from disparate social classes, and to perform those same behaviors, not
in an ersatz or artificial manner, but naturally, as if the values have become embodied
within the agent. They can thus auto-inculcate cultural values into their own habitus, a
formal mechanism of Bourdieu’s system that provides a plausible explanation for
movement across and through social classes. Below, it will become clear that Torrente
has a highly evolved structuring structure component of the habitus, a disposition that
affords him a significant advantage in cultivating strategies to navigate the
multitudinous fields of twentieth-century Spain.
IV. Capital
Since habitus is undergirded by the notion of difference across social classes,
Bourdieu was in need of a metaphorical thinking tool that could quantify economic,
social, and cultural asymmetries between individuals and classes. Marx’s
groundbreaking theory a century earlier that human relations are structured by an
economy’s mode of production, and Weber’s extension of the same to the realm of the
symbolic, incited Bourdieu to employ the mercantilist grammar of ‘capital’ as a
descriptive force for all goods and services, even those that are ostensibly nonmaterial or non-economic in nature. Bourdieu states that
The only way to escape from the ethnocentric naiveties of economism,
without falling into populist exaltation of the generous naivety of
earlier forms of society, is to carry out in full what economism does
only partially, and to extend economic calculation to all the goods,
material and symbolic, without distinction, that present themselves as
rare and worthy of being sought after in a particular social formation—
which may be “fair words” or smiles, handshakes or shrugs,
compliments or attention, challenges or insults, honour or honours,
powers or pleasures, gossip or scientific information, distinction or
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distinctions. (Outline 177-8)
Thus, all social activities, from the business deals of the greediest capitalist to the
purportedly disinterested, self-effacing poet, are embedded into an economic discourse
wherein the maximization of ‘profits’ or ‘capital’ is a principal driving force. In this
way, Bourdieu distinguishes between three types: economic, cultural, and social (The
Forms 243).
Bourdieu’s initial foray into a theory of cultural capital was the outcome of his
preoccupation with explaining the unequal scholastic achievements of French school
children from varying socioeconomic classes. Bourdieu observes that dissimilarities
are best explained by the metaphorical quantification of what he dubs cultural capital.
Cultural capital is itself distinguished by the different forms into which it can be
classified: embodied, objectified, and institutionalized.
In its embodied state, cultural capital, as the name suggests, “is linked to the
body and presupposes embodiment” (The Forms 244). Inasmuch as it refers to “a way
of life of a group of people—the behaviors, beliefs, values, and symbols that they
accept, generally without thinking about them,” the embodied form of cultural capital
can initially be described as the inculcation of the enigmatic term of ‘culture’
(“Culture”). First and foremost, embodied cultural capital presumes a process of
incorporation whereby the subject is imbued with the culture of his surroundings—
behaviors, beliefs, values, and strategies for understanding the world. As such, the
procedure of acquiring the embodied capital of one’s surroundings is most plainly
visible through the experiences of early childhood socialization. In fact, Roger Moore
notes that “[t]he acquisition of embodied cultural capital is identical to the formation
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of habitus, an integration of mind and body harmoniously adapted to specialized
habitats (fields) and transposable beyond them” (110). These early experiences
converted into embodied cultural capital structure the contours of the habitus.
It requires, furthermore, the investment of time by, for example, family
members and teaching authorities so that individual subjects are ‘taught’ to discern
cultural differences and perform the behaviors germane to their habitus and its
corresponding objective structures. The pedagogy of embodied cultural capital,
however, does not intend to suggest a conscious process, but instead a tacit,
naturalized, pre-reflective one. Embodied capital, in turn, reflects and reproduces the
unequal relations of the economic field due to its dependence on economic necessity:
the more affluent the individual, family, or class, the less time they need to spend
accruing purely economic capital, and thus the more time they have to invest in more
symbolic forms of capital, such as education.9
In stark contrast, cultural capital manifested in its objectified state denotes
precisely the accessibility of material goods or products. Moore defines objectified
capital as “a kind of raw materials,” which assists in the formation of embodied capital
(110). Examples of objectified capital include books, paintings, museums, libraries,
and monuments—cultural artifacts that in the first instance can be defined by their
materiality. Heretofore, many critics have focused their attention on Torrente’s
embodied and, to a certain extent, his objectified cultural capital, though this
approach, I will suggest below, obscures what for Bourdieu is the type of capital that
plays the largest role in differentiating contemporary societies: institutional capital.
The institutionalized form of cultural capital refers mainly to the system of
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academic credentialization so prevalent and ubiquitous in modern societies. Bourdieu
finds that the perpetuation and reproduction of economic inequalities is increasingly
undergirded by the acquisition, accumulation, and transfer of institutional capital,
engendered most evidently in the institution of higher education. In and of itself a
college degree does not participate in the fetishism exhibited by our fundamental
perceptions of hard currency. However, the academic system of accreditation
increasingly controls and surveils entrance into the mere possibility of procuring
profitable employment because prerequisites for certain jobs often include a degree in
higher education. As a corollary, the affluent have a higher likelihood of cultivating
both culturally and economically a habitus that lends itself more readily to higher
education, thus increasing the chances of gainful employment, whereas the indigent,
mired in a perpetuating circle of poverty, tend to be obstructed from entrance into the
same (Swartz 76-7).10
Supplementing Bourdieu’s notions of economic and cultural capital is his
concept of social capital. The popular adage ‘it’s not what you know, but who you
know’ carries considerable weight according to Bourdieu’s understanding of human
behaviors. In fact, it can be construed along the lines of a commodity in the sense that
it can be accrued, transferred, and traded. Social capital is constituted by a hierarchal
composition, similar to economic capital. According to Bourdieu,
[s]ocial capital is the aggregate of the actual or potential resources
which are linked to possession of a durable network of more or less
institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance and
recognition—or in other words, to membership in a group—which
provides each of its members with the backing of the collectivityowned capital, a “credential” which entitles them to credit, the various
senses of the word. (The Forms 249-50)
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These networks of relationships that permit access to additional networks of
possibilities, which can plausibly better one’s position in a particular field, are never
completely independent of economic capital because the quality and quantity of one’s
social capital ultimately depends on the economic, cultural, and symbolic capital of
the peers who constitute one’s network of social capital. Trust, reciprocity, and
solidarity amongst group members ultimately comprises an integral component of
social capital, as a sudden downfall of economic, political, cultural, or social capital
for even one member of the group brings about an overall decrease of the group’s
social capital. Viewed through the prism of institutional and social capital, the
meandering path that Torrente took to literary stardom can be reconceptualized and
directed towards better understanding the construction of national literary fields.
V. Field
Bourdieu’s notion of the field will in subsequent chapters be confirmed as a
constructive and advantageous tool for analyzing Torrente’s seemingly serendipitous
rise to literary fame. Heretofore the narrative advanced by many literary critics to
explain Torrente’s explosion onto the literary scene in the early 1970s was to recur to
an explanation of his habitus. That is, after years of toiling in relative obscurity,
Torrente cathartically decided to turn his back on the literary establishment and write
instead for his own personal enjoyment. This brand of disinterestedness in literary
fame was first put forth by Torrente himself in his many personal writings and
interviews, which were taken at face value as unassailable. However, as I will suggest
in subsequent chapters, a relational analysis of Torrente’s unforeseen and unexpected
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literary fame is due rather to transformations in the more comprehensive literary,
critical, and political fields, transformations which paved the way for Torrente to
enjoy a substantial windfall of cultural and literary capital later in life. La saga/fuga de
J.B. is a paradigmatic text in this regard, because it stands on the precipice of these
larger field transfigurations as a sort of harbinger to literary trends that would
dominate Spain until the end of the 1980s. To understand how this broader literary
transformation occurred in the context of 1970s Spain, it is necessary first to establish
some basic tenets of Bourdieu’s conceptualization of the field.
A field is by definition composed of the network of relationships between
individual agents, all of whom are embroiled in a constant struggle over resources,
which are by definition scarce. Each field has a principal resource (or mode of capital)
that all agents in the field struggle to possess: in the economic field, the epicenter of
struggle is economic capital; in the intellectual field, scientists and literary critics
engage one another for the purpose of accruing cultural capital (Swartz 122). In fact,
to distinguish the existence of a discrete field one must identify the mode of capital
around which all behaviors, actions, relationships, and transactions are directed. In
short, the mode of capital of a particular field makes possible, structures, and limits the
play of the field. In theory, this is a seemingly logical and straightforward way to
identify the existence of certain fields, but, in practice, the interlocking, homologous
relationship that comes into being between differing fields makes this process much
more difficult to pin down.
Swartz summarizes three properties of Bourdieu’s concept of the field, which,
taken together, establish a useful starting point for describing the internal mechanisms
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of this essential term. The first of Swartz’s baseline points highlights the field as an
arena in which there is a struggle for legitimation. The struggle for legitimation refers
to the actions taken by individual agents to control the internal rules of a field, akin to
what the Italian Marxist Antonio Gramsci called hegemony. Each field relies on sets
of internal rules to regulate and oversee the actions of individual agents. Depending on
the field in question, these so-called administrative regulations can be formalized in a
kind of code of conduct, which is managed by an institutional body endowed with
sufficient power to supervise behavior. In twentieth-century Spain, the struggle for
legitimation in both the Spanish and Galician national literary fields is governed in
large part by Francoist political policy in Madrid; any consideration of Torrente’s
literary field position must take into account this dynamic, a topic to which I return in
Chapter III.
Related to the first principle, Swartz parses from Bourdieu’s writings a second
property of the field: “fields are structured spaces of dominant and subordinate
positions based on types and amounts of capital” (123). What this means is that the
composition of field hierarchies—or the totality of positions within a certain field—
directly correlates to the unequal distribution of capital amongst the agents vying for
position in the field. To say it a different way, all agents of a field are dialectically
ensnared in an interlocking matrix of relationships, which revolve around the
competition for the field’s principal resource. The dialectic relationship of all field
members thus implies that an alteration in the quantity or quality of just one member’s
capital will necessarily affect the remaining members of the field, due to the fact that
capital can be understood in this sense as a zero-sum game. As a corollary of this
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internal property of the field, Swartz, following Bourdieu, identifies three types of
underlying strategies that agents can employ to maintain or conserve their positions:
conservation, succession, and subversion (125).11 When I examine more carefully the
strategies of different writers immediately following the Spanish Civil War, the
division between the conservationist group that kowtows to the dominant political
party and the faction of writers subversively critical of Franco’s regime will help to
better situate Torrente into the Spanish literary field.
Finally, fields have relative autonomy in that they are “structured to a
significant extent by their own internal rules” (Swartz 126). Fields are relatively
autonomous because they are capable of establishing their own internal rules that
govern the strategies for the struggle for capital; but they are only relatively so, as subfields are still mediated by those more comprehensive fields within which they are
embedded. In this way, the field of power in Bourdieu’s theoretical system contains
and mediates all other fields. “It functions,” as Swartz reminds us, “as a sort of “metafield” that operates as an organizing principle of differentiation and struggle
throughout all fields” (136). Akin to Derrida’s notion of the transcendental signifier,
the field of power limits play, the field of power demarcates the outermost boundaries
of the fields upon which it acts, and it structures the spatial orientation of the agents in
their respective fields. For instance, all fields that exist within the confines of a
specific polity, which has a central governing body entrusted with a monopoly on
violence, must necessarily follow the rules laid out by the field of power, which
guarantee the sub-fields protection and existence in the first place. The caveat of
relative autonomy has far-reaching implications, particularly when one attempts to
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apply Bourdieu’s equation of Practices to a specific field. Discrete fields do not exist
in a vacuum. A larger network of interdependent fields always mediates the structure
of a specific field to varying degrees. To examine the characteristics of a field, one
must understand both its internal rules of hierarchization and its relation with the
additional fields in which it is embedded. This conceptualization of the interlocking
nature of fields is particularly relevant in Spain during the twentieth-century, since the
neo-realist aesthetic came to dominate prose fiction during the immediate post-war
period, which acted as a sort of internal rule for hierarchization. But Spanish novelists
such as Torrente still had to contend with censorship from the Franco regime, a
dynamic of the relationship between the field of power and its sub-field that greatly
reduced the relative autonomy of the Spanish literary field.
Taking this cursory examination of Bourdieu’s theory of fields into account,
then, in the following chapters I will employ the Bourdiesian framework to
understandTorrente the historical figure and his La saga/fuga de J.B. as they existed in
a complex matrix of interrelated fields. The literary critic finds Torrente enmeshed in a
web of power relations, which are inexorable as regards their encroachment into the
literary space: the field of power is fundamentally hierarchized by the opposition
between Spain and Galicia; the Franco regime’s intrusion into the cultural field
through censorship and other legitimated institutions has a particular inflection during
the Torrente’s formative years and subsequent professional literary career; Castilian
Spanish, as opposed to the regional language of Galician, occupies a dominant
position in the linguistic field; and Torrente himself, with his penchant for
mythologizing, constructs a formidable biographical and literary edifice that must be
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accounted for in order to be understood as a function of a larger system.
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Chapter I Notes
1

The ability of mechanistic structures to exert influence on human consciousness, reproduce themselves
generation after generation, and naturalize themselves beyond the recognition of immediate human
consciousness is perhaps most famously described by classical Marxism’s idea of ‘false consciousness’
and Louis Althusser’s term ‘ideology.’ Bourdieu employs a similar concept, which he calls
‘misrecognition.’
2
See his “The Structural Study of Myth.”
3
This conception of human agency is also true for both the structuralist and the post-structuralist
thinkers whose work is clearly indebted to that of Levi-Strauss.
4
This brand of economic reductionism is generally conceived as the battle for the control of the modes
of production in a given society.
5
Bourdieu’s immensely popular Distinction is perhaps the most representative of his “painstakingly
empirical” approach to this issue (Gartman 422). In the massive work, the French sociologist connects
seemingly mundane varieties of cultural taste such as music, furniture, and food to their corresponding
likelihood to be practiced by certain socioeconomic groups. This quantitative study permits Bourdieu to
describe how capital in all its forms—material, cultural, and symbolic—influences individual
judgments of taste and lifestyle, even in regards to those cultural manifestations which upon first glance
seem to be entirely detached from outside societal influence.
6
Citations can be found respectively in the following: Bourdieu, “The Genesis,” 14; Maton, “Habitus,”
52; and Bourdieu, Outline, 72.
7
Bourdieu mentions a number of the objective childhood structures that contribute to the process of
molding an agent’s habitus: “the division of labour between the sexes, household objects, modes of
consumption, parent-child relations, etc.” (Bourdieu, The Logic 54).
8
About the primacy of early childhood experiences on the habitus Bourdieu does not elaborate, and it is
thus a rather disputed area of his theory of practices.
9
One immediately thinks of the origins of cultural articulations in less differentiated hunter-gatherer
societies. It was not until these groups became sedentary, and dependent on agriculture, that thinking
about exploring the depths of the human mind and expressing the same through art or story telling even
became a possibility.
10
Indeed, a doctoral thesis is perhaps the paradigmatic example of institutionalized capital at work.
11
Swartz notes the following about the different strategies used within a field:
Conservation strategies tend to be pursued by those who hold dominant positions and
enjoy seniority in the field. Strategies of succession are attempts to gain access to
dominant positions in a field and are generally pursued by the new entrants. Finally,
strategies of subversion are pursued by those who expect to gain little from the
dominant groups. These strategies take the form of a more or less radical rupture with
the dominant group by challenging its legitimacy to define the standards of the field.
(125)
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CHAPTER II
GONZALO TORRENTE BALLESTER: HABITUS, FIELD, AND CAPITAL
As the previous sketch of Bourdieu’s relational methodology showed, the
interdependent concepts of habitus, capital, and field exist only as a function of their
relationships with one another. Having laid this theoretical foundation, I will employ
Bourdieu’s General Science of Practices as a framework to examine Gonzalo Torrente
Ballester and his historical embeddedness, here, and La saga/fuga de J.B., in Chapter
IV. In the following sections, I outline the development and formation of Torrente’s
habitus, map the interlocking fields in which he operated, and assess the strategies he
undertook for accruing different modalities of capital, which taken collectively will
provide a more nuanced account of the dialectic forces involved in the construction of
national literary fields.
Before presenting this investigation, however, it is necessary to establish from
the outset a few caveats concerning the structure that will follow. First and foremost,
the effectiveness of Bourdieu’s theoretical equation for describing human behaviors is
predicated on the idea that an explanation of an agent’s activity cannot be carried out
simply by outlining the contours of just one of the three variables. In other words,
Bourdieu’s methodology takes into account how the three concepts intersect with one
another. So, while the mechanics of writing dictate a linear composition of the
variables, Bourdieu’s framework is designed to demonstrate how the variables
intersect, interface, and influence each other. The reader must be aware of this at all
times.
Second, and intimately related to the first, the organizing cultural object of this
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investigation is above all else La saga/fuga de J.B. As such, the analyses of Torrente’s
habitus, field positions, and capital will necessarily be limited in scope to those
phenomena, histories, strategies, behaviors, and historical conditions that directly
pertain, in one form or another, to the literary purview, more broadly, and to the text in
question, specifically. One of the objectives of Chapter III, then, is to examine the
historical processes that brought about the 1972 publication of La saga/fuga de J.B.
Once the historical backdrop of the text in question is established, I will then be in a
position to direct my attention to Torrente’s occupation of a liminal space between the
Spanish and Galician literary fields, in addition to the historically mediated nature of
the construction of national literary fields.
Thirdly, this first gesture of exploring Torrente’s habitus, field positions, and
capital can be characterized as an analysis that is situated outside the bounds of La
sag/fuga de J.B. That is, the object of study in Chapter III will mainly focus on
historical, cultural, and biographical characteristics which surrounded the text’s
publication. Since Bourdieu specifies that cultural objects such as literary works are
the repositories of historically mediated realities, after analyzing factors outside of the
text, I move inside of the text in Chapter IV in order to parse out the structural,
thematic, and narrative modes that undergird the semiotics of the text to argue that the
discourses that constitute a text are integral components for describing the manner in
which literary fields are constructed.
This is because Bourdieu’s relational methodology inherently stipulates a
dialectical component. He carves out a theoretical space wherein individual literary
works can centrifugally mediate, condition, and shape societies’ governing structures,
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and vice versa. Because of this, in Chapter IV of the present investigation, I shall
situate the text itself as the epicenter of critical analysis and explore the manner in
which Torrente’s text transcended historically mediated cultural and political binaries,
established new field positions, and incited new configurations in Spanish/Galician
literary field relations. In order to arrive at this point, it is necessary to establish in a
piecemeal fashion the different variables of Bourdieu’s equation for understanding
practices—[(habitus)(capital)] + field = practice—beginning with an analysis that
accounts for the contours of Torrente’s habitus.
I. A Highly Generative Habitus: The Case of Gonzalo Torrente Ballester
Given that Bourdieu emphasizes the duality of the habitus as at once a
structured structure (in that it is inculcated and durable) and a structuring structure (in
that it is generative and transposable) an examination of Torrente’s habitus can serve
to draw attention to the Galician novelist’s strategies for accruing capital, in addition
to his relational field positions. It is worth recalling, moreover, that Bourdieu’s
conceptualization of the early childhood habitus posits that the myriad, oftentimes
mundane and quotidian, processes of internalizing externally located objective
structures occupies a central position in the development and formation of the more
comprehensive habitus, because it establishes the initial pathways of an agent’s life. I
understand this theoretical realm as cultivating the provisional dispositions that take
Torrente down the path towards publishing his seminal text. What’s more, as I argue
below, Torrente demonstrated an acuity for internalizing external objective structures
that were foreign to his native one’s, a domain of his habitus that is particularly visible
during his American period. Correlatively, I suggest, his habitus would prove to be
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highly generative later in life, in that the structuring structure realm was highly
adaptable, a feature of his personality that constituted a valuable commodity when
seeking the high ground in the various fields that he occupied. Due diligence thus
requires a brief sketch of the familiar and historical context into which Torrente was
born, raised, and lived during those crucial formative years.1 Given that much has
been written about Torrente’s youth, instead of laying down a traditional biography of
the author, in what follows I suggest strategies for reinterpreting various normative
critical narratives regarding the Galician novelist, which come to fruition by
examining his life through the prism of Bourdieu’s General Science of Practices.
A. Torrente’s Early Childhood Habitus
It is typically noted that in June of 1910 Torrente was born in the city of Ferrol,
Galicia, though in fact he was birthed in the home of his maternal grandparents in the
small village of Los Corrales, located outside of Ferrol. Torrente’s maternal
grandfather, Eladio Ballester, was perhaps the first to direct young Torrente towards
intellectual activities, though this was done more out of necessity than conscious
action. By Torrente’s own admission, “mi abuelo [Eladio] Ballester, con el cual yo
hablé mucho, mucho, cuando era niño, es una de las personas que más han influido en
mi constitución personal” (qtd. in Ponte Far 19). Since Eladio had experienced
complete loss of vision by the time Torrente was a young boy, the future Galician
novelist spent considerable time reading aloud the current events of the day to his
blind grandfather. Of particular interest during those years was the outbreak of World
War I, a historical happenstance that forced Torrente to articulate in detail the
photographs and troop movements that appeared in the newspapers in a manner that
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could be understood by his grandfather (Ponte Far 19). It is not difficult to fathom that
these first close readings, which required Torrente’s young mind to put in words what
was depicted on the page, were ideal mental exercises for the nascent novelist.
If Eladio Ballester inscribed on Torrente’s young mind a mode of cultural
capital that can be categorized as embodied, in that Torrente was inculcated with
strategies for perceiving the world, Torrente’s father acted as the gateway to more
objectified cultural capital. As an officer in the Spanish Navy, the elder Gonzalo was a
member of one of the more privileged socio-economic classes in Ferrol, though rather
more symbolically than economically. The job stability that came with his father’s
profession ensured access to a vast library. Naturally, a significant sample of the
library was dedicated to maritime and scientific texts that dealt directly with the elder
Gonzalo’s profession. But Torrente’s father did not restrict his interests to purely
professional texts, and by all accounts he was an avid reader whose works on world
history, French and Spanish literature, and contemporary Spanish drama demonstrate a
rather eclectic assortment of intellectual curiosities.2 The simple fact that Torrente had
access to a library cultivates in his early childhood habitus, a disposition or proclivity
towards acting in a certain way, that is, towards a fondness for books.
The ubiquity of objective capital in the form of the family library was
enhanced furthermore by the inculcation of dispositions for making legible those same
units of objective capital. Torrente’s father spent considerable time educating his
young son in the mechanics of “reading” objectified capital. This sustained instruction
or priming or drilling can be most clearly discerned in critical biographies as a
function of the town theater. Torrente nostalgically recounted many years later that “el
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teatro, según mi padre, adiestraba para la vida” (“Prólogo” 18). Indeed, some of his
earliest memories are of attending Ferrol’s Jofre Theater. The familiarization with
contemporary Spanish drama, the gaze of the portraits of Lope de Vega, Tirso de
Molina, and Calderón de la Barca that hung on the walls of the theater, and the
narratives acted out on stage which flung young Torrente to faraway lands in remote
epochs of human history become fixed coordinates of his early childhood habitus. In
this mutually reaffirming way, the objectified capital in the form of the tangible books
of his father’s library becomes actualized into embodied cultural capital by Torrente’s
ability to watch those same plays being acted out on stage.
But if capital in its objectified and embodied form was at a surplus, the larger
cultural and societal hierarchies that governed daily life in Ferrol were similarly
impactful in shaping young Torrente’s early cognitive perceptions of reality. These
more comprehensive, objective structures are made visible in critical studies about
Torrente in the form of an underlying narrative that ubiquitously manifests itself in
critical discourse about the author. Ponte Far, Carmen Becerra, and even Torrente
himself, among others, have all collectively contributed to the formulation of the
critical narrative which posits that the very real tension between the rural and the
urban of early twentieth-century Galicia in some fantastical way becomes engendered
in the young novelist and functions as a primary coordinate for the various narrative
modalities which undergird his fictional works later in life.
The critical narrative goes something like this. As an officer in the Navy,
Torrente’s father was stationed in the port city of Ferrol, a city which Becerra and
Miguel Fernández-Cid describe as “el reino de la razón, la norma y la lógica” (31).
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Rationality, modernity, and logic, which are all derived from the Enlightenment
tradition, are employed as signifiers to describe the Ferrol domain of the binary
opposition. However, so the story goes, the city of Ferrol existed in stark contrast to
the surrounding villages such as Los Corrales, where Torrente spent considerable time
in his youth. Ponte Far calls Los Corrales “ese mundo mágico gallego” that “irradia
fantasía e imaginación” (Galicia en la obra 21; 31). Even Torrente, the indefatigable
self-promoter, describes Ferrol as that “ciudad lógica enclavada en una tierra mágica”
(qtd. in Ponte Far, Galicia en la obra 31). In his youth, then, Torrente found himself in
the middle of these two diametrically opposed geographical entities, ensnared in a
constant tension between the symmetrical, calculating logic of Ferrol and the
mysterious ethos of Galician village life in Los Corrales. Literary critics then later
reconfigure the dual reality of Torrente’s childhood as an etiological description to
explain why the Galician novelist demonstrates a fantastic/realist aesthetic in his
literary works. Observe the two following comments. Both of them posit that the
geographical tension between Ferrol and Los Corrales made possible in Torrente’s
later fiction a narrative modality that parallels the same geographical tension which
characterized his youth. Ponte Far remarks,
por ésta y otras razones que se irán exponiendo, hay que considerer que
el paisaje, ambiente y vivencias que Torrente conoce, disfruta y
protagoniza desde sus primeros años de vida no serán en nada ajenos a
su posterior evolución como hombre, y, sobre todo, como escritor y
autor de una obra novelística que se mueve siempre entre la fantasia y
la realidad, entre el culto a la imaginación y al ensueño mágico, y el
gusto por la racionalidad y la inteligencia. (Ponte Far, Galicia en la
obra 21)
Along the same lines, Becerra and Fernández-Cid conclude that Torrente’s imaginary
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se forma en un espacio de naturaleza contradictoria. […] Este espacio
de planteamientos antitéticos conforma la personalidad de un niño
curioso, un joven inquieto y un ávido lector, marcándole con huellas
indelebles, visibles aquí y allá en su literatura. (31)
To suggest a causal link between the geographical realities of Torrente’s youth on the
one hand and his later narrative characteristics on the other, in my view, seems rather
untenable. In the first place, it requires a substantial temporal leap, one that leaves out
many experiences that collectively would shape the kind of habitus that conceived the
narrative worlds for which Torrente is known. Additionally, the kind of logic adduced
above is shortsighted in the sense that it fails to account for the complex historical
relationships—political, social, linguistic, and literary—that produced the situation
that made the writing of a text like La saga/fuga de J.B. a possibility. This insistence
by the critical establishment to recur to biographical analysis, to make connections
between Torrente’s early personal history and his subsequent literary output has long
plagued the body of critical work related to the Galician novelist.
It is important to nuance Bourdieu’s understanding of the development of the
early childhood habitus, because society’s objective structures indeed play a
significant role, though in a way that is distinct from critical explanations like the ones
above. Ferrol and Los Corrales in Torrente’s life constitute those external structures
that became internalized through the natural processes of child rearing. The opposition
between the real (Ferrol) and the fantastic (Los Corrales), which, as critics are wont to
mention, later materializes as narrative modalities in Torrente’s work, cannot be
directly attributed to the binary nature of the objective structures which defined young
Torrente’s perception of reality. Instead, I understand Ferrol and Los Corrales—and
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all of the oppositional signifiers traditionally appended to them—as one piece of a
larger puzzle, as one pathway on Torrente’s literary journey, which eventually led to
the formation of a narrative mode that strongly evinces a realist/fantastic binary. I
argue here that it was not so much the geographical difference between Ferrol and Los
Corrales that imbued in Torrente lasting characteristics which would later come to
fruition in his texts, but rather the hierarchizing structures that governed social
stratification in Ferrol. A closer look at the city of Ferrol’s historical genesis, in
addition to the institutional structures that influenced daily life, can bring this
characteristic of Torrente’s youth into sharper relief.
Since its inception, Ferrol was an atypical Spanish city insofar that it was
founded for a specific purpose. Fernando VI, hoping to invigorate the fledgling
Spanish Armada, designated the city of Ferrol as the site of Spain’s naval shipyards.
Fernando VI’s Secretary of State, the Marquis de la Ensenada, set out to build “[u]n
puerto de guerra magnífico, perfecto en sus formas, amplio en sus dimensiones,
suntuoso en su arquitectura, con una solución idónea para cada necesidad, con todo
ordenado conforme a la autoridad suprema de la razón, con la tecnología más actual y
con dársenas muy espaciosas” (Vigo Trasancos 67). The result of these political
movements at the national level was that the landscape of the city took on a specific
inflection, which Ponte Far describes as follows:
Los arquitectos que diseñan la ciudad lo hacen desde sus mentes y
presupuestos racionalistas y matemáticos. La mentalidad racional del
Siglo de Luces quedará siempre reflejada en su trazado urbano, a
cartabón y escuadra: calles largas y rectas, paralelas al mar, que
desembocan en dos plazas situadas en los extremos de las mismas. La
población empieza a configurarse en torno a dos estamentos: el marino
o profesionales de la Armada, y el obrero, que desde las aldeas
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adyacentes—en sus categorías no cualificadas—, y desde otras regiones
españolas, como Andalucía y Las Vascongadas, acuden masivamente a
ocupar un puesto de trabajo en los Astilleros. (Galicia en la obra 25-6)
What’s more, this Enlightenment rationality is not only reified in the architecture and
the physical layout of the city, but also in its social divisions.
Look more closely at the societal stratification of ferrolán society during the
first two decades of the twentieth-century and the picture becomes even more
revelatory. About the city, Torrente writes,
el sistema de valores que rige esta sociedad procede, indefectiblemente,
de los estamentos militares, pero, en muchos aspectos, “entra por los
ojos”. El ferrolano, desde niño, discierne de grados, insignias y
distintivos. Los clientes del mismo colegio se clasifican por la
profesión y graduación de sus padres, y no conviene pensar que sean
tres o cuatro naturalezas de esos bloques jerárquicos, pues al menos en
los dos militares, se diversifican en su interior e incluso se jerarquizan.
No es lo mismo un oficial de artillería que no de infantería, no es lo
mismo un teniente de navío que un capitán de intendencia, aunque
ambos pertenezcan a la Armada en igualdad de grados. El entrecruce de
estas circunstancias, y de otras no mencionadas, hace complejísima la
estructura social de esta ciudad. (Ferrol 85)
It seems almost serendipitous, in terms of the present investigation, that Torrente’s
rhetorical flourish of ferrolán social structures ‘entering through the eyes’ underscores
the process of internalizing externality. Because all societies, according to Bourdieu,
are best understood as a function of class conflict, the fact that Ferrol is organized
hierarchically in terms of dominant and subordinate classes is not a particularly
insightful observation. A closer reading of the above citation instead reveals
something much more significant vis-à-vis Torrente’s later fictional production: that
the objective structures of Ferrol were such that he became intuitively attuned to the
semiotics of symbolic systems; that he was inculcated from a young age in the notion
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that military rankings had meanings and connotations beyond the superficial level of
the signifiers that were pinned on the lapels of naval officers; and that those meanings
were forged as a function of the more comprehensive, conventionally accepted system
into which they were embedded. All of these elements of daily life in Ferrol would
later become highly valuable experiences when formally articulated within the
philosophical and theoretical traditions with which Torrente would become familiar.
It cannot be overemphasized, moreover, that this is not to say that Torrente’s
magisterially formulated satirical barbs in La saga/fuga de J.B. towards, say, literary
structuralism—a theory deeply involved with semiotic systems—can be attributed
directly to his early childhood experiences in the highly stratified community of
Ferrol. Instead, a dispositional proclivity towards understanding the nuances of
semiotic systems was primed and readied in the habitus of young Torrente, making it
much easier to seize upon those dispositions later in life and, indeed, even mock them
through parody when semiotics would become the central component of structuralism.
In sum, the early childhood habitus of Torrente was a veritable warehouse of
dispositions that inherently lent themselves to a career in the field of cultural
production. Eladio Ballester essentially instilled in his young grandson a rudimentary
grammar for close reading texts; the elder Gonzalo made possible Torrente’s first
contact with objectified cultural capital; the Ferrol/Los Corrales binary introduced
Torrente to different worldviews; and the military hierarchies of Ferrol primed
Torrente to the nuances of the semiotics of symbolic systems. These foundational,
dispositional coordinates are at this point in Torrente’s life relegated to the structured
structure domain of his habitus. That is, they are primitive, crude, and
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underdeveloped. To convert and actualize the coordinates of the structured structure
habitus into the generative structuring structure, Torrente needed to expand the
purview of his professional horizons with more systematic intellectual activities, a
proposition, as we shall see, that proved quite difficult.
B. Torrente’s Professional Habitus
Given that much critical energy has been expended identifying parallels
between the defining narrative elements of Torrente’s fiction on the one hand, and the
vast personal research of philosophical, theoretical, historical, and literary texts that
the Ferrol native conducted over the span of his lifetime on the other, it would be
repetitive to systematically reconstruct that history here.3 However, in what follows, I
propose to follow a thread that ultimately becomes engendered as a meaningful
network of dispositional coordinates of Torrente’s professional habitus, specifically
when understood in relation to Bourdieu’s notion of institutionalized cultural capital.
Recall that institutionalized capital takes its form in the systems of academic
credentialization. High school, university, and graduate level diplomas are converted
into a mode of capital that tends to reproduce political, economic, and social
hierarchies by way of the fetishization of this mode of currency. A degree from an
institution of higher learning is a valuable commodity in modern societies because it
opens up opportunities for profitable employment, social networks, and repositories of
potentially untapped cultural capital.
Instead of compiling a catalogue of the names of canonical authors, thinkers,
and intellectuals with whom Torrente was familiar to give a kind of bricolage of his
intellectual formation, I shall trace Torrente’s professional trajectory as a function of
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his strategies for acquiring institutional capital. Strategies in this instance are
understood as prereflective ‘decisions’ that will ultimately reveal much about the
dispositional coordinates of his habitus. In electing this critical approach, furthermore,
I broadly divide the trajectory of Torrente’s professional development into three
periods: the formative period, the intermediate period, and the American period. To be
sure, each interval was at once advantageous and beneficial in certain aspects, and
unfavorable and lacking in others. Two distinct, but intimately related, notions shape
the thread that links the three. The first becomes evident upon the realization that
Torrente was a voracious reader whose interests ran the whole gamut: philosophy, art,
history, architecture, and, of course, world literatures. He was thus to a large extent a
self-educated intellectual. However, if his autodidactic intellectualism broadened the
scope and tenor of his knowledge, he was also relatively unsuccessful in acquiring
institutionalized cultural capital in the form of university degrees, which constitutes
the second notion that links the three periods.
C. The Formative and Intermediate Period
Torrente’s formative period of professional development is comprised of a
series of attempts to graduate from a number of different Spanish universities. It
begins after completing his bachillerato in 1962, whereupon he enrolled at the
University of Santiago de Compostela to study philosophy and letters. His initial foray
into acquiring institutional capital in Santiago was beset by the family’s financial
situation, because, though his father held a rather dignified social position as a naval
officer in Ferrol, money was constantly in short supply. He was forced to matriculate
as an alumno libre at the University of Santiago, meaning that he lived in Ferrol and
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made intermittent trips to Santiago to experience university life and attend classes. It
goes without saying that this is not the ideal environment to undertake serious
academic studies, and, when his father moved the family to Oviedo in 1928, Torrente
left Santiago without having earned a degree and joined his family in the Asturian
capital with the intention of studying law. As it came to pass in Santiago, however,
Torrente failed to complete a law degree in Oviedo.
After a brief stint in Vigo, Torrente convinced his parents to support his move
to Madrid, where he attempted yet again to study philosophy and letters. Concerning
the aforementioned two main threads that are guiding the structure of the present
section—Torrente’s autodidacticism and his limited success acquiring institutional
capital—this period in Madrid is particularly revealing. About his years in the nation’s
geographical and cultural capital, Torrente nostalgically admits that “[e]l resultado
positivo de estos años indecisos, que además yo los llamo así cuando pienso en mi
vida, en mi pasado, los llamo “los años indecisos” y me gustaría escribir un libro
titulado así. Pues… el resultado positivo fue que realmente estudié mucho y leí
mucho” (Miller and Miller, “Lo político” 180).4 Despite his independent readings, it
seems that his studies lacked a comprehensive systematicity, which means that he
significantly broadened his scope of knowledge, but simultaneously failed to make
headway in terms of an expected graduation date: “[f]ueron unos años en que estudié
de manera anárquica en el sentido de que no me matriculaba ni me examinaba, sino
que asistía a curso elegidos por mí” (Miller, “Lo politico” 179). His anarchic studying
failed to yield a degree in Madrid.
At the behest of his father, Torrente thereafter moved back to Vigo, where the
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stark realization of his failure to acquire a fetishized piece of paper after three
universities and four years meant that, in terms of institutionalized capital, he had
accrued very little. As a byproduct of his paucity of institutionalized capital, then,
Torrente had by necessity developed during this formative period a set of dispositional
coordinates that had a very real effect on the professional domain of his habitus,
dispositions that would be made generative in the period that followed.
In general, the intermediate period of the professional formation of Torrente’s
habitus is characterized by an expeditious period of maturation and a significant,
though still ultimately modest, increase of institutionalized capital. The marriage to his
first wife, Josefina, in 1932, and the birth of their first child, María José, in 1934, most
likely catalyzed Torrente, then in his early 20s, to leave behind his period of
mocedades and dedicate himself to financially providing for his young family. In
1933, Torrente began work as an instructor at a private academy in Ferrol, and, in the
midst of a chaotic personal schedule, managed to bring about a meaningful burst of
institutionalized capital, in the form of a licenciatura from the University of Santiago.
Thereafter, Torrente received a grant to carry out doctoral research in Paris, to
which he arrived on July 13, 1936, less than one week before the outbreak of Civil
War. Since I will detail Torrente’s hasty return to Spain, his affiliation with Franco’s
Falange, the years he spent working for the dictatorship, and his falling out with the
regime in a subsequent section, I shall delay an exposition of more than three crucial
decades of his life. As pertains directly to his professional habitus in terms of
strengthening academic credentials and institutionalized capital, however, the three
decades between the start of the Civil War in 1936 and his departure for America in
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1966 were not particularly lucrative. Indeed, he was rather stagnant.
From 1939-42, Torrente was teaching while working on his doctorate in
history at the University of Santiago. From 1942-66, he worked as an instructor in
Ferrol, Madrid, and Pontevedra, wrote his first novels and dramatic works, and
traveled extensively through Europe immediately after the death of Josefina in 1958.
During this time, he failed to complete his doctoral dissertation, though he did have
some relative success as a novelist, a journalist, and a literary critic. The ramifications
of this series of historical vicissitudes and biographical intersections have been rather
underappreciated by literary critics. Torrente’s failure to complete his doctorate meant
that he had to rely even more profoundly on his autodidacticism to quench his
insatiable thirst for knowledge; that he was excluded from university professorships in
Spain; that he henceforth was inclined to work at less prestigious educational
institutions; and that he had to depend upon his critical and journalistic work to keep
his rapidly growing family afloat.5 In short, the financial realities of caring for a large
family created in Torrente certain dispositions that kept him from directly pursuing
institutionalized capital, as he was instead forced to find immediate employment
teaching in institutos. It seems fatuous, moreover, to ponder the hypotheticals which
stem from asking what if the Spanish Civil War had never materialized into such a
historically altering event for Spaniards both Republican and Nationalist. But, to state
the obvious, that momentous affair put Torrente down a path that drastically
influenced the dispositional coordinates of his professional habitus, due to the fact that
the chaos of war and its aftermath must surely have impeded his doctoral work and, in
conjunction with his familiar responsibilities, his entrance into more lucrative fields of
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social interaction—such as a university professorship. The evolution of his
professional habitus, in terms of institutionalized capital, would thus be delayed until
the following period, where it would begin to be systematically nurtured in America,
to which he moved in 1966,
D. The American Period
During his American period, Torrente comes under the jurisdiction of a
completely distinct set of objective structures, becomes intimately acquainted with the
cultural practices that govern daily life in America, and is formally introduced to a
number of literary theories that would later appear, in one form or another, in his
magnus opus. In general, this period is constituted by the synthesis of a number of
different modes of knowledge—cultural, literary, and theoretical—that had been
gestating for decades, and which would then be appropriated in a more systematic
manner into what Galdós called materia novelable for his fictional writings. As such,
in what follows, I propose to briefly sketch the processes by which Torrente
assimilated American culture and its objective structures as a function of his
experiences at the State University of New York at Albany. In so doing, I shall
temporarily bracket and delay exposition of the absolutely pivotal role that literary and
theoretical cultural capital played during this time period, focusing instead on the
change in objective structures that impacted the coordinates of Torrrente’s habitus.
From 1966-1973, the Galician novelist lived intermittently with his family in
upstate New York while teaching university literature classes. In the “Prólogo a la
obra completa” (1977), he remembers nostalgically a number of different aspects of
life on an American university campus that speak directly to the highly generative
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nature of his habitus. During this American period Torrente demonstrates himself to
be an individual capable of internalizing foreign objective structures, incorporating
them into his habitus, and appropriating them as fictional material in his creative
works.
Torrente was always perceptive of larger cultural realities and the manner in
which they manifest themselves in myriad modalities of social life. As I argued earlier,
in Ferrol, he was disposed from a young age to discern class hierarchies and
epistemological foundations in the physical infrastructure of localities, in addition to
the more comprehensive signification of semiotic systems not related to language per
se. In America, this sensitivity comes to bear in his description of the physical
structures that constituted the University of Albany itself. He wrote years later that,
No es, la de Albany, por su fisonomía, una Universidad tradicional, de
edificios de estilo gótico—los más antiguos—y aditamentos posteriores
que van hasta las líneas más modernas: conglomerados a veces de
franco abigarramiento, nominados con el apellido de profesores
ilustres, sino una unidad múltiple, con un remoto recuerdo de las
universidades europeas: solo quedan fuera de esta unidad, pero
enmarcándola o, más bien, esquinándola, los dormitorios de los
alumnos. En el gran patio central, con alberca, se yergue una torrecilla
que es, a mi juicio, el único error del arquitecto: una especie de símbolo
fálico con estrías dorados y el carillón en la cúspide. Cosa curiosa, las
campanas del reloj sonaban exactamente igual que las de mi parroquia
en mi pueblo. (77-8)
Besides the accurate description of the general architecture of many American
universities, I discern in these comments the structuring structure register of his
habitus at work: he summons the structured structure coordinates from his early
childhood habitus with the reference to the tolling of the bells, appropriates those
experiences, and generates new coordinates for perceiving the world, permitting him
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to assimilate the contours of America’s objective structures via an understanding of
architectural layouts.
Furthermore, his acumen for perceiving the configuration of society’s
objective structures as a function of architecture was galvanized by his acuity in
identifying and describing the American weltanschauung. He remarks that “[l]os
Americanos son ceremoniosos, aunque de otra manera que nosotros: más ironía en la
superficie, más seriedad en el fondo” (78); that “la oratoria Americana, como la
inglesa, es antirretórica, y quien se estime debe decir un chiste que todo el mundo ríe”
(78); and “mis métodos diferían de los usuales en América” (79). It is beyond the
scope of this project to exhaustively describe Torrente’s American experience, but it is
evident from these brief comments that, whether empirically true or not, his contact
with students and faculty entailed a process of habituation, whereby the presence of a
culture distinct from his own put into sharp relief the contours of his already existent
perceiving structures, modifying and transforming them, but also enriching them in the
process.
To provide an additional gesture that illustrates the changing coordinates of
Torrentes’s habitus as a result of assimilating America’s objective structures, his
experience purchasing a home in Albany is particularly significant. The house on
Gleenwood in which Torrente and his family lived was purchased, as is the custom in
America, by acquiring a loan from a bank and incrementally paying off the debt over a
number of years. About this financial practice germane to the American real estate
economy, Torrente notes,
[d]escubrí la diferencia entre la propiedad regida por el derecho romano
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y la que se acoge al derecho germánico. Los verdaderos propietarios de
la mayor parte de los inmuebles son los bancos, y pagar a plazos una
casa comprada se parece bastante al pago de un alquiler elevado,
aunque sin casero. Pasé en ella dos años. Era grande, nueva y cómoda.
Cuando, al volver a España, la vendí, perdí dinero. Un par de años más,
y lo hubiera ganado. (82)
Forced to maneuver in a distinct financial environment than the one to which he was
accustomed, Torrente amplified his knowledge of the types of objective structures that
conditioned American society. His comment about Germanic law vs. Roman law is
demonstrative of a characterizing trait of his worldview that ubiquitously manifests
itself in La saga/fuga de J.B., namely, that of suturing the seemingly mundane and
quotidian with the nuances of deeper historical realities. These types of experiences,
characterized as they are as modifying supplements to his structured structure habitus,
would prove invaluable in constructing the habitus that would go on to create La
saga/fuga de J.B.
When one winter he slipped and broke his leg in front of that same bankowned house, Torrente was forced to wear a cast for two months. His students, in a
less formally governed American social practice, signed their names and painted
flowers on his cast, which he noted was “una costumbre lírica y cortés” (82). As
relates both to the purchase of the house and the custom of signing names on a cast,
Torrente demonstrates himself to be a particularly keen observer of not only the larger
structures that mediate American life, but also those seemingly inane rituals which
provide a glimpse into the ethos of the American people.
His hours logged in the classroom with American students additionally
constituted another point of entry into the kind of thinking that shaped American life.
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He arrived to the United States in the mid-1960s to a period of great political and
social upheaval, the majority of which transpired on university campuses. The Civil
Rights Movement, the Vietnam anti-war demonstrations, the countercultural
movement, and the second wave of feminism situated Torrente at the nexus of
important transformations of America’s defining objective structures. He notes that he
didn’t really understand the complexities of the general tumult, but that “me fui
enterando por lo que de aquellos muchachos y muchachas oía” (79).
Adaptation to the accustomed pedagogical discourse similarly presented a
formidable challenge to the Galician novelist. “Mis comienzos no fueron fáciles,” he
admits, because, in part, “[yo] usaba el español en mis explicaciones, y mis alumnos
no dominaban la terminología científica que yo—con cierta parsimonia y hasta con
cuentagotas—usaba” (79). By his own admission, moreover, his first year in Albany
as a professor of literature was a failure. But, he quickly adjusted to the cultural and
pedagogical hurdles that America presented to him, and the subsequent years, again in
his opinion, were academically successful and personally enjoyable. The purpose of
these anecdotes is not to simply recount amusing episodes of his American period.
Instead, they highlight the challenges he faced adapting to the objective structures that
surrounded him, in addition to the relative ease he began to habituate to the nuances of
daily life in America, a psychical process that redefined the coordinates of his habitus.
Finally, to conclude the arc that constitutes Torrente’s professional habitus, his
autodidactic nature kept him continuously flush with embodied cultural capital—a
subject to which I will return—but he likewise found himself unable to accrue
institutionalized capital—that is, until his American period. In general, then, the
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dispositional coordinates of the structured structure habitus with which he was
inculcated in early childhood became actualized, generative, and transposable in the
structuring structure of his habitus only later in his life. Lastly, it was also during his
American period when Torrente began work on La saga/fuga de J.B., a fact that
greatly shaped the formal and thematic contours of the novel.
II. Surveying the Fields
While the Bourdieusian concepts of habitus, capital, and field are all indeed
interrelated, the relationship of habitus to the remaining two is such that the previous
sub-sections were dedicated solely to the development of Torrente’s habitus and relied
only secondarily on the notion of capital to carry out the analysis. The relationship
between capital and field, however, is different in kind. The metaphorical thinking
tools of capital and field are dialectically related insofar that a given field is defined in
the first instance by the variety of capital for which all actors struggle and thereafter
by the totality of the actors’ relational field positions, which are spatially coordinated
according to the proportion of capital that each actor or institution enjoys.
In this context, an assessment of Torrente’s strategies for accruing capital—be
it political, cultural, or otherwise—must account for the divisive nature of Spanish
politics throughout the nineteenth- and twentieth-century, the Galician writer’s own
political and literary biography, and the intrusion of Spanish politics into the sphere of
cultural production. More to the point, Torrente’s active participation in the Spanish
Falange immediately following the war meant that his political affiliations, in part,
would influence the manner in which his literary texts were received, both at the time
of their publication and beyond. The critical literature reflects this tension, as debates
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that touch upon intersections between Torrente, his politics, and his fictional oeuvre
have yielded conclusions both wide-ranging and contradictory. Far from a hindrance,
however, the wide spectrum of critical commentary concerning the Galician novelist,
in fact, as I propose here, can be harnessed to better situate Torrente into his historical
context. I thus initially suppose that Torrente’s proportion of capital in all of its
various manifestations is always-already mired in questions concerning Spanish
politics on the national and regional level, or what Bourdieu calls the field of power.
In terms of the structure of that follows, I follow Bourdieu. He writes,
[t]he science of cultural works presupposes three operations which are
as necessary and necessarily linked as the three levels of social reality
that they apprehend. First, one must analyse the position of the literary
(etc.) field within the field of power, and its evolution in time. Second,
one must analyse the internal structure of the literary (etc.) field, a
universe obeying its own laws of functioning and transformation,
meaning the structure of objective relations between positions occupied
by individuals and groups placed in a situation of competition for
legitimacy. And finally, the analysis involves the genesis of the habitus
of occupants of these positions, that is, the systems of dispositions,
which, being the product of a social trajectory and of a position within
the literary (etc.) field, find in this position a more or less favourable
opportunity to be realized. (The Rules of Art 214)
As an initial point of departure for laying bare the constellation of relationships that
situate Torrente, La saga/fuga de J.B., and the formation of literary fields, I propose
first to map Torrente within the interrelated fields of power, the linguistic field, and
the Spanish and the Galician national literary fields. In so doing, thereafter I will
outline Torrente’s strategies for accruing capital in the various fields.
Against the backdrop of Spanish/Galician power relations since the nineteenthcentury, the problematic of Torrente’s equivocal position between Spain and Galicia,
between the Spanish and the Galician literary fields, and between the Castilian
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language and the Galician language in the twentieth-century can be brought to light
with greater clarity. In a way to be demonstrated below, the interplay between the
Galician novelist’s political and cultural capital can be contextualized within the
confines of the broader historical realities of Spanish/Galician field relationships in a
way that, far from constituting an anomalous literary trajectory, in fact positions
Torrente as an extension of historically mediated realities, as a paradigmatic example
of the late twentieth-century iteration of Spanish/Galician power relations.
A. History of Spanish/Galician Relations: The Field of Power
Modern Galician history is often traced back to 1833 when, under Isabella II,
Spain was divided into 15 regiones históricas, each of which was comprised of a
series of provinces. Galicia was divided into four provinces, which still exist today: A
Coruña, Lugo, Ourense, and Pontevedra. While seemingly an arbitrary division carried
out to facilitate an increasingly complex bureaucracy, the decision served instead to
ignite the fervor of the inchoate Galician nationalists. Coalescing first under the
banner of provincialismo, this heterogeneous group sought the return to a single
Galician province. In 1844, General Ramón María Narváez’s Partido Moderado took
power and they set about to centralize government power in Madrid, while decreasing
individual liberties. When progressive elements within the provincialismo movement
led by Coronel Miguel Solís y Cueto rebelled in 1846, Narváez sent a detachment of
troops to Galicia to quell the uprising. Vastly outnumbered, Solís and his generals
were quickly defeated, brought to trial, and executed. It is important to note that the
provincialismo movement never officially articulated a regionalist or nationalist
agenda nor did it question pertaining to the Spanish State. It was more concerned with
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the fact that power was being moved away from the provinces towards a centralized
location in Madrid. From there, as Hooper and Manuel Puga Moruxa remark, “the
movement’s focus switched to the cultural sphere” (7). This initial reorientation from
the political sphere to the cultural one, whether for good or ill, established a trajectory
in Galicia which made politics and culture inextricably intertwined in the larger
nation-building projects of the twentieth- and twenty-first centuries, a dialectic
precipitated by Madrid’s hegemony within the field of political power.
The subsequent rexionalismo movement during the second half of the
nineteenth-century, “which sought autonomy for Galicia within the Spanish state,” is
characterized then by a strategy that linked political considerations with the cultural
sphere (Hooper and Puga Moruxa 8). This dialectic, however, requires nuancing. For,
though political autonomy remained a crucial element, the political platform of
rexionalismo enjoyed only limited success during the second half of the nineteenthcentury and the first decades of the twentieth-. Lourenzo Fernández Prieto notes that,
despite the theoretical advances concerning Galicia’s existence as a nation, the
rexionalista movement “had little political influence” (36).
There were three currents in the rexionalismo movement led by Manuel
Murguía, Alfredo Brañas, and Aureliano Pereira, the principal leaders of the liberal,
the traditional, and the federalist strands of rexionalismo, respectively. Murguía is a
key figure for the present investigation, since his progressive strand emerged as the
most influential and his public life straddles the political and the cultural spheres of
Galician life.6 In 1890, he founded the Asociación Rexionalista Galega, “a primeira
organización política independente da historia do galeguismo,” for which he also
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served as its first president (“Manuel”). Ultimately, advances on the political front
were exacerbated by internal strife, the Restoration of the monarchy in 1874, and the
subsequent años bobos when liberals and conservatives alternated power in Madrid.7
If their political advances were stymied, however, this was certainly not the
case for the development of the theoretical and cultural aspects of the rexionalista
movement. Here too Murguía played a pivotal role.8 His five-volume Historia de
Galicia (first published in 1865) emphasized the distinct history of Galicia’s Celtic
past to distance the region from the rest of Spain (Gemie 69). In addition to promoting
a renewed methodology for writing history, Murguía for the first time “combina o
pragmatismo ou uso da historia ó servizo dunha causa ideolóxica, neste caso, o
galeguismo, o gusto por unha prosa literariamente atractiva e a consideración das
lendas e tradicións populares como fontes válidas” (Beramendi 173). On June 24,
1891, the Asociación Rexionalista Galega convened the Xogos Florais in Tuy, the first
Galician-language poetry competition of this sort. During the opening ceremony,
Murguía rose to the podium to address the crowd and spoke at length about the
importance of using, and thereby conserving, the Galician language; he did so,
famously, in Galician: “¡O noso idioma!, o que falaron nosos pais e vamos
esquecendo, o que falan os aldeáns e nós achamos a punto de non entendelo” (X.C.).
Beyond the explicit promotion of the Galician language by Murguía and
others, the contemporaneous resurgence of Galician-language literature in the 1860s
and 1870s brought about the period known as the Galician Rexurdimento. In 1863,
Rosalía de Castro published Cantares gallegos, the first Galician-language book of
poetry and thenceforth remained an important figure in the sphere of Galician
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nationalism. For, her marriage to Murguía meant that her poetry would take on a
political inflection, a dynamic that is a continued subject of scholarship today.9
In general, then, the rexionalista period saw the furthering of Galician political
strategies by recurring to the distinctive nature of Galician history and language, a
dialectic that would only continue to intensify in the following decades. The duo
Murguía/de Castro together established important theoretical bases for the subsequent
phase of Galician nationalism. Concerning its larger implication within the bounds of
the present investigation, the primacy given to the Galician language as a platform for
expressing Galician political and cultural identity during the rexionalista period will
have far-reaching consequences when considering Torrente’s own literary production,
as well as his orientation in the Spanish and the Galician literary fields.
As the rexionalista movement gave way to the nacionalista movement of the
1920s, Vicente Risco, Alfonso Rodríguez Castelao, and Ramón Otero Pedrayo—
known collectively as the Xeración Nós—emerged as the figureheads that codified
“the parameters of the modern Galician nation: language, territory, and history”
(Hooper and Puga Moruxa 9). The publication of the nationalist cultural manifesto
“Máis alá” (1922) by Manuel established a mentality in the Galician nationalist camp
whose reverberations would be felt well into the twentieth-century. As a clarion call
for a new direction in Galician literature, Manuel Antonio first excoriates those
Galician writers that imitate the foundational Galician poets of the nineteenth-century,
chiding them for not living in the times. Thereafter, Antonio’s explicit condemnation
of the modernist writer Ramón del Vallé-Inclán was a direct consequence of his
decision to write his works in Castilian Spanish, despite the fact that he was born in
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Galicia. With his tongue placed squarely on his cheek, Manuel Antonio remarks about
Valle-Inclán that “[c]hamámoslle mestre por ser vostede o “mestre” da Xuventude
Imbécil de Galicia” (qtd. in García Rodríguez 357). This outright hostility towards a
Galician compatriot for writing his fiction in the language of Cervantes marks a
significant departure in the realm of Galician nationalism, specifically as it concerns
the formation of literary fields. As illustrated by the contentiousness of Antonio’s
claims, the notion of language choice is thrust to the fore as the de facto determinant
for deciding literary citizenship, a criterion that would later be formally
institutionalized by Ricardo Carballo Calero in his 1962 Historia da literatura galega
contemporánea. The nature of Manuel Antonio’s criticism of Valle-Inclán, steeped as
it is in questions regarding the intersections between language choice and literature,
would eventually contribute to the configuration of the Galician literary field later in
the twentieth-century when Torrente was carrying out his own strategies for accruing
capital.10
On the political front, the nacionalista movement benefited from a fortuitous
reconfiguration of political field positions at the national level. As Fernández Prieto
remarks, “[t]he advent of the Second Spanish Republic saw the focus of the galeguista
movement shift to politics at the expense of culture” (37). The ushering in of the
Republic in 1931 allowed Castelao and his Partido Galeguista to pass the Galician
Statute of Autonomy, though its realization was ultimately thwarted by the outbreak of
the Spanish Civil War in July of 1936, just two weeks after its passage. The Civil War
period and the subsequent Franco dictatorship halted nationalist efforts for greater
autonomy, since imprisonment, death, and exile were very real consequences of
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Franco’s stunningly repressive ideology for unification. Born in 1910, Torrente would
come of age during the hopeful excitement of the Second Spanish Republic, the
terrifying years of the Spanish Civil War, and the hungry decades of the post-war
period, events which, as I will survey in more detail below, affected the Galician
novelist’s strategies for accruing capital and, as a corollary, his positioning within the
field of power and the fields of cultural production.
B. Constructing the Linguistic Field
Given that language plays a significant role in the history of Galician
nationalism, constitutes a crucial factor in the construction of national literary fields,
and will emerge as a significant coordinate in establishing Torrente’s own relational
field positions, it is instructive to briefly describe the formation of Spain’s linguistic
communities during the nineteenth- and twentieth-centuries. In Bourdieusian terms,
language, like all symbolic systems, constitutes a field unto itself, wherein actors
strategize to accrue the capital that delimits the possible positions of the field. Besides
its cognitive function and its amenability to structural analysis, symbolic systems also
serve as instruments of domination.11 Since “Bourdieu took the political economy to
be a sociological precondition and source of any symbolic system,” language
constitutes a necessary object of study when analyzing relations of power (Hanks 77).
The ostensible unity reflected in a linguistic system at any given historical point is, as
William Hanks points out, delusory, because language hierarchies are always “the
product of a historical process of unification or standardization” (Hanks 75). Thus, the
myriad processes that contribute to the standardization of a linguistic variant are
oftentimes the result of institutional operations aimed at centralizing the state. In this
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way, Bourdieu establishes a grammar that allows one to speak about dominant and
subordinate linguistic variants, the strategies to conserve or subvert language
hierarchies, and the homological relations between the linguistic field and the larger
field of power.12
The struggle to control the principals of linguistic hierarchization can be
discerned in the project of nation building, specifically through the institutional
practices that seek to elevate the official language of the state to a preeminent position.
Bourdieu remarks that “[i]t is in the process of state formation that the conditions are
created for the constitution of a unified linguistic market, dominated by the official
language” (Language 45).13 Correlatively, the state constructs a vast network of
institutions that ensure the survival, the reproduction, and the continued prestige of the
official language: the language and documents of the bureaucracy are only legible to
those who possess the linguistic capital to comprehend them; state-sanctioned
language institutions—i.e. the Royal Spanish Academy—surveil the linguistic borders
and endow certain linguistic variants with specific values; and teachers enforce the
proper ways of speaking, writing, and, ultimately, of thinking. Inherent to these
institutional gestures then is the notion of the hierarchization of linguistic variants in a
given society: if one language is hoisted to the level of official language, the less
prestigious languages of a linguistic field must necessarily occupy a subordinate
position. Castilian Spanish and the Galician language are embroiled in just such a
hierarchy.
In Regional Nationalism in Spain: Language Use and Ethnic Identity in
Galicia (2007), Jaine E. Beswick emphasizes the particular inflection that the
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centralization of state power had in Galicia, observing that the advances of the modern
Galician language revival were obstructed throughout the nineteenth-century by
policies carried out at the national level. She remarks that these policies “prescribed
the use of Castilian” and that “[a]lthough many primary school teachers refused to
abandon the use of Galician, very few people knew how to read or write in Galician,
particularly in the rural areas” (67). Though Galician nationalists had some limited
success promoting the Galician language in the second decade of the nineteenthcentury—evidenced by the Irmandades de fala—and again during the brief period of
the Second Spanish Republic, these intervals of relative success were punctuated by
the centralizing efforts of Primo de Rivera from 1923-30 and of Franco from 1939-75.
In general, then, attempts to standardize the Galician language could never be
sustained in any systematic way prior to the death of Franco and the advent of
democracy in Spain.
Efforts at legitimating Castilian Spanish as the authorized language of the state
can be discerned in 1902, when Alfonso XIII issued a Royal Decree reiterating the
illegality of conducting primary school classes in the regional languages: “Los
Maestros y Maestras de instrucción primaria que enseñasen á sus discípulos la
doctrina Cristiana ú otra cualquiera materia en un idioma ó dialecto que no sea la
lengua castellana, serán castigados” (qtd. in Mari Esparza 276). While the efficacy of
this type of decree is questionable in terms of day-to-day compliance, the potency of
such publically promulgated stances had the effect of relegating the Galician language
to private spaces, while Castilian became the more prestigious language in public.
Resultantly, if an agent sought a career in connection with the central government in
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any way, the only linguistic variant whose articulations were sufficiently valued in the
linguistic field were those made in Castilian Spanish.
In this regard, Bourdieu’s theory of the value of articulations within specific
linguistic fields is instructive. Communication can occur in myriad linguistic
situations, ranging from the more comprehensive (the national linguistic field, for
instance) or the infinitely more specific (say, ordering a drink in a bar). Each of these
situations is regulated by internal rules that adjudicate the appropriateness of speech
acts. The rules themselves enjoy a certain degree of autonomy, yet the larger fields
within which they are embedded—i.e. the political—also necessarily influence them.
Thompson remarks that:
Linguistic utterances or expressions are always produced in particular
contexts or markets, and the properties of these markets endow
linguistic products with a certain ‘value’. On a given linguistic market,
some products are valued more highly than others; and part of the
practical competence of speakers is to know how, and to be able, to
produce expressions which are highly valued on the markets concerned.
This aspect of the practical competence of speakers is not uniformly
distributed throughout a society in which the language, such as English
or French, is spoken. For different speakers possess different quantities
of ‘linguistic capital’—that is, the capacity to express à propos, for a
particular market. (18)
Using the ‘official’ linguistic variant, knowing the ‘right’ thing to say, employing the
‘correct’ vocabulary in a particular situation, and speaking in the ‘proper’ register are
not simply functions of an innate capacity of the agent for understanding the most
effective form for expressing themselves. They are also codes that are saturated with
all the political, economic, and social implications that made them possible in the first
place. Castilian Spanish can thus be conceived as the rational ‘choice’ for agents
during the last decades of the nineteenth-century and the first of the twentieth-century
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in Galicia, as opportunities at economic or social mobility were predicated first on
one’s ability to speak the language of the elite. The historical context thus described
can be characterized as the natural order of things immediately prior to Torrente’s
birth.
The castilianization process in Spain was particularly pronounced during the
regime of Primo de Rivera, at the beginning of which Torrente would have been 13
years old. Mar-Molinero and Angel Smith remark that “this dictatorship was
characterised by forces of centralism and oppression of the minority communities and
their languages” (26). With the support of King Alfonso XIII in 1923, Primo de Rivera
led a military coup to take control of the central government, and immediately
thereafter took measures to combat separatism. One method by which he promoted
Spanish unity was by directing his newfound power against regional languages and
cultures. In a Decree (though not Royal), Primo de Rivera stated that “el expresarse o
escribir en idiomas o dialectos, las canciones, bailes, costumbres y trajes regionales no
son objeto de prohibición alguna; pero en los actos oficiales de cáracter nacional o
internacional no podrá usarse por las personas investidas de autoridad otro idioma que
el castellano, que es el oficial del Estado español” (qtd. in Mariño Paz 350-1). Primo’s
decree consecrates Castilian Spanish as the language of the state; the regional
languages were as a result consigned to a lower position in the linguistic hierarchy. It
warrants mention as a useful aside as to the importance of language in the nationbuilding project that, though the Second Republic was certainly more understanding in
terms of linguistic freedom when they pronounced Castilian and Galician to be coofficial languages, they still proclaimed that “en las relaciones oficiales de la Región
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con autoridades de otras Regiones y con las del Estado, se usará siempre el castellano”
(qtd. in Mariño Paz 351). The republican government needed, after all, to consolidate
its own nascent power.
Pivoting towards Torrente more directly, the Galician novelist was not immune
to these types of institutional practices. When he was born in Ferrol in 1910, the
aforementioned political and historical realities marked the linguistic field of his dayto-day life. As I mentioned previously, the city of Ferrol, Galicia, had a very unique
relationship to the central powers in Madrid, in that the two were administratively
connected. The astilleros founded by Fernando VI not only affected the physical
layout of the city but created a natural conduit between the central power and the
periphery. The institutionalized pressure placed on the residents of Ferrol to employ
Castilian Spanish was even more pronounced, as the use of Galician in public settings
would have constituted a sub-standard variant that would have tended to marginalize
Galician speakers. As a natural byproduct of official policy, then, the lingua franca of
Ferrol during Torrente’s formative years was Castilian Spanish, and not the regional
language of Galicia. He was thus predisposed to use Castilian, as this was the
language which had been consecrated by the field as more highly valued.
The linguistic field conditions of early-twentieth century Galicia and the
educational system inculcated in young Torrente a set of dispositional coordinates
which gave primacy to the Castilian language. This fact is borne out in his
autobiographical writings, a close reading of which is particularly revealing in their
capacity to illuminate the educational context in which he began his formal education.
In his Dafne y ensueños (1998), Torrente fondly remembers details regarding his
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early-childhood education. He recounts his faded memories of a Father León, who had
“un fuerte acento gallego” (255). Clearly, Father León was speaking in Castillian
Spanish, but the fact that he lived on a diglossic fault line precluded him from
articulating in an unadulterated form. The mere fact that years later Torrente
remembered Father León’s strong Galician accent suggests that the future Galician
novelist had a sensitivity to the hierarchization of linguistic variants in the region.
In regards to Torrente’s ‘choice’ to write La saga/fuga de J.B. in Castilian, it is
inaccurate to even call it a choice in the first place. Historical conditions of the
linguistic field are more determinative of an agent’s linguistic habitus than innate
linguistic capacities. Literary language is thus inherently coupled with the larger fields
of power. Torrente simply did not possess the modality of linguistic capital to
compose his fictional works in the Galician language. In the first place, there was a
comparative paucity of objectified cultural capital written in the Galician language, in
relation of course to the massive catalogue of Castilian-language works that
constituted the canon and permeated the Spanish educational system.
Perhaps stemming from his early exposure to the nuances of semiotic systems
and living in the bilingual setting of Ferrol, Torrente displayed a proclivity for
reflection on language per se, both in his fictional works and elsewhere. He was
acutely aware of the linguistic binary which marked his life. Witness the following
remarks he made in 1987 in a talk entitled “La experiencia gallega en mi obra
narrativa”:
Por razones históricas y sociales que serían muy largas de explicar, los
gallegos somos ambiguos, escépticos, antidogmáticos. Nuestra manera
de hablar, enrevesada y prolija, contrasta con la austeridad verbal
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castellana. El gallego es siempre irónico, aunque estas viejas virtudes
se vayan perdiendo, lamentablemente. En un corro de españoles, el
gallego se distingue inmediatamente por su manera de hablar, y no me
refiero tanto a formas como a contenidos, aunque las formas también
difieran. Existe un concepto del mundo común a los gallegos, en el que
cada cual inserta a su mundo particular, no exento de contradicciones
que se resuelven con un rasgo de humor. (10)
He contrasts the verbal austerity of Castilian Spanish with the meandering, verbose
diction of Galician, a form that he intuits manifests itself in a content that is marked by
ambiguity, skepticism, and anti-dogmatism. Whether or not these observations are or
can be objectively verified is immaterial, but the fact that Torrente underlines the
Castilian/Galician language binary is demonstrative of a linguistic habitus that tends
towards reflection on the linguistic realities which informed his perception of reality.
C. Constructing a National Literary Field: Spain
After establishing the interplay of politics and culture in the history of modern
Spanish/Galician power relations and the constitution of the linguistic field, I now turn
to the historical construction of national literary fields. A defining thread throughout
will be that Torrente strategically positions himself in such a way so as to benefit from
both the Spanish and the Galician literary fields, occupying positions in both fields at
once, and drawing upon both traditions to construct his fictional worlds. In sketching
the contours of the historicity of the Spanish national literary field, here, and the
Galician national literary field, in the forthcoming section, Torrente’s strategies for
accumulating capital can be brought into greater relief. Moreover, the literary field of
cultural production is at once contained within the field of power, while also
demonstrating a relative degree of autonomy, “especially as regards its economic and
political principles of hierarchization” (Bourdieu, “The Field” 37-8). In what follows,
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then, I consider first the Spanish literary field’s relationship to the field of power and
thereafter inquire as to how the field internally legitimizes capital.
Of course, the Spanish literary corpus dates to at least the twelfth-century CE,
though to start from there would be superfluous in this present context. Instead, I shall
begin the sketch of the Spanish literary field immediately following the cessation of
hostilities between the Nationalists and the Republicans during the Spanish Civil War.
For, the triumph of the Nationalists in this bloody pre-cursor to World War II
drastically altered the configuration of the field of power: the 1931 Constitution,
which had established a number of civil liberties, gave way to Franco’s totalitarian
ideology. Much has been written about Franco, the institutions of his regime, and daily
life in Spain from 1939 to 1975, so here I shall limit myself to the manner in which
Francoism affected the literary field of cultural production specifically.14
Winning the Spanish Civil War was only the beginning of the consolidation of
power in Spain; Franco still needed to secure institutional support to govern the
country in a way that was consistent with his authoritarian ideology. For Franco,
liberalist factions and the regional cultures of the periphery had divided Spain,
undermined its unity, and brought about the general malaise that plagued the oncegreat empire, reaching its apex in the loss of the last of Spain’s territories in the new
world after the Spanish-American War—el Desastre. To be sure, a principal
component of Franco’s nation-building project was a return to lo castellano, on both
the cultural and linguistic fronts. “In the early part of the Franco period,” writes Clare
Mar-Molinero, “infringements of the laws prohibiting the use of languages other that
Castilian were heavily punished with fines and imprisonment” (98). Castilian Spanish
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was thus consecrated as the official language of the state as a means for unifying a
culturally diverse nation, while the peripheral languages were relegated to a secondary
status whose use was cause for reprisal—a veritable walking back of the advances
made by Galician nationalists prior to the outbreak of war. The effects of Franco’s
linguistic policies would reverberate for decades to come, even after the regime
officially softened its stance on the use of minority languages in the 1960s.
As we saw above, Galician nationalists since Murguía and de Castro had
recurred to a shared linguistic identity in contrasting Galicia from the rest of Spain.
When Galician was “proscribed from public use and ridiculed” in the 1940s and
1950s, Franco essentially eliminated a crucial argument for Galician nationalism’s
increased autonomy from the Spanish state (Mar-Molinero 81). The institutional
support for Franco’s linguistic policies, moreover, was vast and effective: “[b]y
maintaining a stringent control of both mass media and the state education system, the
dictatorship ensured that only Castilian was broadcast and taught throughout Spain”
(Beswick 69). The following linguistic consequences, then, were immediately
precipitated by Franco’s rise to power: Castilian Spanish was the more highly valued
linguistic variant; linguistic boundaries were rigidly surveilled; the minority languages
of the periphery could not achieve the status of consecrated literary languages; and the
generational reproduction of regional languages was stymied by pedagogical strategies
of inculcation in school children.
Coupled with a rich history of literary works—from the to the Generation of
’27, from Cervantes to Galdós—the Spanish literary field was propped up to a
preeminent position within the hierarchy of Peninsular literary fields by the fact that it
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was written in Castillian Spanish, which was the language promoted by the Spanish
State. But Franco was certainly not an individual who left anything to chance. He was
highly attuned, like other fascist leaders throughout world history, to the benefits of
controlling the flow of information. Michael Ugarte remarks that “[c]ontrols on
cultural expression were first directed toward the obliteration of writers and
intellectuals who had not sided with Franco” (612).
When the last of the Republican forces surrendered in April of 1939, Franco
promptly closed all bookstores “while the shelves were purged of a long list of texts
unacceptable to the new regime” (Pérez, “Fascist Models” 73). Though officially nonexistent, the censorial body first called the Servicio de libros surveilled the borders of
written works based on political, religious, and moral grounds. Obviously, one was
prohibited from criticizing Franco, the government, the military, or any of its
functionaries; to sympathize with the vanquished Republicans would draw immediate
reaction; forward thinking social issues, particularly related to females and their place
within society, were also taboo—divorce, birth control, abortion, premarital sex, and
adultery (Pérez, “Fascist Models” 74). Perhaps the most damning characteristic of all,
certainly as it relates to writers of fiction, was that the “[s]tatus as a legal nonentity
enabled the censorship to be arbitrary and capricious, and much of the individual
writer’s difficulty in dealing with it derived from the absence of known rules and
guidelines” (Pérez, “Fascist Models” 74).15 Indeed, Torrente’s first novel, Javier
Mariño (1943), was censored, and he was forced to change the ending to satisfy the
powers-that-be, a historical circumstance that is oftentimes cited as the reason for the
novel’s critical and commercial failure—about which more will be said in a
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forthcoming section.
Franco’s authoritarian stance can thus be characterized by its highly intrusive
nature into the cultural sphere of production, a historical reality which greatly altered
the degree of autonomy of the Spanish literary field, as well as its principles for
hierarchization. Looking back to Bourdieu, when one inquires “not how a writer
comes to be what he is, in a sort of genetic psycho-sociology, but rather how the
position or ‘post’ he occupies—that of a writer of a particular type—became
constituted,” it is possible to assert that, relative to other historical time periods,
Franco placed a number of restrictions on Spanish writers that constrained their
strategies for movement within the Spanish literary field (Bourdieu, “Field of Power”
162). In terms of the aesthetics of prose fiction during the post-war period, then, it
follows that positions in the field were staked out with an eye towards the reactionary
Franco regime.
To illustrate possible field positions within the Spanish literary field during the
Franco regime, it is helpful to recur to Bourdieu’s two principles of hierarchization:
“the heteronomous principle, based on external factors, and the autonomous principle,
based on specific interests” (Johnson 16). In a purely theoretical sense, the
heteronomous and the autonomous principles vie for preeminence in defining the
struggle for legitimation within a field of cultural production. As its name suggests,
the heteronomous principle calibrates field positions as a function of standards
external to itself, namely the principles that govern the field of power or the economic
field. In literature, this means that capital within the field is earned through
benchmarks such as book sales, literary awards, or, in the case of Franco’s Spain, the
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degree to which one ingratiates himself/herself to the Caudillo and his Glorious
Crusade. On the other hand, the autonomous principle, as suggested by its name, is
defined by its “degree specific consecration (literary or artistic prestige), i.e. the
degree of recognition accorded by those who recognize no other criterion of
legitimacy than recognition by those whom they recognize” (Bourdieu, “The Field”
38). For post-war Spanish writers, the range of possible positions within the Spanish
literary field was thus shifted towards a struggle for legitimation that favored the
heteronomous principle. By way of institutional support manifested in the censorial
body—which constantly surveiled the field at the service of external (i.e.
heteronomous) standards—the Franco regime determined the ‘rules’ for acquiring
capital, and thus the strategies that specific actors could possibly employ. To be sure,
this more theoretical explanation to the Spanish literary field under Franco is borne out
in the critical literature.
Janet Pérez identifies two fictional modes immediately following the Civil
War, an approach that admittedly simplifies the vast and varied reactions to Franco’s
effect on the literary field, though they are certainly illustrative of the
heteronomous/autonomous principles as praxis. Triunfalismo is a heuristic label used
to denote the literature of the post-war period that is characterized by “the orgy of selfglorification by the victorious Falangists, the exalting of Franco, of the Nationalist
triumph, of militarism and of fascist values” (“Fascist Models” 74). As a corollary to
this thematic, the regime necessarily commanded a contrarian view to many political,
philosophical, and social ideas; communism, intellectualism, and the emancipation of
females were all labeled subversive to Francoist ideology and portrayed as such in the
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literature of triunfalismo. A paradigmatic example of this phenomenon is La fiel
infantería (1943) by Rafael García Serrano, which, according to Pérez, is “[t]oo
skewed to be taken seriously as an historical document, [and] is more valuable as a
testimony of moral and psychological attitudes” (“Fascist Models” 76). The text is
imbued with the official stances of the Franco regime to such a degree that any
illusions of literary autonomy are effaced by the obviousness of the lip service paid to
matters of the ideological sort. True to the heteronomous principle, moreover, García
Serrano’s novel won the National Literary Prize “José Antonio Primo de Rivera” in
1943, named after the founder of Franco’s political party. Triunfalismo, then, can be
understood as the embodiment of the heteronomous principle, as it is precisely this
type of literature which is hierarchized by external factors, namely, Francoist
ideology.
The autonomous principle of the hierarchization of the Spanish literary field in
the post-war period can be teased out by analyzing a group of writers brought together
under the rubric of franquismo, though this requires some caveats. That Franco’s
censorial body pored over any and all written documents meant that even those writers
who chose not to partake in the sycophantic glorification of Franco were obliged to
conform to the (unpublished) guidelines of the censors, which, ipso facto, put them at
least in theory to the service of external factors of hierarchization. However, in a
serendipitous twist of history, the presence of the censor in fact provoked a rather
innovative literary aesthetic marked by a “neo-Baroque complexity and obscurity of
style as one means of obfuscation” (Pérez, “Fascist Models” 75). Pérez writes,
[i]t is this group, improperly and indiscriminately grouped under the
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rubric of franquismo, which produces nearly all significant literature of
the postwar period, as with few exceptions the works of triumfalismo
were propaganda or pamphleteering, lacking in literary value and all
but forgotten within less than a decade of their composition. The
franquista label is misleading insofar as it denotes the period but not
necessarily or even usually the writer’s ideological stance. The writings
grouped under the rubric of franquismo comprise a broad spectrum of
attitudes, from lukewarm tolerance or acceptance of Franco as a lesser
evil to outright opposition camouflaged in various ways to hoodwink
the censors. (75)
It is beyond the purview of this project to survey in a comprehensive way the various
formal and aesthetic strategies employed by the franquista writers, but Miguel
Delibes, Ramón Sender, Rafael Sánchez Ferlosio, Ignacio Aldecoa, Carmen Martín
Gaite, and Ana María Matute, amongst others, all cultivated a neo-realist style that
underhandedly criticized the ideology of the dictatorship. To do so, they recurred to a
wide array of ambiguous, imprecise, and vague literary techniques to communicate
their disapproval: temporal or spatial evasion, the found manuscript, discontinuous
narratives, and authorial silence, just to mention a few.16 In the face of a highly
intrusive political landscape, the Spanish literary field produced a number of works of
literary merit, which demonstrated a richness of formal experimentation more closely
associated with the autonomous principle of hierarchization.
Several important points are thus made manifest from the preceding analysis.
First, and by far the most crucial, the politics of the Franco regime—what Bourdieu
would call the field of power—significantly impacted the configuration of the Spanish
literary field directly after the war, serving as a paradigmatic example of how literary
fields more generally can be historically mediated by outside forces. Second, the
institutional mechanisms to consolidate power are reified in Francoist linguistic
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policies. The consequences of linguistic unification have the dual effect of hindering
the progress of Galician nationalism—since language was a defining feature of its
articulation—and consecrating the prestige of the Castilian language and the Spanish
literary field, to the detriment of the Galician language and the Galician literary field.
Third, the strategies of rational actors to accrue capital must be understood against the
backdrop of the historical realities of the period. All of these consequences will have
enormous effects on Torrente’s strategies to stake out advantageous field positions.
But Torrente didn’t publish La saga/fuga de J.B. until 1972 and Franco didn’t
die until 1975. As such, it is necessary to very briefly recapitulate the changing
landscape of literary aesthetics during the Franco regime. For, Franco’s repressive
policies and the effectiveness of the censoring body both fluctuated and became more
permissive as the dictator aged. In fact, as we shall see, it was the changing currents of
the Spanish literary field—particularly the aesthetics that governed the relational field
position—that expedited Torrente’s fortuitous rise to fame.
The reemergence of the realist literary aesthetic during the 1940s and 50s is
characterized by an obsession to depict Spanish reality objectively in literature. Under
the general heading of neo-realism, a number of different literary styles were
cultivated: tremendismo, objectivism, social realism, and behaviorism. Though
engendered in different modes, these movements share a similar thematic and a
conceptualization of literary language that permits their grouping. The modernist and
vanguard aesthetics of the first decades of the twentieth-century came to be viewed as
elitist and overly intellectual; to a certain extent, those authors thumbed their noses at
‘bourgeoisie’ life and culture. The neorealists rejected ‘the art for art’s’ mentality of
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their literary forebears, reacting to the events of the Civil War with a heightened sense
of the social and political milieu. Since the mimetic representation of contemporary
reality was of the utmost importance, the approach to the novel as a genre is
necessarily conditioned by that caveat. According to Pérez, “[m]ost of these novels
consist of autobiographical, eyewitness accounts or documentaries, politically
motivated and socially focused” (“The Social” 60). As such, the novel was
appropriated as a vehicle to comment on social realities; the text was a means to an
end, and not an end in and of itself. For his part, Torrente began work on his trilogy
Los gozos y las sombras in the 1950s, and the publication of El señor llega in 1957
was beset first by changes forced upon it by the censor, and then by a lack of critical
interest for being too “Galdosian” and “overly intellectual” (Pérez, Gonzalo 16). As
Pérez explains, “[t]he novel was out of fashion; the vogue in Spain at the moment was
French-style objectivism, a mode Torrente had studied and rejected” (Gonzalo 16).
Within the purview of literary language, neorealism also evinces distinguishing
characteristics. Signifiers were understood to correspond exactly to their signifieds,
thereby reducing language primarily to a role characterized by its linking ability: the
reader interprets the text, which acts as a direct conduit to reality. Thus, “the
representational accuracy of language is not questioned, since the words and the world
are conjoined in a single system of meaning” (Herzberger 48). The mimetic
representation of reality and its manifestations in literary language would give rise to
an increasing sense of anxiety within the literary sphere, reaching its apex in a crisis
that brought about original theories as to the role of the novel, in particular its
aesthetic aim as a work of art. What was lacking in neorealism was “the fact that art
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always strives to overcome mimesis by creating a structure of meaning beyond the
objects to which it refers” (Spires 74). The initial rupture with neorealist aesthetics
would come about in 1962 with the publication of Luis Martín-Santos’s Tiempo de
silencio; the die was cast in 1967 when Juan Benet published Volverás a región,
effectively marking the coming of age of the so-called Spanish New Novel.
In 1963, Torrente published Don Juan, now considered an emblematic
precursor to his polished use of myth in La saga/fuga de J.B. Don Juan “was met
largely with indifference or superficial appreciation based upon ignorance of the
novel’s intellectual and religious density” (Pérez, Gonzalo 17). Once again, Torrente’s
forays into fiction were complicated by a field configuration that was not yet ready to
consecrate his mode of writing. Moreover, despite the fact that in 1962 Manuel Fraga
Iribarne had taken over the censor and “there was a relaxation of direct censorship,”
the publication of the novel was delayed for some time, until Fraga Iribarne personally
authorized the original version of the text (Ugarte 612).
The Spanish New Novel rejected the literary language of the neorealist
movements, swinging the pendulum back towards experimentation with cultured and
deliberately difficult language. Thus, intended readership of the Spanish New Novel
was for the educated, professional type, and not the masses. Benet’s Volverás a region
is a perfect example of the New Novel. The focus on language, as opposed to plot,
furthermore, meant that language was increasingly self-referential, forcing the reader
into more nuanced interpretation of the signs. According to Robert C. Spires, “[a]fter
focusing on the words themselves, [the reader] must decipher their hidden cultural
codes or phonic-semantic roots before being able to connect the words to the external
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world; after doing so, [the reader] must return to the work and determine to what
degree the artistic context alters the external meaning” (75). The self-referential
emphasis of language in the Spanish New Novel, according to Spires, is part and
parcel of a more general movement inwards that reaches its apogee in the mid-1970s
with the appearance of the Self-Referential Novel. As the name suggests,
metafictitious elements abound, usually by way of foregrounding the process of the
text’s “coming-into-being” (Spires 75).
Though Torrente was publishing throughout the 1940s, 50s, and 60s, it was not
until the 1970s, when he published La saga/fuga de J.B., Fragmentos de apocalipsis,
and La isla de los jacintos cortados, that the Galician novelist began his ascent to
literary fame. His induction into the Royal Spanish Academy in 1975 and the
Cervantes Prize, which he was awarded in 1985, all but solidified his place in the
pantheon of Spanish writers. His texts during this period are “[p]layfully Post-modern,
parodic, intellectually challenging, absurd, and incredibly funny, satirizing critical
theorists, [all] concern narrative theory, reality versus imagination, [and] the joy of
invention” (Pérez, “Prose” 641). Situated against the backdrop of the broader aesthetic
movements of the period, Torrente’s La saga/fuga de J.B. is a masterful representation
of both the Spanish New Novel and the Self-Referential Novel, both of which were
styles that commanded a large degree of prestige within the Spanish literary field at
the time.
In sum, the Spanish literary field from the immediate post-war period until the
publication of La saga/fuga de J.B. evinced a number of different characteristics that
modified writers’ strategies for seeking out field positions. Linguistically, Franco
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relied on autarchic policies to ensure cultural homogenization, while at once codifying
the prestige of the Spanish literary field within the hierarchy of literary fields on the
Peninsula. On the political front, the censor initially restricted the themes that could be
broached by heightening fears for imprisonment or even death. Resultantly, writers of
fiction developed innovative ways to tow the line between appeasing the censor and
creating literary works of merit. For Torrente, the broader aesthetic movements
throughout the Franco regime initially deemed his first fictional works unworthy of
standing. That is until the 1970s, when the focus on language per se, the turn towards
self-referential texts, and the appreciation of works for their artistic value came into
vogue; this reorientation of the literary field aligned for the first time with Torrente’s
theoretical and stylistic approach to fiction, a confluence that catapulted him to literary
fame. His advantageous position within the Spanish literary field, however,
complicated Torrente’s ability to position himself within the Galician literary field.
D. Constructing a National Literary Field: Galicia
By now, the centrality of language to Galician nationalism and its nationbuilding projects should be obvious. The rexionalismo and nacionalismo movements
both positioned the Galician language as a principle coordinate of their more
comprehensive political aspirations. In overtly extolling the distinctiveness of Galicia
by way of language, and imputing to it political implications, the Galician literary field
as a corollary comes to be structured by linguistic considerations. Indeed, in 1962,
Carballo Calero officially institutionalized the criterio filolóxico, or the language
criterion, by defining Galician literature as that which is written exclusively in the
Galician language. He writes in the introduction to his Historia da literatura galega
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contemporánea,
Concibo nista obra a historia da literatura galego como a esposición das
realizacións e do desenrolo da fala galega no orde literario. Íste é o
senso mais doado e natural que cabe atribuir á espresión “historia da
literatura galega”. Técnicamente, é o idioma empregado o que
caracteriza ás distintas literaturas. Cando falamos da literatura alemá,
non coidamos nos poemas que escribiron en francés Goethe ou Rilke.
As novelas de Pierre Loti pertecen á literatura francesa, inda que se
desenrole a súa acción en países esóticos. Nen a naciencia do autor nen
os ambientes descritos son criterios axeitados pra determinar a
incrusión das obras dentro dos marcos dunha ou outra literatura. Os
Seis poemas galegos, de Frederico García Lorca, son literatura galega.
La colmena, de Camilo José Cela, é literatura castelá, malia o novelista
ter nado en Padrón. Por moi galego que poda ser o mundo de Los pazos
de Ulloa, tampouco compre crasificar ista obra dentro da literatura
galega. Entendo por literatura galega a literatura en galego. É certo que
durante os séculos XIX e XX o esprito galego se ten espresado non só
en galego, senón tamén en castelán, e temos escritas niste derradeiro
idioma algunhas obras nas que se espellen certos aspeitos da vida
galega con nidiez e fondura. (11)
Further, writing in 1999, in her Historia da literatura galega, Dolores Vilavedra
similarly adheres to the language criterion, noting that “[c]ómpre deixar ben claro, xa
de entrada, que por literatura galega entendemos aquela formulada neste código
lingüístico” (15). Both Carballo Calero and Vilavedra, however, are cognizant of the
excisions to the Galician literary canon that the employment of the language criterion
brings about. Carballo Calero invokes Emilia Pardo Bazán and the Galicianness of her
literary works—specifically Los pazos de Ulloa (1886). Vilavedra nuances the issue
even further. She writes that “o chamado critero filolóxico debe aplicarse con
flexibilidade en determinadas situacións coma o Prrexurdimento, ou a inmediata
posguerra” (16). By problematizing the immediate post-war period as a liminal space
wherein strict adherence to the language criterion begins to break down, Vilavedra
underscores the historically mediated artificiality of national literatures. And since
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Torrente began writing fiction during the immediate post-war period, it is necessary to
establish some contemporary directions in thinking about the Galician literary field.
Galician literary historiography has recently undergone a process of renewed
scrutiny. This interest in Galician literature is due in part to history (the death of
Franco), to changing politics (the Spanish Constitution of 1978), and to the state of the
contemporary world (globalization and the proliferation of technology). One of the
problems that has been particularly vexing for critics of literary fields is the dialectical
relationship between Galician politics and literary production. Since the rexurdimento
in the nineteenth-century, Galician literature has been undergirded by the influence of
Galician political nationalism. According to the Galician literary theorist Antón
Figueroa, “the renewal of the Galician language, literature, and other forms of artistic
activity were part of the political project to reclaim a national status for Galicia” which
means that “[a]rtistic activity and political or economic activity in Galicia have thus
been firmly entwined since the mid-nineteenth century” (40).
As a function of Galician political nationalism, Galician literary history has
necessarily manifested itself in different ways. For instance, the Xeración Nós
appropriated the distinct ethnicity of the Galician people in their nationalist discourse
while at once calling upon the importance of the physical space of Galicia; as Figueroa
reminds us, Xeración Nós was “the first to define Galicia as a nation rather than a
region” (46). Additionally, they harkened back to the influence of the Celts,
encouraging cultural producers to idealize Galicia’s Celtic tradition, which “thus
became a source for every kind of story, and these stories fulfilled the political and
rhetorical function of legitimizing the nation” (Figueroa 47). The remembrance of an
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idealized past as a motivation for artistic creativity, however, arrived at an impasse
with the death of Franco in 1975. Figueroa remarks upon this dramatic shift, using
overtly Bourdieusian terminology:
Writers and other artistic agents, now free of heteronomous political
obligations, which were assumed by professional politicians, began to
liberate themselves from their historical role as receptacles and
interpreters of the national memory. They liberated themselves, too,
from the almost exclusive responsibility for teaching the nation’s
cultural memory. During the 1970s and 1980s, Galician writers and
artists became aware of the need for autonomy and new repertoires.
Autochthonous motifs and the rural world were no longer seen as the
only instruments or conditions for canonization and production, and
artists and writers became increasingly free in their choice of themes
and forms. Artistic fields took shape, each developing its own internal
characteristics, and competition between artists replaced the earlier
cooperation in the pursuit of a common project. The emerging literary
field was characterized by more purely literary strategies. Artists and
writers were lured by economic gain and public recognition,
temptations that had usually been absent in the prophetic era. Now, at
the start of the twenty-first century, the old tendencies may not have
disappeared completely, but they have lost their central role in the
legitimization of writers and text. (47)
For Figueroa, the nationalist discourse that shaped artistic creation for so many
decades has begun to release its stranglehold.17 The result is the creation of (relatively)
unadulterated artistic fields more in line with the autonomous principle of
hierarchization, ostensibly broadening the space upon which Galician identity can be
articulated.
However, the new space created after the death of Franco has simultaneously
precipitated the emergence of distinctly modern problems to which Galicia is not
impervious. According to Hooper, “the problem of demarcating ‘Galicianess’ and
‘Spanishness’ has been vitiated by the issue of language choice” (“This Festering
Wound” 148). Language is a particularly salient characteristic in Galician culture
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because of its role as a factor in the elaboration of identity: “it is essential to recognize
just how much is at stake in the connection between language and identity, which has
become the centrepiece of the debate about how to define and delimit Galician culture
and identity in the context of Galicia’s ambiguous status as a nacionalidade histórica
within Spain” (Hooper, “This Festering Wound” 148).
Even in the arena of contemporary Galician politics language has become an
important factor. The promulgation of the policy called bilinguismo harmónico, or
harmonious bilingualism, as Hooper reminds us, “stands in direct opposition to the
nationalist concept of the criterio filolóxico, or ‘language factor,’ which delimits the
monolingual concept of Galician identity that underpins Galician cultural nationalist
discourse” (This Festering Wound, 149). The question of how best to demarcate the
Galician literary field is exacerbated by the theoretical inconsistencies that underpin it,
particularly as they relate to intersections between contemporary regional politics and
the language criterion.
‘Language choice’ has traditionally been the standard marker for delineating
literary fields. However, recent theoretical work has called into question this approach
to literary classification.18 Particularly difficult is the case of the Galician who writes
all of their works in Castilian. A hasty placement of this type of author under the
rubric of Spanish literature fails to account for the complexities of literary production,
the historical/political situation, and the dichotomies of power at work. Jo Labanyi
remarks that “[a]n issue here is how to classify Catalan, Galician, and Basque authors
who write in Castilian. They tend to be excluded from discussion of Catalan, Galician,
and Basque literature” (A Very Short 34). Retroactive imposition of the language
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criterion, furthermore, also engenders a facile interpretation of the outside influences
on literary production. For instance, the Franco era in Spain, as we saw previously,
was notoriously obtrusive to the artistic and cultural spheres of production:
[w]riters who started to publish under the early Franco dictatorship,
when Castilian was the only option, inevitably write in that language:
for example, the Galician novelist Gonzalo Torrente Ballester (191099), or Catalan writers such as the poet Jaime Gil de Biedma (1929-90),
the highly popular fiction and political writers Manuel Vázquez
Montalbán (1939-2003), or the novelists Juan Goytisolo (1931-) and
Juan Marsé (1933-). (Labanyi, A Very Short 34)
Torrente was thus not unique insofar that he was an author from the periphery who did
not compose his works in the regional language.
To further illustrate this dilemma, witness a forum of Galician authors and
literary critics whose diverse opinions about the relationship between language choice
and the construction of national literary fields run the whole gamut: “In terms of
literature, language is always the identity card” (Alonso 113); “Even if the author
writes exclusively in Castilian (as is the case with Pardo Bazán, Valle-Inclán, Torrente
Ballester, or Cela), his work doubtless contains elements of our culture such as
descriptions, the characters’ features, customs, etc., which means we cannot deny his
position as a Galician writer” (Ramón Barreiro 114); “A writer who writes in Galician
forms part of Galician literature. So does a Galician who writes in any other language”
(Castro 114); “Traditionally, the most common factor for nationalizing Galician
writers has been the use of the language. Now we have to start thinking about other
ways” (Cebreiro Rábada Villar 114-5); “So I don’t deny that Torrente Ballester or
Cela are Galician; on the contrary, I believe they are Galician […]. What I would
argue is that strictly speaking, their work isn’t ‘Galician literature,’ even when
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Galician themes, characters and settings predominate” (Monteagudo 115); “A Galician
artist is one who, whether born in Galicia or not, feels part and parcel of the civic,
historical and cultural context that is conventionally described as Galician” (Pazó
115); and “[a] person becomes a Galician writer/artist when they take the conscious
decision to try to become part of that artistic/cultural sphere, when they decide they
want to participate in that public space, when they want their work to be understood
and seen within that cultural sphere. Of course they can be born outside Galicia” (de
Toro 116).19 Suggested criterion for establishing the parameters that define a Galician
author include language, the author’s perceived participation in Galician culture, and
the degree of volition of the author in their engagement of Galician cultural circles.
Looking forward, Cebreiro Rábada Villar writes that “[w]e need a form of
analysis that can determine the value of the literary, social, and political meanings of
linguistic choices made by authors, because language and orthographic standards have
been inadequate criteria in the context of the articulation of Galician literature ever
since the Rexurdimento” (60). Bourdieu’s holistic framework for analyzing literary
texts takes into account precisely the literary, the social, and the political import of
language choice. For Torrente, as we saw previously, the fact that his texts are written
in Castilian Spanish is a result of a number of historical forces: the theoretical
underpinnings of Galician nationalism; the politics of Madrid and their strategies for
centralization, standardization, and unification; and Torrente’s own linguistic habitus.
Neither Carballo Calero nor Vilavedra, both of whom serve as sentinels of the
Galician literary field, mention Torrente in their histories of Galician literature.
However, as we saw, they were both explicitly aware of their methodological choices.
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The language criterion, by their own admission, could not be unconditionally applied
to writers across all periods. Torrente is a name often mentioned as occupying the
liminal space between Galicia and Spain that falls beyond the reach of the language
criterion, where a simple binary does not seem to capture the complexity of his
personal situation. In light of this, I shall interpret Carballo Calero’s and Vilavedra’s
silence about Torrente as a veto of his literary citizenship within the Galician national
literary field; he simply does not have standing.
E. Beyond Relational Field Positions
In sketching the contours of the relational field positions of the field of power,
the linguistic field, and the Spanish and Galician literary fields, a number of different
generalizations can be made in regards to the forces that contributed to the formation
of Torrente’s habitus and the field positions available to him. The field of power was
characterized first by the Spanish State’s hegemony in dictating political, cultural, and
linguistic policies in Torrente’s birthplace. Galician nationalism was the target of
violent counterattacks by the State at times (the provincialismo movement), enjoyed
limited success in advancing its policies at other times (the regionalismo movement),
and successfully secured legislation for greater autonomy in the region at others (the
nacionalismo movement). All of these factions of Galician nationalism were in
constant resistance to the more powerful Spanish state whose policies in Madrid
greatly shaped the contours of the field of power. When Franco rises to power in 1939,
the enmity that typified Spanish/Galician relations prior to the outbreak of war is
hyperactively intensified. Any past affiliation with the Galician nationalism
movements was grounds for imprisonment, exile, or death. The practice of Galician
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cultural traditions—language being included in this category—would similarly raise
the ire of the victorious Nationalist forces.
The field of power similarly affects language use in Galicia. For, Alfonso XII,
Primo de Rivera, and Franco all sought to unify what was then understood to be a
fragmented nation by standardizing the linguistic field. By way of legislation, the
castilianization process consecrated the prestige of the language of the State as the
more highly valued linguistic variant and ensured its position in the linguistic
hierarchy for future generations. For Torrente, then, the dispositional coordinates of
his linguistic habitus are defined by a linguistic field that preferences the use of
Castilian Spanish. As a corollary, the literary language with which Torrente was most
comfortable was therefore not the regional Galician language. And since the linguistic
field conditions dictated that Torrente cultivate his literary language in Castilian
Spanish, this situation affected Torrente’s literary citizenship vis-à-vis the Galician
literary field, since this field was surveilled by the language criterion.
In surveying the composition of the Spanish and the Galician literary fields,
and their relationships to the field of power, we are now in a better position to
understand how Torrente went about accruing capital in those fields. Specifically, in
the following section, I identify the geopolitical strategies that Torrente employs to
draw on both the Spanish and the Galician literary traditions, a confluence that
contributes to the originality of La saga/fuga de J.B. Finally, as an anticipatory
gesture, what will emerge is that Torrente is an agent who is skilled at exploiting and
harnessing the field positions available to him for his own benefit, a dispositional
coordinate of his habitus, I argue, that merits him the sobriquet ‘master strategist.’
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III. The Master Strategist: Torrente’s Geopolitical Strategies for Accruing
Cultural Capital
Bourdieu understands all behaviors within the purview of strategies for
attaining capital. “Actors are not rule followers or norm obeyers,” remarks Swartz,
“but strategic improvisers who respond dispositionally to the opportunities and
constraints offered by various situations” (100). That is, each actor, at a level
commensurate with the dispositional coordinates manifested in the habitus, invariably
seeks out a relational field position that will tend to maximize the possibilities for
accruing the type of capital that governs the field. Through the prism of action-asstrategy, it is possible to better understand the trajectory of Torrente’s movement
within the various fields.
When faced with the interpretation of an event in Torrente’s life—whether of
the political, linguistic or literary sort—I thus always keep in mind the following
questions: what were the field conditions that could have influenced Torrente’s course
of action? And, which course of action positions the Galician novelist in such a way so
as to accumulate the maximum amount of capital? Framed in this context, in what
follows, I suggest that Torrente is a master strategist, defined as an agent who is adept
at visualizing field positions with an eye towards maximizing dividends of capital.
This should not come as a surprise, however.
As discussed in the section concerning Torrente’s habitus, the foundational
dispositional coordinates of his habitus, forged first in the highly stratified ferrolán
society of his youth, would later in life prove to be highly generative. That is, Torrente
possessed an above average capacity for incorporating new dispositional coordinates
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into the schematics of his habitus—as seen, for instance, during his time in the United
States. A crucial point of departure for examining his strategies for accruing political
and cultural capital is thus manifested in the Galician novelist’s proficiency for
recognizing, and exploiting, the more comprehensive field positions that are available
to him. Not only will this particular nuance of his habitus play a determining role in
analyzing Torrente’s strategic maneuvers within the field of power, but it will also be
decisive in his navigation of the fields of cultural production.
Assessing Torrente’s strategies for accruing capital—whether material or
otherwise—is a difficult proposition. In part, this is to do with the divisive nature of
Spanish politics throughout the twentieth-century, Torrente’s own political biography,
and the extent to which Spanish politics extends itself into the fields of cultural
production. When he enlisted into the Spanish Falange at the outbreak of Civil War in
July of 1936, though he could not know it at the time, he was embarking on a journey
that would lead him towards the publication of La saga/fuga de J.B. in 1972. By the
same token, however, his active participation in Franco’s party meant that his political
affiliations would mediate and condition the manner in which his literary texts were
received, both at their time of publication and beyond. I thus suppose that Torrente’s
political capital is always-already mired in questions of what Bourdieu calls cultural
capital, and vice-versa.
One reason for the confluence of politics and culture has to do with the nature
of these two social phenomena. Politics cannot exist without culture and vice-versa.
Their relationship is dialectic, and the foregrounding of one necessarily conjures the
other. This is especially true in twentieth-century Spain, as we saw above. Another
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reason for the confluence of politics and culture is historical. The history of Galician
nationalism, which fused politics and Galician culture, history, and language during
each of its stages prior to the outbreak of war, relied very much on the region’s shared
cultural traditions to promote its political aspirations for increased autonomy. When
Castelao began speaking about the notion of a Galician nation and a national regional
identity in the political arena, politics became inseparable from culture. Torrente came
of age with the force of this history inexorably bearing down on his habitus.
In light of this, a crucial question then begs to be asked: what type of political
capital does Torrente acquire upon claiming affiliation to specific cultural traditions?
As I argue below, his highly generative habitus and his ability to capitalize on field
configurations provide him with the capacity to align himself with the cultural
tradition that most benefits him in the moment. That is, he demonstrates fluidity in
appropriating a Spanish, a Galician, a European, or an American cultural tradition,
selecting for convenience or strategy the most advantageous one. In first establishing
Torrente’s politics below, I position myself to make connections with the strategies he
employs to attain cultural capital thereafter.
To situate Torrente within the field of power, a few brief comments as to the
nature of political capital need to be established. In theory, problems with defining
political capital are beset by the inherent constitution of the field of power. Paul
Pierson comments that politics “lacks anything like the measuring rod of price,
involves the pursuit of a wide range of largely incommensurable goals, and consists of
processes that make it very hard to observe or measure important aspects of political
performance” (38). Unlike economics, quantitative benchmarks for defining political
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capital are thus difficult to ascertain. In consideration of the theoretical difficulties of
measuring quantities of political capital, the likes of which are well beyond the scope
of the present investigation, political capital will be teased out in the following section
as a function of Torrente’s strategies for accruing social capital, since Bourdieu
“defines political capital as a variation of social capital” (Casey 6). As such,
throughout, I shall define Torrente’s political capital as his ability to access and tap
into the different networks of power relationships constituted by the Spanish Falange.
With this in mind, the history of Torrente’s entrance into the Spanish Falange has
broader implications for the present investigation, particularly as they relate to the
Galician novelist’s cultural capital.
Cultural capital, as Bourdieu reminds us, can exist in three forms: the
embodied state, the objectified state, and the institutionalized state (The Forms of
Capital 243). In its embodied form, cultural capital manifests itself as “long-lasting
dispositions of the mind and body” (The Forms of Capital 243). That is, embodied
cultural capital exists as a function of the habitus of the agent. For Torrente within the
literary domain, embodied cultural capital can be discerned in his fictional writings,
critical works, and interviews, all of which demonstrate a familiarity with various
literary and cultural traditions. He shows himself to have an acute capacity to reflect
upon, and integrate, the fictional works of his literary forbears in such a way so as
convert them into valuable commodities as he seeks to better position himself in the
various fields of cultural production. The formal literary elements of the Cervantine
tradition, the fantastic characteristics furnished by Galician myths, and the literary
theories with which he became acquainted in the United States thus constitute a
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reservoir of embodied cultural capital that the Galician novelist appropriates while
laboring to construct La saga/fuga de J.B.
Embodied cultural capital is naturally affixed to objectified cultural capital
insofar that cultural capital in its objectified form is defined first by its materiality and
thereafter by the agent’s ability to “consume” in a meaningful way the larger
implications of its articulation. That is, one can possess, say, a physical copy of the
Quijote, but only through one’s embodied cultural capital can the importance of its
foundational status in the Spanish literary tradition, the originality of its formal
elements, and its satire be converted into long-lasting dispositions of the mind. There
is thus a dialectic relationship between embodied and objectified capital. When we
look at Torrente’s collection of theoretical texts, his highly generative habitus and his
stockpile of embodied cultural capital will position him in such a way so as to
understand and integrate into his own fictional works the larger implications of these
works.20
A final caveat needs to be clarified concerning methodology. Bourdieu was a
sociologist that tried to bridge the gap between theory and practice. His use of the
terminology of capital was undergirded by datasets that aided in the examination of
cultural practices of specific samples of the population. Since the object of inquiry
here is constituted by a literary text—La saga/fuga de J.B.—my use of the vocabulary
of capital will be admittedly less precise in nature. For, instead of relying on
quantitative data to establish relational field positions, I am forced to use the
vocabulary of capital in its qualitative sense, speaking in the general comparative
terms of more and less quantities of capital.
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A. Mapping Torrente in the Field of Power: The Politics
At the II Annual North American Symposium of Galician Studies in Ann
Arbor, Michigan in 2016, a presentation on the topic of Torrente’s political affiliation
erupted into an intense debate. Some felt that Torrente was an unwavering fascist,
despite his proclamations to the contrary. Others believed him when he said that he
had joined Franco’s ranks to protect his family from potential retaliation from his past
affiliation with the galleguista movement. Whether or not the Galician novelist’s
participation with Spanish fascism was a sincerely held belief, in this instance,
overshadowed purely literary conversations. This episode is hardly an outlier when
dealing with the intersections of Torrente, his fiction, and the historical context.
Indeed, there is a latent tension lurking in the body of critical work that seeks to come
to terms with the historical context of twentieth-century Spain on the one hand and the
many decades of Torrente’s fictional output on the other. One problem with a
posteriori judgments of the historical-politico sort, like the ones under dispute at the
Symposium, stems from the temporal perspective of the reviewer. After the fact, one
enjoys the benefits of knowing how a series of events unfolded, what they led to, and
how they are generally interpreted, all of which has an undeniable effect on how past
events are construed.
Further problematizing the issue of Torrente’s relationship with the institutions
of power was the general political climate immediately after Franco. The pacto de
silencio, as it was known in Spain, prioritized the precarious accord that established a
Spanish constitutional democracy. The result was a general disinterest in confronting
the horrors of the Spanish Civil War and the subsequent tyranny of the Franco
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dictatorship. The reluctance to bring about serious conversations also had a personal
component. The settling of personal scores and the extra-judicial killings committed
by the Nationalist Army, the Republican militias, and even members of the general
public meant that, by stirring up the past, the potentially shameful actions of individual
Spaniards could be made public.21 The anonymity of the average Spaniard protected
most from scrutiny. Torrente, however, was a public figure, who had written novels,
given interviews, and been generally transparent about his role in the Falange, though
he never did give a public expiation, as did Dionisio Ridruejo or Pedro Laín Entralgo.
He and his literary works have thus been transformed into insightful objects of study
more recently, due in part to the relative easing of the pact of silence, the increasing
number of campaigns to confront the violence of the Civil War, and a general desire to
recover the collective memory of Spain’s turbulent past.
The result is a rather eclectic assortment of readings of Torrente’s political
history, from the belief that he was a staunch liberal to a dedicated fascist ideologue,
and everything in between. About the role of Spanish fascism in his life, the following
statements are typical: “The most important new figure among Falangist writers and
critics in this field was Gonzalo Torrente Ballester, though within only a few years he
would move in a more liberal direction” (Payne, The Franco Regime 319); “the
difficulty of distinguishing between what is a satire of mythical attitudes and what is a
re-creation of them is matched by the ambiguities of Torrente Ballester’s political
affirmations” (Labanyi, Myth 214); “Regardless of the author’s ideological
affiliations—and he had several during his long life—, Gonzalo Torrente Ballester is a
man that will always stand on the side of progress, searching for solutions to the
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problems of Spain. That is the spirit that we can find in the falangist of the 1930s and
40s” (Espada Vieira 138); Torrente wrote from a vantage point that can be described
as “la más descarada, diáfana y transparente ideología fascista” (Iáñez Pareja 327);
“Hay evidencia textual abundante [en Javier Mariño] que prueba que las
ambigüedades del personaje no dejan lugar a dudas de su simpatía por el fascismo y su
ideología” (Gómez-Pérez 131). Obviously, the nature of Torrente’s politics is far from
conclusive.
Despite the disagreement in critical circles, it is advisable here to establish the
basic facts of the Galician author’s politics in order to align them with the broader
objectives of this project. In the first place, this will help to situate Torrente within the
field of power. Second, in a way to be demonstrated below, Torrente’s politics are
very much affixed to the composition of his fictional works and his strategies for
accruing cultural capital. Third, when I consider Torrente within the field of criticism
below, I will be better positioned to understand the underpinnings of the critical
debate.
In the spring of 1933 when Torrente returned to Ferrol, he found work teaching
grammar in a private academy, a position he would hold until the spring of 1936. Bad
pay, unjust administrators, and long hours brought about two significant realizations:
First, his “condición de asalariado explotado” and his “descubrimiento de la
sexualidad como factor de la conducta humana” (“Prólogo” 35; 36). The latter was a
direct consequence of the actions of the director of the academy that employed him,
who proved later to be a charlatan and a pederast, and to whom Torrente would later
pay an ignominious homage in his La saga/fuga de J.B. In May of 1936, he earned an
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appointment in ancient history at the University of Santiago and would thereafter
leave for Paris on scholarship to complete his doctoral dissertation, less than one week
before the outbreak of war.
He arrived to Paris on June 14, 1936, leaving behind his wife and children with
the threat of war looming. After a short stint in France, Torrente finally succumbed to
the anxiety caused by the political uncertainty in Spain, and he left Paris with the
intention of crossing the border into Irún. He was rerouted, however, when the
Nationalist Army defeated the Republican Forces at the Battle of Irún in September of
1936, effectively closing the border from France to Spain. From there, Torrente made
his way north to Boulogne-sur-Mer, where he was able to board an English ship bound
for Lisbon. When the ship stopped in Vigo, Torrente, though not initially allowed to
disembark, was finally given passage, with the help of his father, a naval officer.
The details of Torrente’s involvement in the Partido Galleguista (PG) were
under close scrutiny upon his arrival to Nationalist occupied Galicia in 1936. Torrente
affirmed later that he was an active member of the PG in 1933 (Reigosa 44).
Elsewhere, Ponte Far notes that the Galician novelist served as the local secretary to
the PG when Carballo Calero was its president in 1935 (Galicia en la obra 66). For
this reason, so the story goes, when Torrente arrived to Galicia, his family was worried
that he would be killed in the maelstrom of war, and he was sent immediately to talk
to a Father Fermín for advice. For his part, Father Fermín explained to Torrente that
his name was on a list of possible Republican sympathizers, due to his past activities
in the PG. Torrente would later tell his son that,
Debía andar por ahí suelto algún papel con mi nombre en relación con
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cualquier actividad ideológica próxima pasada, de mi galleguismo de
entonces, o sobre frecuentaciones anteriores, que bajo el prisma de la
Guerra habían adquirido mayor o distinto significado del real (Torrente
Malvido 33).22
Torrente’s best course of action, according to Father Fermín, was to join the ranks of
the Falange to avoid any retribution, advice that Torrente followed. He would remain
in the Falange until 1962. Torrente would also in later years retell the events of this
episode, though no independently verifiable source exists to substantiate the details of
this nebulous period of his autobiography.23
Since Galicia came under control of the Nationalist forces after the first wave
of attacks, and remained so for the duration of the war, the configuration of the more
comprehensive field relations which mediated the actions of agents living in Galicia
meant that, in terms of political capital, it was much more advantageous for one to be
aligned with the group who governed the relative value of political capital. Helen
Graham remarks on the shift that took place throughout Galicia:
La represión sangrienta también se empleó como fuerza coercitiva de
forma más extensa. Por ejemplo, la gente de las aldeas y pueblos
pequeños que había demostrado alguna simpatía por la República se
vio obligada de inmediato a alinearse públicamente con las nuevas
autoridades militares para proteger a sus familias, aunque ello supusiera
traicionar amistades y fidelidades personales. (42)
It is prudent to clarify that these broader shifts of political alliances in the region noted
by Graham are not meant to palliate Torrente’s later activities in the Falange. Instead,
taking into account both the broader field positions in the field of power immediately
after the outbreak of war and Torrente’s own personal conversion story, it is possible
to see how this episode in don Gonzalo’s life is illustrative of Bourdieu’s contention
that field conditions play an integral role in regulating the kinds of strategies that are
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available to agents in accruing capital. In a desperate attempt to gain membership into
a group whose political capital was more highly valued in the region, Torrente
strategically manipulated the field conditions in order to provide an alibi for his
potentially troublesome past. This example of his adroitness at managing possible
field positions will simply be the first of many when understanding Torrente’s
strategies for accruing capital in all of its forms.
In October of 1936, Torrente began teaching language and literature in the
Instituto of Ferrol: his dress, the uniform of the Falange (Ponte Far, Galicia en la obra
64). After meeting Dionisio Ridruejo and other members of the Burgos group, he
became actively involved with the Prensa y Propaganda branch of government in
Burgos, then the Nationalist capital, where he gave speeches to members of the
Falange; in 1942, he even traveled to Germany to interview members of the Nazi party
(Gómez-Pérez 121).24 Since others have explored the intricacies of the relationship
between Torrente, the Burgos group, and Spanish politics in the field of power more
generally, I will defer an extended conversation of this period of Torrente’s political
biography.25 For the purposes of the present investigation, however, the importance of
Torrente’s time in Burgos actively working for the Falange can be parsed out by the
fact that, in 1947, he procured work at the Naval War College of Madrid, where he
would live until 1964. Interestingly, the political capital he had acquired upon joining
the ranks of the Nationalists at the start of the Civil War would have undoubtedly
played a role in the possibility of working in Madrid. Indeed, Gómez-Pérez remarks
that this new employment was “por sus buenos contactos” (121).
While teaching history at the Naval War College, Torrente found that, in
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comparison to his less fortunate colleagues around the peninsula, he had considerable
academic freedom. He explains: “Debo decir que gocé, durante ese tiempo, de una
absoluta libertad de cátedra, y que en la mía dije cosas que, por entonces, les estaban
vedadas a los profesores de las universidades. Fue, a este respecto, una etapa
satisfactoria” (“Prólogo” 66). This period of relative calm in Madrid ended abruptly in
1962 when Torrente “took part in one of several protests against governmental
repression and censorial arbitrariness, signing with some other 200 others an open
letter to the regime” (Pérez, Gonzalo 17), a protest that was precipitated by “unos
sucesos en las minas asturianas” (Gómez-Pérez 122).26 After years of procuring
political capital, securing entry into more and more advantageous circles of politically
connected friends, and generally stabilizing his always-problematic financial situation,
Torrente was after this incident forced to resign his position and move back to Galicia.
He later remarked that “[t]odo lo cual no me cogió de sorpresa, porque sé perder”
(“Prólogo” 74).
Beyond the implications that Torrente’s politics will have as a function of his
cultural capital, which will be more methodically laid out in subsequent sections, the
previous analysis serves to demonstrate how even in his political life Torrente was
skilled at surveying the high ground within specific fields. The strategies that he
employed for accruing political capital as a function of his membership in the Falange
opened up a number of different social circles that extricated him from potential
problems vis-à-vis his past affiliation with the PG; introduced him to the elite
intellectual circle of the Burgos group; and helped him secure employment at the
Naval War College in Madrid. Though he eventually forfeited his political capital in
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the mid-1960s when he betrayed the group from whence the fountain of political
capital flowed, by this time the potential for violent retribution from the Franco regime
had severely diminished.
Looking forward towards Torrente’s strategies for accruing cultural capital,
Torrente’s membership in the Falange would have far-reaching implications. For
many, when the Galician novelist sided with the Caudillo, he publically betrayed his
regional Galician heritage in favor of Castilian nationalism. Galicia, to a certain
extent, would never completely forgive him for the betrayal—as evidenced by the
wide array of opinions concerning his politics to this day. As a consequence, until the
end of his life the Galician novelist went to great lengths to obtain his Galician badge
of belonging, to reclaim his galeguidade. One of his tactics was to bring his fictional
production within the purview of embodied cultural capital of the Galician sort. That
is, he takes great pains to convince the critical establishment that his fiction comes to
be because of his Galician identity. That Galicia is portrayed as the alpha and omega
of his most celebrated fictional works can thus be seen as a strategy to recover his lost
Galician identity; politics is thus always lurking in the background of Torrente’s
strategies to accrue cultural capital. The fact that the Symposium on Galician studies
devolved into a shouting match hints at the degree to which Torrente’s politics and
culture are still inextricably intertwined to this day.
B. Javier Mariño
Before delving specifically into the development of Torrente’s cultural capital
it is informative to pause briefly and consider the circumstances of the 1943
publication of Javier Mariño, the varied critical reaction it has received, and the
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renewed scrutiny more recently for what was largely an unnoticed literary work at the
time of its publication. That the novel has emerged as a contentious text among
literary critics is part and parcel of a more general movement to recuperate the
collective memory of a turbulent past, since the easing of the pacto de silencio has
permitted the general public and literary critics alike to delve more carefully into those
first decades of the Franco regime. Perhaps the greatest irony of Javier Mariño, then,
is that Spanish politics and the broader cultural-historical milieu affected the
circumstances of its publication, the initial reactions to the novel, and to this day
continue to mediate the manner in which the text is received. It is in this way, as a
novel that has been problematized by extra-literary elements from its inception, that I
consider Javier Mariño as emblematic of a more comprehensive critical tension that is
engendered around Torrente’s political and cultural capital.
The plot of Javier Mariño is rather unremarkable. With obvious allusions to its
still recent past, Javier decides to flee the unrest of civil war that has enveloped Spain
and travels to Paris, where he meets a varied cast of characters. The female protagonist
is Magdalena, a member of the French nobility, who is also involved in a communist
youth organization. After Magdalena falls ill, Javier is made aware of Magdalena’s
tortuous love affair with a married man, Julio, and, though Javier initially rejects
Magdalena due to her status as a ‘fallen women,’ he ultimately decides to marry her,
whereupon he returns to Spain to fight on the side of the Nationalists (Pérez, Gonzalo
44). However, this is merely the denouement that ultimately emerged after passing
through the censor. In the original version, after an amorous night together, Javier sails
for America, leaving Magdalena behind, whereupon she commits suicide.
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The circumstances of the text’s publication, together with the obvious parallels
between the eponymous character’s conversion story and Torrente’s own enlistment in
the ranks of the Falange, have incited numerous critical readings that seek to examine
the manner in which Torrente’s ideario falangista is made manifest in the novel.
Gómez-Pérez notes that “[a] través de esta novela Torrente sintió de manera extrema
la influencia negativa de la ideología en su carrera literaria” (125); Pedrós-Gascón
analyzes the various rewritings that the text underwent (in 1943, 1977, and 1985),
arguing that
[l]a obra, con su problemática reescritura, trae a primer plano los
problemas de un discurso crítico académico que sigue primando y
extendiendo la etiqueta liberal que Torrente abrazó a partir de los 60
incluso a sus obras más claramente partisanas, con un erróneo prisma
teleológico, realidad a la que no está sujeto solamente Torrente, aunque
su caso sea uno de los más ejemplares. (124)
Eduardo Iáñez Pareja focuses his critique on the novel’s subtitle, Historia de una
conversión, maintaining that the conversion story of Javier, like that of Torrente, stems
from ideological in-fighting within the Falangist camp, from a “falangismo
nacionalista e intelectual” to a “nacionalcatolicismo moralizante,” the favored
ideological mode of the nationalists in the early 1940s (334).
Not all critics read Javier Mariño in this way, however. In “¿Javier Mariño
falangista?,” Loureiro questions critical judgments that tease out the fascist rhetoric in
the text, noting that “si bien Javier Mariño tiene algunas ideas que se pueden
encontrar también en el falangismo, no se puede concluir que la novela o el personaje
sean falangistas” (104). Pérez maintains that the text lacks certain key elements that
would constitute a fascist novel, including “las ausentes actitudes del triunfalismo y
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nacionalismo, el culto a la violencia, la exaltación del militarismo y la virilidad, el
antifeminismo y anti-intelectualismo, y la fobia anticomunista” (Sátiras 82); Ignacio
Soldevila-Durante rejects the political version of the conversion story, and proposes
instead that “la libertad que allí se reclama [por Javier] no es sino intelectual,
espiritualista y se opone abiertamente tanto a las sumisiones de partido como al
sufragio universal” (44).
In delineating this cursory recapitulation of extant criticism concerning Javier
Mariño, my intention is neither to create a critical space wherein I can insert my own
critical judgments, nor is it to take a side on the issue as to the degree of Javier’s or
Torrente’s ideario falangista. Within the more comprehensive bounds of this
investigation, Javier Mariño and the critical reaction to the text instead underscore the
aforementioned critical tension that arises as a function of the intersection between
Torrente’s politics and his fictional output. More specifically, in terms of the
Bourdiesian notion of capital, the dividends of political capital that Torrente accrued
by aligning himself with the Falange become inherently embroiled in considerations of
the cultural sort. In other words, to borrow Gómez-Pérez’s phrase, the specter of
fascism always-already lurks in the background when assessing the contours of
Torrente’s portfolio of cultural capital.
C. The Cervantine Tradition
The most prominent and well-documented fountainhead of Torrente’s cultural
capital is, without a doubt, Miguel de Cervantes and his El ingenioso hidalgo don
Quijote de la Mancha (1605). Upon receiving the coveted Cervantes Prize in 1985,
Torrente remarked that Cervantes “mostró a sus seguidores, próximos y lejanos, afines
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o dispares, un camino que todos forzosamente tuvimos que seguir: aunque quizá no
sea precisamente un camino, sino un modo, el de estar en la realidad, de relacionarse
con ella, de dar de ella la oportuna cuenta poética” (“Discurso”). In El Quijote como
juego (1984), a book-length critical essay, the Galician novelist pays homage to the
most towering figure of Spanish letters as he sets “forth a series of structuring
principles of the Cervantine narrative which are reflected (with experimental
modifications) in his own novels beginning with La saga/fuga” (Pérez, “Cervantine
Parody” 159). Indeed, parody, metafiction, intertextuality, and the tenuous division
between fiction and reality are some of the central metaliterary characteristics of
Torrente’s own masterpiece, La saga/fuga de J.B.
As an embodied form of cultural capital, the role of the narrator in the Quijote
proved invaluable in the development of Torrente’s own theory of the novel. In a
rather telling passage, Torrente remarks upon the fact that the narrator in the Quijote is
an absolutely essential element for understanding the text’s narrative possibilities:
Se intenta dar respuesta en este apartado a la cuestión planteada en su
epígrafe: «¿Quién cuenta el Quijote?», no por seguir la moda, ni
siquiera por aplicar un método que, radicalmente, lo exija, sino por
creer que, moda o método, el resultado permitirá descubrir la estructura
primaria del Quijote, aquella que lo engendró como tal novela, ya que
si bien la misma historia pudiera haberse contado de otro modo, la
novela resultante sería distinta. (El Quijote como juego 28)
Of particular interest is the comment which suggests that, had Cervantes chosen a
different kind of narrator, the text would be radically different. Torrente makes clear
that, while the formal characteristics of any narrator open up certain narrative
pathways, the choice of a specific narratorial profile also closes off additional
approaches for developing a narrative discourse. As Pérez notes, “Torrente considers
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the more or less visible narrator both an artifice and part of the art of the novel”
(“Cervantine Parody” 159). In this way, the narrator becomes the sine qua non of a
literary text because it governs and delimits narrative possibilities. The question of the
narrator, which emerges as an idiosyncratic element of Torrente’s literary texts, is a
formal aspect with which Torrente was highly attuned, in large part due to the
Cervantine tradition.
Though I will speak in greater detail about the equivocal role of the narrator in
La saga/fuga de J.B. below, the narrative focalization was clearly a preoccupation
which caused Torrente much consternation while in the process of writing his most
celebrated text. Torrente left a number of paratexts behind that catalogue the various
stages that the work underwent. His writing process was such that he would dictate
into a tape recorder his thoughts about how to proceed in the creation of a text, in
order to later return to the recordings while putting his thoughts on paper. Literary
critics thus have the privilege to accompany Torrente through the writing process. In
his Los cuadernos de un vate vago (1984), Torrente archives the evolution of La
saga/fuga de J.B., which demonstrates an intense brooding on the topic of narrator.
In December of 1969, in an act of literary catharsis, Torrente watched as the
first version of La saga/fuga de J.B. burned in the fireplace at his home in Albany,
New York. His writings up to this point had lead him to an impasse: the third-person
narrator that he had employed to tell his story would be unable to finish the novel
satisfactorily: “el enfoque que le he dado hasta ahora a la novela es un fabuloso error,”
notes Torrente, “he llegado a la conclusión de que la naturaleza de los materiales no
permite una ordenación racional, entendiendo por racional una ordenación cronológica
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e incluso una regularidad casual” (Los cuadernos 184-5). He entertains the idea of
perhaps focalizing the story through the likes of Jacinto Barallobre or Jesualdo
Bendaña, but ultimately concludes that there is only one character who can carry out
his literary vision:
He llegado a la conclusión de que mi estructura mental no sirve para
contar esto, y que necesito que lo cuente otro, que lo cuente otro cuya
cabeza le permita implantar en estos materiales el desorden que los
materiales requieren, y ando alrededor de esto, ando dando vueltas
porque, de todos los personajes que tengo puestos en pie, ¿quién es el
que puede contar la novela? […] Yo pienso que, a pesar de todos los
inconvenientes, es Bastida el único que puede contar esto. (Cuadernos
185).
It is in this way, after a long process of trial and error, that Torrente arrived to have
Bastida tell the story of Castroforte and its mythic history. Torrente’s insistence upon
finding the right focalization for his text can be partly attributed to his familiarity of
Cervante’s Quijote.
The Cervantine tradition likewise sets an example as to how narrators can
behave within their respective narrative worlds. For Torrente, like Unamuno and
Cervantes before him, a narrator is not simply a literary mechanism that provides
useful information to the reader, that passively guides the reader through a fictitious
world. Instead, a narrator can actively participate in the narrative discourse by making
themselves visible under various guises. About the Quijote, Torrente remarks that the
conduct of the narrator “excede las funciones que como tal debieran corresponderle,
que serían de mero vehículo, de mero ardid técnico” (El Quijote 98). For instance, in
Part I of the Quijote, Cide Hamete Benengeli documents the life of don Quijote and
his faithful servant Sancho Panza, a lost text that is translated to Spanish “by an
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unnamed morisco,” only then to be ultimately “edited for the reader by Miguel de
Cervantes” (Mancing 64).27 With this foundational use of the found-manuscript
technique, and the author’s own appearance as a fictional character, Cervantes
established a literary tradition that gave primacy to metafiction and self-reflectivity. It
is no surprise, then, that in the twentieth-century Torrente writes that “[u]na novela no
es tanto lo que se cuenta como el modo de estar contado; y, en éste, referido al
Quijote, el narrador es la pieza primodial” (El Quijote 28). In La saga/fuga de J.B.,
Torrente further explores this Cervantine cultural tradition when he experiments with
the idea of a novel-in-progress, which I will flesh out in more detail in Chapter IV.
Famously, moreover, the Quijote is a parody of the chivalric romances popular
during the sixteenth-century. But it also demonstrates elements of the picaresque
novel—first made popular by Lazarillo de Tormes (1554)—and the pastoral novel,
among others. Pérez notes that the “incorporation of motifs, myths and structures
drawn from other novelistic subgenres and the liberal use of intertextuality” are all
“metaliterary traits of the Quijote” (“Cervantine Parody” 159). In like manner,
Torrente draws upon a wide range of traditions, incorporates them into his La
saga/fuga de J.B., and ultimately undermines them through parody. Not limiting
himself to purely literary modes of discourse, however, Torrente also draws on
linguistics and literary theory as the target of his parodic barbs: the realist novel, the
fantastic novel, the epistolary novel, Sausurian linguistics, and structuralism all
appear, in one form or another, in the Galician novelist’s magnus opus. It is not
difficult to imagine that Torrente’s penchant for writing in the mode of a novelistic
bricolage is due in large part to the embodied cultural capital that he enjoyed via the
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Cervantine tradition.
The Galician novelist’s narrative strategies for experimenting with the
conflation of the real and the fantastic are similarly derived, in part, from Cervantes.
Robert Alter writes,
One measure of Cervantes’ genius is the fact that he is the initiator of
both traditions of the novel; his juxtaposition of high-flown literary
fantasies with grubby actuality point the way to realists, his zestfully
ostentatious manipulation of the artifice he constructs setting a
precedent for all the self-conscious novelists to come. (3-4)
That is, the fantastic aesthetic comes to be as a function of don Quijote’s mental state;
his ‘high-flown literary fantasies’ of embodying the essence of the medieval knightserrant skew his perception of the world he inhabits, thus allowing the fantastic
aesthetic to spring forth from the pages of the text. But the literary world wherein don
Quijote adventures is, in many ways, meant also to represent a vision of early
seventeenth-century Spain that surrounded the author. Indeed, for this reason, the text
is ripe for opportunities at social criticism. The third level, referred to above by Alter,
is the self-conscious reflection of the text-as-artifice, a characteristic of the novel that
has captured readers’ attention for generations. In combining the real, the fantastic,
and the metafictitious, Cervantes laid the groundwork for future fiction writers.
Torrente will put his own Galician stamp on how these three metaliterary
characteristics interact in his La saga/fuga de J.B.
But Torrente diversified his portfolio of embodied cultural capital by extending
beyond the Iberian Peninsula as well. In an interview in 1990, Torrente pays homage
to his literary forebears of English descent, specifically invoking the fictional writings
of the eighteenth-century Anglican clergyman Laurence Sterne:
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yo llevo años diciendo que a mí hay que seguirme la pista por los
escritores ingleses de raíz cervantina; y cuando digo esto estoy diciendo
la verdad, no estoy formulando un mito, estoy diciendo una verdad: es
en donde yo aprendí. Por ejemplo Sterne, cuya influencia es mucho
más importante que la de otros. (Becerra, Guardo la voz 187-8)
Above and beyond the self-awareness for his penchant of formulating myths
surrounding his own literary biography, it is clear that Torrente believed that he had
incurred a literary debt to Sterne. Though little critical investigation has been carried
out concerning this connection, a cursory comparison of Sterne’s Tristram Shandy
(1759) and Torrente’s La saga/fuga de J.B. reveals a number of formal and thematic
characteristics that support the Galician novelist’s claim.
Perhaps one of the most striking similarities between the two works is the
topography of the physical texts themselves. The famous ‘black page’ is a particularly
revelatory example of Sterne’s tendency to accentuate the conventionality of the
physical form of the novel by way of typographical oddities. Upon the death of the
vicar Yorick, Sterne inserts a page entirely covered with black ink, forcing the reader
to reflect on his death without the assistance of the ever-present narrator. Torrente, in
La saga/fuga de J.B., similarly plays with the text-as-artifice by inserting a number of
charts, graphs, found texts, and poems.
Narrative time likewise functions as a connection between the two texts.
Rather humorously, Tristram attempts to tell the story of his life, though he ultimately
proves to be quite inept at carrying out this task. For, he constantly deviates from
chronological time in order to provide the reader with additional information to such
an extent that, while he recounts his conception in the first chapter of Volume I, he
does not arrive to his actual birth until Volume III. Sterne’s manipulation of the
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narrative discourse thus constitutes a humorous point for the assiduous reader, since
the narrator is seemingly incapable of actually telling the story of his life. Torrente
hyperbolically extends this notion of the manipulation of the text’s discourse in La
saga/fuga de J.B. by, first, creating three distinct segments of narrative time: the
narrative present, Castroforte’s historical past, and the city’s mythic past. Bastida the
narrator jumps from time period to time period just as Tristram does by way of
imbuing his discourse with all varieties of analepses (both internal and external),
prolepses, paralipses, intercalations, asides, found texts, critical essays, poems, letters,
and dream episodes, all of which serve to muddle narrative time.
Thematically, too, there exist parallels between the two texts. From the outset
of Tristram Shandy, Sterne establishes the bawdy tone that will run throughout. When
Tristram describes the (literally) anticlimactic nature of his conception, his mother
asks aloud mid-coitus whether or not Tristram’s father had forgotten to wind the
clock, a humorously euphemistic play on words that serves as a harbinger for
Tristram’s own hapless life. Torrente, for his part, similarly recurs to the prurient in La
saga/fuga de J.B., though sex and, indeed, infidelity, have a much more vital function
in the Galician novelist’s text. For, they are the prime movers of the narrative
discourse because the foundational myths of Castroforte are oftentimes transmitted by
way of amorous trysts.
Once more, as with Cervantes, it is possible to detect Torrente’s embodied
cultural capital at work with the English novelist Sterne. Aided by his already highly
generative habitus, Torrente locates certain narrative innovations in Tristram Shandy,
a little-known text on the Iberian Peninsula, and emulates them. He appropriates those
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traits which can plausibly enrich his text, modifying them to fit his larger vision of La
saga/fuga de J.B. According to Colin Smith La saga/fuga de J.B. “es la novela más
verdaderamente cervantina que se ha publicado después del Quijote, aunque las
comparaciones que más valen, son, quizás, con Tristram Shandy, obra a su vez
conocidamente cervantina a lo inglés” (Smith 644).
Since political capital and cultural capital are involved in a dialectic
relationship, it must be asked, then, what kind of political capital does Torrente
acquire upon laying claim to the cultural capital of the Cervantine tradition? Given
that the field of power “functions as [a] sort of “meta-field” that operates as an
organizing principle of differentiation and struggle throughout all fields,” by tapping
into the Cervantine tradition of embodied cultural capital, Torrente is ipso facto
positioning himself into the larger field of power (Swartz 136). As discussed above,
the field of power underwent a drastic reorientation when the Nationalists emerged
victorious in the Spanish Civil War. The Castilian language as a result was hoisted to a
preeminent position within the hierarchy of languages on the Peninsula. By aligning
himself with Cervantes, whose fiction represents the paragon of the Castilian
language, Torrente was at once tapping into a rich cultural tradition in addition to
uniting himself with the preferred language of the state—though, as we saw, he did
not really have a ‘choice’ in this matter. As regards the hierarchy of literatures in
Spain, Cervantes is the foundational figure of the Spanish national literary field. Since
regional languages and literatures were likewise targets of state repression under
Franco, as I noted, the Spanish literary field occupied the top position; Torrente thus
politically benefited by situating himself within the Cervantine tradition because the
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Spanish literary field was the only national literary field to be admitted into the field of
power.
But if the Cervantine tradition improved Torrente’s position in the Spanish
national literary field, it did so also with the profile of his Galician credentials as well.
Recall that the master strategist Torrente had forfeited his Galician identity upon
enlisting into the Falange after the war, and was thus constantly taking measures to
recuperate his galeguidade. For Torrente, the embodied cultural capital of the
Cervantine tradition provided the perfect opportunity to demonstrate his fealty to his
native Galicia. For, time and time again Torrente sought to distance Cervantes from
his Castilian roots, a prospect that, upon first glance, seems rather untenable, though in
fact serves as a testament to Torrente’s highly generative habitus.
He observes in a 1983 interview that “en España seguen sen entende-lo
Quixote” because “[a] actitude de Cervantes diante da realidade non coincide coa
actitude típica dos españoles” (Reigosa 24). According to Torrente, the dogmatism of
Spanish culture is at odds with Cervantes’ celebrated text. About Spanish society, he
notes that:
[s]egue a ser dogmática. Segue a ser unha sociedade seria e Cervantes
non é serio. Cervantes é un rebuldeiro, un brincallán, alguén que
inventa o humor. E o español é o malhumor. O español é Quevedo,
pero non é Cervantes. E decir, o español é o resultado dun senso moral
e dunha falla de imaxinación. (25)
Though he doesn’t actually come out and say it explicitly, what he is suggesting is that
Cervantes’ sense of humor, his flippancy, and his extraordinary imagination are in fact
more indicative of the Galician ethos than the Spanish one. Elsewhere, he remarks,
[h]ay algunas realidades que no son ni historia, ni folklore, ni siquiera
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sociología, que yo pienso que operan sobre los gallegos de una manera
eficaz. Es una experiencia que a los españoles les resulta nueva o
extraña, pero no a ustedes, que son de tierras verdes con niebla. En
Castilla, un árbol es un árbol, una piedra es una piedra, y lo mismo una
casa o un castillo. En Galicia, no sabemos lo que es nada. El castillo
puede ser casa o puede ser la joroba de un gigante, y evidentemente los
pobladores de los bosques son mucho más de los que se ven. Es decir,
existe una indeterminación, una vaguedad, que nos impide ser
dogmáticos. De manera que la primera diferencia notable frente al
dogmatismo castellano es la ambigüedad gallega. (La experiencia
gallega 2)
In contrasting Spain from Galicia in terms of dogmatism and ambiguousness, Torrente
sought to strategically align the Cervantine tradition with his Galician heritage. He
was a forceful proponent of this view, I suggest, due to the vulnerability of his
Galician identity, which had been seriously questioned as a result of his years in the
Falange. For Torrente, then, only a Galician could properly comprehend the
articulations of El príncipe de los ingenios and convert them to long-lasting
dispositions of the mind. And it just so happens that Torrente was, after all, Galician.
D. Galicia, Myth, and Torrente Ballester
If the Cervantine tradition provided a form of embodied cultural capital that
directly influenced the formal and stylistic aspects of La saga/fuga de J.B., then the
Galician cultural tradition supplied the foundational thematics. At the heart of his
thematics is the experimentation with myth and history. As far back as the 1940s, the
Galician novelist was exploring the narrative possibilities that the incorporation of
myth had to offer. Indeed, in Ifigenia (1949), Torrente recounts the life of Iphigenia,
daughter of Agamemnon and Clytemnestra of Greek mythology, whose sacrifice at the
hands of her father was appropriated by Torrente as a literary vehicle to comment on
his deception with Spanish politics immediately after the Civil War. “No hay una
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conducta política pura,” he remarked in an interview in 1988, “la conducta política es
siempre una apariencia que cubre una ambición innoble,” adding that Ifigenia “es una
especie de parábola política” (Becerra, Guardo la voz 74). For the young novelist, the
conflation of myth, politics, and literary expression would become a defining, if
problematic, feature of his narrative.
In many ways, Torrente’s use of myth can be understood as a reaction to the
highly effective propaganda machine of the Franco regime, which sought to
consolidate power by establishing mechanisms for controlling information: “The war
years and decade immediately following in Spain comprised a period of intense mythmaking by the Falange and the Franco regime, as both José Antonio Primo de Rivera
[…] and Franco himself were mythologized” (Pérez, Fascist Models 79). Top party
officials were subject to a process of mythologization whereby their actions during
and after the civil war were elevated to heroic, even divine, heights. Antonio Cazorla
Sánchez writes that after the war “[t]he divinely chosen hero of Spain needed an
appropriate biography, or rather, what may perhaps be more accurately described as a
hagiography” (74). He was referring, of course, to Franco.
The manipulation of the public image of Franco underwent a number of
different phases, manifested itself in various tactics, and drew upon a diverse cultural
imagery to forge a mythic representation of the Caudillo.28 Franco was portrayed as
selected by divine providence to lead the once-great empire back to its former status.
He was to ensure the unification of Spain that the bloody war had brought about and to
eradicate masonry and communism from the peninsula. He compared himself “to the
great warrior heroes and empire-builders of Spain’s past, particularly El Cid, Charles
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V, [and] Philip II” (Preston, Franco xvii). By drawing upon Spain’s idealized past and
God’s divine intervention, “Franco had always been the man chosen by God and
Spain” (Cazorla Sánchez 86). For Torrente, this myth making in the public sphere
could be harnessed for his own literary ambitions.
In a process Torrente calls destripar el mito, or disemboweling the myth, the
Galician novelist “selects extant myths and intertextual precedents which parallel the
structures or reflect motifs of fascist or Falangist myth and subverts them” (Pérez,
“Fascist Models” 80). He does this by preserving the general plot points of specific
myth narratives, but changes the motivations or the circumstances surrounding the
principle characters. In this way, “what originally seemed a heroic deed becomes a
vile or cowardly one” (Pérez, “Fascist Models” 80). Pérez enjoins critics of Torrente’s
fiction to see this novelistic technique against the backdrop of the politics of the
Franco regime, as the veiled modifications to a myth’s circumstances oftentimes
subverted those same values that were crucial in justifying Franco’s position of power
in Spain: patriotism, the exaltation of militarism, and the cult of the patriarchy, to
mention a few. Torrente’s appropriation of the embodied cultural capital of myth was
thus very much inflected by a political component.
But where, specifically, does Torrente turn to develop his wellspring of
mythic, embodied cultural capital? The answer is simple: to his native Galicia. In
Galicia, myth, legend, and folklore are woven into the fabric of the region’s cultural
tapestry. In part, this is because of the various peoples that have historically occupied
the region. Not only are the Celtic castros, or hill forts, still visible today, but the
Celtic tradition “puede ser detectada también en la persistencia de antiguas costumbres
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y actitudes, y en otros muchos detalles como la perpetuación de los arcaicos nombres
de lugar, tradiciones y formas de vidas derivadas del pasado céltico” (Alberro 24).
This Celtic legacy in Galicia links the region to cultural traditions across the Atlantic:
Great Britain, Cornwall, Wales, Scotland, The Isle of Man, and Ireland. For his part,
Torrente aligns himself with the heritage of the Celts, a strategy that bears fruit in
terms of the narrative profile of La saga/fuga de J.B.
Beyond the Celts, the apocryphal stories of the Christian tradition were
likewise converted into a valuable narrative commodity for the Galician novelist. As
the story goes, James the Great was martyred in Judea in the first-century CE.
Thereafter, his body was transported to Galicia, which was thereupon relocated to
Santiago de Compostela, where it is (believed to be) interred to this day. It was around
this figure that the cult of St. James flourished. In the 12th century, St. James was
reincarnated to fight for the Christian army at the Battle of Clavijo against the
advancing Moors, earning him the nickname El Matamoros. During the Middle Ages,
the tomb of St. James in Santiago de Compostela emerged as an important destination
for religious pilgrims seeking penitence and spiritual growth on the Camino de
Santiago, linking the region with the rest of Europe. Indeed, “[e]l mito de Santiago es
uno de los que más eco encuentra en la labor creadora de Torrente” (Ponte Far,
Galicia 266). Torrente’s habitus permitted him to tap into these reserves of embodied
cultural capital and reformulate them in his fictional works against the political
backdrop of twentieth-century Spain.
Torrente also actively promoted the role that myth played in La saga/fuga de
J.B. In a particularly revealing presentation given in Germany in 1987, he explains,
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Ustedes saben que Galicia es un “Finis Terrae”. Como tal “Finis terrae”
vivió su historia. El “Finisterre” era buscado por los peregrinos de
Santiago, y todas las tierras que poseen como Galicia esta condición de
“Finis Terrae”: Irlanda, Bretaña, Cornualles, Gales, Portugal son tierras
que poseen un mito redentor. Simplificando, la esperanza en el retorno
del rey don Sebastián en Portugal, y la esperanza en el retorno del rey
Artús en los países célticos. Pues bien, yo observé cuando tuve
conciencia de estas cosas, que en Galicia hay fundalmentalmente un
mito, que es un mito terrestre, el de Santiago, del apóstol Santiago.
Pero no existen grandes mitos marítimos, sino leyendas más o menos
intrascendentes […] El rey don Sebastián vendrá de la mar, el rey Artús
vendrá de la mar, pero los gallegos no esperamos que venga nadie de la
mar a redimirnos. Y entonces se me ocurrió, por una parte, recordarles
a los gallegos esta carencia y, por otra, suplirla, y entonces inventé la
mitología de los J.B., que está visiblemente inspirada en el rey don
Sebastián, en el rey Artús. (“La experiencia gallega” 4-5)
What is perhaps most interesting about this etiological characterization of La
saga/fuga de J.B. is that the essence of the novel materializes because of Torrente’s
vast cache of embodied cultural capital of the mythic variety. He invokes the Celtic
legacy that connects Galicia to localities across the Atlantic. From there, he can bring
King Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table into the fold. And he adduces the
redemption myths of Saint Sebastian and the Apostle James. What’s more, not only is
he drawing upon various mythic traditions when formulating the characteristics of his
J.B. myth, but he is also consciously contributing to Galician culture, as he perceives
the myth of the J.B to be a supplement to an already long, extensive, and diverse
Galician mythic tradition. Not surprisingly, he is referring to Galicia’s relationship to
myth when he remarks that “[l]a tierra donde yo nací […] es la materia más
importante de mi obra narrativa” (“La experiencia gallega” 1).
When viewed in conjunction, Torrente’s embodied cultural capital, which is
primarily characterized by coordinates constituted by the Cervantine tradition and the
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myths of his native Galicia, reveals much more about the Galician novelist’s narrative
than has heretofore been recognized by the critical establishment. The real/fantastic
binary invoked to critically describe Torrente’s fictional works is oftentimes viewed
through the lens of competing geographies. That is, the organizing political and social
structures of Ferrol and Serantes, wherein Torrente’s childhood habitus was incubated,
evinced characteristics that could be aligned with the realist/fantastic aesthetic he
cultivated later in life. As I noted in the section concerning his habitus, this leap of
logic must be nuanced within the Bourdieusian framework. Now, the realist/fantastic
aesthetic in La saga/fuga de J.B. can be better contextualized as a function of the
author’s embodied cultural capital. During the novel’s gestation period, Torrente lays
bare how he would manipulate the embodied capital accrued from both the Cervantine
tradition and the legacy of Galician myths. He writes in Los cuadernos de un vate
vago that La saga/fuga de J.B. will have a serious tone throughout,
sin que se vea por ninguna parte asomo de caricatura. Con seriedad
incluso trágica, y además realizando todas estas fantasías con arreglo a
la técnica realista más estricta. Esto me parece fundamental. […] Es
decir, entramos en un mundo fantástico con una máquina fotográfica y
con un magnetófono en las manos. (94-5)
From the beginning, Torrente was experimenting with a narrative wherein the realist
literary aesthetic could exist side-by-side with the fantastic. His approach is different
in kind from the realist/fantastic binary evidenced in the Quijote. Whereas Cervantes’
don Quijote enters into a ‘real’ world and imbues it with fantastic elements derived
from his sanity (or lack thereof), Torrente enters into a fantastic world equipped with
the explicative capacities of the realist literary aesthetic. Torrente thus put an original
stamp on the binary by inversing the way the realist/fantastic dichotomy interacted.
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But Torrente’s use of the real and the fantastic differed from the Quijote in
other significant ways as well. Here too his profile of embodied cultural capital is
revelatory. The fantastic elements of the Quijote are first and foremost engendered in
the narrative as a function of the psychical condition of the main character; don
Quijote’s skewed perception of reality creates a dissonance with the world in which he
inhabits. In contrast, Torrente relies upon the embodied cultural capital steeped in
Galicia’s mythic legacy. The Celtic and Christian myths provide the foundation upon
which Torrente erects his fantastic world, which he catalogues framed through the lens
of literary realism. What’s more is that by setting the story in the fictional Galician
city of Castroforte, and by recurring to Galicia’s myths and legends, Torrente’s
embodied cultural capital can take on a political bent. In the novel, the Natives of
Castroforte, who believe that one day a redeemer J.B. will descend upon the city to
save them from the imperious Goths, are constantly defending their culture from a
central authority based in Madrid. Seen against the backdrop of twentieth-century
regionalist politics, this fictional representation of the tension between regional
cultures and the central powers provides Torrente with fodder to comment on the
broader political realities of the period, particularly when this paradigm is obscured by
his process of disemboweling the myth. His Galician embodied cultural capital in La
saga/fuga de J.B. is thus at once redirected for political purposes and fused with the
Cervantine tradition.
E. The Latin American “Boom”
Torrente’s portfolio of cultural capital was shaped in other ways as well,
beyond simply the notion of literary indebtedness and embodied cultural capital.
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Outside of the Iberian Peninsula, from the early 1960s to the early 1970s, Latin
American fiction writers were beginning to experiment with new literary forms that
would eventually bring about their Golden Age. The Latin American Boom, as it
became known, thrust a number of different writers from around Latin America onto
the world literary scene—Julio Cortázar (Argentina), Carlos Fuentes (México), and
Mario Vargas Llosa (Peru), to mention a few. When the Columbian author Gabriel
García Márquez published his Cien años de soledad in 1967, the novel quickly
emerged as the high-water mark of what became known as Magical Realism. The
blending of fantastic elements within a realist discourse made for a “playful and
funny” read, “though at the same time it provided the complexity, stylistic
experimentation, historicism, and social criticism of other fiction of the period”
(Rueda 135). A highly stylized ludic sense, an emphasis on formal experimentation,
and the foregrounding of history as an inexorable force in determining cultural
phenomena are likewise all shorthand phrases often used to characterize Torrente’s La
saga/fuga de J.B. Coupled with the fact that Torrente published his magnum opus only
five years after Cien años, it was inevitable that literary critics would spring to action
in making comparisons between the two texts. Indeed, Mario Santana remarks that
“[t]he issue of the comparison between the novels by Torrente and García Márquez
seems to have been a permanent theme in Spanish scholarship at the time of the
publication of La saga/fuga de J.B.” (116).
A number of critics, in particular Ángel Rama in his El “Boom” en perspectiva
(1984), have approached the success of Latin American Boom writers by analyzing
the dynamics of the literary market. “[T]he success of authors such as García Márquez
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and Cortázar,” notes Ignacio M. Sánchez Prado, “was due not only to the aesthetic
quality of their work but also to the construction of an effective network of commodity
circulation in the Spanish-language book market” (121). This reconfiguration of
literary networks launched works such as Cien años beyond Latin American borders,
into the United States—through a flurry of translations by major publishing houses—
and over the Atlantic to Spain. Indeed, Spain was one of the biggest promoters of the
Boom writers, as publishing houses such as Seix Barral published and distributed
these Latin American writers throughout the peninsula. The result, for Torrente, was a
constant need to rebuke claims that the fantastic elements of his La saga/fuga de J.B.
were derived from Latin American works of magical realism, more generally, and
Cien años, specifically. In an interview with Becerra, Torrente maintains that
[u]n análisis exclusivamente estructural, empezando por mi sintaxis,
por mi uso de las metáforas, lo que es meramente estilo (el sistema de
construcción verbal, el origen y la manipulación de imágenes),
revelaría que no tiene nada que ver mi fantasía con la de Márquez.
(Guardo la voz 39)
Why does Torrente feel the need to reject so vehemently associations with García
Márquez and the Latin American Boom writers? One approach to answering this
question is to recur to Torrente’s politics. In aligning himself with the Falange after
the Civil War, Torrente relinquished a significant portion of his Galician identity. His
Galician identity—and the embodied cultural capital it afforded—was vulnerable to
attack and easily impugned. Thereafter he sought to assert his galeguidade and to lay
claim to his stake of a Galician identity. In the wake of García Márquez’s appearance
on the world literary scene and the pressure to address the similarities between the
two, Torrente pounced on the opportunity to reclaim his Galicianess. For Torrente, the
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fantastic elements of his fiction existed as a result of his Galician identity, not as a
simulacrum of magical realism.
Finally, Torrente does also seem to occupy the logical high ground in his
repudiation of the Latin American Boom. The conflation of the realist/fantastic
aesthetic, as we saw, can be clearly traced through his strategies for accruing
embodied cultural capital: the Quijote provided the formal and stylistic coordinates for
narratorial experimentation in addition to the realist/fantastic dichotomy, and the
Galician cultural capital constituted the foundational mythic thematic of La saga/fuga
de J.B. If García Márquez did indeed influence the composition of La saga/fuga de
J.B., his presence is not immediately identifiable within the bounds of the text nor the
historical record.
F. Literary Theory in the United States
The final constituent of Torrente’s diverse portfolio of cultural capital that
warrants mention concerns the benefits of his fortuitous exposure to the fashionable
literary theories sweeping through American humanities departments in the 1960s and
1970s. Beyond the reconfiguration of Torrente’s habitus as a function of America’s
objective structures, he was likewise afforded the opportunity to accrue embodied
cultural capital by availing himself of critical discussions regarding structuralism. He
later remarked that his years in the United States were those in which “el
estructuralismo y las corrientes de él derivadas salían de los círculos estrictos” and that
his habitus allowed him to “establecer puentes sólidos con lo «moderno» y
beneficiarme de métodos más perfectos que los míos y más contrastados” (“Prólogo”
81). This influx of highly operational cultural capital becomes the key to unlocking
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Torrente’s narrative potentiality. For, it positioned him to imbue his text with parodic
and satirical commentary of the leading literary and linguistic theories of the day,
which, at the time, were highly valued narrative modalities within the critical
establishment.
In his “Nota acerca de la biblioteca teórico-literaria de Gonzalo Torrente
Ballester” (2001), Gil González itemizes those texts dealing with literary theory in
Torrente’s possession in America. He notes that, in doing this, “se ha podido verificar
la profundidad de los intereses teóricos del escritor, visibles tanto en la cantidad y
calidad de sus lecturas, como en la variedad y complejidad de las áreas de las posibles
lecturas de Gonzalo Torrente Ballester” (205). More closely related to the present
investigation, Gil González finds that, though difficult to verify the date of acquisition
of the various texts, “parece posible apreciar una etapa en que ese interés se manifiesta
de manera más acusada, en torno a los años sesenta y setenta, que se correspondería,
por tanto, con la etapa americana del escritor” (206). A cursory analysis of this list
reveals the breadth of reading that Torrente was carrying out during his time in the
United States: from structuralism (Propp, Levi-Strauss, Todorov) to semiology
(Barthes) and poststructuralism (Foucault and Derrida) to narratology (Genette), to
mention only a few.
But Torrente was not simply reading for pleasure. These theoretical texts were
instead veritable treasure troves of fictionable material. That Torrente appropriated
literary theory in his La saga/fuga de J.B. is borne out by a number of different
studies, but it is worth mentioning a few of the most paradigmatic examples, since this
sort of incorporation—of the theoretical into the fictional—underscores Torrente’s
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more general ability to blend and incorporate disparate elements to create something
wholly original. For instance, the narrator/protagonist José Bastida composes poems in
a language similar to Esperanto. Torrente remarked in an interview in 1975 that “[l]os
versos de Bastida son una parodia de los análisis poéticos de Jakobson. Si la poesía
fuera lo que Jakobson dice, el resultado sería mera fonología” (Roig 48).
In another example of Torrente’s use of theory for narrative ends, Levi-Strauss,
whose original work on the dynamics of myth ushered in the structuralist period, also
becomes the object of the Galician novelist’s satirical barbs. He admits that don
Torcuato’s speech on the evolution of the human eye “es una parodia de Levi-Strauss”
(Roig 48). As Labanyi points out, Torrente in La saga/fuga de J.B., like Levi-Strauss,
understands myth as a narrative whose constituent parts are interchangeable and
arbitrary, in like manner to the operative mechanisms of language itself. Thus, variant
versions of myth can be replaced, removed, and refashioned at will “to form
meaningful structures,” and Torrente departs from this notion when composing don
Torcuato’s speech, in addition to the mythic history of the city of Castroforte in the
novel (Myth and History 226).
Finally, according to Labanyi, Torrente’s appropriation of the idea that myth is
“an autonomous system which ‘speaks through’ man rather than being his conscious
creation” also points back to Levi-Strauss, and though La saga/fuga de J.B. “is a
parody of this view,” it is also “an illustration of it” (Myth and History 230). Thus, the
parody of myth in La saga/fuga de J.B. does not preclude Torrente from at the same
time demonstrating the mechanisms of Levi-Strauss’s theory in much the same way,
for instance, that Cervantes appropriates the chivalric romances in his Quijote.
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To put this American period in the context of the present investigation, then,
what can be discerned from the objectified cultural capital in Torrente’s library and his
comments about his American experience is a definitive change in the orientation of
the Galician novelist’s embodied cultural capital. Whereas prior to his arrival to the
United States Torrente was nourished by the sustenance of the Cervantine tradition
(the role of the narrator, the real/fantastic binary, and the power of self-reflectivity in
fiction) and his Galician mythic heritage (that flung him to the far-reaches of the
Celtic cultural tradition), the critical readings he carried out in the United States
encouraged him to think in terms of how meaning is produced in literary texts.
However, if Todorov, Barthes, and Genette were trying to put a stamp of scientific
objectivity onto the study of literary texts, Torrente sought to undermine their
seriousness by injecting his customary ludic sense into those same theories. Indeed, it
is for this reason that Blackwell writes that
[t]he most salient targets of Torrente’s debunking techniques are
structuralism and other critical approaches which apply scientific
principles to literature. Just as Off-side had demonstrated the
impossibility of total objectivity in creating fictional reality, so La
saga/fuga demonstrates the absurdity of seeking scientifically rigorous
analyses of literature. (“Literature within Literature” 121)
In turning away from the embodied cultural capital of Spain and Galicia, Torrente
forged new dispositional coordinates in his mind’s eye that proved to be an invaluable
resource in composing La saga/fuga de J.B. For, he was able to both showcase his
inimitable erudition in understanding contemporary literary theory, and, in
comprehending its articulations, was able to undermine it through parody, which
allowed him to tap into the playfulness of the emerging postmodern period.
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G. Speaking from the Grave: Torrente’s strategies for Auto-Mythologization
In an interview in 1990, Becerra asked if Bastida’s loneliness is the principle
theme of La saga/fuga de J.B. With his customary antagonism towards the critical
establishment, Torrente answered,
Yo no soy capaz de decir cuál es el tema de La saga/fuga, ni creo que
haya nadie capaz de decirlo, porque todo el que lo haga diciendo que es
tal o cual, tiene que hacerlo sacrificando otros temas que tienen la
misma entidad. Si dices “La saga/fuga es una novela que tiene por tema
la sátira del estructuralismo” dices una estupidez. (Guardo la voz 55)
The documented interactions that Torrente had with the critical establishment—and
there are many—leave the impression of a cunning and crafty man, one who mastered
the techniques of self-promotion, who, like a blacksmith in his shop, forged an almostmythical image of himself. The casual unceremoniousness and the witty playfulness
with which he comes across indicate that his behavior was firmly ingrained on his
psyche. Within Bourdiesian discourse, you could even say he acted pre-reflectively, as
if his comportment sprang forth from the dispositional coordinates of his habitus. Both
how and why he takes this posture with the critical establishment is the topic of the
present section.
His attitude towards literary critics is in part political. As we saw, Torrente
resolutely employed strategies to recuperate his Galician identity: The Cervantine
tradition, a more Castilian phenomenon there could not be, was equated with the
Galician weltanschauung; the fantastic elements of Torrente’s narrative have as their
origin Galicia’s diverse mythic history; and, according to Torrente, Latin American
magical realism definitely did not influence how he assembled his fictional worlds
because his native Galicia was the well from which he drew to cultivate his fantastic
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aesthetic. What’s more, he was fueled in part by his disdain to be beholden to a
specific cultural tradition, leading critics hither and thither in their search to find the
origins of Torrente’s literary genius.
The Galician writer fancied himself a man of the world, as a novelist whose
vast repository of embodied cultural capital made him the literary progeny not simply
of one cultural tradition, but of many, and in assorted geographical locales—from
Spain and Galicia, across the Atlantic to the outermost reaches of Celtic culture and
west to America. Above, his ambivalence to say exactly what the theme of La
saga/fuga de J.B. is means that the air of mystique surrounding the novel is made
more potent, a posture that only heightens critical interest in the work. Plainly,
chicanery, subterfuge, and misdirection season the flavor of the Galician novelist’s
interviews, conference talks, and paratextual writings, all of which constitute a
concerted and sustained effort by the master strategist to improve his relational field
positions.
Time and time again, interview after interview, Torrente has pre-rehearsed,
almost memorized, answers to the questions that most commonly arise: Why did you
join the Falange? I joined the Falange to protect my family. What is real? There are
infinite spheres of reality. What is the fantastic? It departs from my conception of what
is real. How does the realist aesthetic interact with the fantastic in La saga/fuga de
J.B.? I enter into a fantastic world and attempt to catalogue it by using a realist
discourse. What role does Galicia have in your works? Galicia is the most important
material of my writings. What myths do you draw from? Saint Sebastian, Saint James,
and King Arthur. Who are your literary influences? Cervantes, Sterne, Swift, Joyce,
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Flaubert, Proust, etc.…29
Though a systematic study of Torrente’s paratexts is beyond the scope of this
investigation, I propose to zero in on a question that has implications for the larger
objectives of this investigation, one that Torrente fielded on numerous occasions, and
one that has become a favorite talking point for literary critics. In a 1973 interview,
José Batlló asks point blank: Are you a Galician writer? To which Torrente responds,
Vayamos por partes. Yo me siento un escritor europeo que escribe en
español y en cuya personalidad, por razones obvias, se dan
determinadas características que se atribuyen a los gallegos. Yo
tampoco creo que todos los gallegos sean iguales o que todos los
catalanes sean iguales. Hay, eso sí, unas características mínimas
comunes, de las cuales poseo parte y otra parte la adquiero
deliberadamente, y que en conjunto me dan un aspecto gallego. Pero
hay otra cosa más importante: mi lengua madre es el gallego, pero un
gallego muy local y muy corrumpido, difícil de transformar en
literatura, pero que conserva un ritmo peculiar. Por eso todos los
escritores gallegos que partimos de ahí, al escribir en español,
consciente o inconscientemente, acomodamos la lengua a ese ritmo,
como acomodaríamos el inglés o el francés si los aprendiéramos en vez
del castellano. Esta es la razón por la cual el castellano escrito por los
gallegos tiene ciertas calidades que no tiene ni siquiera el de los propios
castellanos. Porque el gallego es una lengua musical, con un ritmo
predominante, el dactílico (larga, larga, breve), que traslado al
castellano le da a esta lengua una modulación que no tiene, por
ejemplo, el castellano de los levantinos, de Azorín o Gabriel Miró, y
que podemos encontrar en cambio en Valle-Inclán, en Cunqueiro, en
Cela, y en general en todos los escritores que escriben en castellano
partiendo del gallego, como es mi caso. (Batlló 65)
Look more closely at how Torrente paints his answer, and the picture becomes even
more revealing, specifically as it concerns his relational field positions in the Spanish
and the Galician literary fields. In response to this yes-or-no question, a
straightforward answer was impossible for the Galician novelist. He was a European
writer, he insisted, one that wrote in Spanish, for sure, but with characteristics derived
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from his Galician heritage. In terms of literary citizenship, he deflected attempts to
univocally categorize himself. Obviously, he wrote in Spanish, which placed him
squarely within the Spanish national literary field. But that is not the whole story. Not
content with facile categorization, he nuances, or perhaps more specifically
complicates and obfuscates, attempts to designate a literary citizenship.
His Galicianness, he suggests, situated him geographically and culturally
towards the Atlantic, towards Europe. Indeed, he had followed the Cervantine
tradition all the way to England through Sterne. He showed his cards, so to speak, by
admitting to strategic action when he mentions deliberately seeking out the
characteristics most associated with his native Galicia. Why would he consciously
seek that strategy? Again, his comments point to the political and to the nature of
national literary fields: to secure the possibility of recovering his Galician identity at
some point in the future.
In invoking language, he demonstrates a consciousness of the language factor
in structuring literary fields on the Iberian Peninsula. His use of the Castilian language
in fiction precluded him from occupying the Galician national literary field—at least
at the time of the interview. The Galician linguistic habitus of his early-childhood is
made manifest in his Castilian writings by way of its musicality and rhythmic
distinctiveness, as Torrente reminds us. For historical and political reasons outlined
above in the field sections, he even admits that, though his native tongue is Galician,
the regional language of his childhood could never be his literary language. What is
his end game in proliferating this narrative?
I will suggest that he is chipping away at the efficacy of the language criterion,
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which surveils entrance into the Galician national literary field. Ingeniously, he does
this with an eye towards the future. He was, in many ways, grooming future
generations of the critical establishment by way of repeating biographical talking
points. In his own lifetime, the field positions were such that Torrente would be
fighting an uphill battle in smoothing over his time with the Falange and advocating
his galeguidade. Indeed, the war generations were still alive. The tragedies of the
internecine conflict and the dictatorship would still be too personal, too intimate to
once and for all secure indisputably his Galician identity papers. It is not out of the
realm of possibility to suggest that Torrente had the foresight to know that the natural
order of things was on the precipice of a landmark transformation. The Galician
novelist was, after all, an assiduous student of history, of the sweeping changes that
occur at specific moments in time.
Labanyi’s characterization of Torrente’s attitude is particularly apt here: “One
has of course to be wary of taking too seriously the comments that Torrente
Ballester—an inveterate leg-puller and equator of criticism with fiction—makes about
his work” (Labanyi, Myth and History 261fn). In equating criticism with fiction,
Torrente provides a glimpse of his strategies. The inherent constitution of the field of
literary criticism, which for so many decades worked against him, could be harnessed
for his own benefit. It was all the same to him anyway: fiction, history, myth, literary
criticism and biography were spheres of the real that interacted in such a way so as to
obscure a notion of what is real. Indeed, their units—whether mytho-poetic, historical,
narrative or biographical—were interchangeable, as he showed in La saga/fuga de J.B.
He may not be around for it, but future literary critics would continue to labor away in
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their lonely writer’s garrets, forever appending details to his biography. Those tortured
souls would continue churning out esoteric studies and they could write his history.
The evidence suggests that the critical establishment set to Torrente’s task with gusto.
Take, for instance, the first issue of La tabla redonda: Anuario de estudios
torrentinos, a compendium of the presentations given at the thirtieth-anniversary of
the publication of La saga/fuga de J.B. in 2003. After the brief opening remarks of
José Saramago, Alfredo Conde gave a talk entitled “Gonzalo Torrente Ballester,
escritor galego” (2003). The title leaves little doubt as to his objectives. After
establishing the nature of his personal relationship with Torrente, Conde reflected
upon his attempts at translating Torrente’s novels. His comments are insightful insofar
that they bring into sharper focus the internal battles over the contours of the Galician
national literary field. Conde sought the advice of his colleagues, hoping that they
could shed some light onto whether or not he should undertake the task of translating
Torrente’s works from Castilian to Galician, or “se era unha perda de tempo” (18).
Some of his friends, like Carlos Casares, told him it was absurd to translate texts like
La saga/fuga de J.B. into Galician. Conde responds to the naysayers,
Eu dicíalles que non, que nós necesitabamos que o galego se prestase a
todas as torsions da linguaxe, a todos os esforzos. Que soubesemos se o
galego funcionaba como lingua literaria realmente someténdoo a todas
as probas de esforzo cos grandes textos da literatura universal. O
argumento deles era que tiñamos acceso a este en castelán, que os
liamos así sen problemas. Eu relaba que o argumento tiña que ser o da
lingua, non a comodidade de acceso do lector, senón o esforzo de facer
a lingua abondo maleable como para reproducir con calidade mínima
na nosa fala o que outros escribiran noutras. (18)
Torrente’s fiction in translation, according to Conde, could provide a kind of
benchmark in ascertaining the degree to which Galician was a literary language. Yes,
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every Galician could access the text by way of the Castilian language, but the issue
goes beyond that. In appealing to the status of the Galician language, Conde was
speaking to the factor that governed the contours of the relational positions of the
Galician literary field. It just so happens that he surreptitiously pried open a critical
space wherein Torrente could elevate the Galician language to the literary heights it
had for so many years dreamed of, an act that inched Torrente closer to recuperating
his Galician street credentials. Indeed, Conde turned next to arguing why Torrente
was, in fact, a Galician writer, by directly addressing Torrente’s language problem.
He recounts that, after the publication of La saga/fuga de J.B. in 1972, many
Galician writers—that is, those that were writing in the regional language—called
Torrente “cipaio” and “que o acusaban de vir nutrirse a Galicia para logo escribir en
castelán” (20). Exactly a half-century after Manuel Antonio excoriated Valle-Inclán as
the teacher of the imbecile youth of Galicia, Torrente was facing the same kind of
pushback from his fellow Galician cultural producers. Framed in the present context, it
seems unsurprising that Conde turned to one of Torrente’s own favorite talking points
in endorsing his candidacy as a member of the Galician national literary field:
se alguén construíu a mitoloxía atlántica da que nós nos debemos nutrir
para que a literatura galega teña características que lle sexan propias,
eso fíxoo Torrente. Fíxoo en castelán, pero ningún outro escritor na
medida que el construíu toda esa mitoloxía relacionada coa cultura
atlántica á que pertenecemos. (20)
As we saw, one of Torrente’s most pronounced strategies in aligning himself with his
Galician heritage is by invoking the Atlantic, usually under the guise that, even though
Galicia was a region located on the Atlantic, according to him it lacked autochthonous
maritime myths. We shall recall that, in writing La saga/fuga de J.B., Torrente sought
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to rectify that cultural lacuna. The mythological characteristics of the text, those
consummate signifiers of Galician identity, could ensure Torrente a safe passage
through the gates of the Galician literary field, which has as its sentinel the language
criterion. “Era moi galego,” Conde concludes, “absolutamente un escritor galego, do
que os demais escritores temos que aprender e temos que considerar sempre unha
referencia necesaria” (21).
Later in the same conference, another translator, Claude Bleton, took up the
issue of language in his talk “Reflexiones sobre el oficio de traductor y La saga/fuga
de J.B.” (2003). He undertook the project of translating Torrente’s text to French, an
exercise that reveals a number of characteristics that speak to the influence the
Galician language had on the composition of Torrente’s Spanish language text. It
seems that Bleton spent considerable time discussing with the Galician novelist the
best strategies to go about translating his fictional works, taking great care to
understand the original meanings so as to be able to express the same in the translated
version. Significantly, Bleton reveals that “me explicaba [Torrente] que se lo pensaba
todo en gallego y luego lo escribía en castellano” (233-34). In light of this, Bleton
realized that he was faced with the herculean task of capturing in French a Spanish
that was imbued with Galician lexical, syntactic, and semantic characteristics: “La
prosa de don Gonzalo está sembrada de términos y giros que no son puramente
castellanos, sino empapados en la estructura gallega. Lo cual da a su prosa un sello, un
perfil totalmente original” (233). Perhaps the best way to grasp the linguistic duality
that emerges from Torrente’s fiction is in terms of a palimpsest: the faint remains of
the Galician influence are visible to the discerning eye, but the Castilian language
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occupies the foreground. Once again, a member of the critical establishment went to
great lengths to emphasize the profound influence the Galician language had on
Torrente’s Castilian language novel, diminishing the stature of the unwavering edifice
that is the language factor in the process.
In the final illustration of Torrente’s presence at the 2003 conference, Victor
Freixanes’s use of free indirect speech is particularly revealing. He recounts that
Torrente
[d]íxome que a súa relación co galego, como lle sucedeu a moitos
homes e mulleres da súa xeración, era unha relación incompleta. Podía
falalo. Sabía falalo. De feito, falábao abertamente. El dicía que falaba
“ferrolán” máis que galego. Tanto ten. Pero que a súa lingua literaria,
aquela na que se formara como escritor e na que era quen de intentar
construír o mundo literario, era o castelán. Non se sentía con forzas ou
con coñecementos abondo como para ensaiar unha experiencia de tan
demorado alento, de tanta complexidade e intensidade (tamén
intensidade estilística) noutro idioma que no fose este. Torrente
escribiu en castellan. Pero pocos autores acolleron e recrearon tan
profundamente, con tanto talento, a identidade do noso país, a nosa
memoria, o noso ser máis íntimo, coma este autor. (31)
This anecdote is pregnant with the historical, political, and linguistic realities of
Spanish/Galician power relations. He obliquely conjures all of the factors laid out
above: that the state had an interest in standardizing and unifying linguistic practices
in an attempt to consolidate power; that Galicians of Torrente’s generation, for reasons
both political and cultural, had an incomplete, substandard relationship with the
language of their native region; that cultivating a literary language in Galician was an
impossibility; that Torrente was forced to write his magnum opus in the Castilian
language; and that this history must be accounted for when talking about Torrente
because his La saga/fuga de J.B. is a paradigmatic example of what it means to be
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Galician. “A convención establece que o territorio das literaturas son as linguas,” he
continues, “[é] unha convención universalmente recoñecida” (31). He then exhorts the
audience to rethink the efficacy of the language criterion:
Pero discutir ou cuestionar se son ou non son galegos escritores coma
Torrente Ballester, Valle-Inclán, Emilia Pardo Bazán, o propio Camilo
José Cela, Wenceslao Fernández Flórez, os irmáns Camba, o citado
Torcuato Ulloa, etc., etc., porque non escribiron na lingua nosa […] é
dunha pobreza de horizontes inaceptable. (31)
The main artery leading into the Galician literary field, according to Freixanes, had
become sclerotic. The language factor was inefficient, exclusionary, and did not
readily account for the distinct center/periphery profile of Spanish/Galician power
relations during specific periods of history. His clarion call was to bring about a brave
new world in terms of the shape of the Galician literary field. This new literary order,
for Freixanes, would be committing a great injustice if Torrente Ballester—and the
other writers usually mentioned in tow—were to be excluded. For, language issues
aside, they still had a stake in promoting Galician identity and culture.
Viewed collectively and against the backdrop of the many interviews that
Torrente gave throughout his lifetime, the presentations given by Conde, Bleton, and
Freixanes exemplify the success Torrente had in promoting the image he deemed fit
for posterity. By recruiting future spokespeople for his cause, the Galician novelist
ensured that, even after his death, he would continue to accrue the necessary capital to
join the ranks of the “bona fide” Galician writers.
More recently, outside institutional forces have furthered Torrente’s prospects
for Galician literary citizenship, albeit indirectly. Not focusing on specific authors on a
case-by-case basis, literary and cultural critics have begun to think more deeply about
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those Galician-born writers who did not publish in the regional language by
questioning the theoretical underpinnings of the Galician literary field itself. Indeed, as
recently as 2015, María Liñeira reintroduced the question into critical discourse with
her “Something in Between: Galician Literary Studies Beyond the Linguistic
Criterion.” Is it possible that Torrente had the vision to predict these more
comprehensive shifts in field positions, realignments that would bring him into the
fold of Galician literature once and for all? The evidence seems to strongly suggest
that he indeed was capable of this kind of prescience. For, the Bourdieusian
framework teased out some startling revelations about the Galician-born novelist: his
habitus was highly generative; his strategies to accrue capital have an underlying
logic, an intelligent, almost purposeful, design; he was a perspicacious surveyor of the
topography of field conditions; and he was a cunning self-promoter of the image he
wanted projected to future generations.
Finally, at a 1981 homage celebrating his work in Santiago de Compostela,
Torrente even announced his intention to write a book in the Galician language. A
journalist on hand later wrote that “esta confesión sentimental del novelista en su tierra
de nacimiento le valió un fuerte aplauso de los numerosos asistentes al homenaje”
(Conde Muruais). In the last decade of his life, Torrente was still orchestrating
strategies to accrue cultural capital and staking out a prospective position in the
Galician national literary field. That same journalist tellingly concludes his article by
noting that Torrente “había empezado a escribir en gallego La saga/fuga, pero que
luego se había pasado al castellano porque no podía más” (Conde Muruais).
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IV. Intersections
Like the pieces of a mosaic, the preceding pages reveal an intricate portrait of
the Galician author that permits us to reconceptualize his whereabouts within the
Galician and Spanish national literary fields, in addition to accentuate the historicity
that mediates the manner in which literary fields are constructed more generally. One
of Bourdieu’s most significant contributions to modern sociology is his insistence on
employing relational thinking. Though above I have provided glimpses of how this
methodology can be mobilized to better think about the construction of literary fields,
some short concluding remarks concerning the intersections of habitus, field, and
capital will serve as a conduit to Chapter IV.
Fashioned first beneath the binary of Ferrol/Serrantes, Torrente’s habitus was
primed by a number of experiences during his early childhood that instilled in him the
capacity to adapt to new field configurations, to anticipate field movements, and to
formulate schemes for accruing capital. For instance, his early cognizance of the larger
implications of semiotic systems—the social stratification of ferrolán society based on
military rank and the diglossic linguistic situation in Galicia—readied him to more
effectively grasp the relational essence of fields, whether it be in the field of power,
the linguistic field, or literary fields. The objectified and embodied cultural capital of
Torrente’s youth—exemplified by his father’s book collection and the time he spent at
the town theater—inaugurated a proclivity towards literary thinking, a disposition he
earnestly cultivated for the remainder of his life. His highly generative habitus, as we
saw, permitted him to accumulate embodied cultural capital in the form of long-lasting
dispositions of the mind, though he struggled to accrue institutionalized cultural
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capital. The new objective structures in America, moreover, constituted the ideal
environment for Torrente’s generative habitus. For, literary theories such as
structuralism were flourishing and, though he was skeptical of their explicative
capacity, Torrente realized that they were highly serviceable as fictionable material. In
short, Torrente’s habitus—generative, malleable, creative, and adaptable—made him
highly efficacious in his field maneuvers.
An additional intersection can be detected in critical explanations for the
seemingly unexpected success of La saga/fuga de J.B. Pérez writes in Gonzalo
Torrente Ballester (1984),
Weary, disheartened, or simply resigned to insufficient successes after
three decades of lukewarm reception and near obscurity, Torrente
determined when Off-Side was ignored to write in the future for his
own gratification. Previous efforts had not met with total failure: he had
won a national prize for his drama, even if it remained unproduced, and
El señor llega had received the Fundación March’s award in 1959 as
the best novel published in Spain during the five years immediately
preceding. The critics who took note of “Los gozos y las sombras”
upon first appearance, when the trilogy’s “traditional” style and
technique were distinctly unfashionable, nonetheless offered a positive
consensus as to its superiority within its genre. And Don Juan was
financially successful, as well as being considered by some critics the
most perfect, formally, of the author’s works. But both popular fame
and critical raves continued to elude him, so Torrente turned his back
upon the public and critical circles alike. The result was La saga/fuga
de J.B., whose success was as unqualified as it was unexpected, and
with which the author emerged from literary limbo to occupy the center
front of Spain’s novelistic stage. (Gonzalo 97).
Within the context of the present investigation, it seems highly unlikely that Torrente
wrote La saga/fuga de J.B. for his own enjoyment, shirking any concern for the
structure of the Spanish literary field. Torrente’s triumph in the Spanish literary field, I
suggest, was not due to a miraculous encounter with his long-lost niche. Instead, it was
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due to the coalescing of a number of different factors: the Spanish literary field valued
the Self-Referential Novel, a central component of Torrente’s masterpiece; his
generative habitus allowed him to understand the constitution of the Spanish literary
field; and his strategies for accruing embodied cultural capital, in addition to his
political alignments, are those of a highly strategic agent. Viewed in conjunction, La
saga/fuga de J.B. in fact represents the culmination of Torrente’s most triumphant
strategy. Far from a lucky spin on fate’s wheel of chance, Torrente’s success in the
field is the result of the conversion of various historical and biographical factors.
Pérez’s narrative above, furthermore, illustrates an additional instance of Torrente’s
strategy to groom the critical establishment into writing the history that he desired,
since this first English-language critical work on Torrente was the outcome of
personal interviews with the author.
A final word needs to be reserved for language because of its centrality in
shaping human beings’ conceptualization of reality, its position as a site of power
struggle, its implications in terms of identity formation, and its role in structuring
literary fields. Language also constitutes a thread that ubiquitously manifests itself in
critical approaches to Torrente. Language choice—both in day-to-day activities and
literary language—is really not a choice at all. It is conditioned by elements both
historico-political and personal. It stands, in Bourdieusian terminology, at the nexus of
the subjective and the objective. In relying on the language criterion to determine
literary citizenship, the Galician literary field fails to account for the problematics
surrounding the paradigmatic symbolic system that is language. It is in this way, as an
agent whose biographical and literary history bisect so many facets of social life, that
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Torrente’s field positions, his strategies to accumulate capital, and his habitus
hyperactively bring to the fore the complexities of language and the inefficacy of the
language criterion.
After outlining the field situation surrounding the publication of La saga/fuga
de J.B., we can now turn our attention to what is inside the text. For, the cover of a
book is not an impenetrable forcefield that shields the text from the historical
backdrop. Indeed, literary texts are infused precisely with the relational forces that
made their composition possible in the first place. That which exists outside the text
dialectically interacts with that which resides inside the text.
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Chapter II Notes
1

There are two principle critical resources which recount the details of Torrente’s lineage and
biography. The first is the Prologue to his Obras completes (1977), which focuses primarily on the
Galician novelist’s intellectual formation. The second is a critical text by José A. Ponte Far, Galicia en
la obra narativa de Torrente Ballester (1994). It is obvious from that outset that Ponte Far’s text was
painstakingly investigated (it was compiled based on various government documents and personal
interviews), in addition to being exhaustively detailed in biographical, familiar, and geographical
information. In conjunction, the two texts constitute a more than adequate foundation to understand
Torrente’s early childhood habitus. Finally, in keeping with Bourdieu’s insistence upon synthesizing
the subjective and the objective, Torrente’s Prologue can be regarded as a subjective glimpse into the
life of the author, while Ponte Far’s work is exponentially more objective, despite the intermittent
entrance of his own Galician habitus into the critical work.
2
Regarding the works available to Torrente in his father’s library, Janet Pérez notes that “the mature
writer recalled works of Saint-Simon, Barbey D’Aurevilly, Alfred de Musset, and Colette, among the
French, while among the Spaniards, a special preference seems to have existed for the drama of
Benevente” (Gonzalo, 2).
3
Literary influences are the topic of a number of personal interviews with Torrente: Becerra (1990);
Reigosa (1983); Amoros (1973); Batlló (1973), to name just a few of the sources.
4
Incidentally, he published Los años indecisos in 1997.
5
Torrente had four children with his first wife, Josefina. In 1960, he married his second wife, Fernanda
Sánchez-Guisande, with whom he had seven children.
6
Murguía is also the inspiration for don Torcuato del Río, a major character in La saga/fuga de J.B.
7
See Beramendi, De provincia a nación: Historia do galeguismo politico, pg. 201-401 for an in-depth
history of Rexionalismo.
8
For a more detailed look at Murguía’s theoretical foundation for advancing Galician nationalism, see
“Un ideólogo singular: Manuel Murguía e as bases da nacionalidade de Galicia,” Chapter 4, pg. 171190, in De provincia a nación: Historia do galeguismo politico by Justo Beramendi.
9
See, for instance, Galicia, A Sentimental Nation by Helena Miguélez-Carballeira; “Spectres of the
Nation: Forms of Resistance to Literary Nationalism” by María do Cebreiro Rábade Villar; and
“Toward a Postnational History of Galician Literature: Rereading Rosalía de Castro’s Narrative as
Atlantic Modernism” by Joseba Gabilondo, amongst others.
10
Language choice was not the only factor. There was also an aesthetic difference: Manuel Antonio
represented the avant-garde, whereas Valle-Inclán was an integral member of the old modernist literary
movement.
11
See Bourdieu, “Symbolic Power.”
12
Bourdieu delineates his theory of language as a symbolic system in the following critical works,
amongst others: Language and Symbolic Power (1991); The Field of Cultural Production: Essays on
Art and Literature (1993); Reproduction in Education, Society and Culture (1997).
13
Benedict Anderson presents a similar argument in his Imagined Communities (1983).
14
See The Franco Regime: 1936-1975 by Stanley Payne, amongst others.
15
Further information of Franco’s censoring body can be found in the following: Censura y creación
literaria en España (1939-1976) by Manuel L. Abellán; La novela española entre 1939 y 1969 by José
M. Martínez Cachero; Franco’s Crypt: Spanish Culture and Memory since 1936 by Jeremy Treglown;
and Diálagos Hispánicos de Amsterdam, No. 5; and The Franco Regime, 1936-1975 by Stanley Payne,
amongst others.
16
See Pérez, “Functions of the Rhetoric of Silence in Contemporary Spanish Literature” for a more
nuanced account.
17
Different interpretations have emerged for theories of reading Galician literary history after the
decline of the nationalist discourse. Miguélez-Carballeira, for instance, argues for a sentimental reading
of Galician literature, operating on the assumption of the primacy of gender in the construction of a
nation. Similarly, Joseba Gabilondo views Galician literature through the lens of Atlantic Modernism.
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18

See, for instance: Liñeira.
The previous quotes are all taken from Hooper, “Forum.”
20
We traced Torrente’s institutional cultural capital in a previous section as a function of the Galician
novelist’s habitus.
21
See The Spanish Holocaust: Inquisition and Extermination in Twentieth-Century Spain by Paul
Preston for a detailed account of the violence perpetrated during the Spanish Civil War.
22
Ponte Far also recounts this episode. See Galicia en la obra, pg. 65-7.
23
See Torrente, “Prólogo” 49-50, Miller and Miller 184-6, and Becerra 101. In an interview with Alicia
Giménez-González (now Giménez-Bartlett, the author of the famous Petra Delicado series), Torrente
explains his reasons for joining the Falange:
Hay dos razones por las que puede quedar explicada. En primer lugar, no tengo nada
de qué arrepentirme, ni hay nada de lo que se me pueda acusar. Además, quien esté
libre de pecado que tire la primera piedra. Por razones circunstanciales, (allí se
encontraba mi familia), yo escogí una de las dos Españas. Adquirí un compromiso
condicional, y en él me mantuve hasta que mi conciencia no me lo permitió. Cuando
empecé a ver ciertas cosas, graves cosas, mi conciencia no me permitió seguir, y me
aparté del compromiso de la mejor manera que era posible sin jugarse demasiado la
vida, es decir, de manera literaria e indirecta. Pero creo que mi discrepancia quedó
bastante clara en todas mis obras de la época. (16)
24
Franco officially collaborated with Nazi Germany from 1941 until 1943.
25
See Miller and Miller; Campos Cacho; and Llera.
26
The famous Asturian Miner’s Strike in 1962 began when six miners at the Pozo San Nicolás were
terminated for advocating better salaries and working conditions. The strike was the first of many that
spread through the region.
27
Torrente appears as a character in La saga/fuga de J.B. also.
28
See Cazorla Sánchez.
29
These sentiments are woven into the fabric of a number of interviews. See Amorós (1973); Batlló
(1973); Becerra, Guardo la voz (1990); Miller and Miller (1989); Pérez Gutiérrez (1986); Porcel
(1973); Reigosa (1983); Villán (1974).
19
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CHAPTER III
LA SAGA/FUGA DE J.B.: HABITUS, FIELD, AND CAPITAL
In Chapter II, I focused on those factors surrounding the publication of La
saga/fuga de J.B. By implementing the Bourdiesian framework there, a number of
different novel interpretations were made to emerge concerning the development and
constitution of Torrente’s habitus, Spanish/Galician field relations, and the Galician
novelist’s own strategies for accruing different types of capital. The General Science
of Practices, however, has additional critical applications. One such application of
Bourdieu’s framework is its capacity to bring into sharp relief the relationship between
formal and thematic characteristics of literary texts on the one hand and the
historically specific factors that converged to allow its flourishing in the first place—
that is, the outside the text/inside the text dynamic. This vantage point, which gives
primacy to the dialectical relationship between the circumstances surrounding a text’s
publication and the formal characteristics found therein, will underpin and inform the
analysis in the following pages.
In his critical work most explicitly devoted to the study of literature, The Rules
of Art: Genesis and Structure of the Literary Field (1992), Bourdieu takes issue with
critics who suggest that literary texts forever resist interpretation and that literature lies
beyond the grasp of scientific analysis. He writes,
I would simply ask why so many critics, so many writers, so many
philosophers take such satisfaction in professing that the experience of
a work of art is ineffable, that it escapes by definition all rational
understanding; why they are so eager to concede without a struggle the
defeat of knowledge; and where does their irrepressible need to belittle
rational understanding come from, this rage to affirm the irreducibility
of the work of art, or, to use a more suitable word, its transcendence.
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(xvi)
Bourdieu’s insistence that literature, like all social phenomena, is amenable to
scientific observation should come as no surprise. He was after all a sociologist whose
life’s work was “to reveal the social in the apparently most individual forms of
behavior” and even “selects objects of study […] that appear most readily
understandable in terms of individual choice or motivation to illustrate the power of
sociological explanation” (Swartz 46). Literature, for Bourdieu, is thus an ideal
cultural phenomenon to demonstrate the effectiveness of his sociological approach.
For, the emphasis on an individual author’s creative capacity oftentimes tends to
overshadow the relational factors that contribute to the nature of a literary text.
Torrente, for his part, as we saw in Chapter II, thumbed his nose at the sober,
scientifically-grounded literary theories such as structuralism that viewed the entity of
literature as a system which lends itself to objective observation. His ludically satirical
approach, as I examine in more detail throughout Chapter II, oftentimes lays bare the
absurdity of axiomatically accepting these critical theories as truth. At a
metatheoretical level, then, I have set the stage for an epic battle. On the one side,
Bourdieu readies the conceptual apparatuses which serve as his armaments—habitus,
field, and capital. His is an approach that presupposes a rejection of the notion that
literature is ineffable, that it constantly and intrinsically evades attempts to define its
meaning. Smirking on the other side of the battlefield is Torrente, who constructs a
literary edifice in La saga/fuga de J.B. that suggests the author is purposefully
embedding formal structures that are recalcitrant of critical interpretation and which
have as their raison d’être the frustration of an all-too-gullible literary establishment.
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His is a literature where false narratives, contradictions, and a disregard for the laws of
narrative causality abound. A game of metatheoretical cat and mouse is afoot.
In what follows, then, I shall establish first a brief summary of the plot of La
saga/fuga de J.B., whereupon I will employ Bourdieu’s metaphoric thinking tools—
habitus, field, and capital—to analyze the fictional world constructed inside of La
saga/fuga de J.B.
I. La saga/fuga de J.B.: A Brief Summary
La saga/fuga de J.B. is comprised of five sections. Prior to the first lengthy
chapter, there are two shorter prefatory sections, later revealed to be absolutely
integral to the text’s denouement. The Incipit, which recounts the town’s collective
panic upon realizing that the Holy Luminous Corpse of Santa Lilaila is missing,
precedes the Balada incompleta y probablamente apócrifa del Santo Cuerpo
Iluminado, which narrates an episode of the remote past crucial to the novel: the
appearance of the Holy Luminous Corpse of Santa Lilaila and the manner in which the
Barallobre family procured it. The Incipit in fact serves as the climax of the story, as it
is chronologically the last event to occur in the novel, though the reader is left
unaware of this until the text’s final pages.
In the first chapter, entitled Manuscrito o quizás monólogo de J(osé) B(astida),
the text introduces José Bastida, an ugly, physically misshapen, and socially awkward
grammar instructor who serves as both narrator and protagonist. His metafictional
narratorial posture has since the novel’s publication been a vexing topic for literary
critics and lay readers alike, since textual clues disconcertingly arise the suspicion that
everything narrated in the novel is simply an ideation of the narrator’s own
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consciousness. The title of the first chapter, which draws attention to the equivocal
ontological state of the physical text, signals this ambiguity from the outset: is that
which we read a manuscript or a monologue?
Temporally, Bastida establishes in Chapter One that the present narrative will
unfold in the years immediately following the Spanish Civil War, and the fictional city
of Castroforte will contend throughout with the presence of a strong central
government in Madrid that is not dissimilar to Franco’s historical dictatorship.
Moreover, the manuscript or monologue in the first chapter introduces the reader to
the conflict between the Natives of Castroforte de Baralla and their eternal enemy the
Goths. Traditional interpretations of the Natives suggest that they are representative of
Galician culture in the periphery, whereas the Goths are Castilians. Emboldened by
the support from the autocratic government in Madrid, in the present narrative the
Goths orchestrate a campaign to seize control of the political, economic, and cultural
institutions of the city, marginalizing the Natives in the process and threatening their
cultural autonomy. Much of this discord both in the present narrative and in the history
of Castroforte revolves around the struggle to possess the Holy Luminous Corpse of
Santa Lilaila. The Barallobre family, part of the Native faction of the town, has since
time immemorial possessed the cherished relic.
Bastida, a tireless researcher of the town’s historical archives, realizes that, on
occasion, the city physically detaches itself from the earth and begins to levitate when
the two rival groups become ensnared in a dispute that brings all of the people together
in a shared emotional state, which is textually referred to as ensimismamiento. The
confusion recounted in the Incipit reaches just such a fever pitch when it is realized
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that the Holy Corpse is missing, a series of events that in the last pages of the novel
brings about the ultimate flight of the fantastic city of Castroforte.
In his investigations, Bastida moreover unearths the history of the myth of the
J.B., which tells of a messianic figure who will one day descend upon Castroforte to
bring about the salvation of the Natives. He finds also that there have been four
historical Native martyrs, all of whom have the initials J.B., all executed, in one way
or another, by a Goth whose name bears the initial ‘A,’ and all of whom die on the
same day: The Ides of March. In the present narrative, there are three characters whose
names have the initials J.B.—José Bastida is one of them—and thus constitute
possible reincarnations of the messiah. The repetitive, circular nature of the J.B. myth,
where all the men and women are merely players who must complete a pre-designated
function within the confines of the fictional world, gives rise to the personification of
destiny as an inexorable, if easily outwitted, entity. The J.B. and the Holy Luminous
Corpse myths together serve as coordinates that define the cultural imaginary of the
Natives in the fictional world of Castroforte.
Chapter II, ¡Guárdate de los Idus de marzo!, in the narrative present, focuses
mainly on the collected efforts of a tertulia called La Tabla Redonda, a group of
Natives dedicated to reviving and strengthening their cultural traditions and opposing
the actions of the Goths. Based off the Arthurian legend, each member of the tertulia
assumes the name of one of the famous members of the original Round Table,
substantially increasing the confusion of the reader, as the text indiscriminately refers
to each character by either their given name or their Arthurian counterpart. If the first
chapter dedicates considerable time to describing the history of the different
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generations of the Tabla Redonda, the Palanganato—the all-female Native counterpart
to the Tabla Redonda—and the J.B. myth, the second chapter focuses on the Goths
present narrative machinations to control the city of Castroforte and the Natives
response to the same.
In the third chapter, Bastida waits patiently in his room for the appearance of
his love interest, Julia, desperately trying to stave off his desire to sleep. Once asleep,
the reader is invited into Bastida’s dreamwork where he transmigrates through the
different historical J.B.’s. It is in this chapter where the reader is presented with the
details surrounding each of the mythical J.B.’s and their inevitable defeat by the hands
of the Goths, as well as their successive exoduses to the region Más allá de las islas, a
fantastic, oceanic space where vanquished J.B.’s retreat to await the coming of the
final J.B. At the end of the third chapter, Jacinto Barallobre, proprietor of the Holy
Luminous Corpse in the present narrative, absconds with the relic and travels to the
locale Más allá de las islas (suggesting that he is the J.B. savior), causing the city’s
residents, both Native and Goth, to gather in the main plaza in a scene of shared panic
and confusion. Their reaction, as was noted earlier, is in fact that which is recounted in
the Incipit. As has happened in the past, the ruckus in the plaza caused by the theft of
the holy relic leads to the final levitation of Castroforte, which in the final pages of the
novel floats off into the nothingness of space. In the final section of the text, the Coda,
Bastida recognizes that, since the town is levitating, to save himself, he must jump to
earth, which he does, saving his beloved Julia at the same time.
It is worth mentioning here finally that any sort of cursory review of the plot
fails to capture adequately the complexity of the novel, as each page of text lacks
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paragraph divisions, traditional markers denoting change of time or scene, and
standard symbols to denote the speaking character. Coupled with the text’s formal
experimentation, social criticism of post-war Spain, treatments of center/periphery
power relations, the satirization of literary theory, and the intricate semiotics that
undergird the novel, La saga/fuga de J.B. is a highly challenging read and a
formidable edifice for Bourdieu’s General Science of Practices.
II. Habitus and La saga/fuga de J.B.
In the present section, I will summarize the problematic surrounding Bastida’s
narrative function for the purpose of establishing the many different guises he
engenders in the novel. That which follows will lay bare the versatility of Bourdieu’s
concept of habitus by arguing that, at the diegetic level related to Bastida’s
functioning as the author/narrator of the text, he undermines what I am calling the
readerly habitus by foregrounding the narrative’s metafictional considerations in such
a way that subverts reasonable expectations having to do with plot structure.
Thereafter, at an entirely different diegetic level of narration, in “The Habitus of José
Bastida” that follows, I concentrate on the matrix of dispositions that constitute
Bastida’s habitus as a character within the plot of the text he is writing, in addition to
the manner in which the habitus of the Bastida-as-character diegetic level
paradoxically informs the Bastida-as-narrator figure, ostensibly betraying the laws of
narrative causality. In the concluding section, I will examine how the complexity of
the narrative act links up with considerations occurring outside the text.
A. Who Narrates?
As evidenced in Chapter II, the role of the narrator occupies a central position
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in the composition of Torrente’s literary works. Drawing upon the embodied cultural
capital of the Cervantine tradition, the Galician novelist understands the narrator to
both actualize and delimit narrative discourse, opening fictional pathways while at
once closing others. The final product of fictional writing, for Torrente, is part and
parcel of the initial decisions of the author concerning the narratorial orientation of the
text. Indeed, Torrente landed on Bastida only after a long process of trial and error,
first dictating his thoughts into a tape recorder, then writing and rewriting drafts, and
eventually destroying the ur-text in his fireplace in Albany. Moreover, the fact that
Bastida makes himself visible under different forms in the novel—author, narrator,
and character—means that it is possible to analyze the contours of his habitus from
different vantage points. Unpacking the nuances of this character will go a long way
towards understanding his articulations within the text, shed light on Torrente’s own
strategies for accruing capital, and frame the textual analysis that follows.
Bastida has been called “el alfa y el omega,” “el archinarrador,” “el autornarrador,” and a “narrador-personaje” of La saga/fuga de J.B.1 As a literary artifice,
his playfully elusive role as demiurge, author, narrator, and character has confounded
literary critics, incited varied interpretations, and remains a source of critical inquiry
today. The Galician novelist himself has rejected facile comparisons suggesting that
Bastida is his “trasunto espiritual” (Batlló 64). In a 1973 interview, Torrente plainly
intoned that “Bastida es el narrador único de La saga, aunque se disimule en la
segunda y en la tercera persona” (Amorós 13), which, as we shall see, is accurate,
though substantiating this claim is an intricate endeavor.
The complexity of Bastida’s function in the text, however, is also exacerbated
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by Torrente’s own strategies to accrue capital outside of the text. In Chapter II, I
argued that Torrente’s pronouncements to the critical establishment—both literary and
biographical—are not always what they seem. They are conditioned, obfuscated even,
by his strategies to accrue capital, his desire to recuperate a disputed Galician identity,
and his forward-looking penchant for grooming literary critics.
Riding the crest of his literary fame in 1982, he seized the opportunity to make
the air of mystique surrounding Bastida even more palpable. He writes in the “Prólogo
a la segunda edición” of Fragmentos de apocalipsis (1977),
si no recuerdo mal, el texto de La saga/fuga de J.B. contiene algunas
insinuaciones en el sentido de aconsejar al lector que no crea en
absoluto lo que se le está contando, pues el autor, o quien figura como
tal, es el primero en no creerlo: muchas veces he llegado a sospechar,
sobre todo mientras escribía el libro, que todo eso de Castroforte de
Baralla y de los J.B. no pasaba de invención de José Bastida, el
narrador. ¿No sera lo más discreto mantener, desde el principio, una
prudente actitud desconfiada? Porque eso de que una ciudad se eche a
viajar por los aires… No, no, decidamente, lector, mejor que no lo
creas, ni siquiera de modo pactado y transitorio. (13-14)
In true unamunian style, Torrente’s directive to the reader serves to distance
biographical similarities between the author and narrator, to impugn Bastida’s own
authority in the text, and further catalyze critical discussions regarding the text, which
must now contend with paratextual assertions made after the fact.
Since 1972, literary critics have increasingly problematized Bastida’s
narratorial authority, successively teasing out the nuances of his many roles in the
novel. In his Novela española de nuestro tiempo (1975), Gonzalo Sobejano suggests
that Bastida only intermittently serves as the narrator of the text:
Como el narrador—sea José Bastida en el primer capítulo y partes del
tercero, sea el relator impersonal en todo el capítulo segundo y otras
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partes del tercero, y en la coda—aspira a complicar las cosas al
máximo, lo cual es lógico, pues se trata de componer una parodia de un
tipo de novela que tantos esfuerzos exige al lector éste (el lector) puede
sentirse llevado a despejar las brumas simplificando también las cosas
al máximo. (16)
In 1985, Juan Ramón García Gila takes up the issue of narrative voice in “Las “voces”
de La saga/fuga de J.B.” He prefaces his study by noting that “una de las mayores
dificultades (y en parte se debe a ello su originalidad) que presenta la estructura de la
novela está en la imposibilidad de poder distinguir con nitidez quién es el narrador”
(270). To be sure, his analysis marks a departure in the field of criticism since he
explicates Bastida’s authority in the text by identifying the varying narrative facades
in which the lowly grammarian is engendered. His use of literary discourse, moreover,
is markedly more precise than his antecedents. He remarks,
José Bastida como personaje narrador utiliza la primera persona, la
forma autobiográfica. A veces se desdobla interiormente en varios
interlocutores, utilizando así un ingenioso tú autorreflexivo. Por su
parte, cuando Bastida funciona como autor ideal de la novela, utiliza la
tercera persona gramatical, al modo del narrador omnisciente
tradicional, unas veces, o al modo el narrador impersonal objetivo,
otras. Las actuaciones del narrador omnisciente pueden parecernos
intromisiones del autor real (Torrente), pero éste queda al margen de la
narración, fuera del esquema narrativa. También este autor “implícito”
que utiliza la tercera persona recurre en ocasiones a la segunda; pero no
se trata ya de un tú autorreflexivo, sino de un recurso para dirigirse a
sus personajes y recriminarles algo. (274)
García Gila discerns the multiform voices manifested through and by the ever-present
picaresque artifice that is Bastida.
In his Teoría crítica de la metaficción en la novela española contemporánea:
A propósito de Álvaro Cunqueiro y Gonzalo Torrente Ballester (2001) and Relatos de
poética: Para una poética del relato de Gonzalo Torrente Ballester (2003), Antonio
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Jesús Gil González deconstructs the figure of Bastida in La saga/fuga de J.B. The
lucid, straightforward writing with which he presents the minutiae of the fictional
work reveal a perspicacious and insightful literary critic whose clarity of
argumentation and exposition belie his herculean task. He lays bare Bastida’s alter
egos, his strategies for inventing fiction, and the constellation of textual evidence that
underscores the indetermination of narrative voice. He writes summarizing his critical
position that
[e]n tanto autor-narrador, Bastida da vida a una ciudad en la que habita
como personaje junto al resto de la comunidad, que conoce, cree y
defiende ardorosamente la supuesta existencia de la Historia y los mitos
identitarios de la ciudad, inventados en última instancia por él. Bastida,
es pues, el alfa y el omega de la novela, pero ésta no hará nunca
declaración expresa de tal circunstancia, sino que quedará siempre en el
filo de ser descubierta o velada, sucesivamente, en el sutil entretejido
textual y argumental de la misma. (Becerra and Gil González 19-20)
That Bastida never declares himself to be, in a sense, above the text while at once
participating inside of it, means that Torrente bestows upon the reader the
responsibility to decipher the textual clues left by the narrator, which are oftentimes
opaque, contradictory, and difficult to come to terms with. Concerning the question of
who narrates, Gil González presented a condensed version of his argument at the
previously cited thirtieth-anniversary conference of the publication of La saga/fuga de
J.B. in 2003
In “El tiempo de Bastida, el tiempo del mundo” (2003), Gil González
convincingly argues that Bastida is the sole narrator of La saga/fuga de J.B. For the
more immediate purposes of the present investigation, this conference presentation
establishes a series of assumptions that I make about the metaliterary characteristics of
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the narrator in the novel, which will guide my analysis throughout. As such, a brief
recapitulation of his talk will speak to the broader aims of the present investigation.
Focusing on aspects concerning narrative time in the text, the premises from
which he departs are clearly expressed from the outset. First, “[e]n la novela no pasa
nada en ningún momento. Se nos cuentan un sinnúmero de cosas, sí, pero no acontece
absolutamente ninguna de ellas” (148); second, that it is impossible to determine the
chronological temporality of events of the narrative history (as the term is understood
in opposition to narrative discourse in the structuralist tradition); and, finally, that the
entire novel is an interior monologue of the author/narrator/character Bastida.
To substantiate that, technically, nothing happens in the entire novel—a bold
claim indeed—Gil González recurs to an analysis of the ambiguous chronology of
events that occur in the first pages of the Incipit and the last of the Coda. The problem,
astutely and painstakingly identified after multiple close readings of the novel, is that
the laws of narrative causality in fact present contradictory accounts of the temporal
order of the events which constitute the story.2 He rightly concludes that, given the
contradictions when reading and rereading the text, the author “apunta a la
simultaneidad (en este caso de principio y final), y, por extensión, del conjunto del
relato, de la novela toda” (150). That is, everything that is recounted in La saga/fuga
de J.B. occurs simultaneously, a counterintuitive reading to the novel particularly
when one considers its length and density. Above and beyond the text’s simultaneity
of action, it is also impossible to determine when the multitude of events within this
simultaneity are occurring. This is due to the lack of identifiable referents of time
expressions, the different modalities that Bastida employs to ‘write’ his text (Bastida164
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as-narrador and Bastida-as-character), the scarcity of verba dicendi, and the paucity of
indentation, which creates long blocks of text, “un párrafo río,” as Gil González calls
it (152).
In light of the first two premises, Gil González arrives finally to the
contentious debate as to whether Bastida narrates the entirety of the text. It is
commonly agreed upon that Bastida narrates Chapter One as a homodiegetic narrator,
Chapter Two as a heterodiegetic narrator, the oneiric third chapter as a polyphonic
narrator that speaks through the different J.B. combinations, and he returns to the
heterodiegetic narrator in the Coda. The Incipit is more difficult to categorize,
however. A close reading of the Incipit suggests that Bastida is indeed narrating,
though he goes to great lengths to disguise his presence. Cracks in the narrative façade
begin to emerge as a function of Bastida’s penchant for autoreferentiality (unknown at
this point to the first-time reader). For instance, the seemingly impersonal, third person
narrator refers to the different people gathering in the main square as personajes on
numerous occasions, an ambiguous term that serves to highlight Bastida’s authorial
role as creator of the text. The narrator furthermore uses the term allá abajo to
describe the city, a demonstrative adverb that points to his location above the city
itself (i.e. as a godlike creator).
Gil Gonzalez’ persuasive argument establishes that Bastida is the sole narrator
of the text, an assumption that will underpin the analysis in the following pages.
B. Breaking the Pact: The Readerly Habitus
One reason for which the conceptual apparatus of the habitus is so critically
productive for literary critics is its versatility.3 Its capacity to transcend, and thereby
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connect in a meaningful way, the divide between the circumstances surrounding a
text’s publication and the formal and thematic characteristics found therein carves out
a critical space that provides an innovative framework for reconceptualizing the
manner in which literary fields are constructed. Outside the text in Chapter II, the
Bourdiesian framework revealed a dynamic defined on the one hand by the critical
establishment’s desire to define unequivocally Torrente’s fictional production and the
Galician novelist’s reluctance to behold himself to one literary tradition. His strategies
for accruing cultural capital vis-à-vis the critical establishment were coordinated,
furthermore, by a highly generative habitus. How does his purposive action, which
seeks to reconfigure and shape field conditions outside the text to his benefit, manifest
itself inside the text? That is, how does his highly generative habitus outside the text
translate into formal and thematic literary characteristics within the confines of La
saga/fuga de J.B.? In the same way that Torrente undermines and confounds the
critical establishment, so too does he manipulate the matrix of dispositions,
perceptions, and expectations of what I am calling the readerly habitus, which like
Bourdieu’s sociological term is likewise historically contingent, that is, variable over
time and related to dominant and subordinate hierarchies for reading literary texts.
Plainly, a lay reader’s expectations when undertaking the task of reading a
literary text have changed over time—an agent of nineteenth-century Spain
comfortable with Galdosian realism, for instance, has distinct expectations than, say,
an agent embedded in the cultural logic of late capitalism, as Frederic Jameson calls is.
A lay agent’s expectations are furthermore embroiled in and colored by the racial,
ethnic, sexual, educational, and class-based social experiences and relations that
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inform and produce the material, social, and intellectual coordinates of daily life.
Subjective construals play a critical role in how literature is received and the diversity
of readerly habitus is as vast as the agents who possess them.
Nonetheless, there does seem to be one expectation that cuts across all the
seemingly limitless permutations of subjectivities through which fiction passes
through, and it has to do with the organizational form of narrative itself. Aristotle
famously remarked that a narrative plot “is that which has a beginning, a middle, and
an end,” and Robert Scholes notes that “of all the aspects of narrative, plot seems to be
not only the most essential but also the least variable” (31; 238). Lay readers of all
backgrounds and literary critics alike thus approach a text with similar assumptions
about narrative structure. Namely, some semblance of an exposition, the rising action,
the climax, the falling action, and the denouement is reasonably expected to
materialize in the plot of narrative.
With this in mind, I will first map the manner in which the text manipulates the
readerly habitus by disrupting the relationship between narrative beginnings, middles,
and ends. One important distinction to make here concerns Bastida’s various guises: in
the present section, “Breaking the Pact: Undermining the Readerly Habitus,” I
approach the text from a diegetic level that concerns Bastida’s role as the
author/narrator of La saga/fuga de J.B. Here, the distinction between metaphor and
metonymy will serve a crucial role in parsing out how the notion of plot structure is
undermined in the novel. Looking forward, at an entirely different diegetic level, in
“The Habitus of José Bastida” that follows, I examine how the habitus of Bastida-ascharacter formulates the foundational J.B. myth that undergirds the text, in addition to
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the contradictory narrative logic that emerges from the relation between the Bastidaas-character and Bastida-as-narrator figures.
“The essential bifurcation in classical rhetoric, as literary theory sees it, is the
distinction between metaphor, which unifies, synthesizes, and brings together, and
metonymy, which makes one sign contiguous with another but makes no claim to
unify or establish identity,” remarks Paul H. Fry, who goes on to say that “[t]here’s a
tacit agreement among modern literary theorists to reduce all the many tropes of
classical rhetoric to just these two terms” (154). To be sure, a long line of theorists has
looked to the distinction between metaphor and metonymy. Roman Jacobson, for
example, uses them to describe the poetic function. Freud’s theory of a dreamwork
posits that condensation and displacement, which parallel the operative mechanisms of
metaphor and metonymy respectively, are methods by which one’s repressed desires
are made visible. And Jacques Lacan, drawing on Freud, understands the unconscious
as a language, wherein desire can be thought of in terms of a metonymy.4 Here, the
distinction between metaphor and metonymy constitutes a critical landscape
whereupon Torrente seeks to disrupt, manipulate, and frustrate the readerly habitus.
In his 1977 essay “Freud’s Masterplot,” Peter Brooks takes a novel approach to
the metaphor/metonymy contrast, one that draws upon the psychoanalytical tradition
to describe the inner workings of plot in narrative, and one that brings into sharp relief
the underlying movements of La saga/fuga de J.B. At the end of his essay, he writes
There can be psychoanalytic criticism of the text itself that does not
become—as has usually been the case—a study of the psychogenesis of
the text (the author’s unconscious), the dynamics of literary response
(the reader’s unconscious), or the occult motivations of the characters
(postulating an unconscious for them). It is rather the superimposition
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of the model of the functioning of the mental apparatus on the
functioning of the text that offers the possibility of a psychoanalytic
criticism. (720)
For Brooks, Freud’s paradigm, which sought to describe the manner in which the
human mind functions in a dreamwork, can be directed towards a literary text in order
to describe the development of plot. As Brooks makes clear, his objective is neither to
highlight the unconscious motivations of the author nor the latent desires of the
characters, but to approach the text in a manner analogous to the psychical and
biological processes experienced by a human being during the life cycle described by
Freud. Within this context, Brooks understands the narrative structure of plot as
seeking an end, as exhibiting a desire to reach completion. He imputes an agency to
the text itself whereby the beginnings, the middles, and the ends of a narrative
structure coexist in a relationship that bears a likeness to a living organism’s struggle
towards the inevitability of death.
Indeed, according to Freud in his Beyond the Pleasure Principle (1920), “[t]he
goal of all life is death,” a rather paradoxical proclamation when one takes into
account the human instinct for self-preservation (47). But Freud is not suggesting that
organic life forms are suicidal. Instead, the point that Freud is trying to make is that all
organisms seek to die on their terms, that an organism “will diverge ever more widely
from its original course of life and make ever more complicated détours before
reaching its aim of death” (Freud, qtd. in Brooks 716). Brooks discerns the same latent
energy pulsating through a literary text, noting that “[t]he desire of the text (the desire
of reading) is hence desire for the end, but desire for the end reached only through the
at least minimally complicated détour, the intentional deviance, in tension, which is
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the plot of narrative” (716). With this Freudian insight, Brooks sets out to map the
underpinnings of plot development. He does so by trying to understand the
relationship between the beginning, the middle, and the end of narrative discourse.
Paraphrasing Brooks, Fry asks rhetorically,
What is the function of the middle with respect to the beginning and the
end? And not just any middle: Why does Aristotle say, as Brooks
quotes him, that a plot should have “a certain magnitude”? Why
shouldn't it be shorter or longer? What in particular does the middle
have to do with revealing to us the necessary connectedness of the
beginning with the end. (155)
The middle, for Brooks, exists to fulfill the desire of a literary text to die on its own
terms, to reach, as it were, a satisfactory dénouement that is neither truncated nor
excessively protracted. “Plot,” says Brooks, “is a kind of arabesque or squiggle toward
the end” (716). Hence, there is an inherent mechanism in a fictional narrative that
seeks to postpone, delay, or defer completion until the opportune, climactic moment.
To better identify the crab-like, herky-jerky trajectory of narrative, Brooks
recurs to the theoretical distinction between metaphor and metonymy. The ultimate
coherent unity of a text springs forth through metaphor, “which unifies or “binds” the
plot and governs the coherence of parts” (Fry 163). All of the seemingly insignificant
details presented initially as détours within a narrative are in an ultimate act of
signification tethered together in the culmination of a text, its death, in a binding
procedure that resembles the properties exhibited by metaphor. In contrast, the
metonymy “functions as the principle of delay, the detour, the arabesque, the refusal
of closure” since metonymy establishes contiguity between signifiers but lacks the
binding property inherent to metaphor (Fry 163). The metonymy propels the story
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forward in a circuitous, serpentine way to fulfill the text’s desire to die on its own
terms. Brooks remarks,
The energy generated by deviance, extravagance, excess—an energy
which belongs to the textual hero’s career and to the readers’
expectation, his desire of and for the text—maintains the plot in its
movement through the vacillating play of the middle, where repetition
as binding words toward the generation of significance, toward
recognition and the retrospective illumination which will allow us to
grasp the text as total metaphor, but not therefore to discount the
metonymies that have led to it. (718)
From Brooks’ point of view, which is much different from, say, Paul de Man,
metaphor and metonymy thus work in conjunction with one another: the metonymies
link the chain of signification from beginning to end, but the metaphor, once
engendered, launches the chain into a state of meaningful, holistic signification,
gathering up all of the disparate links of the chain and soldering them together in a
kind of orgiastic climax.
What’s more, as Brooks reminds us, the reader can and should reasonably
expect a certain degree of postponement of ultimate signification, a deferral of
meaning that is constituted by the underlying textual metonymies “reached only
through the at least minimally complicated détour,” as well as a climax, the
dénouement, or the death engendered by the inevitable narrative metaphor (Brooks
716). This is, after all, what makes the process of reading enjoyable: the irritating
desire to know what happens and the ultimate explosion of signification that takes
place at book’s end. Reader and text, in short, enter into an implicit contract, the
stipulations of which oblige the text to delay the gratification of knowing to a not
unbearable degree until the opportune moment of final discharge—as Brooks calls it—
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while the reader can reasonably expect to suffer silently as the text leads them through
the various détours. If either party breaks this contract, the signifying chain is broken.
The text, in other words, becomes, in a sense, meaningless.
Drawing from Brooks’ psychoanalysis of a text, I will suggest that a similar
account when superimposed upon Torrente’s La saga/fuga de J.B. is critically
productive. Given that Brooks understands a literary work to have intrinsic
characteristics that parallel those of the human psyche, I understand La saga/fuga de
J.B. in the following pages not in terms of its psychogenesis as a function of the
different conditions outside the text that shaped the habitus of the author, but as a
living organism that exhibits underlying metonymic properties that drive it towards its
final act of metaphoric signification.
What will emerge is that La saga/fuga de J.B. makes a mockery of the pact
between reader and narrative expectations. Every reader takes up a literary work
expecting a certain amount of digression, a modicum of uncertainty manifested
through the vertiginousness of the metonymy that drives the plot, but with the implicit
understanding that the explosion of metaphoric signification will eventually arise to
efface the apprehension of the unknown. Indeed, this is part of the allure of a literary
text: the rising action is characterized by a deferral of meaning that gradually builds to
bring about a more effective climax. There is a threshold, in other words, as to the
capacity of a reader to psychologically fend off the uncertainty germane to a literary
work. Once crossed, once a text fails to hold up its end of the bargain, the chain of
signification made possible by the arabesque-like metonymies is broken, whereupon
the metaphoric signifying act then goes unactualized.
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La saga/fuga de J.B., by oversaturating the narrative act with an excess of
metonymic links, I argue, breaches the implicit contract between text and narrator,
unduly frustrating the arrival of the ultimate metaphor. One narrative strategy
employed by Torrente inside of the text, then, is to manipulate the habitus of the
reader, which is significantly parallel to the manner Torrente exploits field conditions
and the literary establishment outside the text in Chapter II.
The metonymic chain of signifiers that unduly protract the text’s ultimate
signification, I argue, is constituted by the metafictional characteristics that
ubiquitously arise in the novel. Above and beyond a plot that deals with a fictional
Galician city, its myths, and the enmity between Natives and Goths, La saga/fuga de
J.B. is also a work which lays bare the creative processes whereby novelistic creation
becomes manifest. Though it is difficult to discern in the novel, Bastida’s drive to
write a fictional text can thus be characterized as a subplot, which, as I will show,
leads to a congestion of the narrative, whereby the détours of the subplot together with
the story of Castroforte converge into a kind of insurmountable traffic jam on the road
towards metaphoric signification.
A closer look at Chapter One reveals a series of characters that instill in the
reader a reasonable expectation to see their purpose clarified at some point in the text.
Along these lines, Brooks rightly remarks that,
The beginning in fact presupposes the end. The very possibility of
meaning plotted through time depends on the anticipated structuring
force of the ending: the interminable would be the meaningless. We
read the incidents of narration as “promises and annunciations” of final
coherence: the metaphor reached through the chain of metonymies.
[…] [W]e read only those incidents and signs which can be construed
as promise and annunciation, enchained toward a construction of
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significance—those signs which, as in the detective story, appear to be
clues to the underlying intentionality of event. (Brooks 283)
The first link of this vexing metonymic chain of signifiers, the first promises of final
coherence, can be discerned in the interlocutors with whom the narrator Bastida
converses in the opening pages of Chapter One. Often described as the
desdoblamientos of Bastida in the vein of Fernando Pessoa’s heteronyms, these
interlocutors are Bastid, Bastidoff, Bastide, and Bastideira. To use E.M. Forster’s
terminology, they are flat characters because each interlocutor demonstrates fixed,
even stereotypical, personality traits: Bastid, the Englishman, is polite and mildmannered; Bastidoff, the Russian, is gruff, anarchistic, and violent; Bastide, the
Frenchmen, is cultured, but critical and direct; and Bastideira, the Portuguese, is
forever despairing over unattainable love interests.
What is revelatory about the interlocutors in terms of the metaliterary
underpinnings of the novel is that they represent Bastida’s first attempt at constructing
the mythic backstory of his fictional world. In other words, he is trying to ascertain
whether or not the interlocutors can actualize his fictional vision of Castroforte. He
even engages them in conversation to probe the limits of their narrative potential. The
interlocutors begin to act erratically, however, and Bastida remarks that they “se
divirtieron jugando a intercambiar sus ojos, sus voces y otros adminículos más o
menos caracterizados,” which is suggestive of the trial and error process of literary
creation (130).
Interestingly, Bastida surmises that he may know why they are behaving so
oddly:
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Yo creo que lo hacían para demostrar lo equivocado que yo
estaba al decir como una vez les había dicho que carecían de
verdadera personalidad humana; que no eran más que
«caracteres sostenidos», por no decir abstracciones, y que
estaban prisioneros de aquella manera de ser, de modo que
Bastidoff no podía hablar más que de bombas y atentados;
Bastideira, recitar versos y quejarse de amores imposibles; M.
Bastide, hacer citas de los linguistas más famosos y repetir sus
lecciones en la Sorbona, y Mr. Bastid, jugar al conformismo
cínico y escandalizar a Bastidoff con la afirmación de que, en el
Golfo de Bengala, varios miles de indios trabajan hasta morirse
para que él pudiera darse la gran vida. (130-1)
In describing the interlocutors as ‘sustained characters’ with no capacity for
meaningful development—into what Forster would call a round character—the text
subtly underlines Bastida’s own creative processes in establishing the preliminary
coordinates of his fictional narrative. We, the readers of La saga/fuga de J.B., are thus
all witnesses to the narrator’s fictional musings, to the probing operations to which he
submits his initial forays into defining the mythic backstory of Castroforte. At the
outset of the novel, then, the mythic J.B. figures exist in an embryonic form, as a
disorganized constellation of heteronymic interlocutors with no real purpose or
direction, opaque and not yet fully formed. The text gradually reveals the stages of
maturation of Bastida’s story and it is possible to pinpoint the exact psychical moment
when the J.B. figures coalesce into a meaningful fictional narrative, springing forth
from the inspiration first provided by the interlocutor characters.
That the text establishes from the outset the interlocutors as fictional characters
leads the reader to believe that their ultimate role within the text will be revealed in the
metaphoric unification of meaning that the readerly habitus can plausibly expect. La
saga/fuga de J.B., however, complicates this process by displacing the heteronymic
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narrative with the J.B. one, concealing and obfuscating the metafictional rationale for
this displacement. “Al no fecundar en direcciones narrativas fértiles,” notes Gil
González, “[the heteronyms] no llegarán a constituirse como personajes de la realidad
diegética de Bastida” (Relatos 55).
It seems pertinent to make clear at this point that in what follows I will map the
metonymic chain of the interlocutor storyline as it appears in Chapter One. Though I
have identified the relevant episodes in the text and laid them out in a manner that can
be easily followed, the text itself takes a decidedly different approach. That is, the
metafictional aspects aligned with the interlocutor story are sometimes difficult to
distinguish because they are surreptitiously embedded in the narrative in the form of
isolated asides by the narrator, as well as seemingly insignificant articulations whose
larger import can only be understood once the reader understands both the complex
metaphysics of the city of Castroforte and the J.B. myth. Moreover, the appearance of
the interlocutors and their ultimate disappearance serve as bookends to Chapter One.
The middle is saturated with all kinds of metonymic episodes that don’t seem to have
anything to do with the interlocutor story, but with the J.B. mythic backstory, the
enmity between Native and Goth in the present narrative, and the city’s historical
figures. Indeed, it is the simultaneous unfolding of the interlocutor narrative with the
J.B. one which complicates the narrative act. For, the order of events that Bastida-asnarrator decides upon—the discourse—forces the readerly habitus to question the laws
of narrative causality insofar that the discursive order of events suggests a simultaneity
when in fact the temporal/spatial articulation of Bastida’s interlocutor narrative must
have preceded the J.B. storyline, since the J.B. is in a sense the progeny of the
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interlocutors.5 This textual false-start effectuates a rather disconcerting “premature
discharge” or a “short circuit” of the narrative’s textual energy, as Brooks calls it
(719).
The first example of a metonymic détour in the form of metafictional musings
becomes apparent in Chapter One when one accounts for how the interlocutors
interact with each other. Bastida remarks that,
Su [the interlocutors] propósito quedó claro en aquella ocasión en que
M. Bastide, con voz de Bastidoff y vocabulario de Bastideira me contó
una aventura galante de Mr. Bastid: querían aparecer ante mí como
hipóstasis del mismo ser, generalmente autónomas, pero capaces, si se
terciaba, de reintegrarse a la unidad originaria, aunque con el propósito
de que yo viera que se trataba de una multiplicidad. (131)
Though he does not explicitly announce that the interlocutors provide the inspiration
for the foundational dynamic of the J.B. myth—a topic to which I will return in the
following section—in the same way he does not admit his authorial role, it is textual
clues like this that justify reading the interlocutors as rudimentary models of the
eventual J.B. figures. Gradually as the novel progresses, when they finally do appear,
the reader is made aware that the J.B.s are not simply manifestations of a single
individual, but can be conceived as a “multiform, multifaceted personality with the
potential of reincarnating in the others or in various combinations” (Pérez, Gonzalo
111). The interlocutors in the first chapter demonstrate themselves to exist precisely in
this way, as capable of interchanging character and personality traits with a capacity to
be engendered in combination or as an original unity. When the ultimate signification
comes about at the novel’s end, when the J.B.s coalesce into a single unit, the purpose
of the interlocutors is revealed: they serve as Bastida’s inspiration for inventing the
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foundational myth of the J.B. and exist within the bounds of the text as a metafictional
entity that showed the reader the development of the creative process of Bastida’s
artistic imagination. The delay between the clue and the reveal, however, is unduly
protracted with an arabesque middle that makes it unlikely that the narrative
articulations like the one above will be retroactively brought to mind, and even less so
their metafictional motivation.
In another example, the first instance of rising action in the present narrative
has to do with a dispute between Natives and Goths concerning the statue of Admiral
John Ballantyne. The Goths, enjoying political power within the municipality, take
legislative measures to remove the Ballantyne statue from the main square. This
ignites the furor of the Natives, who see Ballantyne as a hero and defender of Native
culture. Bastida, for his part, experiments with how the interlocutors could possibly
react to this dispute. Remember, at a metaliterary level, he is trying to determine
whether or not to continue adventuring down the narrative path of the interlocutors.
Tellingly, they respond in various ways that are redolent of the future J.B. myth and
the eventual destiny of the city itself. Bastidoff, the anarchist, is rather blasé to the
controversy over the statue: “¿Y usted qué más da que retiren la estatua o la dejen en
su sitio? Personalmente, lo único que deploro es que no la desplacen mediante una
buena bomba de trinitrotolueno, que, de paso, podía llevarse por los aires la ciudad
entera” (emphasis mine; 110). The city of Castroforte in fact later on does detach itself
from the earth and, on numerous occasions in the novel, suspends itself entirely in the
air. Also, in the final pages of the Coda, the city flies away into the nothingness of
space. What this means is that Bastidoff, though ultimately ineffectual as a principal
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character, guides Bastida to discover that a fertile narrative direction is that of the
floating city.6
Beyond serving as the spark that ignited the creative flame for defining the
complex metaphysics of the J.B. characters and the fictional city of Castroforte itself,
rather interestingly the interlocutors also begin a process of metafictional conflation
whereby Bastida gradually evolves the embryonic interlocutors into the characters that
will take center stage in the narrative later on. For example, the Portuguese Bastideira
and don Aníbal, who is eventually named King Arthur of the present narrative’s
generation of the Round Table, are conflated in a way that underlines the ongoing
process of Bastida’s creativity. Bastida hints at this when he says “la voz de José
Barbosa Bastideira […] se parecía extrañamente a la de don Anníbal Mario McDonald
de Torres Gago Coutinho Pinto da Cámara da Rainha” (107-8). The two characters are
beginning to coalesce into one, marked in the text by a correspondence of their voices.
In an additional example of the procedure of metafictional conflation, the
personality of the Frenchmen Monsieur Bastide bears a striking resemblance to the
founding father of the Round Table, don Torcuato del Río. Both of them are
analytical, positivist, and prone to extended pronunciations of esoteric scientific
theories that relate only tangentially, if not absurdly, to the broader social arguments
they are trying to make. In response to the discord over the Ballantyne statue, Bastide
ponders aloud “¿Por qué ha puesto el dedo en la llaga sin advertirnoslo?,” whereupon
the narrator remarks that Bastide “se metió en una larga peroración, inteligente y
patética, acerca de los efectos morales que la escisión del átomo estaba causando en
las jóvenes generaciones” (111). Likewise, when the Torcuato character will have
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materialized, he presents his theory, to a bewildered audience, as to the evolution of
the monocular human to the binocular one, the route the second eye takes to
eventually arrive to a frontal position, and the social implications of such evolution. If
the circumstantial evidence is insufficient to substantiate the metafictional conflation
of Bastide and Torcuato, Bastida even mentions that “el francés mostró deseos de
conocer los canards relativos a La Comuna que don Torcuato del Río había redactado
y publicado sistemáticamente” (127). Bastide is interested in those writings because
Bastida, the creator, is toying with the notion of evolving Bastide into the Torcuato
character. When taking into account the interlocutors with their parallel future
iterations, this sort of comment, which textually links the two, foreshadows the
evolution of Bastide into Torcuato.
While assessing the narrative threads constituted by the four heteronyms,
Bastida is simultaneously bringing to mind the inchoate forms of the J.B. figures, who
will eventually overtake the heteronym’s central position in the text. At one point
Bastideira asks Bastida “¿Es que vas a renunciar a nosotros?” (132). The narrator
mollifies their concern and tells them no, “y que si llegaba a familiarizarme con los
mil agujeros y con lo que pasaba detrás de ellos, en aquel país iluminado cuyas luces
percibía, se lo relataría ce por be y juntos intentaríamos comprenderlo” (132). The
metaphors—understood here as a rhetorical device and not within Brooks’ definition
of the term—with which Bastida describes the psychical landscape of his mind can
only be interpreted by the theory that Torrente is fictionalizing the creative process of
the writer: the thousand holes are the infinite narrative directions from which a writer
of fiction must choose and the illuminated country is the domain of creativity within
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the human mind. This reading can be further corroborated, moreover, if we inquire as
to when and where the J.B. characters begin to coalesce into operative fictional
threads.
Bastida, impoverished and pusillanimous, lives under the tyrannical yoke of
the Espiritista. The Espiritista, as his name suggests, is a spiritualist who serves as the
leader of the Círculo Espiritista y Teosófico de Castroforte de Baralla, a group that
tries in their free time to contact the spirit world. Hoping to ascertain if Adolf Hitler is
still alive and living in Spain, the Espiritista recruits Bastida to seek out the ghost of
Joseph Goebbels, the infamous Reich Minister of Propaganda of Nazi Germany.
Though initially hesitant, Bastida eventually acquiesces to his landlord’s wishes. He
begins to participate in a series of séances in order to placate the miserly Espiritista,
reluctantly feigning communication with otherworldly spirits by scribbling gibberish
on scraps of paper to appease his landlord.
At the end of Chapter One the final battle for narrative preeminence between
the interlocutors and the J.B. characters will occur, made possible by Bastida’s
participation in one of the Espiritista’s bizarre séances. To be sure, Bastida establishes
quite clearly that on the third Saturday as medium par excellance for the otherworldly
aspirants that “[e]sto fue cuando la Apocalipsis o Revelación de la compleja y en
puridad incalculable personalidad de Jota Be” (329). The Espiritista and his acolytes
badger Bastida into making a paranormal connection with Goebbels. In his trancelike
state, Bastida is to transcribe his interactions with the paranormal spirits he supposedly
encounters in order to facilitate communication between the Espiritista and the spirit
world. He remembers anxiously seeking a text that can convince his tormentors of his
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clairvoyant powers. He had learned by memory Coplas por la muerte de su padre by
Jorge Manrique and Un castellano leal by the Duque de Rivas, perhaps they could
serve his purposes in the moment. He ultimately rejects them because, he says,
“algunas de mis caldidades personales son incompatibles con las de dos aristócratas
tan aristócratas como Manrique y el Duque—guapos ambos de añadidura—, y
ninguno de ellos iba a sentirse cómodo en mi pelleja” (331). In the anguish of the
moment he ultimately decides on one of his own poems, the Balada periódica mixta
de los amores del tornillo y de la tuerca, a poem indecipherable to all but Bastida
because it is composed in his invented language. About the content of the poem, he
notes that the first three stanzas present the exposition, the fourth and the fifth the
rising action, and
Al empezar la sexta, la tuerca, a quien corresponde el uso de la palabra,
repite el primer verso de la cuarta […] y, entonces, ese primer verso
arrastra los siguientes, y así se inicia el círculo infernal de la repetición
indefinida, de modo que el poema carece, propiamente hablando, de
conclusión, y el recitador puede seguir repitiendo las estrofas cuarta y
quinta hasta cansarse. (332)
The obvious crude sexual connotations aside, one could argue that this poem in fact
serves as the inspiration for the underlying formal structure of La saga/fuga de J.B. As
I mentioned above with Gil González, the Incipit and the Coda of La saga/fuga de J.B.
occur simultaneously in a manner not dissimilar to Bastida’s own fictional poem.
Gestating within the poem are the seeds of the text’s formal structure. Bastida even
foreshadows the cyclical conception of the novel when he remarks that in the poem
not only did he describe the amorous tragedy of the screw and the nut, “sino secretas
significaciones de la naturaleza más profunda, en orden, quizás, a la organización
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cíclica del universo” (333). Clearly, the universe here is a metaphor for the text, the
universe that is under construction by Bastida himself. La saga/fuga de J.B.,
furthermore, seems to be responding precisely to a theoretical argument made by
Brooks when he says that “[i]t is the role of fictional plots to impose an end which yet
suggests a return, a new beginning: a rereading. A narrative, that is, wants at its end to
refer us back to its middle, to the web of the text: to recapture us in its doomed
energies” (719).
While the Espiritista and his associates attempt to decipher the poem, the
weary Bastida has a revelation, a moment of clarity whereby the fog that had
heretofore obstructed his creative capacity is lifted and he begins to perceive the
direction of his narrative discourse. All of the narrative threads that previously
percolated in disconnected strands converge into a momentous discovery that provide
Bastida with the fictional material that he will need to write his text—a kind of
premature metaphoric explosion of signification. Boldly, Torrente attempts to show
the exact moment during the psychical process when the fiction writer perceives the
eureka moment, when the narrative direction of a story finally and painstakingly takes
shape as a conscious set of coordinates. This formidable literary undertaking, where
Bastida’s creative process is translated into fictional mimesis, warrants an extended
citation.
Lo que pasaba en mi alma me importaba mucho más que lo que
aquellos investigadores del arcano pudieran decir o pensar. Y lo que me
pasaba, no pertenecía propiamente hablando al orden del espíritu, sino
al de los acontecimientos físicos, o, con más precisión, luminosos, y el
hecho de que la experiencia fuese interior no le quitaba un solo ápice a
su naturaleza material. Diré que mi alma se había abierto, o que se le
había caído aquel telón de fondo agujerado como un colador por el que
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entraba tanta luz y por el que creía vislumbrar tantas vidas, y una luz
todavía más intensa me deslumbraba los sentidos interiores, como si me
encontrase en una inmensa pradera—aunque azul—iluminada por un
sol extrañamente próximo. Si puede concebirse una niebla
resplandeciente y cristalina, eso era lo que veía: como una nube o como
una nada. En la que, sin embargo, se fueron precisando poco a poco
figuras como una turba, figuras de abigarrado vestir, aunque solo a
primera vista, porque muy pronto pude darme cuenta de que las
prendas que cubrían los cuerpos y las cabezas se repetían con tal
identidad que parecían copiadas unas de otras: se repetían las casullas,
los balandranes, las casacas, las levitas, las capas, las togas, y las
gabardinas; se repetían las mitras, los capirotes, los bicornios, los
sombreros de copa, los verdes borsalinos, los birretes y las boinas.
Variaban, en cambio, sus combinaciones, hasta el punto de que ninguna
de ellas se repetía, obedientes a un capricho riguroso como una ley. Por
intuitivo conducto fui informado de que me hallaba ante la serie entera
de los Jota Be pasados, presentes y futuros; de los reales y de los
posibles, de los que ya habían andado por el mundo y de los nonnatos.
[…] Para explicarme con claridad, lo mejor será seguir describiendo
mis sensaciones e incluso mis averiguaciones, que no obtuve en ningún
caso por el método usual de las preguntas y respuestas, sino como si
alguien me lo soplase al oído, pero con soplo en el que, en vez de llegar
palabras, llegasen nociones desprovistas de todo revestimiento sonoro,
ni siquiera el aproximado del susurro. Lo primero, después de la
impresión inicial, fue descubrir las trazas de un sistema, quizás de un
orden, e incluso de una jerarquía, en el caso de que la situación en el
espacio (entendido a primera vista como arriba y abajo), la confiriese.
Pero el arriba y el abajo no fue más que la solución racional que dio mi
mente al hecho insólito de encontrarme, no ante uno, sino ante varios
espacios superpuestos, cada uno de ellos de una dimensión más que el
anterior y de una menos que el siguiente, de lo cual se infiere que no
puedo propiamente describirlos por carencia de imagenes adecuadas.
Solo accedía al espacio de tres dimensiones. El de dos, con sus figuras
aplanadas, me resultaba cómico y ya ininteligible. Los demás… Bueno.
El caso era encontrar una clave que me permitiera entender cualquiera
de los sistemas e identificar a aquellos sujetos, o al menos (eso lo
comprendí muy pronto) a alguna parte de ellos, los residentes en
espacios asequibles al instrumental de mi imaginación, y la clave me
vino como si me la hubieran arrojado a la conciencia en forma de
recuerdo súbito de la Teoría de Mendeleiev, el que descubrió los
metales ignotos a partir del peso atómico de los conocidos. Y no es que
tal recuerdo me sirviese de punto de partida para un razonamiento, sino
de trampolín analógico para un salto mental que me situó ante esta
evidencia: Hay siete Jota Be conocidos. Los desconocidos de dos
dimensiones se determinan combinando los siete nombre y los siete
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apellidos, o—lo que es equivalente—las prendas que cada uno de ellos
lleva puestas en la cabeza y en el torso, con arreglo a la siguiente tabla
[…] (335-6)
Though below I shall address specifically the narrative consequences and critical
implications of the combinatory power of the J.B., this extended quotation is
absolutely crucial for understanding the narrative direction of the novel. For, the text
reveals to the reader the manner in which Bastida comes upon the concept of the J.B.,
how the disconnected threads fused into a discursive unity, and how the J.B. mythic
history will play out in the novel. During this third séance, when the reader bears
witness to the manner in which the text ultimately reveals the constellation of possible
J.B. figures, the reader is also reminded once again of the foregrounding of the literary
process, of the stages of literary inspiration. Though these allusions to the
metafictional undercurrents that permeate the text are ubiquitous, they are also
concealed, obscured, and shrouded in uncertainty due to the narrative false start (the
interlocutors), the fact that Bastida never explicitly establishes that he is writing and
the readerly habitus is witnessing a novel in progress, and that the J.B. edifice can
only be fully understood by forging ahead through the text.
At this point, the text now faces the problem of having overcrowded its
prospective narrative. It must now economize the plot by shearing off the overgrowth
of metonymic threads. The four interlocutors find themselves on the chopping block
since they now exist within a narrative domain to which they do not pertain, namely,
the J.B. story. Bastida notes, “mis cuatro interlocutores habituales […] allí andaban
también, aunque en calidad de Jotas Be supernumerarios y sin legítima cabida en el
sistema” (340).7 Clearly, he feels a certain affection for the heteronyms. They did,
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after all, inspire the J.B. narrative. He remarks,
[m]e hubiera gustado entretener sus horas con la conversación de mis
interlocutores. Pero ¿de qué iba a hablarles si no tenía nada que
decirles? El paisaje de mi alma andaba transitado por obisposalmirantes, brujos-poetas y traidores-desgraciados. Un baile de
bicornios y chisteras desaparecía para dejar espacio a una zarabanda de
casullas y gabardinas, y momentos hubo en que mi cabeza asemejaba a
una infinita ropavejería en que las diversas combinaciones, montadas
sobre maniquíes sin rostros, se repetían a lo largo de interminables
galerías oscuras. (344)
Even the interlocutors begin to feel the congestion inside of Bastida’s creative
chamber. “En realidad,” notes Bastide, “el lugar no es cómodo. Será mejor que nos
vayamos, no sea que empiece esto a llenarse de obispos-almirantes y de brujos-poetas”
(347). This is the last time that the interlocutors appear in the text, since after this
comment they vanish into thin air in the last pages of Chapter One, never to return.
Within Brooks’ metaphoric/metonymic framework, the disappearance of the
interlocutor characters and the appearance of the J.B. in fact go a long way to
substantiating how the text breaks its contractual obligation to the reader. Drawing
from Freud, “Brooks treated the arabesque toward completion in fictional narrative as
the sustaining of desire through a series of détours, inadequate or improper endpoints
risked and avoided, resulting in the continuation of desire until a proper ending is
reached” (Fry 166). The displacement of the heteronyms, however, is paradoxically a
beginning and an end, a birth and a death, an exposition and a dénouement. The
interlocutor plotline ends precisely at the moment when the J.B. myth begins. The
reader, through ‘promises and annunciations’ made in the first pages, reasonably
expected for the interlocutor characters to follow a path towards ultimate signification.
When during the séance Bastida intuits the ontology of the J.B. myth, the text commits
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what Brooks calls a “premature discharge” or a “short-circuit” (719). The onanistic
climax of the interlocutor plot occurs in the final pages of Chapter One, hardly a
position in the text to reveal the metaphoric culmination of signification. Caught off
guard, this sort of premature revelation tends to go unnoticed within the larger
schematics of the plot, unduly exacerbating the implicit contract between reader and
text. What is more, the tangible connection between the interlocutors and the J.B. is
suspect. The text only hints towards the notion that Bastida is writing a fictional text
and that the interlocutors serve as the metafictional inspiration for the J.B. characters
through obliquely relevant comments about floating cities, combinatory ontological
powers, and metafictional conflation. Connecting all of these dots seems highly
unlikely, meaning that the ultimate signification of the interlocutors, the first promise
of the text, is neutralized by the overcomplicated arabesque of the narrative.
By moving outside the text, my suggestion that the text breaches its contractual
obligations to the reader can be substantiated even further. Keeping in mind that
Torrente is an ‘inveterate leg-puller,’ as Labanyi calls him or, as we saw previously, a
keen observer of field conditions with a heightened sense of accruing capital, the
Galician novelist did indeed make a number of statements that speak directly to the
difficulty of following the text’s metonymic links towards ultimate metaphoric
signification. Torrente often joked in interviews about the number of copies that the
book sold in comparison to the amount of people that actually finished the novel:
Gostaríame facer unha estadística… Supoñamos que, segundo os datos
oficiais, publicáronse cincoenta ou sesenta mil exemplars da Saga/fuga
e que cada un destes sesenta mil exeplares lérono tres persoas. Temos
180.00 persoas. Imos amplialo un pouco e poñer 200.000. Duascentas
mil persoas comenzaron a lela. Cun ánimo moi optimista eu calculo
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que a leron enteira 25.000. E coido que son moi optimista. A xente, en
xeral, chegou á páxina cincoenta, pechou o libro e acabouse. (Reigosa
25-6)
In the “Prólogo” to the fiftieth anniversary of the publication of La saga/fuga de J.B.
Torrente repeats a similar sentiment: “La saga/fuga de J.B. es un libro difícil. Más es
la gente que lo compró que la que lo leyó. Son muchos los que me han dicho
francamente que no han podido pasar de la página treinta” (73). In spite of the fact that
one must be cautious in taking Torrente at face value, it is hard to deny that there isn’t
a kernel of truth in his statements, which is brought to bear as a function of Brook’s
distinction between metaphor and metonymy.
Concerning the pact between text and reader, the evasive novelist, not
surprisingly, has an opinion about that too. In the “Prólogo a la segunda edición” to
Fragmentos de apocalipsis, he writes,
Del pacto implícito entre el autor y el lector. Pues bien: debo confesar y
lo hago aquí por primera vez, que recuerde, o al menos es la primera
vez que lo escribo, que con un par de excepciones a lo largo de mi
carrera de escritor, ensayé o intenté romper el pacto, o, por lo menos,
despojarlo del rigor obligatorio o tomarlo con visible y condenable
frivolidad. (13)
This quotation by the author, coupled with the analysis of the relationship between the
interlocutors, the J.B. myth, and Brooks’ conceptualization of metaphor and
metonymy, suggests that the Galician novelist purposively sought to undermine the
readerly habitus in much the same way that he manipulated the critical establishment
outside of the text.
C. The Habitus of José Bastida-as-Character
As I noted in the section “Who Narrates?,” that Bastida manifests himself in
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the text under a number of different guises—author, narrator, and character—means
that the versatility of the concept of habitus can be demonstrated. Whereas above, I
assumed the vantage point of the diegetic level concerned with Bastida-asauthor/narrator of the text to pinpoint the metafictional characteristics of Chapter One,
in what follows I shall examine La saga/fuga de J.B. from the perspective of Bastidaas-character. One point regarding critical methodology is pertinent here: for expository
purposes, I make a distinction between Bastida’s role as author/narrator and his role as
a character within the fictional world of Castroforte. In terms of their operative
relationship in the novel, however, this distinction is far from clear. Indeed, the two
figures are conflated in such a way that their interactions seem to fly in the face of
narrative causality, which, as I will flesh out in the final section, suggests that the text
purposefully impugns scientific theories for reading a text, such as structuralism or
narratology, leading literary critics hither and yon on a never-ending fool’s errand.
Though a number of different episodes highlight the dynamic between the Bastida-asauthor/narrator and Bastida-as-character figures, for continuity and clarity of the
present investigation, I shall take up where I left off in the previous section by delving
deeper into Bastida’s epiphanic moment in the last pages of Chapter One whereupon
he discovers the internal semiotics of the J.B. structure.
The idea for the J.B. figures flourish in the last pages of Chapter One. Though
I deliberately left it out in the previous section, an important factor of Bastida’s pitiful
situation is that he is also constantly undernourished, living in the leaky attic of an inn
called La Flor de Cambados, where the imperious landlord the Espiritista provides
only the bare minimum of food. While seemingly an insignificant detail of Bastida’s
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daily life, hunger and the necessary actions that he must undertake to procure
sustenance emerge as fundamental driving forces of the narrative. Bastida, the
character within the fictional world of Castroforte, cultivates a rather inventive
creativeness as a sort of distraction to his hunger pangs, taking solace in grammar
books, the composition of poetry, and the municipal archives.
The Espiritista, in an effort to sharpen Bastida’s clairvoyant abilities,
purposefully decreases his food rations because, as Bastida remarks, “la abundancia de
condumio, decía [el Espiritista], embotaría mis facultades” (118). To be sure, Bastida
first notices the interlocutors in his minute living space after, “me había costado
sudores subir las escaleras, porque pasaba de una semana que el Espiritista me tenía a
dieta, y los efectos comenzaban a ser inaguantables” (109). In this way, the
interlocutors, and indeed as a corollary the J.B. structure, can be understood as hungerinduced, ideational hallucinations of the narrative yo, representative in their actions
and words of the personality traits not present in Bastida’s own habitus, but
nonetheless desired by him. Emboldened by the need to fill his empty stomach,
Bastida’s unconscious manifests its deep-seated desires to alleviate the difficulty of his
woeful living situation. The ultimate result is the structure of the J.B.
Bastida’s delicate physical state comes to a head during the third séance when
he discerns for the first time the J.B. figures. Interestingly, as was cited above, the text
gracefully dances around the notion that the J.B. identities and vestments swirling
around in Bastida’s mind in fact constitute a veritable springing forth of images from
the depths of his unconscious. As he catches these ephemeral glimpses of his
unconscious, the text alludes to the fact that the confluence of the trance, his
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malnourishment, and the revelation of the infinitude of the J.B. is causing a physical
reaction “que me hizo dar un grito,” Bastida says, whereupon the unnamed spiritualist
members surrounding him remark that “[s]e conoce que sufre” and “[h]a hecho un
gran esfuerzo esta noche. Convendrá darle un poco de leche” (339). His vision of the
J.B. is delicate, easily interrupted, and prone to retreat into his unconsciousness where
he will unlikely not be able to retrieve it: “Aquella trinca de sondas lanzadas al
misterio, aunque hablaban en voz baja, amenazaban con interrumpir la visión y, lo que
es peor, con anular, apenas iniciada, aquella sensación por la que me sentía
comunicado con la humanidad entera e incluso con el Cosmos” (339). Bastida
recognizes that the window into his unconsciousness is ephemeral, transitory, fleeting.
All of the textual clues—his hunger, his trancelike state, the nature of the revelation of
the J.B.—suggest that the text is describing the psychical processes in which the
matter of Bastida’s unconscious mind casts off its chains and, like a failing dam,
explodes into his conscious mind.
As for the operative mechanism of its semiotics and its functional properties
within the text, the structure of the J.B. is to a certain extent analogous to the
synchronic aspects of language itself. In the same way that language’s most
fundamental (meaningful) semantic units—words—have a combinatory power that
gives rise to phrases, clauses, and sentences, so too in Bastida’s J.B. structure can we
identify the basic interchangeable units that give rise to the totality of his invented
semiotic system. What appears is essentially a microcosm of human language, and for
this reason we can thus employ a linguistic vocabulary to better understand how the
J.B. semiotic system appears in the text. There are five parts of speech: first names,
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last names, epithets, headgear, and torso coverings. Table I indexes all of the possible
signifiers within each part of speech of Bastida’s language:
Table I

Of particular importance for the purposes of the present investigation is the J.B.
myth’s amenability to linguistic analysis. For, it is in this way aligned with the
structuralist tradition outside the text, a point to which I will further explore in the
following section.
This table, however, is also slightly misleading insofar that it suggests only
seven possible J.B. figures—four historical ones (Bermúdez, Balseyro, Ballantyne,
and Barrantes) and three possible incarnations in the present narrative (Bendaña,
Barallobre, and Bastida). Similar to the interlocutors who changed faces, voices, and
fixed character traits, what Bastida extracts from the depths of his habitus is that each
signifier of the system can be rearranged and/or reorganized to educe different J.B.
permutations. Pérez notes that,
[h]is dizzying vision of the edge of infinity is reducible to a
mathematical scheme which shows that each of the seven known J.B.’s
has seven binary possibilities for a total of forty-nine simple
combinations. (Gonzalo 112)
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The binary combinations to which Pérez refers, which are made up of different
permutations of first name/last name and corresponding headgear/torso covering (i.e.
binary), denote the possibility that José Bastida, a possible J.B., could be combined
with the personalities of the remaining J.B.s, leading to a series of conflated
personalities expressed in the following manner: José Bastida (Boina and Gabardina);
José Bermúdez (Boina and Casulla); José Balseyro (Boina and Balandrán); José
Ballantyne (Boina and Casaca); José Barrantes (Boina and Levita); José Barallobre
(Boina y Capa); and José Bendaña (Boina y Toga). This binary construct could be
appended to each of the seven possible J.B. personalities, which would bring the total
to forty-nine possible permutations. Table II below delineates those possible
combinatory J.B.s in full:
Table II
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What’s more, Bastida intuits the possibility of a three-dimensional J.B., “resultado de
siete por siete por siete,” whereby to each of the forty-nine binary J.B.s “las siete
profesiones correlativas” could be added, leading to the possibility of “trescientos
sesenta y tres personalidades nuevas” (338-9). Pérez correctly remarks moreover that
the “theoretically possible seven-part composites reach almost astronomical levels”
(Pérez, Gonzalo 112). The potential combinatory power of Bastida’s semiotic system
means that there is a possibility for “miles y miles y miles de J.B.” (648). Fortunately,
when in Chapter Three the text is faced with a decision to implement either the binary,
the three-dimensional or the theoretically possible seven-dimensional framework, in a
seemingly compassionate narrative gesture, the binary construct is selected as the
structuring mechanism for the vertiginous dream sequence, a subject to which I will
return in “Chapter Three: Scherzo y Fuga.”
Above and beyond establishing the peculiar structure of the J.B. mythic
structure, which is redolent of the foundational characteristics germane to language
and indeed all semiotic systems, the present section establishes a nuance integral to
Torrente’s narrative strategies. When reading the articulations of the narrative edifice
that constitutes what I am calling the Bastida-as-character figure, the text suggests that
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an etiological explanation for the inception of the J.B. mythic structure is Bastida-ascharacter’s impoverished living situation, punctuated to such heights by the Espiritista
that the semiotics of the J.B. is made to spring forth from the depths of the famished
habitus of José Bastida. That is, at the diegetic level concerning the narrative acts of
the Bastida-as-character figure, it is Bastida’s field positions in the fictional world of
Castroforte that effect the J.B. myth that is so integral to the text’s functioning.
Juxtaposed with the analysis carried out in “Breaking the Pact: The Readerly
Habitus,” I am now in a position to bring into sharper relief a contradiction germane to
the manner in which Torrente manipulates the readerly habitus of the literary critic.
D. Conclusions
Since its publication, questions concerning La saga/fuga de J.B.’s narrative
instance such as who narrates, when does the narrative act occur in relation to the
story, and through whom are we perceiving the events of the story have been a fecund
source of critical inquiry, particularly as it relates to the enigmatic edifice that is José
Bastida. One reason for this is the various guises that Bastida assumes in the novel. As
author and narrator of the fictional text that constitutes La saga/fuga de J.B., there are
a number of metafictional articulations manifested throughout that foreground the
edifice that I call Bastida-as-author/narrator. It is at this diegetic level where the figure
of Bastida-as-author/narrator is preoccupied with the stages of creative development in
fiction, where he struggles first with the interlocutor plotline, where he manipulates
the readerly habitus by impugning the organizational form of narrative (the
beginnings, the middles, and the ends), and breaks the implicit pact between reader
and text, as I argued in “Breaking the Pact: The Readerly Habitus.” An additional
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guise that I identified in “The Habitus of José Bastida” is one defined by Bastida’s
role as a character within the fictional world of Castroforte, which, ostensibly occurs
at an entirely different diegetic plane of narration. The semiotics of the J.B. myth so
redolent of language’s operative mechanisms sprang forth from the Bastida-ascharacter’s habitus during the third séance with the Espiritista, displacing the
interlocutor story line and setting the stage for the final coming of the J.B. savior.
An important question thus arises from the preceding analysis. Concerning the
relationship between the Bastida-as-author/narrator and Bastida-as-character figures, it
is here that I identify a critical tension between the two. Imagine for a moment the
temporal and spatial reality that the Bastida-as-author/narrator figure occupies, where
he makes his metafictional discursive articulations, specifically, as it concerns the
interlocutor plotline. Is the time/space continuum from whence Bastida-asauthor/narrator effects that narrative act the same as the time/space continuum
occupied by the Bastida-as-character figure, as an impoverished grammarian living
under the yoke of the Espiritista? The answer, I think, is that there is no answer, and
that’s the way Torrente wanted it.
In 1978, Leo Hickey intuited this same question. He writes,
Todo el libro puede ser—¿Quién sabe?—un relato enmarcado y
causado por el hambre del protagonista [Bastida]: sueños originados
por la falta de alimentación, fantasías que le sirven como compensación
de sus múltiples frustraciones. El mismo sabe que los místicos
españoles tenían experiencias especiales cuando no habían comido. O
bien puede ser un compendio de todos los pensamientos, mejor dicho,
todas las imágenes que le pasan por la cabeza en el momento de un
orgasmo que tiene con Julia, y la novela termina con estos personajes
echados en el campo, despiertos, mientras que desaparece lentamente
por las nubes la ciudad de Castroforte y toda su historia. […] En fin, La
saga/fuga de J.B. puede ser un sinfín de cosas, sin duda lo es. (219)
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Hickey’s exasperation here is paradigmatic of a larger phenomenon that I have been
revealing throughout. That is, that Torrente the historical figure and his literary texts
seem to resist interpretation, to occupy multiple planes of logic simultaneously, and to
evade inquiries by the critical establishment, all of which are strategically conjured for
the author’s own amusement. Recall that Gil González catalogues Torrente’s reading
interests during the American Period when he was working on La saga/fuga de J.B.,
which suggested that the author became keenly interested in the theoretical
movements seeking to anchor literary study to science, with structuralism being the
most influential. The Bastida-as-author/narrator and Bastida-as-character dynamic, the
text’s purposive attempts to conceal the relationship between the two, the
impossibility of knowing exactly from whence the articulations of the Bastida-asauthor/narrator figure originate, and the inability to discern whether or not they are
one or two figures seem all to be simply a game that Torrente orchestrates to
undermine the task of the literary critic. He revels in posing situations, both
biographical and literary, that spark vicious circles of never-ending logic, infinite
regresses, and cretinous paradoxes. When Hickey throws up his hands above in
obvious critical exasperation, he draws attention to the notion that what Torrente has
created is an intricate fool’s errand for literary critics, effected in the first instance by
his strategies to undermine the scientificity of narratological descriptions of literary
works.
Instead of presenting here a sample of the kind of never-ending logic that
occurs when parsing the Bastida-as-author/narrator and Bastida-as-character dynamic,
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I propose instead to foreground a fundamental asymmetry between the narrative
instance as it is understood by Genette and the temporal underpinnings of La
saga/fuga de J.B.
Concerning the time of the narrating, Genette writes that “it is almost
impossible for me not to locate the story in time with respect to my narrating act, since
I must necessarily tell the story in a present, past, or future” (emphasis mine; 215).
Indeed, it is almost impossible. For, one way to flank time’s inexorable force upon our
sense perceptions and indeed on the very fabric of reality, in fiction, is to recur to a
temporal strategy where events do not occur one after the other, but simultaneously, at
once, in a sort of ephemeral flash of an infinitely small unit of time, like Hickey
suggests above. Gil González made similar points: in La saga/fuga de J.B., nothing
actually happens, it is impossible to determine the chronology of events because of the
text’s reliance on a temporality based in simultaneity, and that the entirety is a
monologue focalized through the mind of Bastida. Plainly, Genette’s narratological
framework begins to unravel here, since he presumes that a narrator’s temporal
relation to the story must either be the past, the present or the future. In La saga/fuga
de J.B., words like ‘before’ and ‘after’ have no anchor from which to ground their
meaning. They are signifiers without signifieds. The past, the present, and the future
do not exist in the fictional world of Castroforte, only the simultaneity of the
ephemeral, fleeting ‘now’.
The ambiguous relation between Bastida’s temporal location and the events of
the story being told furthermore cascade down upon and problematize additional
aspects of Genette’s narratology. Genette christens the term order as a way to describe
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the relationship between the chronological sequencing of events in a story and the
manner in which they are arranged in the narrative. He writes,
To study the temporal order of a narrative is to compare the order in
which events or temporal sections are arranged in the narrative
discourse with the order of succession these same events or temporal
segments have in the story, to the extent that story order is explicitly
indicated by the narrative itself or inferable from one or another
indirect clue. (emphasis mine; 35).
To the credit of Genette, he does acknowledge the possibility that a story’s order may
not be explicitly indicated or inferable in the text. But this is precisely the narrative
terrain within which Torrente is working. The simultaneity of the narrative instance
with the events of the story condemns to failure from the outset any analysis looking
to successively order the temporality of narrative events in terms of both the story and
the discourse. Once again, where successive causality is presumed, simultaneity
renders obsolete.
To give one final example of how the temporal simultaneity of La saga/fuga de
J.B. brings into sharp relief the limits of Genette’s narratology, his concept of
narrative voice is particularly apt. Genette finds the traditionally employed terms of
first-person or third-person narrator to be wholly inadequate (243). He thus suggests
instead an original system whereby a narrator is classified as a function of where the
narrative act is carried out, either inside the text or outside of it (intradiegetic and
extradiegetic, respectively) and whether or not the narrator is a character in the story
(heterodiegetic and homodiegetic, respectively) (243-52). As above, Torrente
undermines the efficacy of this methodology as well. For, the many different guises of
Bastida—author, narrator, character—coupled with the inability to know which
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articulation in the text should be attributed to which guise means that Bastida is at
once intradiegetic and extradiegetic, in addition to heterodiegetic and homodiegetic at
all times throughout. Once again, Torrente seems to be calling attention to the limits of
scientifically-grounded literary theories. I surmise that much of Genette’s narratology
is problematized by the temporal schematics that underpin La saga/fuga de J.B.
To conclude, it is here possible to identify a sub-domain of the readerly
habitus: the readerly habitus of the literary critic. In the same way that socioeconomic
groups tend to exhibit similar behaviors because objective social structures habituate
similar matrices of dispositions manifested in what Bourdieu calls the habitus, so too
do literary critics exhibit foundational dispositional coordinates that guide their
behaviors, which are themselves conditioned both by the vicissitudes of history and
the nature of the institutions that they inhabit. Whereas the lay reader tends to situate
entertainment or leisure as the principle objective, and is thus more likely to bypass
textual contradictions, excisions of the narrative structure, and authorial attempts of
formal experimentation more generally for the expediency of amusement, the literary
critic seeks out logical coherence for expository purposes. “The most important
qualification which I have been able to find […] is that a critic must have a very
highly developed sense of fact,” writes T.S. Eliot in 1923 (19). If a fact is a thing that
is indisputably the case, then Torrente’s formal experimentation with the narrative
instance in La saga/fuga de J.B. as outlined above seems to have the purposive intent
of manipulating the readerly habitus of the literary critic, since he obstructs their
ability to develop a sense of fact by rendering obsolete the scientific discourse that
underpins literary theory. Just what kind of effect this has on the construction of
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national literary fields I will lay out in my concluding remarks.
III. Surveying the Fields of Castroforte
Torrente’s strategies to confound the readerly habitus and the literary critic as
they were outlined above can be observed once again as a function of Bourdieu’s
concept of the field, though in a way distinct to La saga/fuga de J.B.’s asymmetry
with Genette’s narratological methodology. It is through an analysis of the conceptual
apparatus of the field that it is possible to bring into sharper relief the metatheoretical
contest of wits taking place between the Galician novelist and the French sociologist.
Perhaps most importantly in this regard is the manner in which Torrente’s text reveals
the limitations of Bourdieu’s theoretical framework.
As a sociologist, Bourdieu was concerned with the totality of field relations,
the relational pressures that influence individual behaviors, capital accumulation, and
the historical embeddedness of individual agents. In the literary field of cultural
production, he analyzes the “position of the literary field within the field of power,”
“the internal structure of the literary field,” and “the habitus of the [literary field’s]
occupants” (The Rules 214). Plainly, Bourdieu concerns himself with the genesis of
the relational field positions constituted by writers of fiction at specific moments of
history. In Chapter II outside the text, this methodology proved fruitful in unraveling
Torrente’s historicity, delineating his strategies for capital accumulation, and defining
his relationship(s) to the critical establishment.
But Bourdieu does not presume that a text’s front cover is constitutive of a
threshold that circumscribes his framework’s purview. In contraposition to literary
theories like deconstruction that postulate a priori the ineffability of a literary text, to a
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French semiology that brashly proclaimed the death of the author, to those that “forbid
sociology any profaning contact with the work of art,” his was a scientific analysis that
“intensifies the literary experience” (The Rules xvi; xix). He avers that the concepts
habitus, field, and capital could be applied inside of a literary text “to abolish the
singularity of the ‘creator’ in favour of the relations that make the work intelligible”
(The Rules xix).
In the Prologue to his The Rules of Art, he carries out a reading of Sentimental
Education (1869), which he calls “Flaubert, Analyst of Flaubert.” He writes,
Sentimental Education, that book on which a thousand commentaries
have been written, but which has undoubtedly never been truly read,
supplies all the tools necessary for its own sociological analysis: the
structure of the book, which a strictly internal reading brings to light,
that is, the structure of the social space in which the adventures of
Frédéric unfold, proves to be at the same time the structure of the social
space in which its author himself was situated. (emphasis his; 3)
In his penetrating commentary, he recreates the social space of the text by
cartographically plotting the totality of field positions as defined by the intricate web
of relations that are educed through the characters’ professions, interfamilial relations,
and the institutions of power, politics, and commerce, all of which are embedded
within the larger field of power and situated around the protagonist Frédéric. As he
explicitly states above, he furthermore equates Frédéric, a fictional character, with the
historical author of the text, Gustave Flaubert. In presupposing this sameness between
author and character, Bourdieu positions himself in such a way so as to suggest that
the social space constructed within the text is one and the same with the relations that
contributed to Flaubert’s own historical embeddedness, that he, Flaubert, “act[s] as
medium of those structures,” and that in this way a literary work conceals within its
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own internal structure the key to unlocking its signification (emphasis his; 3).
In my view, that the matrix of dispositions that constitute an author’s habitus
are latently embedded in a literary text and can be discerned through the scientific
vantage point of the sociologist, nonetheless, seems to lend itself to narratives wherein
the form of the literary text has as its telos the recreation of the objective reality of a
specified historical period, wherein, as Herzberger notes, “the representational
accuracy of language is not questioned, since the words and the world are conjoined in
a single system of meaning” (48). Flaubert’s novel Sentimental Education, because of
its realist underpinnings, thus constitutes an ideal literary text to demonstrate the
efficacy of Bourdieu’s own approach to the internal mechanisms of literature.
This does not appear to be the case for a narrative that inextricably intertwines
realist discourse with metafiction and the fantastic; that ridicules the precepts of
scientific inquiry of the literary type; that undermines narrative causality; that basks in
the ephemerality of signification through its simultaneity; that has as its telos the
undermining of the readerly habitus; and that problematizes with unabashed zeal the
relationship between signifier and signified. La saga/fuga de J.B., in this way, makes
visible the limitations of Bourdieu’s scientificity when applied to the internal structure
of a literary text.
In what follows, then, I propose to apply Bourdieu’s conceptual apparatus of
the field to La saga/fuga de J.B. within the confines of the present narrative—for to
account for changes of field relations over time in the fictional world of Castroforte
would constitute a project unto itself. Since I do not reject in toto the application of
Bourdieu’s theoretical framework to the internal mechanisms of a literary text, in the
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first two sections, I map Castroforte’s relational field positions as evidenced through
its inhabitants, its formal and informal institutions, and its embeddedness in a larger
field of power. Given that the novel, in part, works within a realist framework—with
its costumbrista sketches and Torrente’s explicit admission of conflating realism with
the fantastic—it is in this first section that I establish the Bourdiesian framework’s
productivity as a critical methodology for reading the internal mechanisms of a literary
work. By highlighting the critical benefits involved with Bourdiesian literary analysis,
I thus position myself in such a way so as to better contextualize the limits of the
same, to which I turn in the following section “Scherzo y fuga.” There, I argue that the
metafictional and fantastic elements of the text’s denouement, in conjunction with the
presence of a cacophony of carnivalesque narrative voices, reaches such a fever pitch
that it engenders a narrative domain into which Bourdieu’s framework cannot reach.
As with Genette above, the narrative strategies orchestrated by Torrente circumscribe
the purview of Bourdieu’s scientific framework.
A. Castroforte’s Political Economy: The Goths
The conflict in the narrative present begins with a statue. The Goths, having
aligned themselves with Franco’s central government, begin to promote legislation to
remove the statue of Admiral John Ballantyne from the main square, the Plaza de
Marinos Efesios. The statue of Ballantyne, who is the nineteenth-century incarnation
of the J.B., serves as a physical reminder of the cultural history of the Natives, who are
obviously opposed to the statue’s removal. During his investigation of the municipal
archives, Bastida is made aware of the history of a tertulia called the Round Table,
which, during the various epochs of the town’s history, has served as a Native bulwark
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against Gothic oppression. The group was first founded in the mid-nineteenth-century
by Don Torcuato del Rio and thereafter had successive generational iterations
throughout the history of Castroforte, though it was officially disbanded around the
time of the Spanish Civil War when the members of the Round Table were summarily
executed for advocating Native political autonomy. To orchestrate protest against the
removal of the Ballantyne statue in the present narrative, a group of Natives decides to
re-institute the Round Table. The statue, around which the present narrative will
unfold, thus re-inflames age-old tensions between the Natives and the Goths.
The social relations depicted in the fictional world of Castroforte lend
themselves to a Bourdiesian field analysis insofar that divisions between inhabitants
are largely structured by the binary Native/Goth. According to Bourdieu, “fields are
structured spaces of dominant and subordinate positions based on types and amounts
of capital” (Swartz 123). The task of graphically representing social relations in
Castroforte is thus greatly assuaged by this nuance of Bourdieu’s framework, for the
Natives, in general, occupy a subordinate position in relation to the dominant Goths,
though this does require some nuancing.
The Goth’s stranglehold on the city’s formal, political institutions in the
present narrative positions them in such a way so as to overtake the city’s economic
institutions, which are still controlled by the Natives. An underlying motivation for
Gothic behavior in the novel is thus to wrest control of the city’s principle sources of
revenue from the Natives. The Natives, for their part, weak in political power, but still
enjoying the benefits of their economic situation, must protect their economic
institutions, because defeat in this regard precipitates the complete destruction of their
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cultural heritage.
The Goths wield power by exercising a monopoly on what Louis Althusser
would call repressive and ideological state apparatuses. The repressive state
apparatuses, for Althusser, include “the Government, the Administration, the Army,
the Police, the Courts, and the Prisons” (128). The Natives must contend with the
apparatuses of the government on two distinct, though intimately related, planes. The
first concerns the central government in Madrid, which, having assumed power after
the Spanish Civil War, seeks to unify a fragmented nation and contend with a restive
population. The result, parallel to Franco’s postwar Spain, is an outright attack on
peripheral cultures, dissident values not in line with party ideology, and groups who
do not represent the ideal image of a strong, unified Spain.
There are suspicions in Castroforte that a surreptitious police force is in fact
occupying the principal positions of power in the city. The journalist Belalúa remarks
that,
En Castroforte tenemos todas las oficinas que tienen las capitales de
provincia. Pues bien: todos los funcionarios, hasta el bedel del Instituto,
que es de Cuenca, pertenecen a la Policía… No solo ellos, sino también
los directores de los bancos, el Jefe y los Oficiales de Correos y
Telégrafos. Son policías juramentados. No me sorprendería nada que
perteneciesen a un Cuerpo especial, seleccionado entre los de más
confianza. (125)
To be sure, the vigilant gaze of the modern surveillance state permeates the city of
Castroforte, engendering a kind of collective paranoia amongst the Natives, which has
the effect of homogenizing behaviors and manufacturing consent to the status quo of
power relations. The Natives, subservient to the dominant culture, are forced into
underground, surreptitious cultural practices if they are to conserve a semblance of
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their heritage. For instance, the Round Table, not initially founded as a secretive
society but indeed as a publically visible political one, is, in the present narrative,
forced to conceal their plans to conserve Native culture. State institutions pursue them
tirelessly, and their motives are constantly in question.
The penal system also looms large in the novel. Though the narrator Bastida
does not explicitly speak about his own personal biography immediately prior to the
present narrative, he mentions as an aside on various occasions that he spent time in
the Lazareto de San Simón, which was “convertido en una prisión provisional para
condenados politicos en espera del salto en el vacío” (114). That the structure was
retrofitted to house political dissidents is significant insofar that it textually marks the
repressive nature of the fictional central government. Bastida furthermore feels the
need to placate the Espiritista for fear of a prison sentence. He remarks in obvious
desperation that, should he run afoul of his landlord’s wishes to participate in the
séances,
¡adiós mi libertad, adiós mi escasa comida, adiós mi camaranchón de la
fonda del Espiritista, todo ello detestable si se le considera en
comparación en la cárcel, disciplinada como la de un científico,
alimentada según cálculos de varia índole, y alojado en el verdadero
espacio real que necesita un hombre sobre la tierra: tres metros
cuadrados! (321)
Fear of imprisonment is a ubiquitous motif that runs through the text and emerges as a
particularly potent repressive state apparatus because of its capacity to control the
behavior of the Native population.
An additional repressive state apparatus is the state’s censoring body, whose
efficacy and potency is exponentially increased in light of the totalitarian penal
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system. The censor is particularly detrimental to the Native’s struggle for increased
autonomy in the region. For, relegated to a subordinate position within the hierarchy
of power, the Natives only weapons to combat the destruction of their culture are
informal institutions, such as the Round Table or the town newspaper. Indeed, one of
the Round Table’s strategies to disseminate the official views of the Native population
is by publishing articles in reaction to the political measures taken by the Goths. After
the mayor threatens to raze the statue of Admiral Ballantyne, the first reaction by the
Native population is to reconvene the Round Table and publish an article decrying the
injustice of the cultural hegemony of the Goths. Bastida remarks that Belalúa, editor of
La Voz de Castroforte, spoke with a secretary of the Poncio and they “convinieron por
teléfono que el dicho secretario particular hablase con el jefe de la censura, […] para
que dejara pasar el artículo siempre que este fuese redactado en términos respetuosos
para la autoridad constituida” (123). The sensitive nature of the article and the
potential danger of its publication are underscored by the fact that it is rewritten four
times before it eventually passes through the censor.
Perhaps suspecting the Natives recalcitrance to Gothic rule, and, by extension,
opposition to the central government, the powers that be also begin to implement a
policy of containment to limit the potential influence that Native culture could have in
inciting a challenge to the dominant ideology throughout the rest of the country. The
example set by the Natives in resisting the imposition of Gothic values could plausibly
pose a threat to the State’s hegemony by highlighting the power of peripheral cultures
to continue to thrive under repressive circumstances. One approach to containment
that the State takes in the novel is to shape ideology, or the collective habitus of the
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country at large, by dominating ideological state apparatuses. Belalúa, editor of the
town newspaper La Voz de Castroforte, unlike many of the untraveled inhabitants of
Castroforte, has had the opportunity to journey outside of Galicia, where his personal
interactions with non-Galicians are illustrative of the lengths to which the Spanish
state is willing to go to ensure domination over the Natives. He remarks the following
to Bastida:
a los niños de las escuelas, y usted lo sabe mejor que yo, porque da
clases en una academia, se les enseña, aquí, que hay cinco provincias
gallegas, y que Castroforte del Baralla es capital de la quinta; pero,
fuera de aquí, las provincias son sólo cuatro, y Castroforte no figura en
los mapas. (125)
Since its inception, the institution of the school has been a site of considerable power
struggles. Here, the methods of a state-sponsored ideology are put into sharp relief by
opposing curricula. Outside of Castroforte, the cartography of Spain is such that the
province of Castroforte is denied access to the official version. The result is that the
city’s equivocal ontological status is linked precisely to the Spanish state’s
(un)willingness to recognize its existence as such.
To safeguard the nonexistent status of Castroforte, the Spanish state has a
number of additional methods at its disposal, all of which undermine the ontological
status of Castroforte. For instance, a non-Galician would find it very difficult not only
to locate Castroforte on a map, but would also be unable to physically travel to
Castroforte. Belalúa notes the directional conundrum one faces:
Se trata ni más ni menos que de mantener en secreto nuestra existencia.
Si usted, por ejemplo, va de Vigo a Santiago, verá que las carreteras
que parten de la general están convenientemente rotuladas: «A la
Estrada», «A Villagarcía», «A Cambados». Pero no hay ningún ramal
que diga: «A Castroforte del Baralla», aunque nuestra carretera parta
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también de la general. No hay más que un número, que tampoco figura
en los mapas de carreteras y cuya clave solo tiene el Registro central…
y nosotros, cuando vamos o venimos. (125)
The absence of road signs pointing towards the city of Castroforte has the effect of
isolating the city from the rest of the country. This permits the State to contain
potentially dangerous revolutionary ideas from spreading beyond the region, thus
ensuring its continued hegemony. Furthermore, by isolating the city, the State in effect
attacks any type of solidarity that peripheral cultures can take advantage of when
seeking to increase their political or cultural autonomy.
When the repressive state apparatuses and the policy of containment fail to
successfully stem the tide of threats towards the dominant ideology, the state can also
rely upon its monopoly of violence to ensure the continued subjugation of the
subordinate classes. The last Round Table prior to its reinstitution in the present
narrative existed around the time of the Spanish Civil War. Don Emilio Salgueiro,
then King Arthur of the Round Table, sent a telegram to Manuel Azaña, president of
the Second Spanish Republic, declaring Castroforte a Cantón Independiente. A
portion of the telegram is reproduced in the novel: “Castroforte del Baralla indiferente
ante situación y posibles consecuencias Stop Acabamos de proclamar ciudad Cantón
independiente título de República Stop Envíe plenipotenciarios para negociar
federación Stop Salúdale… etc” (136). After Azaña’s Republican forces lose the war
and Franco rises to power, the consequences of the Round Table’s brazen disregard of
the Caudillo’s project for unification would be disastrous. And though I will analyze
in more detail the rhetoric surrounding the kangaroo court below, the members of the
tertulia were tried, found guilty, and sentenced to death for their rebellious actions. To
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guarantee their foothold on power after the tumultuous period of civil war, the
powerful authoritarian government was forced to exercise its monopoly on violence to
ensure unification of the country and the marginalization of mutinous elements of
society. Indeed, this fear of potential violence on the part of the State was a
problematic factor when the present narrative’s Round Table was deciding to
reconvene the institution.
While at the federal level the State seeks its policy of containment, it also takes
measures to advance its policies at the local level, which constitutes the second plane
from which the repressive state apparatuses seek to more effectively concentrate
power. The mayor Irureta is the point of contact between the municipality and the
federal government. He is a “funcionario de Hacienda,” in addition to acting mayor of
Castroforte in the present narrative (297). He is also a “godo recalcitrante aunque
casado en segundas nupcias con una nativa de familia intachable (120). While the text
only vaguely refers to the objectives of Irureta’s political administration, a close
reading of the character suggests that he has two distinct, though intimately related,
goals: to bring about the unification of the city by ending the divisiveness between
Native and Goth and, as a prospective result to this unification, to bring the economy
of Castroforte under the auspices of the Goths.
To gain access to the economic benefits of the city of Castroforte, the mayor
Irureta must first quell the enmity between Native and Goth. He does this by shaping
ideology. He promotes a conciliatory rhetoric where old divisions give way to the
pacific merger of the populous, extolling the virtues of solidarity: “Por cierto que el
alcalde, en un discurso memorable, había sancionado la venturosa desaparición de los
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bandos y la unidad actual del pueblo, integrado por fin en la superior unidad del país”
(121). It can be inferred from the text that one practical measure that Irureta employs
to ameliorate hostilities is to create a homogeneous cityscape by effacing vestiges of
the Native culture. Belalúa remarks to Bastida that,
[l]o de la estatua [de Ballantyne], con ser grave, no es más que el
comienzo de algo todavía peor. Nuestra destrucción, es decir, la de la
ciudad. Y no porque piensen arrasarla y sembrarla de sal, sino porque
la privarán de lo mejor que tiene, de lo más característico, de lo que nos
da personalidad: la ciudad vieja. Yo sé que el alcalde acaricia la idea de
demolerla y de sustituir las casas antiguas por edificios de
apartamentos. (129)
The Cibidá (la ciudad vieja), the Colegiata, and all the Native statues, landmarks, and
plaques are thus placed in the crosshairs of the mayor as a way to bring peace to
Castroforte through a process that can only be called creative destruction. Beneath the
trappings of Irureta’s conciliatory rhetoric lurks an ideology that seeks to homogenize
the cultural profile of the city by destroying the peripheral culture of the Natives.
A closer reading of the Irureta figure reveals something that is perhaps more
nefarious: that his unificatory ideology is in fact undergirded by a capitalist conception
of the world that seeks to produce profits at all costs. The narrator remarks at one point
that only “a la mente utópica del alcalde podría habérsele ocurrido que derribar la
Cibidá y convertirla en zona residencial constituía un buen negocio” (150). Though
the mayor certainly has a tertiary role in the novel, each time that he appears in the
text reference is made to his desire to capitalize through speculation on the housing
market. The marxist geographer David Harvey notes that “[i]n much of the advanced
capitalist world […] housing is built speculatively as a commodity to be sold on the
market to whoever can afford it and whoever needs it. Housing provision of this sort
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has long been evident in capitalist societies” (13). By aligning the Gothic mayor of
Castroforte with speculation, the housing market, and a capitalist ethic more generally,
the text makes clear that, beneath all of the ideological differences between Natives
and Goths, economic capital plays a crucial role in defining available field positions
within the field of power. What’s more, the Goths, buttressed by their control of the
political institutions, have greater access to the mechanisms of capital production and
realization in the city, since they are positioned in the present narrative to shape
political policy to influence economic behaviors.
The Spanish State, the Goths, and mayor Irureta are furthermore supported by
the Catholic Church in the novel. In opposition to each possible historical J.B., there
has existed throughout the narrative’s history a megalomaniacal cleric bent on
ensuring the continued domination of Castroforte and its Native culture. These clerics
share the same initials—“A.A.”—and all have a similar personal trajectory—“[e]ach
has wrongfully appropriated a treasure, betrayed a woman, and negligently caused her
death” (Pérez, Gonzalo 107). In the present narrative, don Acisclo Azpilcueta assumes
the role of enemy to Castroforte and to the members of the Round Table. He
pontificates vociferously “domingo tras domingo” about “la inminente filtración del
ateísmo y de la anti-España en forma de inocente tertulia de buenos ciudadanos”
(150).
More interestingly, religion, which oftentimes assumes a role as an ideological
state apparatus, is in the novel coupled with the state apparatus, forming an additional
arm of the extensive network of repressive state apparatuses already described. Don
Acisclo seeks to cloister all the single women within the walls of the convent of Santa
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Clara—not incidentally, differentiating the Native women from the Gothic: “Don
Acisclo deseaba meter, por lo menos, a todas solteras y viudas de Castroforte (las
nativas, bien entendido, porque las godas, a causa sobre todo de su posición política,
estaban pudiéramos decir que exentas de peligro)” (371). The text here ostensibly
aligns sexual morality with notions of political hierarchy. Gothic women’s dominant
political position exempts them from don Acisclo’s project. One can easily surmise the
inference being made: Native women, more easily corruptible, are inherently
licentious in nature and thus in need of patriarchal supervision and containment.
The Bendañas similarly play an integral role to the strategies of the Gothic
camp. Technically, they are Natives of Castroforte. However, throughout history they
have worked with the Goths. The Pazo de Bendaña is situated on the bank of the River
Barralla opposite the city of Castroforte, where “hay un vado en el Mendo, al terminar
la curva” (456). Since the flesh-eating lampreys that populate the river make it
impossible to cross in most spots, the ford in the river means that “allí no llegan las
lampreas” and thus constitutes a miltarily strategic location to attack the city (456).
The ford in the river is a secret to all the Natives in the city but Barallobre, proprietor
of the Holy Luminous Corpse in the present narrative. Barallobre recounts to Bastida
how one day Jesualdo Bendaña, inebriated, let slip the secret of the ford. Barallobre
furthermore recounts how the Goths, working in conjunction with the Bendañas, have
used the ford as a strategic position to invade Castroforte. Each historical J.B. was
killed in this way, during the Goth’s unsuccessful seiges of Castroforte while trying to
take possession of the Holy Luminous Corpse. The Bendañas thus “poseen el secreto
de la expugnabilidad de Castroforte” (456).
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As for Jesualdo Bendaña in the present narrative, “[f]ue necesario que
estuviera en Madrid en julio de 36, que se comprometiera con los rojos y que tuviera
que marchar a Norteamérica para que su vida quedase preservada hasta el día
señalado” (309). Also at play in the present narrative is the idea that destiny
personified is constantly at work trying to bring about the necessary conditions for the
appearance of (what will ultimately be) the final J.B., who will bring about the
redemption of the Natives: (J)osé (B)astida, (J)acinto (B)arallobre, and (J)esualdo
(B)endaña are all possible J.B. saviors. For this reason it is necessary that Bendaña
was in Madrid during the outbreak of war, so that destiny could reserve his place as a
possible J.B., because “de haberle cogido aquí la guerra, hubiera ido, sin duda, al
frente, porque Bendaña, por si usted no lo sabe, era hombre de derechas, y hubiera
muerto, porque siempre fue un tío bragado” (309). In America, Bendaña is also a fullprofessor at Cornell University in the Department of Romance Languages, and his
return to Castroforte is much awaited by Castroforte’s residents. As the patriarch of
the Pazo de Bendaña, Jesualdo thus occupies an extremely important field position in
terms of the Gothic strategies to overtake Castroforte in the present narrative’s
iteration of the J.B. myth. For, he holds the key to invading the city of Castroforte.
Moving toward a conclusion, the Goths have a veritable panoply of repressive
state and ideological apparatuses with which to wield power in Castroforte. Backed by
the federal government in Madrid, they hold a monopoly on the city’s governmental
institutions and thus have access to the more nefarious repressive state apparatuses—
the police force, the judiciary and penal system, and the censor. Their monopoly on
violence, furthermore, is always available to suppress potential insurrections by the
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Native population. Ideological apparatuses—such as the school and the church—
similarly shape the collective habitus of Castroforte’s residents to the benefit of the
Goths. The Goths, however, for all their attempts to overtake Castroforte and take
possession of the Holy Luminous Corpse, have been unsuccessful. They are positioned
in the present narrative because of their stranglehold on the city’s political institutions
to overwhelm Castroforte, to seize the principle sources of economic capital from the
Natives, and to administer the coup de grace to the cultural heritage of the Natives.
B. Castroforte’s Political Economy: The Natives
The Native’s struggle to defend Castroforte from the repeated onslaughts of the
Goths is fortified due to the fact that they occupy the high ground in the field of power
in two important respects. First, their rich cultural history—the Holy Luminous
Corpse, the J.B., the Round Table, the Palanganato, and the Casa del Barco—means
that, in relation to the imperious Goths, they are the benefactors of a significant
amount of cultural capital. Indeed, it is the social cohesion reified by means of a
shared cultural history that provides the downtrodden Natives with a beacon of hope,
that daily reminds them of the possibility of cultural and political autonomy, and that
animates them to bear the burden of despotism. The crux of the J.B. myth, afterall, is
the promise that one day a savior will descend upon Castroforte to bring about the
ultimate salvation of the Native population. “It is Bourdieu’s fundamental claim that
cultural resources […] have come to function as a kind of capital, and thereby have
become a new and distinct source of differentiation in modern societies” (Swartz 136).
In Castroforte, cultural capital in the form of knowledge specifically of the J.B. myth
influences behaviors, thereby shaping the collective habitus of the Native population,
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which has historically constituted a formidable countervailing force against the
oppression of the Goths.
Second, the Natives also benefit from a surplus of economic capital in the city.
For Bourdieu, the “fundamental opposition between cultural capital and economic
capital delineates the field of power” (Swartz 137). Above and beyond possessing a
surfeit of cultural capital, the Natives have throughout history and in the present
narrative retained control of the city’s most important source of revenue—the regional
lamprey market. The Goths, for their part, seem to be motivated by a desire to wrest
control of the Holy Luminous Corpse from the Natives, which on the surface appears
to be a maneuver to swing the balance of cultural capital in the city. However, in the
fantastic world of Castroforte, the lampreys that inhabit the River Baralla are attracted
to the presence of the Holy Relic: in taking control of the Holy Luminous Corpse, the
Goths could not only undermine a sacrosanct element of Native culture, but also
position themselves to dominate the regional lamprey market. In the present narrative,
the fact that the Goths have aligned themselves with the dominant group at the
national level—i.e. Franco’s central government in Madrid—means that they are in a
position, by monopolizing Castroforte’s political institutions, to direct their behaviors
towards sacking the city, possessing the Holy Luminous Corpse, and seizing control of
the lamprey trade. In delineating here the various cultural and economic institutions of
the Natives, it will be possible to more clearly highlight the contours of the field of
power in Castroforte.
Bastida is the character in the present narrative that investigates the historical
origins of the Round Table in the municipal archives, encouraged to do so by a group
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of Natives interested in reestablishing the tertulia that is the bulwark of Native politics
and culture. Incited to act in large part due to the dispute over the Ballantyne statue,
the narrator Bastida writes that “[n]o aquella misma noche, pero sí a la siguiente, me
puse a escribir de La Tabla Redonda, pero también de otra institución, más o menos
con ella relacionada, El Palanganato, de la que aquellos caballeros no tenían noticia”
(159). The result is his Disertación histórico-crítica sobre La Tabla Redonda y El
Palanganato; y sobre algunas peronas y algunos hechos con ellos relacionados,
which he reads in private to the group. According to Carmelo Urza, “el estudio de
Bastida representa una parodia del regionalismo gallego del siglo XIX” (57). Indeed,
the critical treatise he presents to the Round Table can be interpreted as a satirical
version of Galicia’s historical struggle for greater autonomy. Don Torcuato del Río,
founding father of the Round Table, has “una referencia real muy concreta: Murguía”
(Becerra 188). For don Torcuato like Murguía, politics and culture are interwoven into
a larger nation-building project.
Don Torcuato is the mid-nineteenth-century iteration of the King Arthur
figure—leader of the Round Table—and the most charismatic, committed, if
enigmatic, member of the first generation of the Round Table. He famously declares
the city of Castroforte a Cantón Federal e Independiente in 1864 (160). The Round
Table will be his most useful tool for furthering Native political aims. For don
Torcuato, public displays of Native political unity are integral for establishing the
culture’s formal institutions. The objectives of Torcuato’s Round Table are “la
protección de la Cibidá y la conservación de sus calles, plazas, monumentos y demás
cualidades que la hacían incomparable y única (319).” He advocates for cleaning and
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restoring the Colegiata, home of the Holy Relic, and the construction of a statue of
Admiral John Ballantyne, the early nineteenth-century incarnation of the J.B, which is
placed in the principle plaza of the Cibidá, the Plaza de Marinos Efesios.
After Bastida presents his history of the Round Table around the time that the
mayor Irureta plans to remove the Ballantyne statue from the old city and to convert
the Cibidá into a modern residential area, it occurs to the members of the present
generation’s inchoate Round Table to reestablish the tertulia: “el hecho de que a sus
miembros se debiese la conservación de la Cibidá le hizo concebir, aquella misma
noche, la idea de una restauración o refundación de la extinguida tertulia” (139-40).
While the members of the present narrative’s Round Table together constitute
a significant countervailing force to the Goths, it is also true that they are all depicted
as rather ridiculous caricatures of the social positions that they occupy within the
fictional world of Castroforte. Don Annibal Mario MacDonald de Torres Gago
Coutinho Pinto da Cámara de Rainha, “aunque emigrado político, no estaba mal
mirado a causa de su profesión de fe monárquica,” is elected to the position of King
Arthur, mostly because he “cuadraba estupendamente a su prestancia de rey sin trono”
(140); Parapouco Belalúa, director of La Voz de Castroforte and author of an article
decrying the removal of the Ballantyne statue, which served as the flashpoint to ignite
support for the Native cause, will serve as Lancelot, even though he “es incapaz de ver
nada como no sea a través del periodismo” (310); Don Perfecto Reboiras, in the post
of Merlin, is also called La Tumba, “porque cuando se le preguntaba por algo anterior
a la Guerra o perteneciente a los primeros tiempos de ella, solía responder: “Soy una
tumba,” and whose parrot is the source of all of his knowledge (134); Don Argimiro
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Reboiras, Galaor or Galván—the text gives contradictory information—son of
Perfecto Reboiras and one of two Natives on the city council, is constantly being
scolded by his father; don Celso Painceira, the other Native on the city council, is
Bohor; and nobody wanted to be Percival “porque era casto” (220).
It is this motley crew of Natives that decides to reestablish the Round Table in
reaction to the Gothic initiatives to transform the Cibidá. Notwithstanding the satirical
nature in which they are represented, the group’s members occupy important positions
of power in the city. Don Anníbal gives an air of seriousness to the group. Belalúa,
whose articles in La Voz de Castroforte drum up support for the Native cause,
constitutes the ideological arm of the Round Table. Don Perfecto is the Round Table’s
historian, which allows him to serve as an advisor to the group’s strategies. And don
Argimiro and don Celso, the only Natives on Castroforte’s city council, represent the
Natives minority position in the city’s political institutions and even “habían votado en
contra del Alcalde” regarding the issue of the Ballantyne statue (134). In this way, the
Round Table represents a significant countervailing force to the Goths both in terms of
furthering and defending the group’s reserves of cultural capital.
In addition to the Round Table and their history as protector of Native cultural
patrimony, Bastida similarly brings to light the history of the Palanganato, an allfemale group integral to the Native’s cultural history. The line of historical J.B.
martyrs is accompanied by a complementary history of female saints, who have
ultimately played a role in disseminating and furthering the myth of the messianic J.B.
Sometime during the early nineteenth-century, Lilaila Barallobre systematizes the
female string of saints into a cult of the J.B. This new organization was inspired by
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Lilaila’s travels abroad, where she learned of foreign cultures and imported her new
experiences back to the group to be integrated into their rituals. According to Janet
Pérez, “[t]he feminine branch is a secret society inspired by the Rosicrucians,” a secret
philosophical society which seeks truths by investigating the ancient past (Gonzalo
108). Additionally, “Lilaila trajo también de Viena la costumbre de tomar café con
nata por las tardes en vez de chocolate,” a custom which “las mujeres de las cuatro
familias adoptaron en seguida como señal de distinction y partidismo politico” (188).
Also, she brought back to Castroforte “la terapeútica del baño de asiento, y ciertas
ideas, quizás algo confusas, pero profundamente sentidas, sobre la palingenesia”
(188). The ideas of the Rosicrucians, the custom of taking coffee with cream instead
of chocolate, the bidet, and the concept of palingenesis were all eventually
incorporated into the liturgical ceremonies of the group.
Most importantly, the Palanganto guards two fundamental secrets:
el primero se refería a los modos de entrar en «La Cueva» desde el
interior de la iglesia o desde la Casa del Barco, y tener así acceso a la
Sala del Tesoro, donde se guardaba el oro en barras acumulado por
varias generaciones de Barallobres navieros; el segundo reveleba las
estructuras elementales del parentesco entre aquellas cuatro familias.
(182-3)
The Barallobre family has accumulated a fortune as caretakers of the Holy Luminous
Corpse, a treasure that is hidden underneath the Colegiata, near the tomb of the
Corpse. The feminine line of saints are the keepers of the secret of the treasure’s
location, the Holy Relic, and the familiar relations necessary for bringing about the
legitimate J.B, and “[l]a transmisón de «los secretos» se hizo de mujer a mujer” (183).
The historical line of female saints, furthermore, is always named after the Holy Relic,
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Santa Lilaila.
Lilaila Aguiar acts as the present narrative’s “Lilaila.” Above and beyond her
duties as leader of the Palanganato, she is also embroiled in a complicated love
affair—as were all the historical Lilailas. In her youth, she fell in love with Jesualdo
Bendaña, who with the outbreak of civil war in 1936 was forced to emigrate to the
United States. She is also the love interest of Jacinto Barallobre, proprietor of the Holy
Corpse and possible J.B. in the present narrative. Gossip about Lilaila’s love life swirl
around Castroforte: “Barallobre está enamorado de ella, y, si Bendaña no viene, [ella]
acabará casándose con él, porque una mujer espera mientras es joven, pero, cuando las
arrugas amenazan, se casa con quien sea” (309). When Bendaña returns to
Castroforte—a subject to which I will return in the following section—she decides to
marry the full-professor, leaving Barallobre broken-hearted.
In light of the Palanganato’s crucial role as weavers of the Native’s cultural
tapestry, the motivation behind don Acisclo’s campaign to cloister all Native females
in the convent of Santa Clara comes to bear. Besides upholding the moral scruples of
the Catholic Church, don Acisclo also understands the import that female Natives have
in terms of cultural capital (the myth of the J.B. and the Holy Luminous Corpse) and
economic capital (the Holy Corpse and the lamprey dynamic and the location of the
Barallobre family’s stockpile of gold). Don Acisclo and the Palanganato in this way
serve as dueling actors in the struggle between Natives and Goths within the field of
power of Castroforte.
Like Jesualdo Bendaña in the Gothic camp, Jacinto Barallobre exists in a rather
liminal position between the Natives and the Goths in the field of power. On the one
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hand, he is the descendant of the original Barallobre, who retrieved the Holy
Luminous Corpse from the sea as it is recounted in the “Balada incompleta y
probablemente apócrifa del Santo Cuerpo Iluminado.” He is thus the owner of the
Holy Luminous Corpse in the present narrative, the patriarch of the Casa del Barco,
and in possession of the family’s fortune, which is located near the tomb of the Holy
Corpse, both of which are secretly guarded beneath the Colegiata. In terms of both
cultural and economic capital, Jacinto is the dominant figure in the field of power. On
the other hand, he is a pariah within the Native camp: “el pueblo entero estaba
enemistado con [Jacinto Barallabre]” (322). As a potential J.B., furthermore, his
epithet within the J.B. semiotic system is traidor. The reasons for this are historical.
When he occupied the post of Lancelot during the Round Table’s generational
iteration that was summarily executed in July of 1936, Jacinto failed to show up to
trial, deciding instead to hide in La Cueva, thereby avoiding execution. Though I will
return to this episode in a subsequent section, what interests us here is the manner in
which Barallobre’s economic capital serves as a countervailing force to the Goths.
The presence of the Holy Corpse of Santa Lilaila in Castroforte incites the
anger of the Goths, whose home city of Villasanta also “holds the relic of a male
saint” (Blackwell 109). Competition between the two cities revolves around these two
relics. In the first place, pilgrims bearing money offerings often bypassed Villasanta in
order to lay money at the shrine of Santa Lilaila in Castroforte, thus constituting a loss
of revenue for the Goths (Blackwell 109). Second,
[t]he myth of the Holy Relic is closely linked to the story of the
lampreys. According to local legends, the lampreys arrived in
Castroforte as an escort of the Holy Relic. These lampreys, which long
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provided the town’s commerce, have the reputation of being the richest
and most succulent of the region, especially after having been fed on
cadavers. The lamprey trade is the second point of friction between
Villasanta and Castroforte, since both towns compete for the same
markets. (Blackwell 110-1)
As the holder of the Holy Luminous Corpse and by extension the lucrative lamprey
trade, Jacinto Barallobre comes to occupy an important bastion of Native defense
against the Goths, despite the fact that he has been ostracized from the Native
community.
To conclude this sketch of Native social relations in the city of Castroforte, the
Bourdieusian approach to the internal dynamics of a literary work is quite productive
insofar that it provides a conceptual framework from which to analyze the network of
field relations. The Natives, for their part, excluded from the city’s political
institutions, rely heavily on cultural capital in the form of the J.B. myth, the Holy
Luminous Corpse, the Round Table, and the Palanganato to resist Gothic domination.
Their monopoly on cultural capital is intimately related to their economic capital: the
Holy Luminous Corpse is not only the cornerstone of their cultural history, but also
the wellspring from which their economic capital flows, since the lampreys are in
some fantastic way attracted to its presence.
Having sketched these relations above, it is possible now to diagrammatically
represent these field relations in the vein of Bourdieu:
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Table III

The field of power (rectangle 1) is differentiated first on the X-axis according to
relative amounts of economic capital and cultural capital. The majority of the Native’s
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capital is of the cultural sort in the form of the J.B. myth, the Holy Luminous Corpse,
the Round Table and the Palanganato, and the physical objects of the city that
constitute the group’s cultural patrimony. For this reason, the majority of their
rectangle is situated towards the left-hand side of the X-axis. Jacinto Barallobre, who
possesses the Holy Luminous Corpse, the stockpile of gold bars, and the key to the
lamprey trade, is situated to the far right of the Native rectangle, since he enjoys the
most amount of economic capital within the Native camp.
The text suggests that the Goths are the bearers of a significant amount of
economic capital, since the mayor Irureta seems to want to transform the Cibidá into a
residential area in the interest of capital realization, pointing to the possibility that he
has some powerful financial backers. The Goths are thus situated to the far right of the
Goth rectangle where economic capital dominates capital of the cultural sort. The Yaxis, which measures total volumes of capital, is perhaps where it is possible to see the
kind of productive reading that the Bourdieusian approach can bring about. For,
notwithstanding the Natives significant amounts of cultural and economic capital, the
Goths, having aligned themselves with the dominant group within the field of power at
the national level (the federal government in Madrid), enjoy a significantly larger
volume of total capital, which places them above the Natives on the Y-axis and
opportunely positions them in the present narrative to seize control of Native reserves
of both cultural and economic capital. As for the Bendaña family, they occupy a space
in both the Native and the Gothic rectangles, since they are originally from
Castroforte, though they have traditionally worked with the Goths. The location of the
Bendañas on the right side of the X-axis, furthermore, relates the economic power that
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they enjoy, as evidenced by the Pazo de Bendaña, which is also a strategic military
position in the city.
As demonstrated above, the representation of social relations in Castroforte
does in fact lend itself quite productively to a Bourdiesian reading insofar that it teases
out the political, economic, and cultural relations that underpin behaviors in the city.
Nonetheless, this seems only to be true with field relations as they pertain to the
diegetic level associated with the realist aesthetic. How does Bourdieu’s strictly
internal reading of field dynamics stand up to the fantastic and the metafictional
elements that abound in the text? And though I purposefully did not include him in the
previous analysis, where does Bastida—the author, narrator, and fictional character—
fit into this graphic representation of field relations? The answer, as we shall see in the
following section, is that he unsurprisingly seems to occupy contradictory spaces both
inside and outside of the networks of power relations within the fictional world of
Castroforte.
C. Chapter Three: Scherzo y fuga
The Bourdiesian framework, as I laid out above, serves as a conceptual
apparatus that captures the dynamics of individual and group behaviors through the
interplay of economic and cultural capital. But it does so only in a specific sense. At
the diegetic level concerned with Castroforte, the social relations as they are therein
represented, and the city’s myths and history, that is, as a realist discursive unity,
Bourdieu’s methodology goes a long way to describing the network of power relations
on the ground, as it were.
The conflation of the realist and fantastic discourses in La saga/fuga de J.B.,
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however, poses considerable problems for the Bourdiesian literary critic, particularly
when the novel’s fantastic elements are brought to bear through metafiction. The
Bastida edifice in this way presents a formidable obstacle, because Bastida-ascharacter in the fictional world is an impoverished resident of Castroforte, beleaguered
throughout by his dearth of economic capital, but flush with cultural capital insofar
that it is he who uncovers the history of the myth of the J.B. and the Palanganato. It is
possible to situate the Bastida-as-character figure within the bounds of the graphic
representation above, but this would ultimately fail to capture the totality of his
essence within the bounds of the work. For, the Bastida-as-author/narrator figure—the
creator of the world of which he is also at once a lowly inhabitant—is perched above
the fictional world taking place on the ground, occupying a vantage point into which
the reader (and literary critic) is denied access. To complicate matters further, the two
diegetic levels proposed here for expositive purposes between the Bastida-as-character
and the Bastida-as-author/narrator figures are in no way clearly demarcated: the
narrative act occurs at every moment in such a way as to make it impossible to
distinguish from whence the enunciation takes place. That is, serious questions about
the narrative act always linger below the surface: who is speaking? Bastida-ascharacter? Bastida-as-author/narrator? And from what temporal/spatial location?
Instead of attempting to square the circle, of undertaking a Sisyphean task, of
disentangling the narrative enunciations, of departing from the question who speaks
and from where, I propose here a different kind of question. How does the Bastida
edifice undermine Bourdieu’s notion of the field within the bounds of a literary text?
The third chapter, “Scherzo y fuga,” provides the ideal opportunity for describing the
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manner in which Bastida’s elusive role as a narratorial pícaro confounds the
Bourdieusian methodology for reading a literary work.
Bastida’s fondness—I hesitate to call it an obsession, because it is a rather pure
form of romantic attraction in a world rampant with lascivious behavior—for the
daughter of the Espiritista, Julia, is another leitmotif that runs throughout the novel.
She is perhaps the only character that genuinely cares for Bastida. As an employee in
her father’s boardinghouse, she frequently converses with the protagonist about her
torrid love affair with don Manolito, provides companionship to an isolated and lonely
man, and even attempts to protect Bastida from the coquettish Señorita Vieites, who
flees the boarding house without having paid Bastida for his teaching services. At the
outset of Chapter Three, Bastida attempts in vain to stave off sleep while waiting for
his beloved Julia, whereupon the reader is invited into the dreamwork of the
narrator/protagonist as he travels through the combinations of each unknown J.B.8
Upon descending into the dreamwork, Bastida inhabits a bodily form within
which he feels paradoxically like himself—José Bastida—but at once like an other,
which serves as a kind of harbinger to the difficulties that the Bourdiesian framework
will have in capturing Bastida’s field relations in the novel. He remarks,
Aquel lugar era un cuerpo, pero no el mío, y, sin embargo, me sentía en
él como en mi casa, como si siempre lo hubiera habitado: un cuerpo
que no me planteaba dudas, sino que me ofrecía certezas, como vivido
por mí años largos. Empezando por su nombre: se llamaba, por
supuesto, J.B., pero no José Bastida, sino Jerónimo Ballantyne, e iba
vestido con casaca de Almirante y mitra de Obispo. (639)
In other words, Bastida has transmutated into one of the unknown J.B. personalities,
specifically, into Jerónimo Ballantyne. The fact that he is carrying the bishop’s mitre
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and wearing the admiral’s coat indicates that his being is constituted by the conflated
personality of the historical Jerónimo Bermúdez (through the bishop’s mitre) and the
admiral John Ballantyne (through the admiral’s coat). In keeping with the primacy
given to metaphor in the fictional world of Castroforte, the conflated J.B. personalities
within Bastida’s dreamwork are formally marked by way of metonymy, whereby the
garment (the part) stands in for the J.B. personality to which it refers (the whole).
Conflated personalities are thus formally marked in the third chapter by the vestments
that Bastida wears, which provide clues to the reader for following Bastida’s journey
through the dreamwork. Within the framework of the dream, moreover, the
metonymic vestments also dictate Bastida’s conflated ontological state. At one point,
he muses that “[s]upongo que, al quitarme la mitra, empecé a disintegrarme como tal
Jota Be,” an indication that the bishop’s mitre is the vehicle that bestows upon him the
personality of Jerónimo Bermúdez (643).
Bastida—I will continue to treat him as the subject, though this is not precisely
the case—finds himself sitting at a table, on a Spanish galleon, with a compass, and
two assistants standing in front of him. Little by little, it becomes clear that the setting
in which he finds himself is a conflation of that which would have surrounded John
Ballantyne and Jerónimo Bermúdez, whose garments Bastida is wearing. He realizes
that he is an admiral in the Spanish Navy, directing the movements of a naval battle,
which points to the Admiral John Ballantyne, and his tonsured assistants suggest a
religiosity that points to the personality of the early-modern Bishop Jerónimo
Bermúdez. His conversation with the tonsured assistants reveals the nature of how the
dreamwork will unfold, and he feels compelled to quite literally get his bearings. One
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of the assistants asks “¿Por qué no consulta el plano de las combinaciones binarias?
Quizá pudiese hallar una salida.” (644). A close reading suggests that Bastida’s
objective is to find himself within the dreamwork. He says,
Yo me encontré ante un dibujo que aparentamente, no tenía nada de
extraño, pues se trataba de un conjunto de cuarenta y nueve círculos
geométricamente ordenados en filas de a siete, si miraba de abajo
arriba, o en columnas de siete, si se miraba de izquierda a derecha (o
viceversa). (644)
For the reader, this map should not be anything out of the ordinary either. For, Bastida
stands before a cartographical representation of the binary combinations of conflated
J.B. personalities first intuited during the third séance with the Espiritista. The narrator
continues,
Cada círculo interior se unía a los cuatro contiguos por una raya, y de
cada uno de los veinticuatro que pudiéramos llamar exteriores, salían
hacia fuera rayas de las mismas dimensiones que las otras, pero que
acaban en sí mismas. (644)
Next to the map, the seven known J.B.s are then delineated with their corresponding
vestments, serving as a sort of legend to read the map:
Todo lo cual actuaba como un sistema de claves que permitía
interpretar la significación de los círculos, puesto que en cada uno de
ellos habían dibujado un tocado y un vestido, hasta cuarenta y nueve
combinaciones. (645)
Using the legend, Bastida locates his spatial orientation on the map by finding the
circle that corresponds to the bishop’s mitre and the admiral’s coat, because at this
moment Bastida embodies the conflated personality of Jerónimo Ballantyne, as we
saw above. In Table IV, I have reconstructed from the text the map of the binary
combinations of the J.B., which underpins the spatial orientation of the dream.
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Table IV

Bastida enters the dreamwork at the coordinates (casaca, mitre), or (John, Bermúdez).
After ascertaining his location, he is tasked with finding his destination. That is, it
dawns on him that he must travel to the coordinates (gabardina, boina), which are the
coordinate-metonymies that represent Bastida’s identity. The journey to find himself,
as it were, is assuaged again by his tonsured servants, who explain that there are two
routes to arrive to this point:
Hay dos caminos. El primero, buscar la Vía Real recorriendo la primera
fila hacia la izquierda, y descender luego a través de los
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personajematriz. El segundo, simétrico al anterior, consiste en
descender por la tercera columna hasta llegar a «Boina-Dulleta», es
decir, a José Balseyro, Desgraciado y Nigromante, y torcer a la
izquierda por la séptima fila. En cualquiera de los dos casos puede V.E.
llegar al personaje matriz José Bastida. (645)
The difficulty of interpreting Bastida’s journey is exacerbated by this comment. The
assistant says that the second route, symmetrical to the first, consists in descending the
third column (Casaca) to its end, at which point he will arrive at the point (Boina,
Dulleta). If Bastida is already in the Casaca column, how is it that he will arrive at the
point (Boina, Dulleta)? Is this an error made by the assistant upon viewing the map?
An authorial oversight? Something else? Based on evidence of Torrente’s strategies
for capital accumulation outside the text and the contradictions presented to the
readerly habitus inside the text, in all likelihood this “error” is probably another
instance of Torrente’s project to undermine the work of the literary critic. In any
event, if Bastida descends the Casaca column downwards to its end he will arrive at
the point (Boina, Casaca), at which point he can make a left turn in the direction of
(Boina, Gabardina).
The majority of the chapter is then dedicated to describing Bastida’s travels
towards the point (Boina, Gabardina), during which time a phantasmagoria of
conflated J.B. personalities are presented to the reader. Bastida asks how one goes
about traveling in this oneiric world. The assistants reply “[p]ara pasar de una esferita
a otra, basta con una metonimia por contiguidad” (649). That is, it is the contiguous
nature of metonymy, its ability to transfer meaning to an adjacent term, that permits
Bastida to move from one circle to the next. Metonymy, then, is the vehicle by which
Bastida moves towards the ultimate metaphoric signification, which in this case is the
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location of the coordinates (Boina, Gabardina). Though this third chapter fills in many
disputed and/or contradictory assertions made previously in the text, to follow them all
would require a much more comprehensive critical analysis outside of the bounds of
the present work. What interests us here is the manner in which this third chapter
complicates the Bourdiesian technique for reading a literary text.
As with most dreams, Bastida is awoken by the arrival of his beloved Julia
before he finds himself in the dreamwork, that is, before he reaches the point (Boina,
Gabardina). Thereafter, in a roundabout, indirect manner, the text implies that Bastida
and Julia engage in sexual intercourse: “Y lo que comenzó entonces fue muy
estupendo que ya no puedo recordarlo,” Bastida remarks (739). As he lies with Julia in
a state of post-coital bliss, he drifts in and out of sleep, completely oblivious to the
tumult that is taking place in the town square. It is at this moment when the events of
the Incipit begin to bear on the present narrative: somebody has stolen the Holy
Luminous Corpse of Santa Lilaila, which devolves the townspeople—both Native and
Goth—in a collective state of hysteria. After their carnal embrace, Bastida, I suspect,
is drifting in an out of consciousness, since the logic of the subsequent episodes seems
to point to a conflation of dream and reality. His post-orgasmic lethargy means that he
is moving from hypnogogic to hypnopompic states—the transitions from wakefulness
to sleep and from sleep to wakefulness, respectively. For example, at one point Julia’s
father brings her before a tribunal composed of Asclepiadeo, Asterisco, Amerio,
Apapucio, and Acisclo, the chain of religious clerics who oppose the J.B., because,
says the Espiritista, “acabo de encontrarla en la cama de un huésped, el más pobre, el
más sucio, el más feo de cuantos han pasado por mi casa,” that is, Bastida (758).
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Bastida, triumphant in his oneiric world, materializes to defend Julia and saves her
from the inquisitive clerics. Given that the clerics lived during successive periods of
Castroforte’s history, their appearance together could only be possible in a dream.
That Bastida successively moves from dream to wakefulness and back to
dream is crucial for understanding the text’s denouement. At one point when the
narrative transitions from the narrative present back to Bastida’s dreamwork, the stage
is set to present the final battle for the fate of Castroforte. The Natives, in possession
of the Holy Luminous Corpse, must protect the relic from the onslaught of the Goths.
On one side of the river, the chain of historical Bendañas directs the Gothic forces
from the Pazo de Bendaña; on the other, the historical J.B.s gather their troops—a
situation that obviously points to the fact that this is occurring within Bastida’s dream,
since they all lived during different epochs of the city’s history (795-6). The Goths
overpower the Native forces and kill the J.B.s, except Jacinto Barallobre. Wounded by
an arrow and near death, Barallobre takes refuge in the Casa de Barco, which, deep in
its bowels, houses the tomb of the Holy Corpse. As is his familiar right, Barallobre
absconds with the relic, fleeing the city of Castroforte by boat to the horizons of the
Atlantic.
Still obviously within Bastida’s dreamwork, it is here that the narrative ushers
the reader to the Lugar Más Allá de las Islas donde el Círculo de las Aguas Oscuras y
Tranquilas. The historical J.B.s, now deceased in the dreamwork, begin arriving to
prepare for the final synthesis. In succession, they begin their somber task of circling
the Lugar Más Allá de las Islas. “[L]a barca que traía a don Jerónimo Bermúdez” was
the first to arrive, Jacobo Balseyro, “que en su barca había entonces del Levante
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surgido,” appeared thereafter (802; 803). The two J.B.s then “[v]enían a recibir, y
recibieron, a Sir John Ballantyne,” who is historically next in line. The Vate Barrantes
arrived later, in an unassuming skiff, while his Elegía a Castroforte derrotada
symbolically whispered in the air around him (804). Finally, in the distance, Jacinto
Barallobre appears, “todavía la flecha en su lugar, aunque quebrado el mástil, y no
venía solo, sino que sus brazos envarados sostenían el ataúd del Santo Cuerpo” (804).
When the last J.B. Jacinto Barallobre arrives with the Holy Corpse, the final synthesis
can occur:
Sucedió que la barca del Obispo se detuvo y asumió en su forma y en
su masa la inmediata del Canónigo, y con tal coincidencia de líneas y
de volúmenes que formaban una única barca y un solo tripulante, sin
que esta asumpción alterase la regularidad de su periplo de ancha
circunferencia y sosegada velocidad, de tal manera que la barca de
Ballantyne, que les seguía, se los pudo tragar sin gran esfuerzo y con la
misma coincidencia: no así la de Barrantes, que adelantaba cuando la
recitación lo requería y remoloneaba en los momentos de languidez
poética. Perdió una excelente ocasión de enganche, y hubo que
esperarlo con toda clase de precauciónes para que no marrase la
segunda: su entusiasmo le arrebataba del contacto con la realidad. Pero,
en fin, la pericia de la maniobra permitió aferrarla e incluirla, con el
Vate a bordo, en aquella que parecía suma y era en realidad fusión.
Quedaba lejos Jacinto. Su elegante esquife, a pesar del motor,
adelantaba más lento que ninguno, porque la alfombra glorificadora,
aunque le señalase el rumbo, le obligaba también a un desplazamiento
cuidadoso. Por fin alcanzó el Círculo, no en su interior, sino en los
aledaños: se le había agotado el combustible allí mismo donde la
alfombra concluía. Tuvo la barca múltiple que apartarse de su rumbo,
salir del círculo, tantear, y, en una operación difícil, acercársela hasta
alcanzar la situación idónea para que la fusion se produjese. Como así
fue, finalmente: eran ya para siempre un único y compacto Jota Be, de
simplicidad aparente y complicada interioridad, quíntuple y acaso
contradictoria estructura ásperamente inaccessible a la espisteme. El
sol se había por fin metido en los abismos, y el Santo Cuerpo, hasta
entonces opaco, se encendió con luz delgada, y quedó dando vueltas
como un faro flotando en las tinieblas: dos destellos, uno, pausa; dos
destellos, uno pausa; dos destellos, uno, pausa… Y así sucesivamente.
(emphasis his; 805-6)
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And in this way the third chapter reaches its end. Paradoxically, it is the traitor Jacinto
Barallobre who is also at once the savior J.B.
Upon closer inspection, the implications of this denouement are difficult to
come to terms with. At issue is the apparent tension between the arrival of Jacinto with
the Holy Luminous Corpse to the region Más allá de las islas and their subsequent
synthesis with the deceased, known J.B.s when juxtaposed with the reality of
Castroforte’s residents outside the dreamwork, which is recounted in the prefatory
Incipit section: Jacinto absconds with the relic, devolving the townspeople in a
collective panic that ultimately leads to the final levitation of the city, which takes
place in the brief Coda section at text’s end. Sevilla Vallejo writes that “[n]o es
posible decir si lo que tiene lugar es un sueño o sucede de verdad,” an accurate
statement that nonetheless only captures part of the difficulty of interpreting the
interplay between dream and reality (290).
The distinction between Bastida-as-character and Bastida-as-author/narrator is
informative here. It is the lowly grammarian, Bastida-as-character, that occupies the
space in bed alongside his beloved Julia. Outside of the dreamwork, the townspeople’s
collective worry for the purloined Holy Relic is an episode whose climactic narrative
act traverses the bounds of the reality of Castroforte’s residents and enters into
Bastida’s dreamwork, wherein the denouement occurs when Jacinto congeals with the
deceased J.B.s into their original unity. The threshold between dream and reality, in
our world, is fixed in such a way that oneiric episodes cannot causally effect change in
reality, but in the fantastic world of Castroforte this is not the case, particularly if one
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recurs to the metafictional/fantastic dynamic at work throughout the text. The
narrative domain within which the oneiric denouement occurs, I argue, pertains to the
diegetic reality of the Bastida-as-author/narrator, which endows him with a
superhuman narrating capacity that renders obsolete the threshold between dream and
reality in such a way that events occurring outside the dreamwork reach their
conclusion inside of the dreamwork. Bastida is after all the alpha and the omega of the
fictional world of Castroforte, meaning that his powers know no bounds.
Further evidence that the oneiric domain of the Bastida-as-character figure in
fact pertains to the Bastida-as-author/narrator figure can be gleaned by looking back to
the genesis of the J.B. storyline: the interlocutors, we shall recall, were made
superfluous in terms of the Bastida-as-author/narrator figure’s strategies to write a
fictional text when he was pushed to the brink of exhaustion during the third séance,
during which time he entered a trancelike, oneiric state and perceived the semiotics of
the J.B. system. The metafictional articulations during that episode are similar in kind
to that which is occurring during the oneiric denouement in the third chapter. When
the narrative instance enters into the oneiric domain of Bastida-as-character, the
narrative discourse transforms to that of the metafictional figure Bastida-asauthor/narrator. It is this distinction—between Bastida-as-character and Bastida-asauthor/narrator—that confounds Bourdieu’s conceptual apparatus of the field as a tool
for reading the internal dynamics of a literary text.
If one were to plot Bastida’s position within the network of social relations
pertaining to the present narrative, the task would be exacerbated by the contradictory
sums of capital that the character enjoys. On the one hand, as I noted, Bastida-as239
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character throughout the novel is plagued by his meager financial situation; most of
his strategies for action are formulated because of his desire to procure the most basic
human needs—freedom from incarceration, sustenance, and lodging. As a fictional
character in Castroforte, moreover, he enjoys a surplus of cultural capital, insofar that
his affinity for investigation means that he is the first to come across the history of the
Round Table and the Palanganato and is then able to disseminate that information to
the members who form the present narrative’s Round Table. In this way, as a source of
cultural knowledge, Bastida gains the confidence of the group, despite the fact that he
is not technically from Castroforte, but “Soutelo de Montes, en la provincia de
Pontevedra” (113). He would thus in this regard occupy a spatial relation in
Castroforte outside of the Native camp, to the far left of the X-axis (cultural capital)
and near the bottom of the Y-axis (total volume of capital).
On the other hand, Bastida-as-author/narrator is the god-like figure that
proportions all forms of capital in Castroforte, because through his metafictional
articulations he constructs the totality of dynamics that constitutes the city’s field
relations. It is in this way that the Bourdiesian conceptual apparatus of the field begins
to demonstrate its limitations. For, Bastida-as-author/narrator has an infinite volume of
capital insofar that it is the machinations of his mind that allow the fictional world to
come into being in the first place. He thus occupies an inopportune field position
inside of the fictional world as a fictional character, yet as the putative author/narrator
of La saga/fuga de J.B. he exists beyond the notion of field borders as they are
conceptualized by Bourdieu. The two-dimensional profile of the Bourdiesian field
inside of a literary text in this way captures only those field positions at the diegetic
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level that most closely mirror the reality of the physical world, that is, as a sociological
framework associated with the human experience.
Once the fantastic—and particularly its manifestation through metafiction—
bears down upon the narrative act of a literary text the field apparatus lacks a
malleability to modify itself to physical and temporal laws such as those in Castroforte
that are not modeled off of the laws of causality within the physical world. Thus, once
a metafictional diegetic level is introduced into the equation the Bourdieusian
framework fails to adequately capture a text’s internal dynamics. This is because
Bourdieu’s theory was meant as a sociological framework of human reality and was
thereafter imposed upon the literary text, which is an entity that may or, in the case of
La saga/fuga de J.B., may not subscribe to the causal realities that govern our world.
To map the edifice that is Bastida, one would have to recur to a model whereby
Bastida occupies multiple positions at once, both inside and outside of the relative
field positions.
It should not be surprising, finally, that Torrente’s famous text presents a
logical contradiction whereby A is both equal and not equal to B. While no evidence
exists that the Galician novelist was familiar with Bourdieu, it is precisely the kind of
scientific framework that Bourdieu seeks to construct that Torrente strategizes to
undermine. In a sense, Bourdieu’s was a theory that sought to snatch the literary text
from its lofty heights, submit it to the calculating eye of science, and circumscribe its
supposed ineffability. La saga/fuga de J.B. resists this kind of interpretation. It
appropriates the logical contradictions that lie outside the bounds of scientific thought
and foregrounds them as an innovative narrative technique. To say that Torrente’s text
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substantiates the obsolescence of Bourdieu’s theory is a far cry from the truth,
however. For, the pugilistic, metatheoretical back-and-forth that comes to fruition
upon applying the Bourdiesian theory to La saga/fuga de J.B. in fact illuminates the
bounds within which both the Galician novelist and the French sociologist were
working.
IV. The Struggle for Capital in Castroforte
In the previous section, I described the manner in which Torrente imagines a
self-sustaining fictional world, one that reflects and lays bare the many networks of
power, the economic institutions, and the cultural societies that participate in the
construction of the fields that constitute Castroforte in the present narrative. There,
within the realist discursive aesthetic, economic and cultural capital played an integral
role in determining relative field positions. The Natives, we shall recall, enjoyed a
cache of cultural capital insofar that their cultural imaginary—the Holy Luminous
Corpse, the J.B., and the Palanganato, amongst others—reigns supreme in Castroforte.
Their reserves of economic capital in the form of the lucrative lamprey markets were
furthermore affixed to cultural capital, in that the lamprey’s existence in Castroforte is
connected to the Holy Corpse. The Goths, for their part, orchestrate a campaign to
wrest control of the cultural and economic capital of the Natives. Given that they are
backed by the powerful central government in Madrid, they occupy an advantageous
field position in the present narrative because of their monopoly on the city’s political
institutions. The Bourdiesian framework helped bring these relational field positions to
the forefront. Nonetheless, in so doing, I also signaled the limitations of Bourdieu’s
General Science of Practices insofar that it fails to capture the purely literary dynamics
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at play in a literary work—such as metafiction, parody, and the recalcitrance of a text
to be pinned down to a single interpretation.
Animated by the emergence of these initial limitations to the Bourdieusian
methodology, additional questions surface about its efficacy as a prism through which
to analyze the forces that constitute a literary text. The representation of the subtleties
of power relations, I suggest, constitutes a nuance that escapes Bourdieu’s framework,
particularly as it materializes as a function of the discursive forces at work in the
fictional city of Castroforte. Torrente’s treatment of myth and history as related
discursive forces are crucial in this regard. A number of literary critics have
understood his use of myth and history within the highly polarized context of Franco
Spain.9 Pérez writes, “[e]s poco frecuente categorizar a Torrente como escritor
político, y cuando se hace, suele ser desde una perspectiva negativa. Sin embargo, el
contexto politico influye mucho en los textos literarios, sobre todo cuando dicho
contexto incluye la censura, la prohibición de libros, y las represalias” (Sátiras 78).
Gómez-Pérez understands Torrente’s demythification of history and his concomitant
mythification of literature as an attempt to obscure his fascist past, as “un deseo de
defenderse de la persecución ideológica de la izquierda a aquellos acusados de
colaboracionismo con el fascismo y con Franco” (Las Trampas 136). Labanyi remarks
that,
Torrente Ballester’s experience of both ends of the political spectrum
places him in an ideal position to appreciate the interested nature of all
statements about history. As he notes, there are always at least two
versions of any event: that fabricated by the Right and that fabricated
by the Left. (Myth and History 215)
The thread that runs through these types of conceptualizations of Torrente’s
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implementation of myth and history is the dialectical relationship between Torrente’s
geopolitical strategies for capital accumulation in a highly contentious twentiethcentury Spain om the one hand and the discursive forces that are fictionally
represented in the novel on the other, or an outside the text, inside the text dynamic.
Torrente’s representation of myth and history in La saga/fuga de J.B. thus
constitutes an ideal site from which to analyze power relations, both as a function of
Torrente’s own lived experiences outside the text, in addition to their representation
inside of the fictional world of Castroforte. As two contentious, oftentimes
contradictory, discursive forces, myth and history provide Torrente with a foundation
from which to comment upon, undermine, and highlight the subtleties of power
relations. I thus propose here to examine the representation of what I am calling
discursive capital as it is represented in the novel as a fictional force inside of the text
that dialectically interfaces with Torrente’s relational field positions outside of the
text.
A. Discursive Practices: The Goths
The political hegemony that the Goths enjoy in the present narrative also
confers additional advantages to the dominant group. Since they occupy all of the
important administrative posts, benefit from institutional support from the federal
government in Madrid, and more generally have constructed a tighter network of
social relationships that permits them to communicate more effectively and efficiently,
they have also cultivated the mechanisms and procedures that condition the access to
and use of certain types of discourses, which in turn allows them to substantiate,
justify and reproduce their continued political hegemony in the city of Castroforte.
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The dominant Goths and the subordinate Natives do not simply clash over political,
economic, and cultural issues, but also over the methodologies for producing
knowledge and truth. Specifically, one constellation of the Goths’ power is their
orchestrated campaign to rewrite the history of Castroforte in a way that undermines
the Natives cultural imaginary. The foundational myths that form the cornerstone of
Native subjectivity are thus compromised when juxtaposed with the scientific
rationality of the Enlightenment, which is the kind of thinking that guides Gothic
sabotaging efforts.
The dramatic reorientation of political, religious, philosophical, and scientific
thought that occurred throughout the seventeenth- and eighteenth-centuries known as
the Enlightenment fundamentally altered the approach to how knowledge is produced
and organized in the modern world. The medieval worldview, which privileged
religious figures and texts, had given way to the ideals of individual liberty, freedom,
and the primacy of the human subject. Correlatively, this new worldview also
preferenced reason, rational inquiry, and experimentation. New methodologies and
techniques were constructed to more systematically organize knowledge: the
rationalists preferred deductive reasoning, while the empiricists favored sense
perception and inductive reasoning. For both, the scientific method would reign
supreme. The results of all of this were enormous: original paradigms for
understanding political systems were delineated and put into place, technological
innovations betokened increased standards of living, and personal freedom greatly
expanded for many individual agents.
This triumphant march towards modernity, however, was not without its
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negative consequences: power was diffused through less transparent political
institutions, technological advances also perfected war strategies and more intrusive
surveillance techniques, and the individual agent, basking in their newfound freedom,
was in many ways under more control than ever, for political domination now required
hegemony over the mind as well as the body. Perhaps more nefariously, the hubris of
Enlightenment thinking also impugned in its wake forms of knowledge that were
distinct from its own:
Enlightenment philosophers from across the geographical and temporal
spectrum tend to have a great deal of confidence in humanity’s
intellectual powers, both to achieve systematic knowledge of nature
and to serve as an authoritative guide in practical life. This confidence
is generally paired with suspicion or hostility toward other forms or
carriers of authority (such as tradition, superstition, prejudice, myth and
miracles), insofar as these are seen to compete with the authority of
reason. (“Enlightenment”)
Who could speak, how, and under what circumstances became a battleground for
contending ideologies. It is in this context—one where the proliferation of reason
throughout all facets of human existence tends to bring into question, and indeed
impugn, other forms of knowledge—that I propose to understand the representation of
the discursive practices in Castroforte.
In the present narrative, the return of Jesualdo Bendaña to Castroforte
constitutes the ideal episode to explore how the Goths deploy Enlightenment reason to
undermine Native culture. A potential J.B. in the present narrative, a member of a
well-established and reputable family, and a political emigrant who, because of the
Spanish Civil War, was forced into exile, Bendaña eventually settles in the United
States, where he achieves the rank of full-professor at Cornell University. Throughout
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history the Bendaña family has supported the Gothic forces in their advances to
capture the city and the Holy Luminous Corpse, particularly through the use of the
Pazo de Bendaña.
In keeping with the circular narrative history that pigeonholes characters into
carrying out predetermined functions, Bendaña fulfills his role by eroding the cultural
foundations upon which Native culture rests. He brings back from the United States an
obsession with rationalist, positivistic discourse, a paradigm that he then appropriates
to systematically challenge the etiological history of Castroforte. At one point the text
announces that Bendaña “no cree en paparruchas, porque es católico apostólico y está
muy contagiado del neopositivismo americano, como que son ya varios años allí,
primero en Texas, después en Michigan, por último en Cornell, con todos los honores
y título de full-professor” (397). As we shall see, this verificationist epistemological
perspective stands in stark contrast to the conceptual apparatus that conditions the
Native approach to understanding the world.
Upon returning to Castroforte, Bendaña agrees to an interview with Belalúa,
which is to be published in the town newspaper, wherein he will outline the arguments
of his forthcoming academic book about the mythic origins of Castroforte, entitled Los
mitos de Castroforte de Baralla. This episode in the novel is preceded by a preface to
the interview published in the fictional paper, wherein the editor makes it known that
the views presented are likely to be a source of consternation for the public. The
article is titled “El Profesor Bendaña no cree en Jota Be.” Belalúa writes,
Don Jesualdo Bendaña, Profesor de la Universidad de Cornell, en el
Estado de New York, U.S.A., ha concedido una entrevista a nuestro
director. Verá quien las lea que las afirmaciones de nuestro ilustre
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paisano (cuya figura se ha hecho familiar a todos los castrofortinos
desde su reciente llegada a esta ciudad, del mismo modo que lo eran ya
su personalidad y su reputación científica) están llamadas a marcar una
época en la historia local. Nuestro director confiesa haberlas escuchado
con perplejidad, incluso con inquietud, y así lo ha manifestado al señor
Bendaña en el curso de la entrevista. La respuesta del famoso profesor
de Cornell University es válida para todas las perplejidades, para todas
las inquietudes, para todos los temores: “Los pueblos tienen que estar
dispuestos a hacer frente a la verdad.” Por la naturaleza de su
contenido, esta conversación que hacemos pública está predestindada a
la impopularidad, quizá al escándalo, aunque en el ámbito de sus
efectos se reduzca al de Castroforte. Aconsejamos a nuestros lectores
calma y prudencia. No es cualquiera el que habla, sino un ilustre
paisano nuestro que ama a nuestra ciudad y que con su ciencia ha
conquistado un puesto muy elevado en el primer país del mundo. (5267)
The ostensible purpose of Bendaña’s inquiry is to reveal the truth about the origins of
the city’s belief system and to animate the Natives to confront the faulty logic upon
which their value systems lie. Clearly, this prefatory comment is meant to palliate the
fears that will inevitably emerge within the Native population. For, the authority of
reason can only erode the mythic underpinnings of Native culture.
Bendaña goes on to emphasize the critical aim of his book: “[p]ero el mío no
será un libro de historia literaria, ni siquiera entendida a la manera corriente, sino un
libro ante todo crítico, eminentemente crítico; un libro en el que aplicaré los métodos
de desmitificación característicos de la ciencia moderna” (529). The critical,
demythifying posture of Bendaña’s work explicitly seeks to utilize modern scientific
thought to dismantle—he uses the euphemism ‘demythify’—the foundations of the
Native historical legacy. He comes bringing truth and science to a country that “está
un tanto atrasado, la ciencia moderna suele llegar aquí tarde y, con frecuencia, mal
ententida” (530). He wants to awake the inhabitants from their ignorant slumber
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because “los mitos hacían felices a los hombres, ya que destruían la angustia [pero] la
verdad científica los hará felices” (531). The future, according to Bendaña, will
replace myth with “verdades fundamentales e indiscutibles, menos bellas, quizá, pero
más firmes” (531). The beneficence with which he approaches his task, however, has a
distinctly destructive undercurrent. A hierarchized power structure emerges from
Bendaña’s commentaries, one which subordinates Native epistemology to the
empirical tradition evidenced by the Goths.
How is it, specifically, that Bendaña goes about subverting the foundations of
Castrofortine culture? He questions the etiological myths of the city itself. Like the
Cogito of Descartes’ foundationalist philosophy, which serves as a fulcrum upon
which further knowledge can be formulated, the mythic origins of Castroforte spring
forth from the myth of the Holy Luminous Corpse. The history of the Corpse is
recounted in the apocryphal ballad that prefaces the first chapter, where it is revealed
that an ancient member of the Barallobre family risked his life to recover the Corpse
floating at sea, consequently ensuring eternal guardianship of the relic for the
Barallobre family. The Corpse itself is a source of inspiration for many and has
traditionally served as the destination of religious pilgrimages, the donations of which
enrich the Barallobre family. The monetary value of the relic is further substantiated
by the belief that the flesh-eating lampreys that reside in the river Mendo, which
traverses the heart of the city, are drawn to the presence of the Holy Luminous Corpse.
Villasanta de Estrella, home of the Goths and principal rival of Castroforte, has since
time immemorial sought to find the secret location of the Corpse, to take control of its
economic and cultural powers, and to turn its power against the Natives of Castroforte.
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All inhabitants of Castroforte know the history of the arrival of the Holy Relic; the
images of its narrative are emblazoned around the interior of the city’s cathedral. The
narrative constitutes a fundamental component of the Native cultural imaginary.
Simply put, the Holy Luminous Corpse is the cornerstone of Native culture, identity,
and history. Bendaña turns to this most central symbol of Native iconography from
which to mount his discursive attack.
Bendaña questions the authenticity of the Corpse by recurring to an empirically
grounded analysis. He reminds Belalúa of an experiment carried out by a group of
professors from the University of Villasanta de Estrella—admittedly, a biased group
of researchers. They conclude that the Holy Luminous Corpse “podría tener de
doscientos a trescientos años de antiguedad, pero ni uno más” (541). Bendaña’s own
additional calculations reveal that the relic could not have originated during
Castroforte’s prehistory, due to the remnants of oil paint on the relic, a variety of paint
discovered only in the fifteenth-century (Blackwell 110). Chronologically, then, he
argues, the Corpse could not have originated from the prehistory of the city, as the
traditionally believed narrative maintains. Since the myth specifies that the Holy Relic
arrived sometime before the birth of Christ, this sort of argument, steeped in both the
techniques of modern technology and scientific rationality, vitiates the authenticity of
the Holy Relic’s backstory and, as a corollary, the bedrock upon which Native culture
has been constructed.
Moreover, he questions the identity of the corpse itself, suggesting that the
Holy Corpse is actually the apostle St. James. The Natives, he argues, must have
stolen the corpse, reformulated its mythic origins to cohere with their cultural values,
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and seized upon this fiction as the foundation to their own culture. There is indeed a
certain amount of syncretism between the narratives of St. James and that of the Holy
Corpse: a ship carrying a coffin arrives ashore, a bishop receives it, and the procession
leads the coffin through a wooded area. And there is additional physical evidence to
substantiate Bendaña’s claims.
These same mythopoetic units correspond precisely with the reliefs in the
cathedral of Castroforte, leading Bendaña to argue that “la capilla octagonal que aquí
llamamos del Santo Cuerpo Iluminado, estuvo destinada al culto del Apóstal” (541)—
that is, the apostle St. James the Great. Ostensibly, Bendaña argues that the Natives
stole not only the corpse itself, but also the architectural pieces upon which the story
of its arrival is etched, which now forms part of the church in Castroforte, an argument
that essentially subverts the Native origins of the myth narrative. Belalúa’s response to
these accusations is quite indicative of the damning nature of Bendaña’s reasoning:
“¡Con lo cual ayudará usted a la victoria definitiva de Villasanta de Estrella contra
Castroforte de Baralla” (541). The Native Belalúa immediately understands the
significance of Bendaña’s scientific arguments; if he proves that the Holy Relic was
indeed originally destined for Villasanta, that the mythic history of Santa Lilaila is
false and should be attributed to another saint, then the Native civilization will have
been built upon a falsity, thereby opening their culture up to further discursive attacks.
The myth of Santa Lilaila, however, is only one of five foundational myths of
Native culture. Bendaña sets his sights on the others as well. The remaining four
myths that Bendaña attacks are the narratives that promote the historical existence of
the now-deceased, once-possible reincarnations of the historic J.B.s: the Bishop
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Bermúdez, the Canon Balseyro, the Admiral Ballantyne, and the Bard Barrantes. It is
worth remembering that like Jesus Christ, the myth of the J.B. revolves around the
idea of salvation. The Native townspeople believe that a J.B. will one day descend
upon Castroforte to liberate them from the authoritarian repression imposed upon them
by their eternal enemy. Instead of sketching exactly how Bendaña repudiates each of
the four historical J.B.s, one example should suffice, as the circular nature of the J.B.
story and the affinities between the circumstances surrounding each reincarnation
make one explanation germane to the other J.Bs.
The bard Joaquín Barrantes is the mid-nineteenth-century reincarnation of the
J.B., a member of the founding generation of the Round Table, and a local hero whose
literary prowess and skills of versification are sources of pride for the Natives.
Bendaña, during his methodical investigation into the past of Castroforte, uncovers the
details of Barrantes’s actual life, in addition to the historically accurate merits of his
literary fame. The first generation of the Round Table, according to Bendaña,
fabricated the myths surrounding Barrantes:
Lo que todo el mundo tenía por verdadera historia de Joaquín María
Barrantes no es más que una leyenda inventada después de su muerte
por los mismos inventores de las otras, la del Obispo, la del Canónigo,
la del Almirante. De ninguno de estos personajes se habla en la ciudad
antes de 1865, fecha de la fundación de La Tabla Redonda y comienzo
de lo que pudiéramos llamar la actividad mitificadora del grupo. Fue un
trabajo concienzudo y muy meritorio, no lo niego; porque no sólo
inventaron, sino que lo hicieron con visos de verosimilitud y con todas
las apariencias de la investigación científica de aquel tiempo. (539)
By revealing the origins that constitute the fabric of the Native imaginary to be untrue,
Bendaña is questioning the culture of the Native people itself. Bendaña positions
himself, moreover, as an authority figure on the issue, permitted to speak, endowed
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with certain credentials that privilege his articulations within the context of the
discourse of truth. He has the backing of the leading methodological approaches and
procedures for rational inquiry, something that the Native population lacks, given that
their epistemological foundations are based in myth. It is revealed, moreover, that all
of the J.B. reincarnations were in fact fabrications by the Natives hoping to codify
their national history.10 Indeed, in her critical work The Game of Literature:
Demythification and Parody in Novels of Gonzalo Torrente Ballester, Frieda
Blackwell methodically catalogues and summarizes the susceptibility of Castroforte’s
myths to this type of process of demythification, arguing that the seemingly sacrosanct
myths are oftentimes devalued and eroded to a prosaic, even comical, level (101-158).
She successively demonstrates the plurality of histories associated with each J.B.
character, citing the Gothic rectification of the J.B’s ‘true’ history, and the Native
refutation or reinterpretation of the same, noting that “the multiplicity of versions
confuses the reader, making him suspect of the myth’s substance” (116).
More still, the assiduous critic Bendaña subverts the generally accepted
opinion of Barrantes’s literary greatness, wondering if the townspeople have actually
attempted to read the poetry of their hometown hero:
Casi nadie ha leído a Barrantes, salvo algunas mujeres en las que se
mezclan a partes iguales la ingenuidad y la incultura. Y, ¿sabe usted
por qué nadie lee a Barrantes? Porque es ilegible. Barrantes fue un mal
versificador y un malísimo poeta que no merece ese nombre ni aun
como apodo. (533)
Bendaña speculates as to why, if Barrantes was at best a mediocre poet, the first
Round Table sought to raise his status within the community. He concludes that
societies need poets and heroes; they need them to inform and contribute to the
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cultural history that mediates their members’ subjectivity and “cuando ambas
condiciones se reúnen, como en el caso de Barrantes, en una sola persona, se ahorran
estatuas” (532). His sardonic conclusion defuses the more important proposition;
cultures require historical figures in whom the values and beliefs of the people can be
embodied and with whom its people can relate. They act as benchmarks or yardsticks
or standards that remind the population what it means to be a member of a particular
culture. If, as Bendaña purports to accomplish, these historical figures are effaced, the
culture is deprived of the coordinates that inform their subjectivity, thereby blurring
the ontological status of the people itself.
The systematic critical inquiry to which Bendaña submits the many cherished
myths of Castroforte has the effect of snatching them from their lofty heights, pulling
them down to earth, and submitting them to the gaze of rational thought. The
framework within which Bendaña works can clearly be identified as under the aegis of
the Enlightenment tradition, as his most effective tool is reason steeped in both
deductive and inductive reasoning.
What’s more, Bendaña is convinced of his altruism. Put differently, he
imagines his critical inquiry not as a full-out frontal attack on Native cultural values,
but as a way to pull the wool from the eyes of the city’s inhabitants, to enlighten them,
to make known the benefits of rationality and scientific inquiry. He considers not the
kind of devastating effects that his text will have on the day-to-day life of the average
Native; he has made himself into an authority figure, one that is privileged enough,
principally through the academic system of credentialization, to speak and be heard
concerning the subject of the Castrofortine myths. He constitutes the embodiment of
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what Foucault remarked was a significant change in systems of knowledge during the
sixteenth-century, Bendaña has cultivated
a will to know which imposed on the knowing subject, and in some
sense prior to all experience, a certain position, a certain gaze and a
certain function (to see rather than to read, to verify rather than to make
commentaries on); a will to know which was prescribed (but in a more
general manner than by any specific instrument) by the technical level
where knowledges had to be invested with order to be verifiable and
useful. (The Order of Discourse 55)
In the broadest sense, this privileged position discards as unworthy those discourses
that are not verifiable or useful, for they simply cannot contribute to the constant
accumulation of knowledge that propels the Enlightenment logic forward. This sort of
“will to truth,” remarks Foucault, “tends to exert a sort of pressure and something like
a power of constraint on other discourses” (57). Indeed, other discourses, such as the
mythic one, are seen as superfluous.
Torrente’s fictional representation of Bendaña’s reinterpretation of
Castrofortine myths, most importantly, creates a narrative domain that Bourdieu’s
system fails to capture. Given that “[t]he novel constitutes a parody of Lévi-Strauss’
structuralist analysis of myth,” for Labanyi, “Bendaña’s criticisms of myth [in fact]
are another form of mythification: not only do they revive interest by creating a
polemic, but they add to the proliferation of variant versions” (Myth and History 226;
227). The layered commentary embedded around the Bendaña figure—in the form of
myth, history, and parody—escapes Bourdieu’s sociological approach to the dynamics
of a literary text because it fails to account for how literature seeks to go beyond the
signifiers that constitute its semiotic system, determined to effect articulations that go
beyond the text. This lacunae in Bourdieu’s methodology, in the specific case of
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Torrente, is particularly important because of the fact that Torrente’s representation of
the interplay between history and myth constitutes an integral dialectic force to
understanding Torrente’s field maneuvers outside the text.
Torrente was well aware, as I described in Chapter II, of the modifiable nature
of history, as demonstrated by his campaign to design a variant version of his own
biographical history with the critical establishment. In his La saga/fuga de J.B., he
puts into practice as narrative discursive forces those same strategies that he practices
outside the text. This parallel between that which takes place outside the text with that
taking place inside the text implicates all types of histories, including literary
historiography. Torrente in this way impugns the foundational logic upon which
literary fields more generally are constructed, insofar that he is “opposed to central
authority’s ‘scientific’ insistence on imposing a single ‘truth.’” (Labanyi, Myth and
History 216). For Torrente, every reconceptualization of a literary field such as those
occurring presently in the Galician literary field are simply another addendum to a
long history of struggling dialectical forces. Truth in literature, in history, and in
literary fields is always fleeting and ephemeral, wrapped up in the history of its own
construction:
Like Lévi-Strauss, Torrente Ballester suggests that science and myth
are parallel products of reason, the former based on causal analysis and
the latter on analogical argument. Also like Lévi-Strauss, Torrente
Ballester shows both ways of thinking to be mythical in the sense that
they impose arbitrary structures on to reality in order to make sense of
its non-sense. (Labanyi, Myth and History 216)
The notion of a literary field governed by a language criterion is, in this way, similarly
mired in the methodological procedures that impose structures on reality in an effort to
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contain the arbitrariness of their construction.
In terms of discursive capital, then, the interplay between the dynamics outside
the text that contributed to its publication and the discursive forces represented inside
the text is instructive. We can understand Torrente’s treatment of myth and history
inside the text as an additional component to his campaign to shape critical opinion
outside the text. By undermining in fiction the foundational tenets of history, Torrente
exposes the same sorts of problems germane to the categorization of authors and
literary fields into the notion of literary fields outside the text. In the same way that
Bendaña’s reconceptualization of Castroforte’s myths represents simply an additional
variant to the myth, so too does every piece of literary criticism that is appended to
Torrente the man and his relational field position within the Spanish and the Galician
national literary fields constitute simply an additional supplement to the construction
of Torrente’s own mythic persona.
B. Discursive Practices: The Natives
We shall recall that in Chapter II Torrente’s Native Galicia was a fecund
wellspring from which the novelist drew when creating his fictional worlds.
Particularly when conjuring the first ideations of Castroforte, he was steadfastly
preoccupied with the novelistic strategies that would allow him to integrate the
groundbreaking formal characteristics first established by Cervantes in his Don
Quijote with the Galician habitus, which for its own part was hemmed together by a
rich tradition of myth and a long and storied, if contentious, history. Determined to
find a meaningful way to bring these two elements of his own habitus together, he
resolved on a more theoretical level to enter into a fantastic world (Castroforte) armed
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with the tools of the realist literary discourse, an innovation that contributed
significantly to the aura surrounding La saga/fuga de J.B. and its success in both
critical and popular circles alike.
But his represention of myth—while true that it indeed pays homage to his
native Galicia and inventively reformulates some of the regions most cherished
myths—carves out a critical space wherein the Galician novelist is able to depict the
manner in which discourses intersect and interface with one another. The return of
Bendaña to Castroforte and his critical text constitute the apogee of Enlightenment
rationality. His use of reason and rational inquiry in shining a klieg light on the history
of the city’s most revered myths has the concomitant effect of rendering obsolete the
mythic history of the Native’s cultural imaginary. His ultimate purpose for tearing
down Castroforte’s mythic history, he avers, is to bring the region out from its
backwoods thinking and guide it towards modernity. Put differently, there is no
maleficence in his critical inquiry. The Natives and the members of the Round Table,
however, understand Bendaña’s forthcoming book as a veritable onslaught against
their right to exist within the city. For the Natives, a deep and abiding problem
concerns precisely the kind of discourse that they employ to formulate their cultural
identity.
In stark contradistinction to the Enlightenment rationality espoused by the
Goths, the Natives rely upon their autochthonous cultural myths to sustain them as a
people in a rapidly changing world whose discursive practices are effacing the kind of
truth germane to mythic discourses. Under attack from both external and internal
procedures and mechanisms, the Natives face myriad challenges in this discursive
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battle. Foucault remarks that “in every society the production of discourse is at once
controlled, selected, organized and redistributed by a certain number of procedures
whose role is to ward off its powers and dangers, to gain mastery over its chance
events, to evade its ponderous, formidable materiality” (52). Native exclusion from
participation in discursive practices in the novel takes the form of what Foucault calls
prohibition and the will to truth.
The first discursive obstacle facing the Natives is one of exclusion, one that
Foucault calls “the most obvious and familiar,” the one which prohibits an individual
or group from articulating their position in the first place (52). Foucault theorizes that
there are three types of prohibition, which can be individually identified in theory, but
which in practice very oftentimes work in tandem. The first is a prohibition “on the
object of speech,” which in modern discourses generally refers to those subjects
related to sexuality or politics. The second form for prohibiting speech acts is
constituted by the rituals surrounding the circumstances of speech, and, finally, one
must have “the privileged or exclusive right” to speak in the first place. These forms
of powerful discursive forces, which restrict, organize, and hierarchize the validity of
the speaking subject’s right to speech, are wielded in Castroforte, showing themselves
most clearly in one particular episode in the history of the Round Table.
The last historical Round Table—before the one organized in the present
narrative—existed during the time of the Second Spanish Republic (1931-1933), into
the Civil War, and shortly therafter. Don Emilio Salgueiro, the principal leader of the
last historical Round Table, had sent a telegram to Manuel Azaña, president of the
Second Spanish Republic, declaring Castroforte a Cantón Independiente, much like
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don Torcuato had done before him during the time of the first Round Table.
Additionally, Salgueiro had given a speech in front of congress, arguing for
Castroforte’s autonomy, a speech that was copied down on paper, preserving it as a
historical document for subsequent generations of the Round Table.
Don Perfecto Reboiras, a member of the present narrative’s Round Table, is in
possession of an extraordinary parrot that acts as a kind of historical repository of
Castroforte’s cultural and political history. Don Perfecto comes into possession of the
text of Salgueiro’s speech to congress, but, fearing retribution from advancing
Nationalist forces during the Civil War, decides he must find a way to preserve the
speech, while simultaneously destroying evidence of its existence. He resolves to
teach the speech to his parrot. In this way, the speech is preserved for the current
generation of the Round Table. Bastida reproduces a portion of the speech in the text,
and it deserves an extended citation due to the fact that it demonstrates how the
Natives not only find themselves mired in an unwinnable battle on the political and
cultural front, but indeed also within the realm of discourse as well. It seems that
Salgueiro, after declaring Castroforte’s independence, was given the opportunity to
defend the actions of the group in front of a juridical body:
Señores del Jurado, a quiénes únicamente de manera aproximada y
metafórico puedo llamar mis jueces: ¿están seguros Sus Señorías de
que este acto, y ustedes mismos, y yo tenemos existencia real? Nos
encontramos, según parece, en Castroforte del Baralla, capital de la
provincial de su nombre. Pero, ¿existe esta ciudad? A mano tendrán
ustedes un mapa del país. Háganlo examinar por un perito cartógrafo,
examínenlo ustedes mismos. ¿Figura en él esta provincia? ¿Figura
Castroforte? Y si no aparecen en el mapa, ni en los libros de texto, ni en
los registros de la Administración, ¿cómo es posible que se haya
sublevado? ¿Cómo es posible que yo y estos dignos caballeros que me
acompañan en el banquillo de los acusados hayan cometido ese delito
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cuya configuración ha magistralmente descrito el señor Fiscal? Para
que exista delito, hace falta una base material. No solamente un Quién,
sino un Cómo y, por supuesto, un Dónde. Al Quién y al Cómo se ha
referido el señor Fiscal con bastante detalle, pero el Dónde lo ha pasado
por alto. Pero el Dónde tiene aquí una doble importancia. Ante todo, si
no existe Castroforte, mal puede ser teatro de un delito y del juicio en
que el delito se sanciona; pero, adelante, si el delito consiste en haber
proclamado su independencia, ¿cómo diablos quieren Sus Señorías que
se haya proclamado independiente una ciudad que no existe? No solo,
pues, nos falta el Dónde indispensable, sino el Cómo más indispensable
todavía. Veamos ahora el Quién. O mejor dicho, el Quiénes, porque
cuatro somos los encartados, delincuente plural, y aún me atrevería a
decir que colegiado; porque aquí se ha nombrado a La Tabla Redonda,
y sobre ella en conjunto, y sobre sus miembros uno a uno, se ha hecho
recaer la responsabilidad. ¿Qué es, según el sumario, La Tabla
Redonda? Un grupo humano sin consistencia jurídica, una tertulia sin
estatutos y sin bases, es decir, algo sin personalidad. En estas
circunstancias, ¿cómo puede delinquir? (137-8)
Clearly, Salgueiro embraces Castroforte’s ambiguous ontological status so as to
rationally repudiate sanctions against the group’s actions: how can a state impose laws
over a territory whose existence they refuse to recognize? Salgueiro appropriates the
kind of rationality that defines the Goth’s dominant discourse, most clearly through his
use of deductive reasoning regarding the ontological status of Castroforte. In so doing,
he takes strides to circumvent the prohibition by working inside of the discourse of the
dominant group. Ultimately, however, the group lacks the exclusive right to even
speaking in front of the juridical body, and, in the maelstrom following the war, the
members of the Round Table were round up and summarily executed, victims of the
monopoly of violence enjoyed by the State.
But if the exclusion of the Natives from certain discursive circles in some
instances takes the form of prohibition, the will to truth likewise constitutes a
formidable obstacle for the discursive practices of the Natives. Indeed, “this will to
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truth, like other systems of exclusion, rests on an institutional support: it is both
reinforced and renewed by whole strata of practices, such as pedagogy, of course; and
the system of books, publishing, libraries” (55). We shall recall that the Goths have
monopolized control of the formal institutions of the state, wielding their power
through a combination of secrecy and fear. While the immediate effect was to create
an intrusive surveillance state, this institutional support also mediated the production
and articulation of truth in such a way to coincide with the interests of the powerful,
namely, the Goths. Science thus becomes the de facto methodology from which to
articulate truth in Castroforte, and the Holy Luminous Corpse and the series of J.B.s
are myths whose evolution throughout time follows not the laws of scientific
deduction, but the vicissitudes of unrecorded mythic history.
Though the temporal evolution of myth more generally occurs at a glacial
speed—during which time insertions, modifications, and excisions to the archetypal
narrative are liable to take place at every juncture—one can imagine the exact moment
when myth gets knocked off of its previous narrative trajectory, when an individual or
group resolves to reorganize the mythopoetic units for pragmatic or self-serving
reasons. Torrente invites the reader to bear witness to precisely such events, and, in
doing so, highlights the kind of mythic epistemology that encapsulates Native identity
and culture. It is insightful to take a look at one particular episode that exemplifies
how the Native’s approach to understanding the world differs from that of the Goths.
At one point in the novel, the members of the Round Table come together to
discuss the reliefs in the Colegiata, which houses the Holy Luminous Corpse. Under
question is one relief in particular: the group reasons that the corpse-carrying-figure
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depicted in the chapel is not the ancient Barallobre transporting the Holy Corpse to
Castroforte, as recounted in the Incipit, which was for many years the conventional
interpretation. But instead it portrays a prophecy of future events to come, which
describes how the savior J.B. will one day depart the city with the Corpse in tow. Don
Perfecto Reboiras, a tertuliano of the Round Table, remarks that ‘la profecía puede
aplicarse a la ocasión que esperamos’, referring obviously to the long-awaited day of
Castroforte’s redemption (503). This comment is emblematic of the measures taken by
the Natives to galvanize their fight against political and cultural autocracy, while at
once succinctly capturing the kind of “logic” that drives the Natives’s mythic
understanding of the Holy Luminous Corpse, in that mythic history can be altered,
refashioned, and appropriated to serve the exigent needs of the present. Since the
Natives’s mythic epistemology allows, and perhaps even encourages, alteration,
modification, and revision of the historical record, the truth values assigned to
historical events are not fixed, but variable. These mythmakers, as Jo Labanyi calls
them, “revel in the potentially infinite proliferation of variant versions offered by
myth,” meaning that the kind of epistemology to which the Natives subscribe overtly
diverts from the singular truths of the scientific method, the guiding paradigm of
Gothic modernity in Castroforte (216).11 The narrative imagines how the human
element becomes inserted into the evolution of mythic narratives, whereby the
retroactive reinterpretation of mythopoetic units is commandeered for pragmatic or
political purposes. The fusing together of the J.B. and the Corpse myths in the text
thus demonstrates how the core epistemology of the Natives, and, by extension, their
cultural foundations, are embroiled in an amalgamation of Apocrypha and myth,
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bedfellows which are diametrically opposed to the kind of Enlightenment rationale
that undergirds the Gothic understanding of the Holy Luminous Corpse.
This tension between myth and science is not a new one. “In the West,” writes
Robert Segal, “the challenge to myth goes back at least to Plato, who rejected Homeric
myth on, especially, ethical grounds” (11). However, today and in the text, “[t]he chief
modern challenge to myth has come not from ethics but from science” because
“modern critics dismiss myth for explaining the world unscientifically” (11). What is
interesting about Torrente’s representation of the fictional world of Castroforte is the
detail with which he explores the totality of forces that contribute to the constitution of
a society. One way to appreciate this is to draw attention to the mutually reinforcing
dialectic between the exclusionary forces of prohibition and the discursive practices
related to the will to truth that are forged by an institutional network of power. The
Natives are contained and constricted within a system that is gradually making their
way of living more and more difficult to accomplish. They have lost control over
defining who has the exclusive right to speak and under what circumstances, in
addition to the political institutions that buttress and reinforce the hierarchies found
within the discursive practices. This representation of social forces and their effects on
subordinate groups is accompanied also by a diachronic analysis of the shifting
paradigms that materialize over time. Though it is beyond the scope of this project to
delve more deeply into how Torrente depicts this in the novel, the circular nature of
the J.B. myth means that the it is not the J.B. myth which changes over time, but the
networks of power surrounding the particular iteration of the myth—Bermúdez,
Balseyro, Ballantyne, Barrantes, Barallobre. In the present narrative, the challenge of
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science to the mythic discourse of the Natives has reached a fever pitch. The Goths
have accepted Bendaña’s adage that science can provide a different kind of truth,
“verdades fundamentales e indiscutibles, menos bellas, quizá, pero más firmes,” as he
noted, but the concomitant effect is to impugn the mythic discourse of the Natives,
relegating it to a subordinate position and threatening to silence it.
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Chapter III Notes
1

See Becerra and Gil González 19; Sevilla Vallejo, “José Bastida” 1; and Sevilla Vallejo, “El juicio”
294; and García Gila 274, respectively.
2
According to Gil González, a first reading of the text will lead one to believe that the order of events
in the story are: 1) Chapters One, Two, and Three; 2) Incipit; 3) Coda. However, a second close reading
suggests that the Coda in fact precedes the Incipit, making the order: 1) Chapters One, Two, and Three;
2) Coda; 3) Incipit. Following this interpretation, the entirety of the text after the Incipit could be
considered an extended flashback. But, a third reading suggests that the Incipit begins in media res—
due to the causality of events presented in the three main chapters—with the three chapters occurring
prior to the Incipit, which then links up with the Coda in the final pages. But a fourth reading negates
the possibility of the third reading as well, because the comments of the Poncio in the Incipit, whose
importance in the chronology can only be understood by arriving to the Coda, suggest that, once again,
the Coda must precede the actions recounted in the Incipit. He captures nicely the difficulty of the
temporal logic of the text by calling it a “contradictorio galimatías temporal” (150).
3
For another interesting of Bourdieu’s term see Topographies of Fascism: Habitus, Space and Writing
in Twentieth-Century Spain by Nil Santiáñez.
4
See Jakobson, “Linguistics and Poetics,” Freud, “The Dream-Work”; and Lacan, “The Agency of the
Letter of the Unconcious.”
5
This simultaneity of action aligns with Gil González’s observations that nothing technically occurs in
the novel and that all events occur simultaneously.
6
In reality, Torrente remarks that the levitation of Castroforte at the end of the novel was inspired
initially by the myriad Celtic myths that describe a city sinking into the oceans. However, the sinking
city did not serve the narrative objective to which he was aiming. The idea of a levitating city is the
result of a serendipitous encounter at the National Galley in Washington wherein he came upon “a
Goya painting of a hill with a city atop, which seemed to be flying through the air dragging its dust”
(Blackwell 120).
7
At one point in the oneiric third chapter, when Bastida is ‘traveling’ through the different J.B.
combinations, he remarks that” [s]oy un Jota Be itinerante y supernumerario, y estoy de paso en una
etapa del camino” (707), a comment which suggests again that the interlocutors served as fictional
inspiration for what will be his literary text.
8
Following the text, I will use the term ‘known J.B.’ to refer to the four historical and three
contemporary J.B.s, whereas I will employ the term ‘unknown J.B.’ when referring to any conflated
J.B. personality, such as the ones manifested from the binary or tri-partite J.B. constructs. They are
‘known’ in the sense that they exist within the empirical reality of the fictional world of Castroforte;
they are ‘unknown’ in the sense that they exist as possible permutations within Bastida’s mind.
9
See Labanyi, Myth and History and Pérez-Gómez, “The Specter of Fascism,” amongst others.
10
Bendaña explains the fictional origins of the other historical J.B.:
El señor Amoedo publicaba un trabajo referente al hallazgo de un documento sobre el
Canónigo, e incluso lo transcribía, nadie se tomaba la molestia de comprobar su
veracidad. Así se sacó de la nada a Jerónimo Bermúdez, que no figura en los
catálogos de los obispos tudenses ni en ningún documento de la época; así al
Canónigo Balseyro, que es una figura histórica, pero que jamás estuvo en
Castrofuerte, se le hace cabecilla de la rebelión de marineros contra la Inquisición
cuando él había muerto ya en la cárcel del Santo Oficio de Valladolid, donde estaba
preso y procesado por brujo. He tenido en mis manos y he fotografiado los papeles
del proceso: murió el 21 de octubre de 1607, y la rebelión de los marineros aconteció
en octubre, sí, pero dos años más tarde. Por último, el Almirante Ballantyne, a bordo
del navío Redoutable, estuvo aquí, sí, pero inmediatamente después de Trafalgar; y no
bajó a tierra, sino que envió una compañía de desembarco a buscar víveres y a hacer
agua de grado o por fuerza; el Almirante se hallaba muy enfermo, y murió en la
travesía antes de llegar a Brest: eso dice puntualmente el ‘Diario de a bordo’, que
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existe archivado en el ministerio de Marina de París y que también he fotografiado.
Toda la historia romántica de su defensa de la ciudad es completamente novelesca.
(540)
11
Labanyi, Myth, 216.
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CONCLUSIONS
In assembling his General Science of Practices, Bourdieu was first troubled by
the binary opposition between subjectivist modes of knowledge on the one hand and
objectivist modes on the other, which, during his lifetime, were reified in the work of
Jean-Paul Sartre and Claude Levi-Strauss. Bridging the gap between these two
epistemological modalities would, in a sense, become his life’s work. The problematic
surrounding Torrente’s own life and literary production is beset by issues not
dissimilar from Bourdieu’s more theoretical concerns. For, coming to terms with
Torrente’s politics, his language ‘choice’ and literary works, and his location within
the Galician and Spanish literary fields involves the integration of Torrente’s
subjective experiences with those objective, macro-structures that influenced
twentieth-century Spain. For this reason, the Bourdieusian framework—in particular
the interrelated concepts of habitus, field, and capital—constitutes an ideal entry point
for articulating the issues surrounding Torrente’s personal life, fictional output, and
the historical context, for problematizing the language criterion and its efficacy as
arbiter of national literary fields, and for breaking down the threshold between the
subjective and the objective that underpin critical discussions about Torrente’s life and
work.
This methodological approach is particularly productive when applied to
Torrente and the structures that governed his early childhood. Torrente’s time in Ferrol
and Los Corrales left an indelible mark on his habitus. Much accentuated by literary
critics is the geographical duality represented by the two locales: Ferrol, a small
coastal city with a commanding military presence, stands in stark contrast to Los
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Corrales, a countryside village that came to represent a magical Galician world that
radiated fantasy and imagination (Ponte Far 21; 31). Though often proffered as an
etiological explanation for Torrente’s unmistakable literary style, the concepts of
habitus and field in fact effectuated a different kind of reading. That ferrolán society
was during the first decades of the twentieth-century organized by a complicated
system hierarchized according to military ranks inculcated in young Torrente a
disposition for understanding the operative mechanisms of semiotic systems, which,
when more clearly articulated as the tenets of structuralism later in life, proved to be a
fecund source of fictionable material for the Galician novelist.
But if the Ferrol/Los Corrales binary sensitized young Torrente to the nuances
of semiotic systems, the structure of the field of power likewise conditioned the
linguistic realities in the region. Language, as I outlined in Chapter II, is a hotly
contested social practice because of its implications in the context of power struggles.
Prior to, in childhood, and during the entirety of his adult life, the politics of language
use in Spain more generally and in Galicia specifically had a profound effect on the
dispositions that constituted Torrente’s linguistic habitus. Of particular interest is the
institution of the school, which is primarily concerned with the inculcation of values,
beliefs, and modes of understanding the world. At center stage in the process of
inculcation is language. Primo de Rivera, the Second Spanish Republic, and Franco all
issued decrees or passed laws concerning the linguistic profile of Spain’s educational
institutions. The result was a privileging of Castilian Spanish in an attempt to
consolidate power, which served as a policy strategy at the national level that had very
tangible consequences for peripheral regions, particularly those with autochthonous
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regional languages like Galicia. Torrente was not exempt from these power plays at
the national level. For, like so many of his generation, Castilian was the dominant
language in school, while Galician was reserved for private social spaces. So while
Torrente could indeed speak Galician, he was educated in Castilian, and, as a
corollary, his preferred literary language was Castilian. The language criterion, as I
argued in Chapter II, fails to account for these historically-contingent, relational
nuances.
When the Nationalist forces were only partially successful with their invasion
of the Peninsula in July of 1936, Galicia was left in the rearguard for the remainder of
the internecine conflict. Fernández Prieto describes Galicia’s unique situation. He
writes,
Galicia’s experience of the civil war and postwar period can be
summarized as fifteen days of war, fifteen years of exile, and twenty
years of aftermath. In Galicia, Franco’s coup swiftly triumphed. There
was no war fought on official fronts, but the guerrilla war lasted from
1939 until the 1950s. The repression was brutal because Galicia was
fundamentally Republican; there was no great civil support for the
military coup, but neither was there the possibility of escape.
Repression took the form of cleansing and terror designed to impose
the new order […] Under Franco’s regime, submission was the only
guarantee of survival and of social participation; people had to break
with previous dynamics. (38)
In Bourdiesian terms, the relational fields that governed daily life were irrevocably
altered, forcing the population to adapt their strategies accordingly. For good or ill,
Torrente sided with Franco’s Falange and continued to actively participate in support
of the dictatorship until the 1960s. While this historical reality has certainly colored
critical work concerning the author’s fictional production, when viewed through
Bourdieu’s conceptual lens, a number of productive readings arise. Specifically, the
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Spanish Civil War quite abruptly interrupted Torrente’s doctoral research in Paris.
That he would never finish his degree has larger implications for his strategic
maneuverings later in life. And though he was flush with embodied cultural capital
because of the dispositions of his habitus that favored autodidacticism, he enjoyed
very little cultural capital of the institutional sort, which forced him to accept lowwage teaching positions in institutos at various times throughout his life. It was thus
not until his American Period, during which time he wrote La saga/fuga de J.B., that
Torrente would recover from his dearth of institutional capital, while at once coming
into contact with new forms of embodied cultural capital, particularly as evidenced by
his more theoretical studies of structuralism, then incredibly popular in American
humanities departments. The import of these biographical details, which concern the
dispositional proclivities of Torrente’s habitus, becomes evident once they are situated
within the larger context of Bourdieu’s fields.
The linguistic field, the field of power, and The Spanish/Galician national
literary fields are all arranged in an imbricated, overlapping pattern wherein infinite
forces constantly enter into conflict in a dialectical fashion. The field of power was,
during Torrente’s lifetime, especially authoritative in terms of its ability to shape the
contours of those fields within its purview so that they cohered, buttressed, and
legitimated the dominant faction’s claims to power. In both Spain and Galicia, the
national literary fields, for reasons quite distinct, were constrained by external
elements. Thus, they could both be described to a large extent as heteronomous in
nature, insofar that they adhered to rules of hierarchization related to the consolidation
of power at the national level, in Spain, or to disputes of the center/periphery sort, in
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Galicia. The Spanish national literary field, for instance, after the fall of the Second
Spanish Republic came under the remit of Franco’s repressive censoring body, the
Servicio de libros, which during the first decades of the regime was quite effective in
poring over all written materials, forcing changes unacceptable to the regime upon the
authors, or outright banning the publication or sale of certain texts. The strategies of
agents in the fields of cultural production—particularly the novelists—were
necessarily modified with an eye towards the autocratic regime.
Within the Spanish national literary field, a number of different factors
precluded Torrente from successfully implementing his field strategies until later in
life. In particular, the restructuring of the Spanish literary field—i.e. the reorganizing
of possible field positions available to a writer—after Franco’s rise to power had a
considerable influence on the literary landscape. In the first decades of the postwar
period, the literary field in Spain was calibrated by the emergence of two clusters of
writers. The first is oftentimes denominated Triunfalismo and consists of those authors
concerned with the glorification and legitimization of what was initially a coup against
a duly elected democratic government. At this pole of the Spanish national literary
field, literary aesthetics was relegated to a status of secondary importance; ideological
factors were consecrated as relatively more prestigious. At the other end of the
spectrum were those writers like Cela, Delibes, Sender, Ferlosio, Martín Gaite, and
Matute, whose neo-realist style depicted the social conditions of a war-ravaged Spain.
In general, then, the Spanish literary field was both heavily influenced by Spanish
politics at the national level and organized by two poles, one relatively heteronomous
and the other relatively autonomous.
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Torrente’s first decades of novelistic output must then be situated within this
larger context. In the first place, the censor constituted a formidable obstacle. The
publication of Javier Mariño in 1943 was delayed because of thematic concerns that
were considered anathema to the dictatorship’s larger project of unifying a fragmented
and plurinational state. The lukewarm response to the novel can largely be attributed
to the delay in publication. In the 1950s, Torrente was working on his trilogy Los
gozos y las sombras. Above and beyond additional run-ins with the censor, the trilogy
was also beset by the fact that French-style objectivism was then in vogue in Spain, a
literary mode Torrente had rejected. The larger field conditions, which gave primacy
to the Spanish variant of French objectivism in works such as Los Bravos (1954) by
Jesús Fernández Santos, El Jarama (1956) by Ferlioso, and Gran Sol (1958) by
Ignacio Aldecoa, thus in part excluded Torrente from successfully marketing his
trilogy.
It was not until the Spanish literary winds had swept in the Self-Referential
Novel of the 1970s that Torrente’s style coincided with the larger field conditions. An
acerbic wit, the emphasis on a ludic sense, the foregrounding of metafiction, and the
experimentation with non-linear novelistic time all became highly fashionable
elements of this new modality of fiction in Spain. Torrente’s so-called Fantastic
Trilogy—La saga/fuga de J.B., Fragmentos de apocalipsis, and La isla de los jacintos
cortados—would emerge as paradigmatic examples of the self-referential style. So
while literary critics have tended towards emphasizing Torrente’s retreat from Spain
and Spanish literary trends while in the United States, going so far as to promote the
biographical narrative that it was during this period that Torrente began to ‘write for
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himself,’ in truth the Bourdieusian framework brings into sharper relief a completely
different reality: Torrente’s novels of the Fantastic Trilogy, of which La saga/fuga de
J.B. was the cornerstone, were finally integrated with field conditions sympathetic to
his literary style, facilitating his meteoric rise to public and critical accolades. For the
first time, Torrente’s writing style positively correlated to the larger field conditions.
According to Bourdieu, transformational field upheavals are not only common,
but an integral component of the natural order of things. In literature specifically,
established literary movements occupy the high ground against the rising tide of
heterodoxy, represented by new generations of writers, who are inculcated under new
objective structures with dispositional coordinates of the habitus at variance with
orthodoxy. The manifesto “Máis alá” not only took umbrage at Valle-Inclán’s
linguistic habitus, for instance. His brand of modernism was also anathema to the
emerging aesthetic of the avant-garde. Bourdieu writes that the first structuring
principle of a national literary field can be found in what he calls the restricted subfield, which is based on the opposition
between the consecrated avant-garde and the avant-garde, the
established figures and the newcomers, i.e. between artistic
generations, often only a few years apart, between the ‘young’ and the
‘old’, the ‘neo’ and the ‘paleo’, the ‘new’ and the ‘outmoded’, etc.; in
short between cultural orthodoxy and heresy. (53)
Success in this sub-field is consecrated not by economic principles, but by recognition
from other producers, critics, and experts within the field. The totality of relations in
this sub-field is governed by rules inverse to those pertaining to the economic field.1
That is, public acclaim, national book tours, massive book sales, and high profits that
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line the pockets of the producer are in this world looked at with contempt and derision;
‘selling out’ lowers an agent’s stockpile of symbolic literary capital.
Torrente’s La saga/fuga de J.B. was extraordinarily successful within the
Spanish sub-field of restricted production for a number of reasons that have to do with
the more comprehensive relational field positions of the period. Fellow writers of
fiction and literary critics all unanimously and immediately agreed that the novel was
paradigmatic of a new kind of literature in Spain. In his “La saga/fuga de J.B.:
Crónica de una recepción” (2003), José Antonio Pérez Bowie remarks that Torrente’s
novel “adquirió pronto la dimension de una novela canónica dentro de la producción
novelística de la postguerra” (117). Among literary critics, field relations had much to
do with the success of the novel. Pérez Bowie goes on to note that the successful
reception of the novel was due in large part to “la existencia de un conjunto de críticos
que desde su rigor y solidez de conocimientos estaban renovando un panorama
caracterizado desde hacía varias décadas por su deprimente mediocridad” (104). This
period of critical renovation materializes in the work of literary supplements
(Informaciones de las Artes y de las Letras), literary journals (Triunfo, Cuadernos
para el diálogo, La estafeta Literaria, and Destino) and young, university-educated,
professional literary critics well-versed in critical and literary theory who were able to
comprehend the importance of Torrente’s articulations in the context of the larger
literary milieu and express the same in their work (Andrés Amorós, Pere Gimferrer,
and Darío Villanueva, all of whom published interviews with Torrente) (Pérez Bowie
105). Dionisio Ridruejo, Camilo José Cela, and Carmen Martín Gaite were among the
first authors to lavish La saga/fuga de J.B. with praise. Unlike the tree falling in the
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forest with nobody to hear it, when Torrente breaks the pact between text and reader
and mocks the certainty of structuralism’s axioms, the gatekeepers of the sub-field of
restricted literary production were able to comprehend the importance of Torrente’s
articulations in the context of the larger literary milieu. What’s more, these same
literary critics occupied crucial positions within the Spanish school system, which
meant that new generations of Spaniards would become familiar with the novel. Pérez
Bowie writes,
No hay que olvidar tampoco el hecho de que muchos de esos lectores
engrosarían desde principios de la década de los setenta las plantillas de
catedráticos y agregados de Lengua y Literatura españolas en la
Enseñanza Media para nutrir los numerosos centros de nueva creación
que se fueron abriendo por todo el país. Y que en Curso de Orientación
Universitaria que, en cumplimiento de la Ley de Educación de Villar
Pallasí, sustituiría al antiguo Preuniversitario, la enseñanza de la
literatura española contemporánea tenía un lugar privilegiado. La
saga/fuga de Torrente fue prontamente incluida en los manuals de
Enseñanza Media y la propia novella no tardaría en ser incluida como
lectura recomendada en los manuales dedicados a la preparación de
oposiciones a las cátedras y agregaciones de Enseñanza Media y la
propia novella no tardaría en ser incluida como lectura recomendada en
los manuals del citado COU, pasando prontamente a convertirse en uno
de los textos canónicos de la novelística española de la postguerra.
(105)
The confluence of a number of factors—a new breed of literary critic and the
educational institutions of Spain—together with the formal experimentation inside the
text thus played an integral role in the text’s popularity within the sub-field of
restricted production.
The second principle stipulated by Bourdieu that structures the literary field of
cultural production is the “opposition between the sub-field of restricted production
and the sub-field of large-scale production, i.e. between two economies, two time276
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scales, two audiences” (“The Field of Cultural Production” 53). In contradistinction to
the sub-field of restricted production, the sub-field of large-scale production is
organized around economic capital, meaning that popular acclaim, book sales, and
recognition from the masses, who are concerned more with ‘consumption’ rather than
erudite articulations of aesthetic innovation, are highly valued and determine relative
‘success’ and ‘failure’. According to Bourdieu’s theory of the literary field, an author
who is successful in the sub-field of large-scale production is correspondingly less
prestigious in the sub-field of restricted production. The paradox of the sell-out again.
Not surprisingly, Torrente seems to exist in a liminal space in this regard as
well. For, the Galician novelist was both celebrated by literary critics and authors of
the period and his La saga/fuga de J.B. was “una de las novelas más vendidas” of
1972 (Basanta 114). After just a few months, the second edition was released by
Publicaciones Destino. Flying in the face of Bourdieu’s theory, Torrente enjoyed both
critical and public recognition alike in the sub-fields of restricted and large-scale
production respectively. How can this be?
Interestingly, Bourdieu’s theory of fields goes a long way to explain this
apparent theoretical contradiction. First, when La saga/fuga de J.B. was published in
1972, changes to the configuration of the field of power were imminent. Franco would
die in 1975, the transition to democracy would eventually materialize after seven years
of uncertainty, the apertura and the destape—or, the periods after Franco of policies
of political liberalization and the proliferation of new, liberated forms of cultural
expression—and the pacto de silencio, all contributed to drastic reconfigurations
within the political, economic, social, and cultural fields. Spain as a whole was more
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inclined to look past Torrente’s problematic political past during the seventies and
eighties.
Technology also played a role. After Franco, the politics of television were
gradually liberalized. Increased diversity of content and access to televisions made
them household items throughout Spain. In 1980, the television series Los gozos y las
sombras was broadcast for the first time on Televisión Española, based off of
Torrente’s trilogy written between 1957 and 1962, which went largely ignored by the
critical establishment at the time of its publication. Set in Galicia, the show deals with
the final years of the Second Spanish Republic, a topic that under Franco would have
been prohibited. The show brought about a renewed interest in the Galician novelist
and contributed to his growing popularity throughout the 1980s. New media forms
relational in their existence to field positions in the literary field thus played a
significant role in consecrating Torrente’s prestige in the sub-field of large-scale
production.
In general, then, Torrente created new field positions within the Spanish subfield of restricted production by impugning literary traditions, which, together with a
reorientation of the field of literary criticism, positioned Torrente in such a way as to
capitalize on the prestige which determines relative success or failure within the field.
In the Spanish sub-field of large-scale production, Torrente’s La saga/fuga de J.B. was
awarded the Premio Ciudad de Barcelona and the Premio de la Crítica in 1972 and
“[f]ue considera como una de las novelas más vendidas en todas las encuestas de
aquellas fechas” (Basanta 115). Seemingly against Bourdieu’s theoretical
prognostications, Torrente was both critically and popularly lauded as one of Spain’s
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leading writers of fiction. A Bourdiesian reading of La saga/fuga de J.B. suggests that
the reason for which this is so lies at the intersection of a drastic reorientation of the
field of power after the death of Franco, the peculiar trajectory of the development of
Torrente’s habitus, his own strategies for accruing capital, a text that undermined
literary tradition during a period receptive to experimentation, a textual thematic that
spoke to both erudite literary critics and the general public, the Galician novelist’s
ability to tap into Spanish and Galician cultural traditions, and the emergence of new
media forms on the Peninsula. This fame in the Spanish literary field, however,
necessarily exerted a relational pressure on Torrente’s positioning in the Galician
literary field.
Torrente’s relationship with those actors, institutions, and historical norms that
effect the Galician national literary field are different in kind from those of the Spanish
literary field. Of particular import is the fact that the Galician literary field was rather
heteronomous insofar that it was organized by factors external to itself during a
number of different crucial periods of its modern development. Manuel Murguía, for
instance, encouraged Galicia’s unique linguistic, historical, and geographical
characteristics as a foundation for articulating the rexionalista movement’s larger
ideological objectives. In literature, poetry was much valued during this period.
Rosalía de Castro’s first collection of poems, Cantares gallegos, for instance, drew
upon the long tradition of lyrical poetry in the region, costumbrista sketches of the
Galician countryside, and a sentimental construct, all of which served as traditional
conceptualizations for articulating the uniqueness of Galician identity.
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“Though conventional literary histories pay little attention to genres other than
poetry during this period,” it is worthwhile to note that Marcial Valladares’s Maxina
(1880) and Francisca Herrera’s Névada (1920), the first novel published in Galician
and the first novel published in Galician by a woman, respectively, were foundational
texts of Galician prose fiction. The Rexurdimento galego of the nineteenth-century
paved significant inroads for the Xeración Nós, who during the 1920s likewise turned
towards language, history, and territory as coordinates for their political project. The
cultural manifesto of the nacionalista group “Máis alá” sought to legitimize Galicianlanguage literature by situating it within the context of European modernism, rejecting
Galician novelists whose work in Castilian constituted a double-affront on account of
linguistic as well as aesthetic grounds.
The elation for the passage of the Galician Statute of Autonomy in 1936 was
abruptly quelled by the outbreak of war, Franco’s rise to power, and the subsequent
dictatorship, additional heteronomous factors that significantly influenced the
development of the Galician literary field. About the Galician literary field, Vilavedra
notes that the fascist uprising brought about a “súpeta interrupción do seu discurso
literario” (209). But while Franco’s regime certainly repressed literary production
more broadly at the national level and enacted linguistic, cultural, and social policies
to undermine the cultural distinctness of the periphery, Galician-language narrative
continued to be produced under the yoke of repression in two ways that are unique to
the region. Writing from the diaspora, authors such as Eduardo Blanco Amor and
Xosé Neira Vilas were key figures in the development of the narrative genre. In
Galicia proper, the immediate post-war years were marked by a decreased interest for
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the narrative form; Vilavedra remarks that “os autores preferiesen, neses anos escuros,
as posibilidades introspectivas da creación poética” (239). Nonetheless, the first
Galician-language novel published in the Galician interior in the post-war period was
A xente da Barreira in 1951, whose author Ricardo Carballo Calero was an intimate
friend of Torrente. In the 1950s and 60s Gonzalo Rodríguez Mourullo, Xosé Luis
Méndez Ferrín, Camilo Gonsar, and Carlos Casares emerged as a group collectively
known as the Nova narrativa galega not only for their stylistic innovation and formal
experimentation influenced heavily by the Nouveau roman, but also their
autobiographical and ideological positions (Vilavedra 254). Galician-language
narrative was thus very much developing, if slowly at first, while Torrente was
working on his Castilian-language novels. His literary texts, however, because of the
language criterion were excised from discussions pertaining to the Galician national
literary field. This language factor, nonetheless, does not capture the intricate field
dynamics at work.
Galicia was affected by the death of Franco, the Constitution of 1978, and the
transition to democracy in a way that is distinct from the rest of Spain. The
establishment of the Autonomous Community of Galicia in 1981 granted the region
the authority to erect political, economic, and cultural institutions in their own image.
Language, culture, history, and geography were, like at previous historical moments in
its history, re-consecrated as coordinates for defining the Galician cultural imaginary
and advertised as such.
In the literary sphere, relative Galician political autonomy has allowed the old
bonds between culture and politics to dissipate, paving the way for Galician-language
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cultural producers to creatively experiment with projects not necessarily wedded to a
larger political project. Indeed, Figueroa remarks that “[p]oliticians are increasingly
differentiated from belletrists and artists, who are now liberated from many
extraliterary or extra-artistic functions” (52). The Galician national literary field, under
a newly re-orientated field of power, is similarly experimenting with original ways for
thinking about the construction of a national literary field which reflects Galicia’s
turbulent history in the Spanish periphery, one that does not arbitrarily excise writers
from certain periods of its history. Torrente and a handful of others are mentioned as
paradigmatic in this regard.
A reading of the dialectical relationship between the development of the
Spanish/Galician literary field, Torrente’s linguistic habitus, and his treatment of
language in La saga/fuga de J.B. produces a new kind of understanding of both
Torrente and the construction of national literary fields. Outside the text in Chapter II,
two general issues with the language criterion were brought into sharp relief by
examining the specific case of Torrente while employing the Bourdieusian framework.
The first has to do with history and the passage of time. Specifically, one
theory of the origins of nationalism suggests that the advent of the printing press, and
the dominant print-languages that subsequently emerged, allowed members of a group
to imagine their cultural propinquity with hundreds of thousands of people through a
shared language (Anderson, Imagined Communities 56). These print languages had a
homogenizing effect on language use more generally, positively producing a
dialectical relationship with the emerging nation-state model, which found both a
cultural adhesive and a legitimizing social practice in language to facilitate the
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materialization of the nation-state paradigm. Official languages of states were
consecrated by a series of historical forces, technological developments, and power
struggles that made language not only the de facto criterion for organizing national
literary fields but indeed perhaps the most logical methodology. The rationale of the
language criterion was predicated on the one-nation, one-language principal—where
dominant languages rose to prominence and subordinate languages languished due to a
relative paucity of access to technological innovations for mass-printing cultural
materials in their language—hierarchies characterized by the rapid consolidation of
power by the institution of the state, and the subsequent development of national
literary fields, a cultural practice that evolved apace with the nation state as a way to
establish continuity with past generations and establish a collective memory, which in
turn further legitimized the primary role of the state as the institutional fulcrum for
organizing societies. The construction of the Galician literary field was and is alwaysalready enmeshed in these more comprehensive field transformations, a nuance I
foregrounded in Chapter II with the aid of the Bourdiesian conceptual apparatus.
Second, and intimately related to the first, is the fact that new technologies,
new techniques for increasing the speed of capital flow, and new relations of intra- and
international governance have wrested control from the nation-state model in favor of
a more globalized world. Hooper argues that there is “an opportunity to reframe and
resituate Galician culture and Galician studies in terms of the radically shifting
regional and national discursive maps of twenty-first-century Europe” as “the concept
of the nation and its related institutional practices come under increasing pressure, and
scholars attempt to find alternative means of conceptualizing the spatial and
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chronological relations that we once took for granted” (“New Cartographies” 125).
She continues,
The need for new ways of reading and/or conceptualizing Galicia and
Galician culture becomes clear when we look critically at the cultural
narrative that is legitimized by Galician literary history. It becomes
even more imperative when we recognize that Galician literary history,
like any teleological narrative is characterized by lacunae and
absence—that is, as much by what is excluded, as by what finds a
place. (125)
Because of its absence in the Galician literary field, Torrente’s La saga/fuga de J.B. in
this way can serve a larger purpose in reconceptualizing the construction of the
Galician national literary field.
The fact that La saga/fuga de J.B. begins with an unnamed character shouting
“¡Veciños, veciños, roubaron o Corpo Santo!” in the Galician language is a textual
locution that not only emanates traces of the historical forces that permitted its
articulation in the first place, but upon closer examination in fact disrupts critical
methodologies that construct national literary fields. For, the use of Galician from the
outset suggests that the issue of language choice permeates through the entirety of the
text. In his Cuadernos de La Romana, Torrente insists that “[m]i lengua «regional»,
insisto, era y casi es lengua agraria y marinera; aspira ahora a ser capaz de servir de
instrumento expresivo a un hombre moderno y culto” (57). Against the backdrop of
forces outside of the text, the fact that the initial articulation of La saga/fuga de J.B.
appears in Torrente’s regional language that aspires to increase its expressive capacity
is significant. The Galician-born author desires to express his cultural identity through
language—to capitalize on his Galician cultural capital—but Galicia’s historical
location in the periphery of the Spanish State, its orientation as finis terrae, and
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Torrente’s linguistic experiences divided between a Spanish-facing Ferrol and a
Galician-oriented Los Corrales coalesce in such way as to deny him access to the
Galician literary field. I read this first articulation in La saga/fuga de J.B. through the
lens of Bourdieu’s General Science of Practices, as the articulation of an agent
dialectically entangled in historical, cultural, and linguistic forces undergoing a larger
transformational shift from the local to the global, as a pronunciation whose very
existence impugns the validity of the language criterion, and as a prefiguring of
contemporary critical efforts to reconceptualize the Galician national literary field.
New problems of the literary sort have arisen in Galicia too from the freedom
afforded by increased political autonomy:
Galician literature, like other so-called minor, minority, or minoritized
literatures, thus finds itself faced with a dialectic between the autonomy
of the literary field (albeit relative), which is indispensable for its
artistic survival, and the political action that is equally necessary to
establish, restore, and maintain it. (Figueroa 49)
The relationship between politics and culture has not ceased to be a factor in Galicia, it
only has changed its form. The provincial government of A Coruña’s official webpage
gives a sense of the difficulty involved with situating Torrente in this changing
Galician literary field. A number of cultural and artistic prizes are sponsored by the
province. The official convocation for the Premio de Lingua Rosalía de Castro says
the prize’s objective is to “recoñecer iniciativas, traballos recentes, traxectorias de
persoas individualmente, colectivos ou entidades comprometidas coa promoción e
dignificación social do noso patrimonio lingüístico, quer no ámbito da provincial, quer
a nivel galego” (1). Rosalía de Castro is marketed as a model Galician, one whose
Galician-language poetry single-handedly brought the language out from darkness into
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light. This is done with little regard for the fact that de Castro turned her back on the
Galician language, and in 1881 she wrote to her husband Murguía: “ni por tres, ni por
seis ni por nueve mil reales volveré a escribir nada en nuestro dialecto, ni acaso
tampoco ocuparme de nada que a nuestro país concierna” (Cartas 608).
Whereas de Castro’s past is strategically forgotten, the webpage dedicated to
the Premio de Narrativa “Torrente Ballester” strikingly contains the seeds of
Torrente’s political, cultural, and linguistic history. “Co ánimo de contribuír a
acrecentar a calidade fabuladora e a creatividade que caracteriza as nosas escritoras e
escritores,” says the provincial government, “e coa vontade de hoemaxear o ferrolán
Gonzalo Torrente Ballester, a Deputación Provincial da Coruña, convoca o Premio
“Torrente Ballester de Narrativa en Lingua Galega” (1). From 1989 to 2015,
contestants could submit novels in both Spanish and Galician, whereupon they would
compete for one prize. During this period, 20 of the winning prizes went to Castilianlanguage novels, while only 6 went to Galician language novels. In 2016, the
parameters of the award changed. Prizes are now divided into Castilian and Galician
sub-categories, with one winner being selected from each language. This shift reflects
a sympathy for Torrente’s historically liminal position between Spain and Galicia,
which is brought about by more comprehensive changes of field relations at the
national level, in addition to new campaigns by the Xunta da Galicia to market the
cultural distinctness of the region by shifting historical figures to different relational
field positions. In a rather ironic twist of fate, it seems that the same brand of field
transformations that contributed to Torrente’s popularity in the Spanish literary field in
the seventies and eighties are now rearranging the relational field positions of the
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Galician literary field, carving out a space for the Galician-born, Castilian-language
fiction writer.
Outside the text, as a sociological framework, the Bourdieusian conceptual
apparatus draws attention to these latent relational factors that sometimes go unnoticed
when an author or text is approached from an essentialist vantage point. In Chapter II,
I thus teased out in a comprehensive manner the myriad relational factors that
contributed to the publication of La saga/fuga de J.B. In this specific sense,
Bourdieu’s theory was highly productive.
In Chapter IV, nonetheless, once the Bourdiesian analysis was situated inside
the text, limitations emerged. Bourdieu, for his part, seeks to snatch the literary text
from its lofty heights, submit it to the calculating eye of science, and circumscribe its
supposed ineffability. Torrente writes novels that purposefully resist interpretation,
that lead the literary critic into vicious circles of never-ending logic and infinite
regresses. The fact that La saga/fuga and literature in general can conceive of so many
different realities while sociology is constrained by the laws of the physical world, in a
sense, signals the triumph of literature over sociology, of Torrente over Bourdieu.
When understanding the construction of national literary fields, I suggest, the
polyphony of narrative discourses play just as crucial of a role as any factor such as
the language one in defining the classification of a literary text into these entities we
call national literary fields. Integrating the dialectic forces outside the text with those
inside of the text thus constitutes a new direction in thinking about how literary fields
can be constructed.
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All of the vicissitudes of Torrente’s personal history outside of the text would
profoundly affect the internal dynamics of La saga/fuga de J.B. One example of how
Torrente’s combative posture with the critical establishment outside the text translates
into a discursive textual force is the fact that Torrente impugns the time-honored
contract between reader and text. Brooks’ appropriation of Freud’s premise that a
human being aims towards death by passing through a series of détours suggests that a
text will likewise delay the arrival of closure through a meandering path constituted by
arabesque-like detours meant to optimize a reader’s curiosity and the excitement
stemming from knowing the unknown will be made known. This is fundamentally the
allure of a text’s narrative trajectory.
Rather ingeniously—and this cultural capital can be traced to Cervantes
through Sterne, whose work Tristram Shandy demonstrates an underlying awareness
of its ontological state as a text meant to be read by a human agent—Torrente
similarly challenges literary tradition by eschewing established literary conventions. A
large part of the aura surrounding La saga/fuga de J.B. can be attributed to how the
novel undermines readers’ expectations. To this point, Alicia Giménez says that “La
saga… rompía con todos los convencionalismos aún existentes en nuestra novelística”
(79). The primary mechanism by which the text accomplishes this is the reliance upon
self-conscious allusions to its artificiality and the foregrounding of its coming into
being. Bastida is central here, for the primary coordinates of the text spring forth by
passing from his unconscious mind to his conscious one during the third séance with
the Espiritista.
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Prior to the third séance in the narrative the heteronymous ideations Bastid,
Bastide, Bastidoff, and Bastideira had constituted the dominant narrative, suggesting
that their development would in due course be justified within the confines of the text.
Their substitution with the J.B. plotline at the end of Chapter One constituted an end
and a beginning, a false start, or what Brooks’ calls a premature discharge, an
unexpected, ill-timed, and hasty metaphorical closure of the metonymic detours that
comprised the heteronymous story. The contract between reader and text was broken
and the result was not only the critical recognition of the novel’s originality within the
Spanish literary field, but also a text that is notoriously not read to completion. When
situated within Bourdieu’s relational framework, the premature discharge in La
saga/fuga de J.B. can be contextualized in the larger discussion of how national
literary fields are constructed. Bourdieu writes that “one of the major points of
contention in the literary or artistic field is the definition of the limits of fields” (qtd. in
Swartz 121). That is, far from rigid, immutable, monolithic entities, literary fields are
dynamic social arenas wherein agents’ habitus are pitted against one another in a
struggle for the modality of capital that structures the field. Torrente’s text is very
much involved in probing the limits of literary convention, which in the process
redefines the boundaries that delimit literary fields. One way that he does this is by
undermining longstanding literary traditions.
This subverting occurs in a different sense, as well. In “Habitus and La
saga/fuga de J.B.,” I suggest that the text undermines what I call the readerly habitus
of the literary critic by confounding what Genette calls the narrative instance. The
narrator José Bastida is at once a character within the fictional world of which he is
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also the god-like creator. The Bourdieusian framework, as I showed, fails to account
for the metafictional posture of the narrator Bastida. The Bastida-as-author narratorial
edifice also problematizes narrative time in the novel. In a revolutionary presentation
about the text, Gil González suggests that, in the lengthy novel, nothing actually
happens, that it is impossible to determine the chronological temporality of events of
the narrative history, and that the entire novel is an interior monologue of the
author/narrator/character Bastida. Despite the appearance of a sequential narrative, the
text in fact exists in a narrative domain constituted by simultaneity, that is, the whole
of the narrative takes place at once in a sort of ephemeral flash of an infinitely small
unit of time. Concerning Genette’s narratology, which assumes that the narrative
instance must take place in the present, past, or future in relation to the events of the
story, Torrente problematizes scientific approaches to reading a literary text. In La
saga/fuga, words like ‘before’ and ‘after’ have no anchor from which to ground their
meaning. They are signifiers without signifieds. The past, the present, and the future
do not exist in the fictional world of Castroforte, only the simultaneity of the
ephemeral, fleeting ‘now.’ Torrente in this way complicates the task of the literary
critic by temporally situating the narrative instance in a region that narratology cannot
comprehend.
Torrente’s strategies to confound the readerly habitus can be observed
furthermore as a function of the field. As a literary critic, Bourdieu applies his notion
of the field to nineteenth-century French realism to argue that the social spaces
constructed inside of literary works can be unraveled to understand the social space of
their authors. In my view, however, Bourdieu’s framework lends itself to those texts
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that seek to faithfully recreate the historical realities surrounding their composition, a
basic tenant of literary realism. I therefore map the different field relations of the
present narrative as they are educed through the Natives, the Goths, the professions of
individual characters, political institutions, economic markets, and cultural societies.
Given that one component of La saga/fuga is its costumbrista sketches and its
representation of power relations and cultural practices, that is, at a realist discursive
level, the Bourdiesian notion of the field goes a long way to describing the internal
dynamics of the social space represented in the fictional world. This sociological
approach, nonetheless, fails to capture the most innovative and experimental aspects of
the text. The notion of the field cannot capture the polyphony of discourses that
Torrente embeds in his text, most notably, metafiction and parody. In this way, La
saga/fuga represents a challenge to the Bourdiesian methodology insofar that it puts
into sharp relief the limitations of this kind of scientific reading of a literary text.
Jo Labanyi remarks that “an issue here is how to classify Catalan, Galician,
and Basque authors who write in Castilian” (34). This investigation into Torrente and
La saga/fuga, undergirded by Bourdieu’s theoretical framework, points to new
directions in reconceiving the construction of literary fields more generally.
Bourdieu’s theory indeed does much of the critical legwork in this regard. Literary
fields cannot be conceived as entities separate and apart from the historical milieu that
contributed to their formation nor the historical context of the literary critic carrying
out their analysis, a central component of Bourdieu’s relational theory. Literary fields
are always-already dialectically constructed by the totality of the network of social
relations that engendered their existence in the first place. Bourdieu’s relational
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approach thus neutralizes the efficacy of the language criterion because it gives
primacy to relational field positions and time as factors contributing to the
construction of literary fields.
In my view, however, an additional component calls out to be integrated to
Bourdieu’s theory: that of the discursive forces inside of the text with their dialectic
parallels outside the text. This is the reason for which I turned inside of the text in
Chapter IV. Understanding the dialectic relation between Torrente’s strategies for
capital accumulation as I outlined them as a function of his relationship to the critical
establishment and Torrente’s formal strategies to confound the literary critic inside the
text together appear to constitute a fertile direction for understanding the
transformative nature of literary fields. For, his strategies outside of the text tended
towards a campaign to shape critical opinion about his relational position within the
Galician literary field. With the passage of time and the profound political changes at
the national level, Torrente’s past strategies began to have considerable import in repositioning him within this newly calibrated Galician literary field. Before, his literary
language precluded his entry; now, his ethnicity as a Galician writer, or more
specifically, a ferrolán writer, has considerable significance for a region trying to
advertise and market its relative autonomy from the Spanish state, as evidenced by the
literary prizes above. Part of the reason that this is so has to do with the discursive
narrative elements inside of his La saga/fuga de J.B. For, they in part catapulted him
to fame in the Spanish literary field, which initially paved the way for his
reconsideration within the Galician literary field.
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